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HISTORY
OF

GREEK PROSE LITERATURE,

PART II.

CHAPTER I.

ISOCRATES.

441. WE turn to another leading representative of Attic

prose during the earlier half of the fourth century B.C a

representative who, with Lysias and Isaeus, with Plato and with

Xenophon, makes up that wonderful constellation of writers of

whom Demosthenes may be considered the greatest star. Our

authorities are agreed that Isocrates was born at Athens in 436,

the son of Theodorus, a flute manufacturer, and of Heduto. The
names of three obscure brothers and a sister are mentioned.

He may have been a few years younger than Lysias, eight or

nine years older than Plato. His father, being wealthy, was

able to give him so good an education that he himself boasts l

he was better known and stood higher among his school-

fellows than ever afterwards a very credible statement, see-

ing that his great talent for form must have made him a brilliant

and promising pupil. Among his masters are mentioned

Prodicus, of whom critics have found traces in his orations,

and Socrates, whom he once mentions a in connection with

Alcibiades, without sympathy, so that the stories about his

public mourning of the philosopher's death seem false
; indeed,

no natures could be more contrasted than those of the two men,

' Antid. 161. '
Busiris, 5.

VOL. U.2 B



2 HISTORY OF GREEK LITERATURE. cil. I.

and the praise of Isocrates in Plato's Phcedrus, which Socrates

speaks, is evidently mere Platonic Socratism.

It is fashionable to argue that he was necessarily influenced

by Socrates, because he shows a high moral tone, and was su-

perior in philosophic culture to Lysias and the earlier orators.

But this opinion
l

is based on the vulgar notion that the real

sophists were Plato's sophists, and on a false estimate of the

philosophy of the speech-writers, whose art consisted chiefly

in concealing itself. It is not fair to say that an epideictic

orator is more philosophical than a court speech-writer, except
the latter has had official means of affording us a comparison.
At all events, the cardinal doctrine of Socrates, that virtue is

a teachable science, was not held by Isocrates, though it was

eminently in harmony with the profession of education which

he adopted. On this point he shares the very noble and

popular view expounded by Protagoras in Plato's dialogue.

When the Peloponnesian war ruined the fortunes of his

family, Isocrates was obliged to turn his good education to

account, and then probably took lessons from Gorgias, whose

oratory was the model he adopted and vastly improved. He
is also said to have been a friend of Theramenes, a more likely

intimate than Socrates, also of Xenophon, and of Archinus

whom the critics restore in Suidas' notice a well-known patriot

and speaker.

442. But it is evident that his first efforts in speech-writing

were not in the style of Gorgias ; they were the few court

speeches which we still possess, and which the orator in after

years deemed so unworthy of the far higher profession which

he had adopted, that he stoutly denies ever having assisted

in any litigation. The consistent external evidence, as well

as the internal character, is, however, too clearly against him,
and commentators are unanimous in refusing credence to the

author asserting the spuriousness of these speeches. There

is, however, another theory possible, concerning which I will

speak presently, which holds all or part of these speeches to be

rhetorical exercises, made on the occasion of real lawsuits, but

perhaps in rivalry with the speeches really delivered, and to show

what ought to have been said. This would justify Isocrates'

1 Cf. Blass, AB. ii. p. 12.
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assertion. Finding himself, however, not likely to surpass his

rivals in this profession both Lysias and Isaeus must always
have been more in repute he turned to the profession ot

education, which had become fashionable under the Sophists

and Socrates, but which he endeavoured in his manifesto

against the Sophists to put on a new basis. In this fragment
we can see the programme of all his life. He endeavours to

steer a sort of midway between true philosophy, such as

Socrates had, taught it, and the pretended science of the

Sophists, who held that expertness in speaking and in debate

was in reality the only thing to be learned, and in itself the

sum of education. He postulates a moral basis which, in

opposition both to Socrates and the lower Sophists, he thinks

impossible to attain by instruction, but, for the rest, he thinks

the ideas required by a cultivated man few and easily compre-
hended

;
whereas to think them in an orderly way, and express

them with elegance, is really the object of education. In fact,

U style c'est I'homme. In after years, when his position as a

rhetorician was secured, he published some moral addresses (to

Nicocles), which are on the level of the gnomic poets in think-

ing, and preach that vulgar and selfish piety which has not yet

disappeared from Christian pulpits. But as for any criticism of

received dogmas, any speculation about the nature or the

destiny of man, such things are far above him. The only

immortality he knows is that of fame ;

' the only sanction, that

of material rewards. He is sceptical about the popular faith,

but expresses his doubts as an ignorant man of fashion, not as

a serious thinker feeling after the truth.

We have, in addition to the speech against the Sophists, a

very long resume, and defence of his life and teaching, in an

imaginary speech entitled (by Aristotle) iripi ai'Tiloatus, con-

cerning the exchange of property, from which, and from the

Panathenaicus, we may take the remaining points of interest

known to us concerning his life. But when he tells us that,

in contrast to the fast youth of Athens, his own life had been

1 I am aware there is an exception, or an apparent exception, in his

striking remark about the Mysteries (Panegyr. 28) ; but its repetition in

a vague way elsewhere (De Pace, 34) prevents any serious weight at-

taching to it.

r. 2
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pure and blameless, he seems to contradict certain scandalous

rumours preserved in Athenseus from an epistle of Lysias, that

lie was attached to two famous courtesans successively. He
certainly did not marry till in advanced life Plathane, widow

of the rhetor Hippias, of whose sons he adopted the youngest,

Aphareus. When his fame as a rhetorician brought him many
pupils, each of whom stayed with him from three to four years,

and paid ten minse a sort of university course he acquired a

large fortune, and was enrolled among the richest class of

citizens. Hence his state duties were heavy, and more than

once he was obliged to resist the attack of sycophants, who
desired to thrust upon him an undue share of state expenses.

Once (acting through Aphareus as his deputy) he was suc-

cessful (B.C. 355), but a second time he was obliged to under-

take the duty. He protests that though his pupils were many
and famous, and his wealth greater than that acquired by

Gorgias, the most successful of former sophists, it was exagger-
ated by report. He also urges, in reply to the suspicions and

the aversion of the Athenian public, the number and celebrity of

his pupils, whom he gathered about him neither to waste their

time with subtle speculations of ancient sophists probably

Pythagoras and Parmenides studies respectable in themselves,

but unfitting for practical life
;
nor to delude them by boast-

ful promises that, in spite of any natural wants, he could make
them orators and politicians. For he exhibited in his own

person the defects of a poor organisation, a weak voice, and

extreme bashfulness. Hence he never could take part in

public affairs, nor did he ever solicit or fill any state office.

443. But he amply compensated for this, in his own esti-

mation, by publishing pamphlets in the forms of harangues, or

open letters to eminent persons, on the interests of the Greek

nation. His moral essays and those upon culture have already
been mentioned. It may be added that he strove to take

from the term philosophy the high meaning which it had ac-

quired for ever from the writings of physical and metaphysical

speculators, and to confine the name to the somewhat shallow

compromise between vulgar common sense and real learning
which he affected. But the most important of his pamphlets
are those on the national politics of Greece. He developes in
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these published during a course of forty years, during many
changes and chances in the history of the nation the same

leading ideas, to which he holds with narrow and stupid tena-

city. He is ever painting the sorrows and miseries of Greece

through internal factions, through internecine wars, and, in his

earlier days, through the unjust and tyrannous supremacy ot

Sparta after the defeat of Athens in 404 B. c. The only remedy
for the resulting poverty, discontent, and savagery throughout
Hellenic lands is an union either under Sparta and Athens, or

under either of them, or under some single head such as Philip ;

and this is the alternative which in later years he recognised as

the only possible one. But the whole profit he saw in such an

union, and the main chance of its benefiting Greece, was by

producing at once an invasion of Persia, and plundering its

enormous wealth for the benefit of the Greeks. He exhibited a

very just estimate of the Persian power, chiefly derived, it would

seem, from the experiences of Xenophon in the Anabasis, or

from Agesilaus' campaigns, and he saw that the conquest was

not difficult But when he ever indulged the hope, which be-

came with him a sort of monomania, that the conquest of Persia

would make every poor Greek rich, and every discontented one

happy, so that the natural superiority of the race would find

due scope for its exercise, he was totally incapable of appre-

hending the necessary reaction which so vast a conquest must

produce upon the conquerors, and how inevitably the very

culture which he taught and reverenced must alter and lower

itselfto embrace a vaster area. Had these natural consequences
been within his vision, he would have recoiled in horror from

his pet scheme, for nothing was further from his mind than

Hellenism in the later sense. 1 He held indeed that culture

more than race was the distinctive feature of real Greeks, but

for all that, he would not have hesitated to place the most

ignorant Spartan far above the most enlightened Macedonian

or Egyptian. Herodotus approached far nearer to the later

conception of Hellenism than Isocrates.

444. Preoccupied with these notions, surrounded by dis-

tinguished pupils and friends, but treated with indifference, and

I imagine with contempt, by the Athenian public, the vain

1 The same is the case with Xenophon ; cf. his Agesilaus, c. 7, sub fin.
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rhetorician lived on to an advanced age, still thinking himself

the leading political adviser of Greece, and still wondering,
v.'ith amusing naivete', that his advice, however beautifully ex-

pressed, had so little effect upon the politics of the day.

He wrote most of his Letters, his Philip and Evagoras, in

old age, for though not gifted with physical vigour, his health

remained excellent In his eighty-second year he composed
the Apology entitled irtpl avntoirewg, and began to prepare his

PanatJienaicus, or panegyric on Athens, in his ninety-fourth year,

finishing it in his ninety-seventh, though he then suffered from

a painful disease, which attacked him three years before.

When he was ninety-eight, the battle of Chaeronea supervened,
and he at last saw some hope of his life-long desire being

accomplished ;
for Philip now stood undoubtedly at the head

of Greece, and could carry out the policy the orator had re-

commended to him in an open letter. Isocrates accordingly
addressed him another letter (the third), which was the last

product of his pen, and which is particularly valuable, as giving
a direct contradiction to the fables about his patriotism, his dis-

gust at the battle, and his consequent death by suicide. For

he was no political martyr, having, in fact, always postponed
the liberties of Greece, about which he discoursed so much,
to the realisation of his favourite schemes against Persia : he

knew that an autocratic ruler was more likely to carry them out,

as the result proved. But he must have died about this time.

445. Thus this remarkable writer lived through three of

the most eventful generations in Greek history, and though
one of the most prominent writers of his time, may be said to

have produced no influence whatever except upon the form

of prose writing. For he was in no sense a thorough-going
man. He was a curious combination of sophist and patriot,

of would-be politician and philosopher, of really private and

public man at the same time. The candour and honesty of

his nature made him in feeling a patriot, while his want of

appreciation for deeper politics prevented him from seeing

the evils of despotism, or taking any thorough interest in the

forms and varieties of constitutions. His bashfulness com-

pelled him to remain in private life, while his vanity urged him

to appear in public ;
his profession suggested to him the study
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of philosophy, while his intellect was incapable of understand-

ing its higher problems. Thus his egregious vanity and self-

complacency were perpetually wounded by the consciousness

that he had, after all, not made his mark upon the age, and that^

though eminent and widely respected, he was neither consulted

nor obeyed by the men whom he most desired to influence.

He aspired to the position of a Swift or a Junius, with the

talents of an Addison or a Pope.
We shall speak of his style when we have reviewed his

works. Here we have only considered the man himself, a

personage in after days greatly overrated, when the study of

Greek history fell into scholastic hands, but in his own day

rightly estimated as merely a shallow and conceited, but per-

sonally respectable rhetorician. Into the great contemporary

struggle between Macedonia and Athens, between Philip and

Demosthenes, he was never admitted, nor does either side evei

refer to his advices. Among the philosophical schools which

then sprang into life he finds no place. Thus he lived among
the most profound speculative thinkers and the most ardent

politicians the world has ever seen, without either giving

or receiving aught in these momentous conflicts of deeper
ideas and of nobler men. Had his advices been of the

smallest importance, they would doubtless have been cited both

by the honest and the dishonest opponents of Demosthenes'

patriotic policy, both by Phocion and ^schines, as being

strongly in their favour.

He was buried in the Kynosarges, and his family monument
is described in the Life by

' Plutarch.' The account somewhat

resembles what future ages may read concerning the Albert

Memorial, except that on the summit was a Siren, the emblem

of the sweetness and persuasiveness of his discourse. There

were, moreover, a statue of him dedicated by Aphareus at

Olympia, and one preserved in the Acropolis at Athens, as a

boy on horseback, and yet another made by the sculptor

Leochares for Timotheus. From this latter descend the busts

which still perpetuate for us the gentle and refined features of

the orator.

446. As to his pupils, stated to have been one hundred

in number, he himself enumerates several who were honoured
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by the state with golden crowns
;
but this list by no means

specifies the most important, Diophantus and Timotheus,

distinguished generals ; Androtion, Laodamas and Lakritus,

equally distinguished speakers ; and Ephorus and Theopompus,
who were the leaders of the later historiography among the

Greeks. These latter will occupy us hereafter. But every

contemporary, not only friendly, such as Xenophon, but

adverse, such as Plato and Aristotle, shows the influence of

his style, which he boasts to have been imitated by all

his opponents. Moreover, though his pupils distinguished

themselves in every department, so that he even foolishly

pretends that Timotheus' strategy was the result of his good
education, it is no doubt true that careful training impressed

upon them all a certain fixed type or style, which made ' a

pupil of Isocrates
' mean in those days the same sort of thing

that is now meant when we say an ' Eton boy,' or an ' Oxford

man.' l

447. The works of Isocrates have been handed down to

us in various order in our MSS., and most of those which are

fixed in date come from the period of his maturity, or his later

age ; indeed most of the longer orations were written so late in

life as to show an increase of garrulity, and of an anxiety to be

heard, as he neared the limit of his activity. But the earlier

speeches, especially the court speeches and rhetorical exer-

cises, are not dated, so that we can follow our convenience in

arranging them. Two of these exercises remain, or rather an

actual exercise (the Helen), and a letter to the sophist Polycrates

concerning an exercise (the Busiris), which Isocrates criticises,

and suggests topics for a better treatment. Both documents

are extremely interesting, as they must have been to some ex-

1 It is observed by Blass that while Plato's school shows some affinity

with western Greeks, the pupils of Isocrates, if not Athenian, come

from eastern or Asiatic Greece, and this he rightly ascribes to the decay
of Hellenedom through the tyrants and advancing barbarians of Italy and

Sicily ; while in the East Hellenic culture was gradually becoming ascen-

dant. Indeed, in another generation, Greek eloquence came to be called

Asian, where the excess of ornament marred the chastity of the speech of

Attic orators. Hence probably the strong interest felt by Isocrates in

Asiatic affairs.
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tent advertisements of what he could perform, and of the prin-

ciples on which he considered an encomium should be com-

posed. As, however, he assumes (in the Busiris) the tone of

an experienced sophist of high repute, in contrast to the re-

cent claims of Polycrates, it is probably reasonable to date

these speeches shortly before his great performance the Pane-

gyricus or about 390 B.C.

The Helen is composed in rivalry to another Helen, every

topic of which he professes to have avoided, while composing
a better encomium. This general indication, together with the

friendly tone of Isocrates towards his rival, has made many
critics, old and new, regard the other extant Helen (Part i. p. 80)
to be the piece intended. The difficulty of ascribing it to Gorgias
arises from the mention of that rhetor l in the present speech as a

negative philosopher, in a way which at first sight seems to imply
that he is not the author of the rival composition. The writer of

the Greek argument suggests (after Machaon) that Anaximenes

of Lampsacus was the rival intended. Blass decides in favour

of its being Gorgias. However this maybe, Isocrates' proem is

quite foreign to the subject, though very suitable if the speech
was intended as an advertisement, for it opens with censure of

eristic and ethical philosophers, such as Antisthenes and Euthy-

demus, and also of the Platonic school, who spend their time

in vain subtleties. These disputations (it says) are not even ori-

ginal, for long since Protagoras, Gorgias, Zeno, and Melissus have

done all this, and done it better than their successors. Akin to

these vanities was their habit (he says) of advocating paradoxes,
or exalting mean topics, in order to show their acuteness. He
that wrote the encomium of Helen, on the contrary, at least

chose a great subject, in which it is worth while to outdo him.

After this proem
2 he approaches the proper argument It is re-

markable for the realistic treatment of mythical history, which

gives the speech an unreal complexion, as well as for the digres-

sion on Theseus,
3
which, though intended to vindicate Helen by

the greatness of her ravisher, is expanded with an evident bid

for Athenian popularity. If these seem to us drawbacks, the

1
3-

' 1-16. 22-37.
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praise of beauty is, on the other hand, very noble and poetical,

and its power in story and in poetry is set forth with great

elegance and profound truth. l The style shows all the special

points of finish, to which we shall revert when we have con-

cluded our survey of the works.

448. The Busiris is not only a sketch of an encomium,
but also an Apologia for the hero, necessitated by the admission

of Polycrates, that he was a cannibal who sacrificed foreigners

when they came to Egypt. The subject therefore, as Isocrates

points out, is badly chosen, besides being inartisticalty treated

by the rival sophist. The introduction is a letter to Poly-

crates, couched in apparently friendly terms, professing as an

advanced teacher to help an ignorant beginner, by pointing him

out his gross faults of composition. The advice is far too sharp
to be received in a kindly spirit, and we hear that Polycrates

replied by criticising the Helen of Isocrates. He had also

published an attack on Socrates, which unfortunately is not

here described by Isocrates, except that Alcibiades was de-

clared to be the pupil of Socrates,
' a thing no one ever heard

before,' and which redounded to Socrates' credit This then

should not have been mentioned in a rhetorical attack. We
wonder at Isocrates' criticism, which directly contradicts both

Plato and Xenophon, nor has any reasonable explanation for

such a statement been offered. In this speech also there is

a long digression on Egypt,
2 which dilates on the still wide-

spread fame of Pythagoras, who had learned his wisdom there.

The conclusion of the essay is almost as offensive as the proem,
and asserts broadly the superior wisdom and experience of

the writer, though younger in years than his correspondent.

The composition is not so elegant as that of the Helen, though
there is some fine writing in praise of Egypt.

The speech against the Sophists is classed by the ancients

with the foregoing, detraction being considered the opposite of

encomium, and therefore requiring analogous treatment. Iso-

crates' refutation or censure of rival rhetoricians, first for their

absurd pretensions in education, secondly for the immorality

of their manuals, in aiding falsehood against truth, is able and

1

54-58. "-30-
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clear. His attack on the dialecticians and their subtleties,

on the contrary, is the shallow talk of a mere essayist, who
cannot see the just value of this philosophic training.

449. Before approaching the proper sphere of the orator

his harangues on political subjects it is well to say a word

concerning the few extant court speeches, which the author

disowned in later life, but which are both well attested by

competent ancient critics, and have internal evidence too

strong to be overcome. Thus, for example, a sentence l in

the earliest of them, that against Callimachus, is copied word

for word in the Antidosis ;
2 and this Isocrates would never

have done had not the original form been his own. The

speech was delivered shortly after the amnesty, as the practice

of arguing a demurrer (irapa-ypcupii) before the plaintiff spoke
was then quite new, and was specially introduced to meet

violations of the amnesty. The legal plea of the speaker (who
is the defendant in an action for 10,000 drachmae, said to have

been abstracted from the plaintiff during the troubles following

upon the rule of the Thirty) was to urge the act of amnesty,
as a bar to further proceedings ; but, as was always the case

before Athenian juries, such legal points, however valid, must be

supported by showing that the defence was a just one on its own
merits. Hence most of the speech is spent in proving that the

speaker had nothing to say to the loss of the money ; moreover,
that his opponent was a villain and a sycophant, while he himself

was a patriotic democrat The details concerning the act of

amnesty and its general observance make the speech one of his-

toric interest. It is smoothly and gracefully written, but wants

the incisiveness of the greater logographers, as well as their

superior ethos or character-drawing. A certain diffuseness is also

to be observed, which we naturally expect from Isocrates.

The short speech composed for a man of the lower classes

against Lochites, who had assaulted him, has the same features

too much smoothness and too many generalities, though it is

very interesting in its assertion of the modern notion of insult

as the main thing to be resented by free men, the damage
done being a mere accidental consequence of an essentially
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unlawful act Blass compares this speech with that of De-

mosthenes against Conon, to show how abstract and broad

Tsocrates' pleading is, in comparison with the force and point

of Demosthenes. But the opening of the present speech, in

which the facts were treated, seems to be lost.

There seems also to be a mutilation at the end of the

next speech on our list, that against Euthynous, which has no

epilogue. Its authenticity has indeed been denied by Benseler,

on the ground of the frequent admission of the hiatus. But in

other respects it is sufficiently Isocratic to persuade Blass and

Sauppe that it is the speech which we hear the orator to have

written on the subject, though the only citation from it is not

found in our remaining fragment. It may be held either that it

is one of Isocrates' earliest speeches, composed before the prin-

ciple of avoiding the hiatus had been consistently adopted,
or that he did not give it a final and careful revision. The
case was one of peculiar interest to rhetoricians, and we know
that Lysias composed a speech on the other side, of which

only a sentence remains. But we may be sure that it

was often discussed in abstract exercises, and this is, according
to Benseler, the real character of the present document. The
intellectual interest referred to was that of arguing a case in

which no direct evidence could be procured (aynaprvpoc), and

which was therefore to be settled on general grounds of proba-

bility, which could be urged on either side.

The plaintiff Nicias, during the troublous times of the

tyranny, being threatened with persecution, had got rid of all

his property by depositing it with friends, among whom Euthy-
nous had received three talents to keep for him. When he

claimed back his money, Euthynous would only admit the receipt

of two. As soon as the democracy was restored, Nicias, who

had been afraid to do more than protest at the time, sued for the

remaining talent There being no evidence or witnesses, the

case turns on the respective characters of the litigants, and

their respective opportunities for sycophancy, or for oppression,

under the Thirty. From this point of view the speech is an in-

teresting exercise. In style it seems to me more concise and

brief than is usual with Isocrates.
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450. The speech on the Chariot and Pair

is really, as we have it, a mere encomium on Alci-

biades, whose son is defendant in an action brought for the

recovery of the value of the horses, which were alleged to

have been wrongfully taken from a certain Tisias. Here

again the earlier part, and the proofs of the honest acquisi-

tion of the horses from the Argives, seem lost, and we have

merely the epilogue answering an attack on the life and

policy of Alcibiades. The similar condition of several of the

speeches just described, in which we have part of the argument
elaborated with only a brief reference at the opening to the mis-

sing part, leads me to suspect that, after all, Isocrates may have

told practically the truth when he denied that he ever busied

himself in the law courts by writing speeches. It may have

been his practice, when a case of public interest occurred, such as

the general validity of the act of amnesty as a bar to proceed-

ings, or the importance of punishing even a formal assault, or

the panegyric of a public man like Alcibiades, to compose by

way of model for his pupils a portion of the harangue which

ought to have been delivered. This case of Alcibiades must

have been peculiarly attractive to the rhetors, for his life and

policy were open to either praise or censure. The attack handed

down to us among Lysias' speeches bears close relations to the

present harangue, either as its forerunner or its reply. Both

orations seem mere displays of what could be said on either

side concerning a genius so brilliant, so mischievous, and so

various in his fortunes. We have another longer and more

genuine encomium of the same kind in the Evagoras, addressed

to Evagoras' son Nicocles, tyrant of Cyprus. This family stood

in friendly personal relations to the orator, and the deeds of

Evagoras in holding Cyprus for years against the Persians

were not only more splendid but more recent, and not al-

loyed by the treacheries and unstablenesses of Alcibiades'

career.

451. The case seems to me different in the two remaining
court speeches, the oration against Pasion (-paTrt^roroe) and the

/Egineticus, both composed for friends or pupils, not Athenians,

and one not even for delivery at Athens. If then the above sup-
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position about the other court speeches
' be correct, we may still

believe the orator that he never mixed in the quarrels of citizens,

though he assisted a foreign pupil from Byzantium against the

banker Pasion, who was originally a metic of no better reputation

than the Jewish money-lenders who settled in the mediaeval

cities of Europe. The conflict is about a priori probabilities, not,

as in the Amartyros, for want of evidence, but from conflict of

evidence, the plaintiff alleging that he had deposited a large sum
in the bank with no witness except the slave clerk, and that Pasion

had even forged a subsequent document to show that he was

under no responsibility ;
Pasion of course denying all this, and

showing that the plaintiff had openly alleged his poverty and

his debts at Athens. This the plaintiff confesses to have done

when summoned by Satyrus, the tyrant of the Bosphorus, to re-

turn and surrender his money. The whole case gives us no

pleasant picture of the commercial honesty of Athens, and of the

chicanery openly alleged against important men of business.

This speech is plainer in style, and more closely reasoned, than

most of Isocrates' court exercises, but indeed the hiatus is so

frequent that Benseler rejects it altogether. We presume from

Pasion's after career that he must have either gained or settled

this lawsuit, though such an inference, inevitable in our day, is

not conclusive in his case, seeing that he was constantly ac-

cused of gross fraud, which he managed to tide over through
the influence of powerful friends and through his wealth. Our
best evidence for the genuineness of the speech is Dionysius'
careful criticism of it as such.

A strong argument for the merely theoretical character of

the court speeches is furnished by the last and greatest

which Isocrates composed, and this in the defence of himself.

It was falsely entitled irtpl aVrtSoffewv by Aristotle, whereas the

orator, who was pained at the result of this action, conceives

himself attacked as to his whole life and profession, in imi-

tation of Socrates, and delivers this long speech as an

Apologia pro vita sua on a capital charge. Here, then, we

1 Havet long ago extended this view to all these court speeches, and

so apparently, from another point of view, does Kyprianos. Cf. Blass,

AB. ii. p. 118.
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have a distinctly imaginary case treated in this peculiar form.

The most interesting of all the other court speeches in the col-

lection is the sEgineticus on a disputed inheritance
;
but we have

already delayed too long upon this lesser side of the orator's

activity.

452. I pass to an intermediate pair of speeches, the Pla-

taicus and Archidamus, which are in many respects like court

speeches, though the subject-matter is political, and there-

fore approaches the '

public advices
'

to which he devoted the

best part of his life and art The former is supposed to be

spoken before the Athenian assembly by a Plataean speaker,

when that city had been destroyed a second time by the The-

bans, about 373 B.C. He appeals to the Athenians, as the ad-

vocates of justice in Greece, and as bound by peculiar ties to

Plataea, to interfere, and to restore them to their city. The

speech is thus very similar in subject to those inserted by Thu-

cydides in his history, and invites special comparison with the

speech of the Plataeans in his third book. But though there is

great pathos in the description of the misery of the exiles

by Isocrates,
1 and the style is infinitely smoother and more

polished, the exercise of the rhetor is almost contemptible
in comparison with the burning force and deep earnestness of

the historian.

The Archidamus is a strong appeal made by the young bpartan

prince to his city not to submit to the liberation of Messene by
the Thebans, and to choose the extremities of war in preference
to such a national disgrace. Both Dionysius and Philostratus

place this work very high in the collection, on account of its

splendid expressions of patriotism, and its postponement of all

lower motives to that of honour and devotion. 2

453. I will only notice three more compositions, the later

two of which are only expansions, with some modifications in

detail, of the first and most perfect of the orator's harangues,

1

46-50.
1 see that G. Sauppe (ad Xen. Agts., pra.f. p. 126) declares it certain

that this letter is not by Isocrates, I suppose on account of its historical

blunders and contradictions about the acquisition of Messene. Blass does

not even suspect it.
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on which his fame properly rests. This is the Panegyricus, a

speech which might have been delivered to the assembled

Greeks at Olympia or the Panathensea, but which was actually

a pamphlet, and published in a written form, as the orator was

totally incompetent to declaim it like Gorgias or Lysias. The

subject is Isocrates' lifelong idea, the union of all Greece under

the hegemony of Sparta and Athens, for the purpose of the con-

quest of Asia. It was published about 380 B.C.,
1 when the

disastrous results of the peace of Antalcidas were becoming

manifest, and when Isocrates' Asiatic pupils were doubtless

constantly bringing him details of the misery of the Ionic cities

under the decaying Persian despotism. Indeed his persistent

anti-Persian policy may have been stimulated by his close rela-

tions with eastern Hellas, and doubtless tended to make him

very popular among the better classes through the cities of Asia

Minor. The Anabasis and Retreat of the 10,000 mercenaries

under Clearchus and Xenophon had lately exposed the weakness

of the Persian empire, and Isocrates shows an accurate appre-

ciation of these facts. But, along with this war policy, he justifies

the claim of Athens to the hegemony of the sea by an elaborate

panegyric (in our sense) of her history and her claims, which

should persuade the Spartans to yield this portion of their

dominion. Here he enters into competition with the iirira^iot,

or funeral harangues, which always extolled the city and its

greatness, so that we are again brought to compare him
with Thucydides, whose Epitaphios in Pericles' mouth goes over

similar ground, in describing the national merits of Athens as a

centre of culture for all Hellenedom. I do not subscribe to the

judgment of Blass,
2 that there is nothing equal to this passage

in Greek literature ;
but I do think that Isocrates has here suc-

cessfully emulated Thucydides, whether with originality, or, as

his opponents alleged, by plagiarism from others, and that the

1 There are difficulties as to exact date, owing to a statement of Diodorus

about Evagoras' war, which cannot be well reconciled by those of Iso-

crates. Cf. the discussion of the point in Blass, AB. ii. p. 230 ; and

Sir R. Jebb, Attic Orators, ii. p. 151. Blass now (iv. 350) inclines to

384 B.C.

z
ii. p. 241.
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passage is perhaps the best in his works. 1 Of course the

harangue was naught as a piece of practical politics, for a vague

1 4351 : Tuv Tolvvv Tas iravijyvpfis KaTaffTijffdvTwv Sixains tvai-

vovpfvwv, on TOIOVTOV <l6os Jifiiv trapfSoffav &ffre o"irfio~a/Ji.fvovs Kal Tas

%XPas ras e'vfffTriKvtas Sia\vffa[tfvovs <rvv(\Qfiv tls TOVTOV, Kal /j.fTa raOr'

fi>xas Kal dvfftas KOIVCLS Troir/ffafifvovs ava/ucijerflfjj'ai fiev TTJS o-vyytvftas Tr]s

rpbs a\\4i\ovs virapxovffris, fv/jitvfffTfpus 5' els rbv \onrbv XPOVOV SiaTtBr]vai

irpbs Tinas avTovs, Kal Tas re iraAaia? |m'as avavfifxraffOai Kal Kaivas erepat

Trorfiffaffdai, Kal ft^re TO?S iSi&rais l*-i)Tf roils SitvfyKovffi. T^V <j>v<rn> apybv
flvai r)\v Starpifl'fiv, dAA.' adpoiffdtyTcov Ttav 'EXA^vwy 4yyti>fff6ai Toils ft.fr

Tas avTuv fiifias, TO"IS Se Bedffaffdai Tolnovs irpbs a\\-f)\ovi

<f>i\OTi/*.rid<oa'ii', ot p.ft> '&TOV ISoxri TOVS ad\r]Tas avrai> cVcKa irovov

8' &TUV fv6vfirj9wffivt
8rt iracres 4irl T^v~ff(peTpav Btiapiav ^KOVITI, T

Tftivvv aya8tav Sta Tas ffvv6Sovs TI/UV ytyvoftevuv oii5' iv TOVTOIS r] ir6\is

7*;uwv a.Tre\fi<p3ri. Kal yap OfdfiaTa ir\tiffTa Kal Kd\\iffTa KfKTTjTai, ra fj.fv

Tais Sairdvats f>Trfp/3d\\ovTa, Ta 5e Kara Tas Te^vas evtioKipovvTa, Ta 5'

afji<poTfpois TOVTOIS SiatyipovTa' Kal rb v\ri6os T<av fiffatyiKvov/ntvwv us rift.3.*

TOffovTJv tffTiv, &<TT' ft TI Iv T$ ic\Ti<nd.fiv a.\\-l]\ots aya66v iffTi, *cal rot/0'

ir' avTrjs trfptei^^Oat. irpbj Se TOVTOIS Kal <pi\tas (vptiv TnffTOTdras Kal

ffvvovfftats fVTV)(.eiv iravTotiairwTdTais [i.d\iffTa Trap' r)/jiit> tffTiv, fTi 8' ayuvas
ISeTv n^i ft,6voi> T&XOVS Kal

fxafjiijs
a\\a Kal \6yuv Kal yvcapijs Kal Ttav a\\<av

<tp*f<i>v airdvTcav, Kal TOVTUV d,8\a /ityiffTa. irpbs yap ofs OUT^J Ttdijffi, Kal

TOVS &\\ovs SiSoVcu avvavairelBei' Ta yap u^>' TJ/J.UV Kpidtvra TOffavrrjv A.O/U-

@dvfi $6ai> SiffTf irapa Tcaffiv avQpcairois ayavaffOai. X^P^5 ^* TOVTUV at fitv

a\\at icavriyvpeis Sia iro\\ov xpot>ov (TfAAfyeureu ra^ews Stf\v6r)ffa>'9 TI ,5'

fifitTfpa if6\is airavTa Tbv aliava TOIS iupiKVOv/j.fvois iravfiyvpls tffriv.

4> t\offO(plav Tolvvv, ^ irdvTa. TavTa ffvvffvpf Kal ffvyKaTfffKfvaffe, Kal

irpas Tf Tas irpdfts Tinas e'lraiSevfff Kal irpbs a\\ri\ovs tirpdvvf, Kal TUH

ffvptpopav Tds Tf Si' afiaBlav Kal Tas ardyKris yiyvo/Atvas Sift\f, Kal TCU

(i.tv tpv\daff6ai, Tas $f Ka\ws tvfyKflv i$i$a(v, ft ir6\is tifj.Hcv KaTtSfi^f, Kal

\6yovs t'Tl/j.rifffv, 5>v irdvTfs fitr ("iriBvfiovffi, Tols S' liriffTap.4vois tpBovovfft,

ffvvfiSv'ta /xV, STI TOVTO
fjL

vov Q airdvTUV T<av u<av tHiov fQufifv fxotrfs,

Kal Si6Tt Tovrcf ir\fovfKTr}ffavTes Kal ro?y a\\ois airaffiv ai>Tuv SiriveyKafiff,

opucra Sf iffpi fj.fi> Tas &\\as irpdfts OVTW Tapax^Sfis odffas Tas Tvxas SiffTt

ico\\dKis Iv avTaTs Kal TOVS (ppovlfiovs a/rvx^v Kal TOVS avo-fjTovs KaTOpBovv,
Tcav Sf \6y<av T>V KO\US Kal TfxvtKcas ^xovro>v ov H*T))V Tols <pav\ois, iAAek

ij/uX^s fv (ppovovffris epyov 6vTas, Kal TOVS Tf aotyovs Kal TOVS a/u.aBt'is

SOKOVVTOS flvai Tavrri Tc\fiffTov a\\T]\(ov StatyfpovTas, fTt Sf TOVS tvBvs ^{

apxys fatvOfpus Tfdpafji/jifvovs IK fifv avSpias Kal TT\OVTOV Kal Ttav Toiovrtiv

ayaBOav ov yiyvuffKOfifvovs, IK Sf TUV \tyont>'u>v JU<A.KTTO Kartxpave'is ytyvo-

ntvovs, Kal TOVTO <rv(i.fro\ov TTJS iraiSfvffirtS r/nuv tKdffTOv itiffT^TaTov aieo-

SfSftyfifvov, Kal TOVS \6ytp Kakus xp u>PL*''ov* ov (*Avv iv TOIS avrvv

VOL. II. 2 C
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advice to Sparta and Athens, from the study of a sophist, to unite

against Persia was not likely to sway public councils. The
whole importance of the speech is in its splendid form, which

was in fact not only far superior to any previous piece of prose,

but has not been surpassed either in Greek or modern writ-

ing. It is accordingly a monumental piece of work, and,
as such, not only deserved the ten years which the author

devoted to its composition, but the great attention ever since

paid to it by the students of rhetoric. Minute criticism has

discovered slight inconsistencies in the political attitude, owing
to the long interval between the composition of various parts,

and even to enlightened Athenians, not to say to moderns, the

citation of mythical friendships as a reason for modern alli-

ances, and the distortion of history for panegyrical purposes,

are defects which mar the enjoyment of the perfect form in

which these trivialities or falsehoods are disposed. There is,

moreover, an extreme equability of flow, a smoothness of dic-

tion, a rounding of periods, which a modern orator would have

varied with bolder figures of diction, with poetical quota-

tions, or at least with that forcible terseness which was ad-

mitted even in the stricter Attic prose writing. But, with all

these reservations, the Panegyricus is still one ofthe masterpieces

of prose, and has perhaps more constantly influenced careful

writers in Greece, in Rome, and in the Renaissance, than any
other harangue which could be named. 1

454. In advanced old age, when Isocrates had long seen the

fruitlessness of his endeavours to reconcile the leading states by

persuasion, he found in the rise of Philip a practical hope of

realising his ideas. He therefore addressed him the open letter

entitled Philip^ calling upon him to insist upon peace among
m oAAo Kal irapa roTs &AAois fVri'/xous &VTO.S. roffovrov 8' &ToXl-

\oiirtt> rj ic6\is i\fi.uv irtpl rb fypovtiv Kal \tyftv rovs aAAous ivdpdirovs, &ffB'

ot rai'TTjy jua07}ra) rwv aAAwj' SiSatTKaAoi -ytyovacri, KOI rb ruv

<jv>>ua ireiroiriKt /wj/ctrt rov ytvovs aAAa rfjr Siavoias SoKeif fJvai, K

"EAATji'aj Ka\tiff6ai rofrj TT)J iraiSfvfffut TTJJ ii/JifTfpat t) robs rijy

1 The oration on the Peace (after the Social War, 356 B.C.) is a similar

practical exhortation to union among the Greeks, suggested by the circum-

stances of the time.
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the Greeks, and to lead them against Persia. Thus the wealth

of Asia would be carried back to Greece, and ample territory

would be found for all the exiled and wandering mercenaries,

who were now a pestilence in the Greek world. The orator

had even predicted with singular felicity in his Panegyricus,

that the difficulty would yet be to keep the Greeks at home, a

state of things which really ensued under Alexander's succes-

sors, and produced, more than any other cause, the curious and

sudden depopulation of the country. Isocrates thinks that the

project would have been realised by Agesilaus, had he not

spoilt his prospects, and created perpetual seditions and revolu-

tions among the Greeks, by bringing back his own friends to

power, whenever they had been exiled, or subdued by the

opposite party.
'

The other side of the Panegyricus the encomium of Athe ns

was taken up again in the prolix and tedious Panathenaicus,

already noticed as being composed between the author's ninety-

fourth and ninety-eighth years, and which, therefore, should

not be criticised too severely. But in form and style even this

essay could not easily be surpassed, though Isocrates often apolo-

gises for his own decay, and protests that he is now no longer

able to polish and adorn his speeches as he had done in former

years. From this it appears that style never became a second

nature with Isocrates, as it does with most great English authors,

but always remained (as perhaps with the modern French) a con-

scious art His definition of culture, in opposition to the philo-

sophers and the lower sophists, is so interesting that I will quote

it. It will be noticed that he is rather averse to the popular

exposition and criticism of the poets, which we often see in

Plato's dialogues, and which was certainly one of the usual

modes of education. 8

' 86-88.
1

26-35 : TTJJ M*v oZv iraiSflas TTJS \nrb ruv -wpoy6vn> KaraXtt-

<f>9(i<rns roffovrov Stu Kartuppovtiv, Sxrrf xal r^v l<f> rifiwv Ka-raffraOf'iffar

iircuva, \iyu S( rfy Tf "ytapfTplav KCU T^V currpa\o'ylav ital TOVS $ia\6yovt

TOU J tpurriKoiis KO.\OVUIVOVS, ofs ol fjitv vtdrrtpot /4.a\\ov ^aipovffi rov Stovros,

ray 5i Trpeff&VTtpw ovStls forty, Strris &' avtitrovs airroiis thai (p^trtny.

AXA,' fyiwj tyo> TO?J upfi.r)fifvots tvt roDro wapaKf\tvonat vovtiv KOI irpoff-

X f "/ T^ >/ vovv airacri rovrois, \fywv, us (I Kal uyStv &AAo Si/carat r<k

C 2
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455. A word in conclusion on the nine letters in the col-

lection, which, contrary to the usual rule, are all admitted to be

genuine by the critics. Some of these (i, 6, 8) are mere proems
to political advices, and evidently published as specimens

by the author. The ninth (to Archidamus) is a very elegant

summary of most of Isocrates' political views, and written in his

best style. Three (4, 7, 8,) are letters of recommendation, of

which the fourth (to Antipater) is one of the most perfect

models of what such a letter ought to be. It is remarkable that,

though we find some references to his techne, and to clever apo-

phthegms in his conversation, there is not a single quotation from

a ravra iroielv ayaOSv, d\X' o5i/ atrorpevei ye rovs veurepovs iroXAwi'

&\\uv a/j.aprr}ft.druv. rails /nev ovv ri\\Movrois ovSeiror' av evpeQrjvai vou.lfa

Siarpi&as u<pe\ifj.iarfpas rovruv ouSe pa\\ov irpfirovffas' rots 5e irpffffivrepois

Kal rots els avSpas SeSoKifJMfffj.evois ovKeri
<pr)/j.l

ras fae\eras ravrttt apfJi6rreiv.

dpu yap ivlovs ruv eVl rots u.aQi]fi.aai rovrots ovrus airrjKpift<au.evwv uffrt Kal

roiis &\\ovs SiSdffKfiv, oSr' evKaipcas rats ^iriffr'fifitus a?s t\ovffi. ^pw^teVous,

tv re rdis &\\ais irpayfjictreiais rats iffpi rbv ftiov iuppoveffrfpovs ovras riav

paQririav, oKvGj yap elirttv ra>v otKeraiv. rtjv avrty 8e yv6pr)v fxw Ka^ "
lr P^

ru>v Sijfj.riyope'tv Swa/j-tvuv Kal rav irepl r^v ypatp^v r^)v r&v \6yuv 1180-

Ktpovvroiv, S\a>s Se iffpi atravrw rwv irepl ras rexvas Kal ras *Vi0-T^/uas Kal

ras SvvdfJ.fis Sta(j>p6vroiv. oT5a 70^ Kal rovrwv rovs iro\\ovs otire ri irepl

<T(j>as avrovs Ka\ces Siy/CTjKdras otir' iv rats iSiats ffvvovaiais avfKrovs fivras,

rys rf 56rjs TTJS ruv <TVfjt,iro\irvoft,4vtav o\iytapovvras, a\\av re iroXAaSr

cal [ieyd\<av a/jiaprrj/Adrcov yffjiovras' &ar' ou8e rovrovs riyovfuai /ter^eti/

rjjs ff<as, irepl ?is e'-yw rvyxdvv 5ia\ey6/j.evos' Tivas olv KO\W ireirajSeu-

fjtevovs, ^ireiS^; ras rt^yas Kal ras liriffri]fjias Kal ras Swdpfts airo5oKtfi.d(a ;

xptarov fj.ev rovs Ka\ws xpwfj-*vovs ro^s irpdy/jtafft rots Karb. r^jv fififpar

ttta.art\v irpoffiriirrovfft,
Kal r^v 56av eVtri/XTj ruv Kaipuv exovras Kal Svva-

uevriv us lirl rb iro\v ffroxd^etrdai rov <rv/j.<pepovros' e'wejra TOIJ irpeir6vru>s

Kal SiKalus 6/jii\ovvras rots aeJ ir\i}ffidov<Ti, Kal ras ufcr ruv a\\<av ariStas

Kal Papvrrjras evK6\<as Kal paSieas (pfpovras, ff<t>as S' ctinovs us Svvarbv

t\a<f>pordrovs Kal [ifrpiurdrovs rols ffvvovfft vapexovras' en 5e rovs ruv

fiev TjSovuv oel Kparovvras, ruv 5e ffvptpopuv ft.}) \iav Tjrruuevovs, a\\'

avSpuSus Iv avra"ts SiaKeipevovs Kal rys Qvffeus alus, ?is ptrexovrfs rvyxd-

vofttv rtraprov, &irep fi.eyto~rov, rovs /JL^J Sta<p6eipo/J.tvovs virbrav einrpaytuv

|U7jS' itffrau.evovs avruv fiyS' inrepri<pdvovs ytyvofj.evovs aAA' ^fijueVovTas rrj

rofet rfj ruv ev <f>povovvruv, Kal /J.$i (ia\\ov xa
'

lp "ras ro"is 5tA rv-^v virdp^aair

ayaBoTs % rols Sta r^jv avruv (pvfftv Kal $p6vT]ffiv e" apx^s ytyvofievots. rovs

8e ft^i fj.6vov irpbs ev rovruv a\ha Kal irpbs airavra ravra r^v etv rrjs tyi>x*i*

evdppoo-rov fyovras, rovrovs $riu.\ teal <ppov(fjiovs eTva. Kal rekflovs HfSfjat

cal vdffas "x tiv T"J aperds.
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any lost, oration a good guarantee that we possess, as in the

case of Plato and Demosthenes, all that he published. There

is, moreover, a long catalogue of spurious treatises ascribed to

him, quoted in the anonymous Life. The list is printed at the

end of Benseler's (Teubner) edition.

456. We now turn to the closer consideration of his rhetori-

cal theory and his style. The first question which arises is

whether Isocrates ever published a formal techne, or handbook of

the theory of oratory, as was done by almost all the composers
of court speeches. The conflicting evidence has been summed

up with great care by Blass,
1 who shows that, though there are

several references to, and quotations from, an alleged techne,

there is not sufficient evidence to ascribe it to Isocrates himself,

who seems only to have devised special rhetorical artifices

called rf'xvat, collected by his pupils into a book which passed
under his name. This conclusion is quite consonant with the

character of his mind, which was not capable (I think) of

devising a complete and logical system. He rather looked

upon rhetoric, which was to him synonymous with philosophy,

as a mental gymnastic, requiring, first, good natural abilities,

secondly, assiduous practice, and obtaining from theoretical

instruction only moderate help. He distinguished, broadly

speaking, the kinds of oratory into three : dicastic, or court

speeches, which he considered an inferior branch
; epideictic,

or harangues of display, consisting of encomia or of invective,

and these either on mythical characters or on historical men
the latter often of use in the epilogues of court speeches ;

and thirdly, deliberations, or orations of advice, of which the

moral exhortations to individuals (Nicocles) were of less im-

portance, and of inferior form, being necessarily disjointed in

form, like gnomic poetry. The public advices, or speeches on
national affairs, were, on the contrary, the highest and most

valuable result of the whole art

In all these he considered that the elements, or factors

which made up the result, the '

ideas,' as he vaguely called them,
were neither many nor obscure

;
the whole art consisted in

combining them. On this point he has only left us the most
1

pp. 97- 8. He now (iv. 343) thinks he composed, but did not

publish, it.
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ordinary practical hints ; he evidently trusted to constant prac-

tising, and to the imitation of the models he proposed, as

the real method of learning, in opposition to the purely scien-

tific and theoretical instruction in the school of his rival

Aristotle. We can only seek his notions from the occasional

statements scattered through his speeches, and quoted from his

teaching by old critics. He tells us first that we should choose

a noble subject, not a trivial or a paradoxical one (like the

cannibal Busiris) for an eulogy. This talent in the right choice

of a subject depends upon natural taste, and cannot be taught.

Then he tells us that the proem is not to be too long or

too short, that it must fit closely into the main subject, that the

narrative must be natural, and much more of such obvious,

almost trivial advice, recommending that the finest and most

striking topic should be kept for the last.
. Again, he cau-

tions against digressions, though his own exercises are not

free from this fault. Above all, he seems to have paid great

attention to making easy and natural transitions from one topic

to another, an art which is perhaps nowhere more remarkably
exhibited than in his speeches. He utterly scorned the formal

subdivision into heads since so popular in Puritan preaching,

and sought to lead the hearer naturally and without conscious

effort along well considered and carefully prepared, but carefully

concealed lines of argument. A hiatus or gap in passing from

one topic to another was to him as inartistic as a hiatus between

two adjoining vowels. He recommends greater simplicity in

court speeches, where a jury is to be convinced, whereas a

harangue should be as splendid as a lyric ode, that is, a Greek

lyric ode, such as those of Pindar and Simonides.

As to the particular ideas, the great point is to have them per-

fectly new, an advice only practicable in harangues, and which

Isocrates has himself violated by admitting commonplaces into

his court speeches,
1 as well as by repeating himself in later years.

But, on the whole, he really adheres to the precept, his Helen

being a remarkable exhibition of an exercise on a trite subject, in

which he boasts that he does not reiterate a single topic used by
his predecessors. In the next place, the striking points must

1 Antid. 18; Trapez. 54.
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not only be suitable in length and dignity, but should be dis-

tributed equably throughout the speech. It is remarkable that

in encomia, and in personal attacks, he distinctlyadmits and even

recommends exaggeration of the truth. This feature, which he

applies not only to mythical, but to recent events, was of

momentous importance in injuring the historical sense, if not

the moral sense, of the historians who were his pupils. I will

here add, as belonging rather to the matter than the manner,
that though the whole flow of Isocrates' harangues is extremely

ornate, he does not admit, or admits only very sparingly, those

special ornaments, such as quotations from poets, epigrams, and

witticisms, which are the main stock of modern orators. Such

diversions, which are almost as foreign to Demosthenes as

to Isocrates, are unworthy of the solemnity and dignity as-

sumed by most Greek orators.

457. Passing from the discussion of the proper tJwughts in

a speech, upon which we can find little that is new or original in

Isocrates, but rather a careful and methodical use of the rules

long since suggested by the experience of his predecessors, we
come to the rules for expression. These are of course either for

words (oVd/zara) or for the combination of words (avi'Qtaie). On
the former of these heads he recommends strongly the use of

the ordinary vocabulary, which he calls 7ro\im-a dvd/xnra, and

censures the use ofmetaphorical or strange words, not absolutely,

for the style is to be polished and above common language, but

in any excess, for perfect style consists not in novelties and sur-

prises, but in the refined use of the speech of other men. This

is the more praiseworthy in Isocrates, as the choice of words

(eVAoy/j) of Gorgiac and his school was very ornate and artificial.

Hence Dionysius and other critics cite him as, next to Lysias,

the highest model of pure Attic diction, using the simplest

and best recognised terms, and even too timid in avoiding
the bold tropes and metaphors so striking in Demosthenes.

However splendid the subject, and however noble the diction,

it is everywhere remarkable how the effect is produced essen-

tially by the composition, by a careful and artistic arrangement
of common terms, seldom by the use of grand and poetical

words. This is indeed the secret of a great artist, which he
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might teach by constant showing and correcting, never by any
definite collection of rules. 1 Occasional departures from this

simplicity are caused by the necessities of the case. On
the other hand, so many words and combinations of words

are rejected by the purism of the author, that it is easy to

find in a spurious speech like the Demoniau numerous vio-

lations of his usage. This Benseler has done, but it ought to

make the same critic hesitate in rejecting other speeches

merely on the ground of the hiatus, which is a far more fallible

test than the accumulation of many phrases and constructions

not found in the recognised works of so very consistent and

careful a stylist.

458. As to the composition of the words, there are a

few rules quoted from the alleged techne. First to avoid

hiatus in utterance, which must arise if we end a word, and

commence the next, with vowels. And this is only a salient

instance of the great importance he attached to melodious

utterance, and the avoidance of all harsh and difficult com-

binations of sounds. But in most of these, our ignorance of

the real pronunciation makes it impossible to guess his reasons
;

in the case of hiatus we have a law common in French and

other modern languages. This matter was first thoroughly
sifted by Benseler, whose book upon it

2
is a classical work,

though he overrates its importance as a test of genuineness. For

the law is not absolute in Isocrates, much less in other writers,

though all his contemporaries, and all subsequent prose writers,

more or less conformed to it. The elision or crasis of Greek

and of Latin poetry became a law for the Romance lan-

1 Some of the instances collected by Benseler are as follows : avv is

never used separately, always p*T<i, a peculiarity followed by most of the

Attic orators : by Lycurgus, Hypereides, and Dinarchus absolutely, by

Lysias, Demosthenes, Plato almost so (cf. Blass, AB, ii. 127). Again,
airoffT(\\fffdai and \tyeiv only of persons, ava\l<nc(u> only of time and

money, ^oAef^eiv, literally, of writing; vovs only with %xeiv an<i Too<r*xn/
,

and a dozen more such points. This extraordinary purism is somewhat

relaxed in his latest compositions. He seems even to repeat the same

combinations, 0a.v/j.dtiv nal r)\ovi>, i-raivtlv KCU rtyuav, &c., as if he felt

them peculiarly suitable.

8 De fJiatu in Orat. Att. et Histor. Gratis (Friburg, 1841).
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guages, but no prose has ever been so strict in observing it as

developed Greek prose. Blass doubts whether Isocrates was

properly the discoverer of the principle, but the indifference

of Lysias in some of his best speeches, and of Plato in earlier

works, seems to point to him as its first promulgator. Indeed

in two speeches, the Trapeziticus and that against Euthynous,
hiatus is not avoided, and hence Benseler rejects them. But

these are early speeches, perhaps the only real court speeches,

and may have been composed before he adopted the principle,

or to conceal his personality. I have already observed that

in Isocrates genuineness can be independently tested.

As to the particular kinds of hiatus admissible, of coarse

those which admit of elision or crasis are not in point, though

prose does not use these expedients so largely as poetry.

Thus where there is a stop, elision is inadmissible, and a

hiatus will occur which is by no means so offensive as that

in the middle of a clause. Furthermore, as even these latter

cannot be evaded, Isocrates admits a certain number, r/, ,

irepi, on and irpo, with a vowel following ; likewise iv, as do

tragic and comic poets, but I doubt whether this v was not

pronounced a soft consonant, as it is now by the modem Greeks.

TToXu av is allowed, but no other case with ar, and in the looser

speeches d and T} with a following vowel In his stricter writing

Isocrates carefully avoids hiatus with the cases of the article.

Why these selections were made is now obscure, but should

be carefully studied by those who seek to recover the old pro-

nunciation. Many other details are given by Benseler. Another

prescription was against closing and opening successive words

with the same syllable, as iircuvovptv /zeV, which occurs indeed,

with one or two more cases, in Isocrates. This law is obvious

enough, and, had it been strictly followed, would have saved us

endless blundering in the copying of our Greek MSS., and pre-

cluded many of Cobet's most brilliant emendations. Other

disagreeable combinations were no doubt equally eschewed.

459- When we approach the larger question of rythm, we

find ourselves on peculiarly Greek ground. We can easily

follow Isocrates when he taught that good prose must be more

flowing and musical than conversation, and yet not so formal
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as poetry that it must, in fact, be rythmical, but not metrical.

But when his pupils and rivals began to discuss the proper

rythms to use, and the master recommended iambi and

trochees, while Ephorus objected to spondees and tribrachs,

and recommended paeons and dactyls, while Aristotle favoured

the first paeon at the opening, and the fourth at the close, of a,

sentence when we hear these and other such rules, we feel

that there is indeed rythm in prose writing, and that we ourselves

feel one kind awkward and another pleasant ;
but we cannot

follow the Greeks into detail. The examples cited by the

critics seem to depend completely upon quantity, disregarding

accent; and this alone would make their rules unintelligible to

a modern Greek, more than to an Englishman. Every good
writer among us is led by an obscure feeling of rythm, which

he observes, but none study prose writing with sufficient care to

think of formulating their practice. It is refreshing to find that

even the Greeks could not agree upon any absolute law, and that

the later Asian orators, who constantly closed with trochees,

like Isocrates' '&fa\iiv IvvaoQai, were ridiculed for it Blass'

analysis of many passages in Isocrates l

proves that he used

a great variety of rythms, but so combined them as to avoid

poetical metre. It is very remarkable that, with all these arti-

ficial laws as to the order of words, our author seldom transposes

the logical order, and that his sentences are models of clear-

ness and facility. It is indeed one mark of genius, like that

of great poets, to say naturally in metre what ordinary men
can hardly express in prose ;

but this no doubt was one of

the causes why he spent such vast time and labour on his

writing. The result seems simple enough ; yet how many times

may each sentence have been recast before logical clearness

and melodious rythm were equally satisfied. On the other hand,

Isocrates' over-strictness in avoiding transposition deprived him

of that peculiar force and vividness which Thucydides, for

example, attains by the prominence into which he roughly

drags his leading idea and its contrasts.

We now come to the combination of rythmical clauses, or

periods, which are a very distinctive feature in Isocratic prose,

1

pp 138, sq.
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though unfortunately we have no rules left us by the master

himself as to his usage in this respect. Our earliest authority

is the suspected third book of Aristotle's Rhetoric, from which

we learn that a period in prose is like a strophe in verse, a com-

plete unity, including various members under it, but as a whole

easily grasped and satisfying to the mind. By the aid of a

suspended grammatical construction, and of adversative or con-

necting particles, a very long sentence can thus be brought into

a well-balanced and harmonious system ; but the poetical

period is stricter in form ;
the prose period only varies the

length and weight of its members, in order that the thought

may also be rounded off and complete. It is evident from the

careful survey of sentences by Blass l that very great variety was

admitted, both as to the number of the clauses and their rela-

tive lengths, in Isocrates' periods. In fact, instead of the obvious

antithesis of equally balanced clauses (such as those so com-

mon in Gorgias and in our Gibbon), he used a larger and more

complicated harmony, in which we can now only wonder at the

effect, and enumerate the elements, without being able to ex-

tract from them the law if law it was, and not a cultivated

instinct which guided him in his practice.

Certain it is that we often find a thought expanded for the

sake of fuller expression, and that this insistance upon formal

harmony wearies the reader who desires to hurry onward to a

new thought But if there was one thing wholly strange and

odious to Isocrates, it was hurry in thinking or speaking. Let

us quote a specimen. In the Panegyricus he wishes to say (as

a sequel to his undertaking that he will exceed all former

speeches), that while our ancestral glories are common property
to all, the highest treatment of them is a peculiar gift, and

oratory would indeed flourish if admiration was bestowed not

on the first inventors of speech, but on those who have brought
it to perfection. How does he express this idea ?

2 He ex-

1 AB. ii. pp. 147, sq.
* 9-IO : al n'tv yap irpd^is al irpoytyetn^fjifvai Koival vaffiv ijfjitv

tcaTt\tl<f>6riffav, rb 5' Iv Kdipip ravrats Karaxp^lffaffdai Kal TO, trpo<rf)KOifTa

wepl fKaffrris 4vdv/ni9fii>ai Kal rots ovSuafftv (ft SiadfaOat Ttav 5 (ppovovvrocv

f&t6i' IffTiv. Tjyovnai 5' ovrais &v ^tylffr^v fviSoffiv \an&avetv Kal ras a\\at
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pands the first clause, and gives weight to its conclusion by
adding the superfluous rjpTtv KdTeXetydriffar, because he desires

to expand the responding idea, the oratorical treatment of

ideas, in three parallel clauses, all coining under the <$. Then
he brings the emphatic 'iSiov into a later part of its clause than

the corresponding Koivat, thus gaining variety of order without

losing his point.

All the rhetorical points in such periods as this are easy
to apprehend, when we apply ourselves to the careful study of

their structure. But I confess I can hardly follow Blass in the

details of the analysis by which he shows that, in putting an

argument, Isocrates balanced period against period, and wrote

with an almost poetical though various symmetry. The
reader will see the specimens he quotes,

1 and will be disposed
to agree generally with his result

;
but the working out of the

details is not easy, as the exact limits of each clause may be

variously fixed by different critics. Enough has been said to

call attention to the subject, and show how Isocrates combined

extraordinary fulness and splendour of style with perfect clear-

ness and simplicity of structure.

460. With regard to the ornament, or what the ancients

called figures, he employs the antithesis, sameness of length,

and sameness of opening or concluding sound, which Gorgias
had already used to excess. It seems that Isocrates was

rexvas Kol r^v irfpl TOVS \6yovs tyiKotrofyiav, el ns dav/j.d.{oi Kal Tifucpr) fify

robs *p(&TOvs riav tpywv &pxofJ.fvovs &AAek robs &piffff (Kaffrov avruv Qfp-

yaofj.fvovs, ^7)5e rovs irfpl rofrrwv &ITOVVTCIS \fytiv, trepl uv firjSels irp6Ttpov

etpijKfv, o\A& rovs ovTtas tiriffTafUfvovs elirfiv, us ovSels &v &\\os Svvairo.

The latter sentence is a very elegant specimen of a rythmical and orderly

period. The verbs are put first, because the double objects (other arts

and eloquence) would otherwise keep the hearer too long in suspense as

to the construction. Then in the expression Oav^&^oi nal rtnipri the verb is

doubled, merely to increase the weight ofa clause which introduces a lengthy

pair of oppositions distributed in a double pair of clauses. These clauses

are marked both by rimed endings, and by curious and delicate varieties

of expression. Thus \tytiv, ftpi)Ktv, elittlv are used together to avoid

tautology of sound, fitiSth and ovStls with their corresponding tenses pro-

ducing the same effect. Moreover, ^7jToOj/Tas compares with

and the conditional /urjStls with SVPCUTO.

1

PP. I48-53-
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averse to other alliteration or plays upon words for this very
reason. But Gorgias had brought his rimes and alliterations

close together, whereas in Isocrates they help us to catch the

sense of balanced clauses. In maturer speeches he seems to

employ them less, and we know that later critics despised all

such arts as trivial. Isocrates avoids the dra^opa, or repetition

of an emphatic word, common in Lysias, but agrees with him

in the use of self-questioning to add liveliness to the argument.

Asyndeton with him is rare, and so indeed are those figures of

thought, such as irony and apostrophe, which were so effective

in his successors. But we have already noticed the careful and

smooth junction of his sentences and subjects, which is not

consistent with violent emotions.

I must refer the special student to more explicit books for

closer analyses of Isocrates' rhetorical excellences. Sir R. Jebb
l

has given very full accounts of all his orations ;
Blass has 100

weighty pages on his style and diction ;
the Frenchmen

Croiset and Havet have treated him from these and other

points of view. Of course he was the delight of later rhe-

toricians, and, had not Demosthenes arisen, would have been

the leading name in Greek oratory.

461. Owing to this competition, Isocrates, who had been in

his day praised above all living men, falls in for a good deal of

adverse criticism. The early critics Philonicus, Hieronymus,
and Cleochares are cited by Dionysius as having made all

manner of sound reflections on Isocrates' style, compared with

the simple grace of Lysias and the force of Demosthenes. His

sameness and smoothness, his agreeable flow, and never-failing

dignity pall upon the taste, which desires stronger flavour and

greater variety. Dionysius himself, in his tract on Isocrates,

and again in his remarks on Demosthenes, is accurate and

thoroughly sound in his judgments, for Isocrates claims to be

judged as a rhetorician, and in this field Dionysius was a really

great authority. Cicero also, whose style is exceedingly like

that of Isocrates, appears to have especially used him for a

model as indeed did Demosthenes, and through these two

orators he has moulded all the prose of modern Europe. But
1 4ttif Orators, vol. ii.
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his great followers supplied from their genius, or from other

models, the higher qualities in which he was wanting concise-

ness, boldness, and, above all, pathos, which is hardly ever to be

found in the polished periods of the self-satisfied professor of

eloquence. Yet, strangely enough, though his moral exhorta-

tions were favourites in education, and his other speeches
studied for sophistic displays though Dionysius and Hermo-

genes were very full and appreciative concerning him we have

no scholia extant upon him except the few empty wordy notes

published by Coraesfrom a Vatican copy (65 L), and again by
W. Dindorf, with those on ^Eschines (Oxon. 1852). This is

the more remarkable, as we possess one MS. of his works,

which is better than most Greek MSS., the famous Urbinas,

which is now the basis of our critical editions. The others

are not to be named in comparison with this splendid codex.

The first printed edition is also of the earliest among Greek

classics, being, I think, the first prose author issued (Milan,

1493), and in the fine old type, which the influence of the

Aldine press unfortunately destroyed. We then have the hand-

some Aldine edition of 1513, with the lesser orators. Since

that time this remarkable author has been less edited than

might have been expected. The Stephanus (1593) and the

Basle (Hieronymus Wolf, 1570) are the chief texts till we come
to Coraes (Paris, 1807) with the scholia, Bekker's text (Oxford,

1823) and the Zurich editors. There is also a good critical re-

vision with the fragments by Benseler and Blass (Teubner, 1880).

The Demonicus and Panegyricus have been lately brought

out, with English notes, by J. E. Sandys (Cambridge, 1872),

the Panegyricus and Areopagiticus by Rauchenstein, and a few

other single orations by other scholars. Reiske's Index Graci-

tatis Isocratcce was reprinted by T. Mitchell (Oxford, 1828).

In recent years several fragments on papyrus have been dis-

covered, of which the most important is a large part of the

tract TTfpl elp7/n/5, of which specimens and a thorough col-

lation have been given by F. G. Kenyon in the volume of

Classical Texts published by the British Museum in 1891.

The handwriting is of about the ist century.
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CHAPTER II.

THE LESSER CONTEMPORARIES OF ISOCRATES.

462. THE historian of Greek literature must chiefly oc-

cupy himself with the greatest and best of each period, as its

real fruit both in showing the national genius, and in affecting the

literary history of the world. But our full consideration of Plato

and of Isocrates the greatest lights of this generation must

not blind us to the large number of lesser stars around them,
who as critics, imitators, and even as independent thinkers,

also affected their age, and had perhaps more influence than is

now apparent The very names of these writers are unfamiliar

to ordinary students, and do not even appear in some histories

of Attic literature ; but this makes it the more desirable to give

such account of them as is necessary to a right estimate of

the period.

We must remember that the earlier sophists started from

universality of knowledge as their standpoint ; they professed

so to teach general culture, that on any given subject a man

might be able to speak with elegance and with persuasion.

Such was especially the aim of Gorgias, the most striking and

suggestive of the older generation, whose negative attitude in

philosophy was no doubt intended to arm the man of general
culture against the specialist in metaphysic. As has been said

(Part i. p. 62) in the chapter on the Sophists, this attempt at

teaching universal wisdom, even through the help of scepticism,

broke down before the orthodoxy of the public, who resented

the cTrtTctxia-fjia TWV vofjLw (as Alkidamas well called it), and
before the attacks of the specialists, who by confining them-

selves to single subjects attained a depth and authority un-

attainable by polymaths. Antiphon, Plato, and Isocrates, each

in his own line, made an impression on the Greek world,
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which the more direct descendants of Gorgias sought in vain to

rival. That the latter school still existed, that they carried on

bitter controversies with one another, with Plato, and with

Isocrates, that they moreover published their views in a volu-

minous body of literature, is well known to us from the criti-

cisms of Dionysius of Halicarnassus, from the anecdotes of

Diogenes Laertius, and from the lists of titles, and literary

scraps, in Suidas and in various grammatical and rhetorical

remains.

But of all this vast body of literature there only survive,

perhaps happily for us, four little speeches, and a rhetorical

tract. From these, however, we can form some estimate of the

lesser writers of the day, just as the spurious orations in the

works of Lysias and Demosthenes inform us, perhaps better

than the genuine, of the average practical eloquence at Athens.

463. The first of the four speeches is the Ajax and Odys-

seus, ascribed to ANTIST&ENES, the founder of the Cynic, and

indirectly the Stoic philosophy a very remarkable figure in

his day, as appears from the extraordinary sketch in Diogenes
Laertius. But the main interest in him belongs rather to the

history of Greek philosophy, to which I must refer the reader

for a full account of his opinions. Being the son of a Thracian

mother, and of poor circumstances, he began his studies late in

life, and when attracted by Socrates was perhaps the most

independent and original of all his pupils. This many-sided
man was not only a philosopher, but a rhetor, who had learned

from Protagoras and Prodicus
; he speaks disrespectfully of

Gorgias. His character may best be gathered from his conver-

sation in Xenophon's Symposium and Memoirs of Socrates, in

both of which he takes a leading part. As he turned to prac-

tical ethics, and to the best rule of life, we find him ridiculing

Plato's Ideas, and setting up sceptical paradoxes, which are in

their turn ridiculed by Isocrates in his Helen. Plato, in his

Sophistes, and Aristotle in his Metaphysic, speak of him with

contempt as an unscientific and therefore unsuggestive teacher,

who was not properly educated or cultivated. 1 This seems

1

They seem to have the same sort of feeling about him which well trained

university men have for self-educated writers, who often possess greater
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strange in the face of his writings, which embraced tracts on

Homer, Theognis, and other poets, on various questions of

philosophy, and on rhetoric. The long and various list may be

seen in the Life by Diogenes. Xenophon and Theopompus,

among his cotemporaries, speak of him with great respect.

We are here, however, concerned with his rhetorical works,

which seem to have contained a number of tracts on style, and

also a number of specimens of oratory, in the form of imaginary
attacks on or defences of mythical heroes. His dialogues were

especially celebrated among later Greeks, and he is even cited

as a model of Attic diction. Cicero says
l that the fourth and

fifth books of his Cyrus struck him '
like all Antisthenes'

writings, as rather the work of a subtle than of a learned man.'

The rhetors Dionysius and Hermogenes neglect him com-

pletely, and to this cause we perhaps owe the almost total loss

of his works.

464. The one document now ascribed to him is the argu-

ment ofAjax and Odysseus for the arms ofAchilles, before a jury,

said, in the legend, to be composed of Trojan captives. But

this jury is not distinctly addressed as such in either speech,

and is treated with contempt by Ajax, as knowing nothing
of the case, and not being present at the previous conflicts.

Hence the jury must be supposed a different one, made up of

people who stayed at home, else we should certainly have had

appeals from both speakers to the experience of the Trojan cap-

tives during the war. The argument of Ajax is short and blunt,

insolent to the jury, and contemptuous to his adversary. With

a good deal of ethos, and even with a few rhetorical pointy

(such as the opposition, 9 of ZiayiyrwaKtiv with 2(aoaco)
there is much slovenliness in the style; thus Xo'yoc or parts of

\iytiv are used ten times in ten lines. 2 The answer of

Odysseus is naturally longer and more elaborate, and vindicates

the value of astuteness and wakefulness, of stratagems and

wiles, against the brute valour and ignorance of Ajax. There

originality and force, but are wanting in the form and grace only attainable

in an atmosphere of classic culture. Isocrates' school was as it were the

literary Oxford, Plato's the scientific Cambridge of the day.
1 Ad. Alt xii. 38.

*
7-8.
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are constant allusions to the stories, and even to the expressions

and metaphors, of Homer's Iliad.

The genuineness of this piece has been most needlessly

attacked by many critics. Some think that these rhetorical

exercises about imaginary cases only came into fashion late in

the schools ; others observe that there is some avoidance of

hiatus, and therefore evidence of the prior existence of this

law. Others again call the speeches unreal and vapid. All

these difficulties have been disposed of by Blass,
1 who is one of

the few German critics ready to defend suspected works.

But he has hardly put enough stress on the important prece-

dent set by Euripides in his tragedies, which show us that

elaborate arguments on mythical quarrels were not only in

fashion long before the later schools, but were much to the

taste of the Attic public. Hence it is quite natural that we

should hear of almost all the sophists occupying themselves

with rhetorical displays in defence of Helen or Paris, or even

Polyphemus, and in attacking Palamedes and other heroes of

good report. These were in fact the favourite subjects for

those sophists who wished to show their cleverness in teaching
the art of debate. So far as 1 know, Socrates was the first

modern personage who afforded materials for such exercises.

As regards the absence of hiatus, there is no reason to think this

work was brought out by Antisthenes until Isocrates was an

established teacher, and his principles of composition generally

iccognised. The avowed hostility of Antisthenes and other

sophists to Isocrates could not save them from his influence,

and there is every evidence that this particular law of euphony
found early and universal favour. It is greatly to be regretted

that all the dialogues of Antisthenes are lost, for in them old

critics recognised the best specimens of his style. The Ajax
and Odysseus is not wanting in ability, but as a rhetorical

specimen is poor and weak when compared with the greater

productions of the age.

465. A lesser figure, but one more strictly belonging to our

history, is that of ALK.IDAMAS, the son of Diokles, born in ^olis,

who seems to have been contemporary with Isocrates, for his

1 AB. vol. ii. pp. 310, -f\.
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extant speech about the Sophists came out before the Pancgy-

riots, and he is, moreover, mentioned as the master of the ora-

tor ^Eschines, who was born in 390 B.C. This man was not

only the pupil, but in the strictest sense the follower of Gor-

gias. For Antisthenes, though a rhetor and a sophist, was also

a Socratic philosopher, and this side of his teaching, as an ex-

aggeration of Socratism, was far more important than his Sophis-

tic. Alkidamas, on the contrary, is the strict rhetor and sophist

combined, who professes to teach men how to speak well on

any subject, and his theory is put forth in the able tract still

extant a manifesto directed against the school of Isocrates.

Suidas, indeed, calls him a philosopher, and the titles of some

physical works by him are mentioned, but these seem of slight

import Even in formal knowledge of rhetoric he seems to

have done little, nor is any official tcchne of his now known

from certain indications. But Tzetzes, who says he read

several of his books, mentions that the Encomium on Death he

could not find (though Cicero refers to it '). There are, besides

a <pvffiKoe Xoyoc, the Messtniakos, composed on the opposite side

of the case from Isocrates' Archidamos, the Eulogies of the

courtesan Thai's, his Afouseion, and the speech about the

Sophists, which last is not mentioned by the ancients. The
Mouseion is interesting as having contained an account of the

contest of Homer and Hesiod, and of Hesiod's death.2

As a rhetorician Alkidamas seems to have asserted himself

to be the rival of Isocrates, and with some success
;
for though

posterity has decided long ago in favour of Isocrates, Aristotle

(in his Rhetoric) combats Alkidamas' claims with considerable

care and asperity. He censures him as being frigid, and illus-

trates it by many instances of the excessive use of composite

terms, the use of poetical words, and the excess of epithets, which

were used not as spice but as food in his writing.
3

Dionysius
1 Tusc. Disp. i. 1 1 6.

* Cf. vol. I. 87, where a papyrus fragment of it is discussed.
* Jthet. iii. 3, 3 : Ab rck AA.jci8<tytavTo? ij/uxpck <paivtrai' ou yap 7J5u

(Tuari xp7) Tat oAA' ij IScV/ian TO?S tirifltToiy, ovru Ttvicvols xal uti(o<rt KCL,

eViS^Aojj' olov, oi>x i8pTa, aAAek T&V vypbv iSpwra- ical OVK, (Is *J<rfyua,

4AA* els rJjr r&v 'Icrfl^iW irarfiyvpiv KO! oi>xl vrf/iouj, iAA& TM-T ricy troA*r

8ari\f?s yApovf Kai ov $p6utf, d\Ai Spo/uoio rfj T^S i^v^,

U 2
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follows in the wake of Aristotle. Nevertheless, his extant ora-

tion, as Blass remarks, saves him somewhat from these charges,

and shows him to have been a rhetor of ability, who advanced

with the times.

466. The speech about those who write set speeches, or

about the Sophists,
1
is a distinct defence of the school of Gorgias

against that of Isocrates, which was now bidding fair to out-

strip it. It is a Lehrprogram, just like Isocrates' Kara aotyioTtir,

and is alluded to in Isocrates' Panegyricus ( n), at least pro-

bably, for I do not think the references at all so certain as

Reinhardt and Blass do. The orator desires to show that the

mere composers of carefully written speeches in the closet in

which they spent their lives
' had missed the greater part of

both rhetoric and philosophy, and should rather be called poets

than sophists.' He supports this thesis by a string of sound

but not logically connected arguments, in which the whole case

is well and fairly stated. The difficulties of reciting a set speech,

the ludicrous effect of sticking in it, the hazards of inserting

any sudden inspiration, are all put with clearness and force.

There is, in fact, from the history of Greek eloquence no docu-

ment which represents more thoroughly the modern and

common-sense views, as opposed to the artificial finish of

ancient rhetoric. Alkidamas by no means despises writing ;

he fully appreciates the value and even the necessity of such a

practice, but he insists that a proper training in extempore

speaking is the only safe and thorough instruction in the art of

practical oratory. The style of this excellent tract is in accord-

ance with the matter. The author shows that he has benefited

by Isocrates' work. He writes in good periods, he avoids un-

necessary hiatus and alliterations ; he attends to rythm and

balance in his clauses. He is, in fact, a pupil of Gorgias who

yiovfftiov, o.\\a rb TT/J (f><'<Tfus irapaXafiwv fiovffdov
' Kal ffKvBpwirbv TTJV

o'tKOVOfjios rrjs -riav aKOv6vruv i]&oi>r)S' Kal ou K\dSms, aAAa rots TTJS S\ris

inrfKpv-fyf Kal ou, TO irw/ua xap'fiu.iriO'XfV, a\\a ri]v rov trdfjiarot

al(T)(yin\v Kal avri/jufjiov r^v TT)S tyvxvs ftrtOvfjitav (rotiro 8' a/ua xal 8irXoD>

Kal MOtrov &ffT( -roififta yiyvtrat) Kal OVTUS tl-ftipov r^v rfjs (U>xlh)pi*i

{nrtp^oX^v.
1

irtpl Tutv rovs ypainovs\ 6yovs ypa<p6vrvv % vtpl ffo<pt<rrwv
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has distinctly gone beyond his master. These are the results

brought out by the careful examination of Spengel, who first

made good the genuineness of the speech against earlier

doubters, and whose arguments Blass has supplemented.

467. The critics are unanimous in declaring the second

speech, the accusation of Palamedes by Odysseus, to be the work

of another author. It is, like the defence of Palamedes ascribed

to Gorgias, in form a court speech, resting rather upon general

grounds (clicora.) than upon evidence, for though witnesses are

cited to prove that a traitorous missive was shot into the camp
on an arrow, neither the missive (though quoted) nor the arrow

is produced. The rest of the speech is an artful Xoify/a, or

attack on Palamedes' former life, showing that treachery might

naturally be expected from him. I do not share in the con-

tempt usually expressed for this speech by German critics. The
writer has a bad case, and knows it, but he gives us an instructive

picture of the sort of arguments permitted, and perhaps even

thought effective, before Athenian juries. For though the com-

position (especially as to hiatus) shows it not to be the work of

Alkidamas, Blass has proved that there is no reason to deny its

antiquity, and that it may be the work of some contempora-
neous rhetor. He suggests the rhetor Polycrates, to whom
Isocrates addressed his letter of advice,

1 and who was well

known as the advocate of desperate causes, in order to display

his acuteness. Such would be the present speech, as well as

the attack on Socrates, the defence of Busiris, of Polyphemus,
the encomium of Clytemnestra, and others. He, moreover,

composed a XotSopm of the Lacedaemonians, and encomia

of mice, of pots, and of counters. If the encomium of Paris

was written by him, the citations from it show it to have been

the best of these tours de force. Blass accordingly compares
him in his juggling rhetoric with the dialectical acrobats

Euthydemus and Dionysodorus, whom we meet in Plato.

468. Of Zoilus, mentioned as both a rhetor and a historian,

and moreover as the notorious Scourge of Homer, we know littte

beyond what Suidas and the Homeric scholia tell us. From
this point of view he has already been noticed* The sophist

1 Cf above, p. 10. * Vol. I. p. 34.
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Lycophron is a very hazy, but yet interesting figure. We know

from allusions in Aristotle that (in addition to some logical

subtleties) he asserted noble birth to be an idle distinction, and

what is far more important, that laws were the mere negative

guarantee of justice among citizens. This last principle, taken

in connection with Lycophron's democratic views, has suggested

the probability that he may have followed up the idea of Hip-

podamus, and set up a democratic ideal against the aristocratic

ideals of Plato and his school. To the latter, laws were a system
of positive training, intended to watch and direct the whole life

of the citizen; to the former our modern notion may have

been revealed, that laws are only the protection of a society

governing itself in ordinary life without state control. If this

be indeed so, we may deeply regret the loss of the works of so

advanced and reasonable a thinker. But our evidence is too

scanty to be satisfactory.
1

469. Far more important to us is ANAXIMENES of Lampsa-

cus, son of Aristocles, pupil of Zoilus and the Cynic Diogenes,
teacher and companion of Alexander in his campaigns. As he

is reported to have written Alexander's life, and as the treatise

extant alludes to nothing after 340 B.C., he may have been a

mature and active teacher and writer for the period thus com-

prised (340-20 B.C.) His grateful fellow-citizens, whom he had

saved from Alexander's wrath, set up a bronze statue of him in

Olympia, which Pausanias saw. He was the master of the

notorious Archias, who hunted down Demosthenes, and he

is said to have been specially hostile to Theopompus, whose

style he parodied in a libel on Athens, Sparta, and Thebes,
called the Trikaranos, and published under Theopompus'
name. 2

1 Cf. Vahlen's article on Lycophron, Rhtin. Mus. vol. xxi. , and Suse-

mihl's interesting notes on the allusions to him in his edition of Aristotle's

Politics (ii. pp. 67, 143), where further writers on the subject are indi-

cated.

2 There is a remarkable extract, giving the substance of it, in the

rhetor Aristides (i. p. 338), which the reader will find quoted in Miiller's

FHG. i. p. Ixxiv., note, in the Prolegomena on Theopompus. It argues
in my opinion with great justice that none of the leading states of Greece

ever knew how to carry out an imperial policy. The author appears to
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These jealousies and rivalries are important as showing the

competition among literary men, and the activity with which

authorship was carried on as a profession during the fourth

century B.C. Both as sophist and rhetor Anaximenes was in

his day celebrated. He was a famous extemporiser, composed
court speeches for others, and harangues, of which an encomium

ofHelen is cited. In more serious literature he wrote a tract

on Homer, no doubt owing to Zoilus' example, and some phi-

losophical book from which ethical fragments are quoted by
Stobaeus. But his history was the most important Though
called Hellenica, it began with the origin of gods and men, and

reached down to the battle of Mantinea (in twelve books).

Eight more embraced the Philippica, and the acts of Alexan-

der. We also hear of a tract 'on the deaths of kings.' All

these works are lost, and we can only imagine him to have been

a rival of Theopompus and Ephorus, an Isocratic historian,

with the capital fault of treating history as a branch of oratory.

Dionysius speaks slightingly of him, as a *

Jack of all trades,

but master of none.' '

470. The extant techne was saved by being foisted in among
Aristotle's works, with a spurious preface in the form of an

epistle to Alexander. As early as the sixteenth century, Petrus

Victorius conjectured from the allusions of Quintilian that it

was the work of Anaximenes. Spengel has supported its

genuineness in this sense with additional arguments.
8 This

have shown this in contrast to the policy of Alexander, to whom he was

attached.
1

fsaus, 19.
z It should, however, be noticed that Zeller (Aristotle, p. 78, note,

third German edition) hesitates, with Rose and Campe, to accept Spengel's

theory, on the ground that the dedication to Alexander is not foreign to the

rest, though plainly un-Aristotelian, and (what is far more important) that

the work shows in several places the influence of Aristotle in its nomencla-

ture and in its method. The careful examination of Mr. Cope (fntrod. to

Aristotle's Rhetoric, pp. 401, sq. ) rather goes to disprove this view, and

leads us to suspect that the most important points of agreement were

produced by a deliberate alteration of this lesser rhetoric to suit the

accredited views of Aristotle in his classical work. Mr. Cope seems to

incline rather to the work being previous to Aristotle's than a later produc-
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techne is therefore possibly the only theoretical treatise of the

kind extant from the age of the Greek sophists, when the rhe-

toric of Aristotle had not yet eclipsed all the rest. It gives us

the condition of the theory of eloquence among his predeces-

sors, and is consequently of considerable interest. But as

literature it is nought, for it consists wholly of dry logical divi-

sions, with the barest possible examples, and unfortunately

original examples, by way of illustration. The most interesting

section (30) is perhaps that on the proem, intended to conciliate

the audience, which must be either favourable, unfavourable, or

neutral If unfavourable, it is so either to the speaker, or the

cause, or the speech. If to the speaker, either for past or pre-

sent causes, because he is too young, or too old, or talks too

often, or not often enough. Hints are given in each of these

cases. The book ends with a collection of gnomes, or ethical

commonplaces.
1

While the author is full and sensible on the arrangement
of a speech as a whole, he tells us nothing of the mysteries of

style, beyond avoiding the hiatus, and studying alliteration ; he

nowhere defines rythm, or discusses such ornaments as meta-

phors ;
in fact, with all his divisions and subdivisions, he re-

mains on the surface of the subject It is here that his work

contrasts with the philosophical rhetoric of Aristotle, which was

probably written a few years later. There are, indeed, points

of contact in the two treatises, but while Anaximenes (if it be

he) thinks of nothing but practical precepts, which are directly

useful to a speaker, Aristotle thinks of little but the psycho-

lion, though he justly hesitates to ascribe it to Anaximenes, and prefers to

call it Anonymi rhetorica. The resemblances between the two treatises are

distinct, and yet so general and apparently so undesigned as to persuade me
that there was certainly no borrowing on either side, but that the rhetors

of the day had agreed upon some points which appear in both works. But

had the anonymous work been really later, as Zeller supposes, the resem-

blances, if there were any, must have been far more frequent and definite.

On the other hand, Cope points out (p. 409) some .expressions which have

a suspiciously later tone. The whole question is full of difficulty, nor do

I see the prospect of a definite solution.

1 For a fuller analysis the reader may consult Blass, Att. Ber. ii. pp.

355, sq.
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logical conditions, and, as has been often observed, his Rhetoric

never trained a speaker.

It is, I think, hardly fair of Blass to criticise this tract as a

sample of Anaximenes' style, even though Dionysius quotes it

when censuring the author. Of course a dry manual like this

would not affect the dignity of his Moralia, or the grace of his

historical narrative. The style is as simple and straightforward

as possible, and as such well suited to its subject. I will only

repeat that here, as among all early rhetors, there are no definite

laws for grace of diction and euphony of composition beyond
the obvious points which they all make. It was very well to

speak of eloquence as a matter of training, of chaste and ornate

prose as a matter of prescription. Whether in Isocrates, or in

Plato, or in Demosthenes, the euphony really came from the

delicate assthetic sense of the individual master, and could

never be transferred to inferior pupils by any handbook of

rules, or prescriptions of arguments.

471. Bibliographical. The best separate editions of the

technc addressed to Alexander, which appears in all the com-

plete texts of Aristotle, are Gaisford's (Oxon, 1820) and

Spengel's (Zurich, 1844), who appends illustrations from the

extant orators, as the author unfortunately constructs his own

examples. Spengel has also included it in his collection of

rhetorical tracts. As regards the text of the orations just dis-

cussed, they are found, as well as the Helen of Gorgias, in the

MSS. of Antiphon and Andocides, but not all in each MS.

The Helen is most frequently found ; the oration of Alkidamas

in the best MSS. They are printed in the Zurich edition of the

orators, and by Blass with his Antiphon. There are not, I

think, any special commentaries on them, except some articles

in German classical periodicals, and a few special tracts, such

as Vahlen's der Rhetor Alkidamas (Wien, 1864), Winckelmann's

Antisthenisfragmenta, Cope's Introduction to Aristotle s Rhetoric,

p. 401, sq., on the techne addressed to Alexander, and others

not worth enumerating here. Blass' history of Attic oratory is

quite exhaustive on all these matters, and should be in the

hands of every serious student of the subject. Teichmiiller's

JJierarische Fehden des 4""Jahrhunderts is also interesting.
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CHAPTER III.

XENOPHON.

472. NEITHER the birth nor the death of this remarkable

and characteristic figure in Greek literature can now be fixed

with any certainty, but for literary purposes we can approximate
to them sufficiently. Most of his biographers have been misled

by either of two mistakes : first, the accepting of the false

legend that Socrates saved his life at the battle of Delium, a

story implicitly contradicted by Alcibiades' evidently historical

account of this retreat in Plato's Symposium; secondly, the

assumption that Xenophon was present, as a youth of fourteen

or fifteen, at his own Symposium, an assumption in no manner

warranted by his solitary opening remark, that he wishes to

record the lighter conversations of eminent and refined men :

olf e ira.payiv6p.evof ravTO. ytyywo'icw, o/AJiirat ftovXofiai. The
scene being laid at Athens in 420 B.C., would require us to

assume 435 at latest for his birth, whereas Cobet has clearly

shown that he speaks of himself in the Anabasis as a very

young man, and even specially numbers himself with those

under thirty years of age. This, as well as his amateur position,

without command in the Grecian army, makes it certain that he

was not born before 429 B.C., and not much later, seeing the

maturity of his character and conduct in the famous ' Retreat

of the Ten Thousand.' We must therefore reject the date of

Kriiger and Clinton, who think him to have been born about

444 B.C., chiefly I think on the strength of the fable about the

battle of Delium. There is, on the contrary, nothing known of

Xenophon before 400 B.C.' He then introduces himself, not as

a tried veteran who had fought through the Peloponnesian war,

1 This in itself is u strong argument.
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but as a young man who was still a disciple or follower of

Socrates, and younger friend of Proxenos, killed at the age of

thirty. This general impression is, to my mind, so naturally

produced by the narrative, that I wonderhow experienced critics,

like Sauppe, can still maintain the old chronology. What can

be more decisive than the conclusion of his first speech ? 1
el 8'

Vf7s Tarrere /ne rjyeio-dcu, ovScv irpo<acrio/LUu TTJV ^Aoci'av, a\Aa

Kal aKfJL(ieiv fiyovpat ipvitciv air' e/xavrov TO. Kara. The man
who says this must be either above or below middle age.

The former is impossible. We must therefore consider him
about twenty-five at this time. Cobet has cited much additional

evidence. The latest events noticed in his works are the con-

clusion of the Social war between Athens and her allies

(356-5 B.C.), together with the beginning of the Phocian or

Sacred war. This is the proper interpretation of the allusion a

to the Phocians abandoning Delphi, and the Thebans endea-

vouring to seize it an earlier affair, which cannot mean the

final ruin of the Phocians (347-6). This has also been well

explained by Cobet.3 We have thus a period of seventy-two

or seventy-three years for his life, which is more probable than

the ninety years claimed for him by Lucian.

473. During this momentous epoch of Greek history, we
have only a few passages in Xenophon's life clearly before us

passages however of great interest, and indeed of national

importance. He was the son of Gryllus, an Athenian, of the

Eretrian deme, and apparently an aristocrat, to judge from his

habits and associates. According to the legend in Diogenes,

given in his Life among the philosophers, he early attracted the

notice of Socrates, who stopped him in the way, and asked him

>here men of honour were to be sought ; and on his replying

that he did not know, said,
' Follow me and learn.' His dis-

cipleship is, at all events, certain, though we cannot perceive

any adequate moral results from such splendid teaching. We
may suppose that first his youth, and possibly his connections

among the oligarchs of 411 B.C., prevented him from taking any

prominent place at Athens, where indeed all the later war was

1
Atabasis, iii. I, 25.

* Hcllen. v. 8. Nov. Lectt. pp. 756, sq.
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& naval war, for which he shows but little taste. Certain it is

that we find him after the Restoration at Athens, with no fixed

course of life, or good prospects, and ready to accept the invita-

tion of his friend Proxenus to come to Asia, and ingratiate

himself with that eminent phil-Hellene, the younger Cyrus.

It is, however, not impossible that before his departure he had

something to do with bringing out the unfinished work of Thucy-

dides, and that he commenced his Hellenica, as its continuation,

in which he relates the closing fortunes of the Peloponne-
sian war, the Tyranny, and the Restoration by the patriotism of

Thrasybulus. This valuable piece of contemporary history bears

every trace of earlier composition, and of a different temper,

from the later books ;
and I even incline to the theory of a

separate publication, as we can hardly imagine the author not

rehandling and modifying his early statements, if he came after-

wards to put forth the whole book for the first time in its

completeness.

474. His adventures in Asia, where he attended the battle

of Cunaxa, as a sort of voluntary field officer, then consulted

with the Greek generals, and at last became the principal

commander and organiser of the Retreat all this is among the

most familiar chapters in Greek history. We will return pre-

sently to the question of his credibility in this narrative. He
seems to have been then rather a young man to take the lead,

but without doubt his good general education, and his ready

eloquence, marked him out among an army of desponding mer-

cenaries, none of whom excelled him except in military experi-

ence. How he obtained the technical knowledge for manoeu-

vring large bodies of troops seems very strange, and is only

to be explained by the strong natural taste he everywhere dis-

plays for evolutions, perhaps still more by the rudeness of

warfare among the Greeks, who seem to have known little or

nothing of tactics till Epaminondas arose.

Whatever share, however, he had in saving the 10,000

mercenaries, there can be no doubt, from his own narrative

and his laboured self-justification, that he was a most im-

portant agent in their travels and troubles after they had

reached the Greek colonies on the Euxine. He evidently
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hoped to become the founder of a new city. When this

scheme failed, he made himself the agent of the Spartans at

Byzantium to scatter or to disarm the very dangerous army
of marauders, which well-nigh sacked the city, and which must

have been the dread of all the colonies within its reach. In

consequence of these services, and of his strengthening the

army of Thimbron (in 399 B.C.) with the remnant of his tried

soldiers, he became intimate with the Spartan magnates, and

especially with Agesilaus, to whom he particularly attached

himself.

About the same time, but for reasons which are unknown
to us, he was sentenced to banishment from Athens. If this sen-

tence had certainly come after the battle of Coronea, its explana-
tion would be easy ;

but it is alleged by old authorities to have

been because of his campaign with the mercenaries of Cyrus,
which seems inexplicable. At all events, he accompanied

Agesilaus on his homeward march, and was present at the

momentous battle of Coronea (394 B.C.), of which he gives us a

graphic description. He afterwards settled in Skillus, a Lacedae-

monian district, some miles south of Olympia, and on the road

to Sparta, so that he could see his friends on their way to the

festival. In this retreat, which he digresses to describe in the

Anabasis,
1 he combined religion, sport, and literary work. He

erected a shrine to the Ephesian Artemis from the proceeds of

his spoils, which he had deposited safely with a certain Mega-

byzus, her priest at Ephesus, for votive purposes, when he set

out on his perilous march with Agesilaus. As the district was

full of game, the main materials for the periodic feast were

procured by the hunting of Xenophon and his sons, aided by

any who chose to join.

475. Most of Xenophon's works were produced in this de-

lightful retreat, which seemed unlikely to be disturbed by further

wanderings and troubles. But we hear that of his two sons,

whom he sent to fight with Athens and Sparta at Mantinea,

one (Gryllus) was killed fighting bravely in the cavalry, so

bravely that his death was commemorated in one of the

pictures which Pausanias saw long after in the Acropolis of

1
iii. 5.
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Athens. We also hear, on Diogenes' authority, that the

Eleans invaded his estate, and drove him out, so that he spent

his last days at Corinth. According to others, his sentence of

banishment was rescinded on the proposal of Eubulus, and he

revisited his native city, after a long lapse of chequered years.

His death is placed by Diogenes (after Stesicleides) in 360 B.C. ;

though if the tract on the Revenues be accepted as genuine, he

must have lived till 356 at least, and this is thought the more

probable theory. Yet I find it hard to reject so precise a notice

as that of Diogenes.
1 We know nothing more of his private

affairs, except that his wife Philesia is said to have been brought
home from Asia. An earlier wife, Soteira, is also mentioned

as accompanying him to Aspasia's house. Among the other

Xenophons enumerated by Diogenes, it is curious to find one

mentioned as the biographer of Epaminondas and Pelopidas,

the very men whom our author has passed over with unjust

neglect His personal beauty was much praised ;
I am not

aware that there is extant of him any authentic bust.

In character he was a very typical Athenian, and though
not pre-eminent when we think of Pericles or Thucydides, a far

truer average specimen of his age than they. The very first

point which strikes us is his religiousness, which is perpetually

cropping up, but which, when closely examined, turns out to be

mere prudence with regard to the gods, and not real piety. In

his own account of the transactions at the close of the Retreat,

and of the general affairs of his time as a historian, he shows

far less honesty and singleness of mind than his sceptical pre-

decessor. There are not wanting evidences of both selfish-

ness and vanity in the man, in addition to the unfairness of

mind which has robbed us of a contemporary portrait of

Epaminondas, by one of the very few capable of estimating
his military genius. But Xenophon is so intent on laud-

ing Agesilaus and the Spartans, that he hides from us the real

hero of his day. How far this one-sided manner of writing

1
ii. 6. 56 : Kvrtarpefyt 8e, KaOa. <)>ri<Tiv 2T7;<nxXef87}r & 'Afrijvcuos tV r'n

ruv b.px6vT<*v Kal 'O\vpTrioviK<av avaypcufty, frti irp<&Tcf TI}J ir'/xirT7jj KO)

'OXv/xindSos, M &pxoyr0i KoAAtSi^iSov, t<t>' ol ital *l\iinroj f
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history may have been produced by the influence of Isocrates

will be discussed in its proper place.

476. Turning to his WORKS, it seems that he is one of those

few authors, like Plato, whose literary labours have been handed

down to us complete. The dark ages have exacted from him

no tribute of oblivion. The ancients counted forty books,
which corresponds fairly with the sum of the subdivisions of our

collection, nor is any work cited by them not to be found in

our catalogue, even when their citations cannot be verified in

our texts. As to their chronology, it is tolerably certain that

one of them, the tract on the Athenian Constitution, is far ante-

rior in date to all the rest But though the once-received eaily

date for Xenophon's birth might make his authorship of the

tract possible, most good critics have agreed in declaring it an

anonymous production, which has been incorporated in his

works on account of its analogy to the genuine tract on the

Lacedxmonian Constitution. The condition of Athenian affairs

assumed in the work cannot have existed after 425 B.C., so that we
have before us (discounting the fragment of Gorgias) the earliest

extant specimen of Attic prose, the remains of Antiphon being

generally supposed to date from the latest period of his career.

But here even the partial agreement of critics about this

very interesting tract is exhausted, if we except their perhaps
harmonious chorus of complaint as to the miserably corrupt

and lacerated condition of the text. Indeed, if we consult the

critical preface of Sauppe, we may find, even on the date of

its composition, opinions varying from that already given,

down to the Macedonian period, the latter extreme being sup-

ported by Bernhardy, on account of the statement * that the

Attic dialect was an idiom containing a mixture of all the rest

There has been an equally great and bootless controversy
about the authorship. Few scholars maintain Xenophon's

claim, though Cobet seems to admit it But (in addition to

Thucydides !)
both Critias and Alcibiades have been named,

paivrfv traffav lutovovrts tt\.tavro rovro niv fie TT/S rovro 8i in

Kal 01 n^v "EAATji/t r iSi'a /taXAof Kal ^>aif;j cal Siairj; xcd

'A07ICOU4I 8t Htxpauivri t andvTuv rty 'EAA^xwf cal

(ii. S). This is a wonderful statement.
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because the work is professedly that of an Athenian aristocrat

hostile to the democracy, and nevertheless defending the expe-

diency of the policy of the demos. Both these suggestions seem

to me absurd
;
for all the evidence we have concerning Critias

shows him to have been a rhetor of far greater skill than the

author of our tract, and we may be certain he would not have

written in defence of the demos from any point of view. As
to Alcibiades, there seems to me one sentence in the work

directly aimed at him :

'
I indeed excuse democracy in the

populace, for it is natural that anyone should benefit him-

self
;
but whosoever does not belong to the populace, and yet

prefers living in a democratic to living in an oligarchical polity,

has [evidently] laid himself out for crime, and knows that it

is easier for a miscreant to pass muster in a democratic than in

an oligarchical state.' This is the reflection of an oligarch upon
his fellows who adopt radical or whig politics, and play the

part of democratic leaders.

Passing, then, from this resultless enquiry, we come to

another cloud of controversy about the original form and scope
of the tract, some explaining its direct question-and-answer

style as implying a familiar letter
; others (Cobet and C. Wachs-

muth) maintaining that an older dialogue has been cut down
into an argument by an inexpert writer

;
others again, such as

Kirchhoff, analysing the work sentence by sentence, and de-

claring it a mere congeries of badly connected fragments. But

Kirchhoff has dissolved in his crucible even the de Corona of

Demosthenes ;
nor do I think that any ordinary speech, for

example, of Andocides, would afford him fewer points of

attack than this tract. If it be indeed an early essay in Attic

prose, when no model existed for an argumentative treatise

except, perhaps, a few dialogues of Zeno, we may fairly expect

to find a conversational style with question and answer, as well

as rapid transitions without strict logical nexus. And indeed,

Rettig, in a careful tract,
1 has shown that, with a few trans-

positions of paragraphs at the close, the whole tract may be

brought into a reasonable shape.

Turning to the matter of the work, the reader will find it one of

the most interesting and instructive documents of the age, and

1 Dit Planmassigkeit der 'AfajvoW iroAn-tfa (Wien, 1877).
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very remarkable for its Machiavellian tone, that is to say, its calm

ignoring of the right and wrong of the case as irrelevant, and

its discussion of the question : Given a democracy, are the

provisions of the Athenian democracy expedient for its pre-

servation ? Had Machiavelli written his projected tract on the

Republic as a sequel to his Principe, he must have produced
a very similar argument, though with historical illustrations,

such as Aristotle uses, which are foreign to the author before

us. Thus the whole temper of the writer is that of the

school of Antiphon or Thucydides, not that of Plato or Xeno-

phon. I will quote below a specimen of the style.
1 In addition

to G. Sauppe's text (Tauchnitz), the special editions of Kirchhoff

(Berlin, 1874) and C. Wachsmuth (Gottingen Program, 1874)
are to be recommended. For a summary of the various

controversies, Wachsmuth's and Sauppe's prefaces, Kirchhoff's

paper in the Transact, of the Berlin Academy (1874), Rettig's

criticism of this and other essays (Zcitschr. fur ost. Gymn.,

1877), and now L. Lange, De 'A0. iroX. restit. Comment.
, Leipzig,

1882, will suffice most readers, and will indicate to the unwearied

many more special studies which may be consulted.

The literature on the polity of Athenians, ample as it may
appear, has been since enriched by an excellent recension,

translation, and commentary from the pen of Muller-Striibing

(Philologus for 1880, pp. 1-170). He lowers the date to

415 B.C., considering 414, not 423, the minor limit, and thinks

1
ii. 14-16 : 'Evbs 8e ivSft'ts elartv tl yap injffov olicovvrts OaXarro-

updropfs ?i<rav 'A.0rtvcuoi, unTJpx*" &" twrots iroiftv /j.tv KO.KUS, ti TI&OV\OVTO,

irdffxftf 8 nySfv, f<as TTJS 6a\drrj]s $pxov, nySe T/XTjfrfjvaj r^v avrwv yrjv

ftTjS -irpoffUfxeffOai rouy iroKtfiiovs- vvv 8e ol yapyovvr(s /col ol ir\ovffwt

'Mrjvaicav inrfpxovrai rovs iro\ffi.iov$ fioAAoc, 6 $ Sfjuor. OT tS i8a;j 8rt

ouSei/ TSiv ff$G>v Ifj.Trp'fiffOvffiv
ovSe Tffiovffiv, a.$ea>s ?) Kal ob\ frif(px^fvos

avrovf. irpbs 8 rovrois Kal Irtpov Seovs a.Trrj\\a.yfjtfvot ttv ^ffav, tl VT\GOV

iroXejufous itraffirfattv iris yap vriffov oiKovyruv ravr' ttv tylyvtro ; ft7)8'

aS ffTaaidffai rtf SVj^ai fiijSfv, <i VTJffov cpicovv' vvv ply yap fl ffraffidffattv,

i\ifiSa av exovres ^v T0^J iroXf/xioiy ffraffidffetav, us Kara yrjv tira6f*tvoi'

(I 8* vrjffov tpKouv, Kal TOUT' av atifias flx(v avrois. firti$)i alv 4 apx*it

OVK fTVXOV OlKllcrOVTfl VTfffOV, VVV T<f8f TOIOUOT T^V fltV OVffiaV Ttt?S VT)ffOlS

waparidtvrai, viffrtvovrfs rri apxf) Tp /caret 8d\arrav, r^v 8 'ArrtK^v "fyi>

wtptopwffi r(ft.vou.fv^v, ytyvtaffKovrts '6n fl avrriv t\cf\ffov<Tn>t irfpwv aya.dwi'

Hfi6vw.' ffTfpyffovrai.

VOL. II. 2 E
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it the production of Phrynichus, replying to an argument of

Critias before the oligarchical members of an Athenian club.

Whatever we may think of this positive theory, which rests on

very hypothetical grounds, Striibing's discussion of the facts,

and his criticisms of KirchhofPs subtleties, are excellent.

477. There is the greatest difficulty in arranging chrono-

logically the remaining works attributed to Xenophon, and the

different opinions are so divergent and so ably defended, that in a

practical survey like the present it seems best to give one's

own view, and refer the special student to the critical prefaces
in Sauppe's edition, which contain a prospectus of the con-

troversies up to 1886. But it seems to me surprising that

those who hold Xenophon to have been forty years of age
when he joined the expedition of Cyrus, should also hold

that he wrote nothing until after his return. That a mature

and educated man should write nothing during years of

enforced idleness, or certainly of political and military in-

significance at Athens, and suddenly burst into persistent

authorship, after serving as a mercenary for a few years, because

he was exiled from his home, and settled in a sporting country

this is what I cannot believe. There is no reason for as-

serting that he ever rested from campaigning or wandering
till 393 B.C. at least, so that he would thus begin his literary

career at over fifty years of age. Cobet, who holds more

reasonable views as to his comparative youth when he served

with Cyrus, thinks the ardour of the Tract on hunting good
evidence that it was a youthful work a supposition most un-

likely, seeing that Attica was so thickly populated that
' not a

hare could be found in it,' and that Skillus was the natural

scene of such interests. Nor was Cobet at all acquainted with

sporting society, in which the keenest members are often

those who have spent the longest time in such pursuits. To

my mind, the continuation of Thucydides, which may have

been suggested to him by his being entrusted with the un-

finished MS., is his earliest work. We find in it no trace of

Laconism, or of that historical unfairness which he developed
in later years. In fact, it seems probable that it was written

about 400 B.C., just before his departure for Asia
;

l nor do I think

1 I observe that the many lonisms and Dorisms, which Cobet has
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its concluding sentence, which says, 'that after the amnesty
the Athenians live in political harmony, and even now abide

by their pledges,' is any proof that many years had elapsed.

The real danger was during the first couple of years. These,

I take it, had just elapsed, and still the demos was firm and

kept its promises. The same phrase is no doubt used in the

end of his Life ofSocrates, which must have been written ten or

twelve years after the events he describes, when he says that
' even still

'

people kept regretting his loss. But the cases are

not at all parallel. Nor can it be argued that this vague phrase

implies any corresponding lapse of time whenever it is used.

But it is better to abandon these unsatisfactory enquiries,

and classify Xenophon's works not as to date, which is imprac-

ticable, but as to subject-matter. They will easily fall under

four heads : the historical books, the Socratic books, the Essays
on Political Philosophy, to which perhaps may be appended
the Tract on the Attic revenues, and lastly the technical tracts

on horses, on the management of cavalry, and on hunting.
The first class falls naturally into the following order : first the

early books of the Hellenica, down to the Restoration of the

Democracy under Thrasybulus. Then the Anabasis, or Expe-
dition of Cyrus, with the Retreat of the Greek auxiliaries, and

their fortunes in Asia Minor under the Spartan supremacy.
This huge parenthesis in the Hellenica, which is specially in-

dicated as such at the opening of the 3rd book, is followed by
the remainder

(lib. 3-7) of the Greek history, down to the

battle of Mantinea and death of Epaminondas. The Agesilaus,
a panegyric on the Spartan king, forms a sort of appendix to

these works, justifying the exaggerated estimate of the king
which we find in the later Hellenica.

478. There can be no doubt that the earlier Hellenica, or

Paralipomena (of Thucydides), as they are sometimes called, are

far the most trustworthy of Xenophon's contributions to history,

though all are very valuable, as giving us light where we are

deserted by the earlier and greater historians. At this time the

noticed throughout Xenophon, and regards as evidences of residence away
from the pure dialect of Attica, are almost all cited from later works,

and that the earlier Hellenica (especially books I. and II.) offer very few

examples. Sauppe's Lexilogus seems to afford us the same evidence.

E 2
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author had not developed either that personal vanity, which

makes him justify all his own actions in the Anabasis, or that

servile adulation of Agesilaus, which has infected his later history.

In the Paralipomena he follows the course of the Peloponnesian
war from the year 411 B.C. to the Restoration of Thrasybulus

(403-2 B.C.). The affair of Arginusae, the rule of the Thirty

Tyrants, and the final settlement of the great war, are the pro-
minent events which he records. Several remarkable characters

Lysander, Callicratidas, Theramenes would be almost un-

known to us but for this work
;
and of Callicratidas in particular

he has drawn, perhaps unconsciously, a nobler picture than that

of any other Spartan. Grote is not satisfied with his account of

the affair of the generals after Arginusse, but whatever difficulties

there are in the narrative are rather to be ascribed to the con-

flict of evidence than to any want of candour on the part of the

historian. The whole narrative, and the inserted speeches,

though clear and agreeable to read, want both the power and

the pathos of Thucydides. The trial and death of Thera-

menes, with whom he evidently sympathises, is the most strik-

ing episode in these books.

479. At the opening of our third book of the Hellenica, in

which the author resumes his narrative in later years, and with

altered tone, he states that the relations of Cyrus with the Lace-

daemonians, and subsequently his march against the king, his

death, and the retreat of the Greek mercenaries to the sea, have

been written by Themistogenes the Syracusan. No such person
is elsewhere mentioned, except by Suidas, as an author, and

our Anabasis^ though composed anonymously, has so many
internal marks of Xenophon's style, that all antiquity was

unanimous in attributing it to him. The question remains,

whether Xenophon wished to have his own work attributed

to another, or whether there really was an earlier Anabasis

lost, or completely superseded by the work now extant There

is of course on this, as on every other Xenophontic pro-

blem, a perfect library of controversy. Plutarch thinks that

the author considered his self-laudation would be more cre-

1 We generally speak of the ' Retreat of the Ten Thousand,
'

whereas

Xenophon entitled his work ' The Expedition (or going up the country) of

Cyrus
'

against his brother the King of Persia.
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dible if put as the evidence of a disinterested writer. Some
have dreamed of modesty on Xenophon's part a theory which

ignores all that we know of his character. Others, again, sup-

pose that he expanded a nucleus or smaller narrative of The-

mistogenes, but are opposed by minute censors who find

traces of gaps and omissions, and think our Anabasis only a

compendium. It is a curious fact, that the writer of the book

not only speaks of Xenophon throughout in the third person,

but that he often pretends not to have been himself an eye-

witness. Thus,
1 in describing a scene at which Xenophon's pre-

sence had just been mentioned, the writer proceeds :

' but some

say that they (the Greeks charging at Cunaxa) struck with their

shields against their spears, to frighten the horses.' Several

such examples are cited by Mure. 2 On the other hand, there

are passages, like the soliloquy of Xenophon, when he starts

up from his dream in the eventful night after the treacherous

murder of the generals, which can hardly have been composed

by anyone else, even admitting the habit among Greek his-

torians of supplying set speeches for prominent speakers in

their narrative.

Nevertheless contemporary writers, like Isocrates, while

well acquainted with the history of the Retreat, and often

quoting it as a great feat of arms, never mention Xenophon
among its leaders. This silence of Isocrates is to me so

strange that I conjecture him to have read an original and

shorter Anabasis by Themistogenes, in which the part of

Xenophon was by no means so prominent ;
that Xenophon, in

reply to unfavourable criticisms upon his conduct in connection

with his relations to Athens and Sparta, took up this obscure

and little known work, and re-edited it with larger additions from

his own recollections. Hence the combination of second-hand

and direct observations, and also those not very consistent

excuses and self-justifications in the later part of the narrative

which Mure has exposed with much acuteness. According
to this theory the opening notice of the third book of the

Hellenica, which may just as well be regarded as the conclud-

ing sentence of the earlier second book, must have been written

before Xenophon rehandled the work
;

for from that moment

1
L. S, 18. *

v. p. 368.
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his authorship could not be doubtful, and his affected disguise

would be ridiculous. It would also account for any harsh-

nesses of transition which are really to be found in the work,

still more for the 472 words not elsewhere (aut perrard) used

by Xenophon, which the patience of Sauppe and others has

discovered in our text.

It is surely unnecessary to say one word in description of

the subject-matter of the Anabasis^ which may be found in

any elementary history of Greece, and with great fulness of

detail in Grote's monumental work.

480. As to the historical merit of the work, most critics have

been unbounded in their admiration of its excellence, and have

adopted it as a thoroughly complete and faithful account of a

very important episode in Greek history. Even Grote, who is

cautious and critical in accepting the statements of the Hd-

lenica, here lays aside all reserve, and finds in Xenophon the

model of an Athenian gentleman, and a splendid specimen of

the results of democratic education. This mixture of scepti-

cism and credulity is a curious feature often recurring in

Grote's great work. We do not so much wonder at it in

mere philologists. But many even among these, and with

them Colonel Mure, in one of the best chapters of his work,

have suspected that the Anabasis is, after all, as a historical

work, not more conscientious than the later Hellenica, and that

the author, without fear of contradiction, seeing that all the

main actors were now dead or scattered, could assume an im-

portance quite beyond that warranted by the real facts. He is

the soul of the Retreat : he is never wrong ;
he always thinks

of the right thing, and says the right word. It seems extraor-

dinary that, were his achievements equal to his description of

them, he should not have been recognised as one of the

greatest generals of the age ;
and yet we never find him either

employed or consulted subsequently in that capacity.

In truth we have here a striking example of the value of

literary excellence. The clear and fascinating narrative of the

author's adventures
;
his affected modesty and worthiness, his

frankness and apparent na'iveness and piety all these seduc-

tive qualities have made us forget that he is really pleading his

own case, without admitting any reply ; while, even on his own
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showing, his conduct towards his companions at the close was

doubtful and treacherous. At all events, his contemporaries seem

to have judged him differently from the mass of modern critics.

The book is one familiar to every schoolboy, and there is no

figure in Greek history now so prominent in the classical world.

This is a just tribute to his style and to the adventurous life

which he led. In his own day, the Retreat of the Ten Thou-

sand was chiefly valuable in showing the inherent weakness

of the Persian Empire, and in suggesting to every ambitious

Greek the possibility of overthrowing it But to us the con-

cluding books, which treat of the fortunes of the army after it

reached the sea near Trapezus, have perhaps the most interest-

ing and valuable lessons. They are far less read and edited

than the earlier books, and schoolboys seldom attain unto

them. Nevertheless, it is here we obtain our only clear and

detailed account of the doings of a mercenary force, when not

engaged in an actual campaign of the scourge which such

forces were to all the surrounding country, and how they were

just as likely to plunder a Greek as a barbarian settlement. At

the same time we see among them that strong sense of external

religion, that dependance on dreams and omens, that fear of

the anger of the gods, which strikes us all through Xenophon's

writings as a strong contrast to the temper of Thucydides. In

all these features we are strongly reminded of the Grand

Catalan Company, whose pious words and atrocious deeds

form so interesting a chapter in the history of the Byzantine

Empire, and of Greece during the Prankish occupation.
1 There

are also in this concluding part of the Anabasis many curious

details about the manners and customs of savage tribes living

along the Euxine, as well as of the court of Seuthes, and of the

social condition of his kingdom.

481. The digression about his residence with his children

at Skillus proves that the work was not brought out till many
years after his return, somewhere about 380 B.C. It would

have been impossible for him to resuscitate the details with

such accuracy, had he not either taken notes at the time or

trusted to some earlier history of the Retreat. It seems to me

improbable that, had he kept a journal with the intention of

1 Cf. the chronicle of Ramon Muntaner.
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publishing it, he should have delayed its completion, when
all Greece was deeply interested in so remarkable and sig-

nificant a campaign. His delay may be accounted for by the

earlier work of Themistogenes, which I have above assumed,
and perhaps by his fear of being contradicted or criticised by
the surviving leaders, had he put his own prowess so strongly

forward while they were at hand to correct him.

Nothing strikes us more strongly, at the close of this history,

than the enormous power wielded by the Spartan harmosts and

admirals throughout Hellenic lands, and the arbitrary and

cruel use they made of it. Xenophon's Laconism was not then

so developed as to prevent him from drawing these things with

a faithful hand; his own subserviency to the Spartans, and his

determination to stand well with them, while it throws a stain

upon his loyalty to his comrades, shows us how he thought it

hopeless to adopt any other policy. He may have apprehended
banishment from Athens, though the digression just referred

to is worded as if it had only followed his treason at the battle

of Coronea. It is indeed hard to conceive any motive strong

enough to induce him to this latter step, except his personal

attachment to King Agesilaus. We may be sure that an

Athenian would feel as much intoxicated by the favour of a

Spartan king as some Americans are by the courtesy of Euro-

pean grandees.
1

482. This intimacy with one of the main actors seems to

have suggested to him the continuation of his Hellenica, which

he accordingly carried down to the year 362 B.C., ending with

the battle of Mantinea. It is in this work that we meet with

the earliest specimen of that debased historiography which is

mainly to be traced to the influence of the rhetoricians, and

particularly of Isocrates. As that rhetor confessedly used his-

torical facts for the sake of recommending a policy ;
as he pro-

pagated the old sophistical habit of composing panegyrics of or

attacks on mythical and historical persons, in which truth was

deliberately sacrificed to oratorical effect ; as he began distinctly

1 There are three special Lexica on the Anabasis, by Strack (8th ed.

1874), Vollbrecht (4th ed. 1880), and Suhle ; Rehdantz' 4th and Vollbrecht's

6th eds. (both 1877) are the best commentaries ; Arnold Hug's new recen-

sion (Teubner, 1878), based on the Parisian MS. C, eclipses all pievious

texts, even Cobet's, and is regarded by many critics as final.
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to lay claim to history as a branch of oratory ;
the fatal fashion

was introduced of writing history with an object, and so the

splendid path pointed out and pursued by Herodotus and

Thucydides was abandoned. Thus we have a school of his-

torians whose respect and attachment for truth is seriously

impaired, while their studied rhetoric is indeed by no means

superior to their great models. The later books of the Hellenica

are an instance of this depraved tendency, and here we happily
have some means of exposing it. The earlier of them are

upon the Asiatic campaigns of the Lacedaemonians, in which

Xenophon could panegyrise them without serious damage,

though occasional discussions about acts of tyranny in Elis

and Thebes are glossed over without comment, especially when

Agesilaus is concerned. But in the later and general history

of Greece, which follows the battle of Coronea, when the

leaders of Greece were Thebes and Sparta, and when the latter

was completely humbled by the genius of Pelopidas and

Epaminondas, the deliberate partiality of the author becomes

painfully apparent He was writing up Agesilaus, a second-

rate man, against the strong and sound popular opinion that

Epaminondas was the great military genius of his age. Hence
the military achievements of both Ismenias at Naryx, and

Pelopidas at Tegyra victories of Thebans over Spartans

are quietly omitted; at Leuctra and elsewhere the Theban

generals' names are ignored, and it is only at the close of the

book, in describing the campaign which ended with Mantinea,
that a tardy tribute to Epaminondas is wrung from him, in

terms which show that the popular opinion (which we find in

Plutarch) was then prevalent, and that he sought to detract from

it by no better arguments than petty carping, unjust insinua-

tions, and unworthy silence. This is all the more regrettable,

as we have in Xenophon one of the few men competent, had

he been so disposed, to have informed us concerning the re-

markable innovations in both tactics and strategy due to the

great Theban, of which we have but a glimpse in the account

of the battle of Mantinea a sort of ancient Rossbach in its

disposition. But the fuller criticism of such matters does not

belong to the history of literature.

483. Turning to the style of the Hellenica, the ordinary
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reader finds it easy and pleasant, yet not without a certain dry-
ness and narrowness, as the author confines himself strictly to

military affairs and political revolutions, without social or liter-

ary digressions. But more careful critics find it full of harsh

transitions, apparent gaps and breaks, and other traces of its

either being left unfinished by its author, or contracted by an

incompetent epitomist. They even profess to find in Plutarch

traces of his use of a fuller Hellenica, which had disappeared,

and made place for the present compendium, before the days of

Diogenes Laertius. But all such arguments are surely very un-

safe in the absence of the other sources, which Plutarch may
have used, and in answer to which Xenophon may have com-

posed his Hellenica. This latter attitude seems to me so proba-

ble, that I fancy the book was composed in the form now before

us, by way of answer to some strong and popular panegyric on

the Theban leaders. * Such an origin would account for gaps, for

transitions, and for allusions not supported by the work itself

such, for example, as that to the fame of Epaminondas. in the

very last chapter, when hardly an act of his has been recorded

throughout the history. But the weight of German enquiry
into the sources used by Plutarch, and his way of using them,

inclines to the theory that he followed some later historian,

such as Ephorus or Ister, as his one main guide in each life,

so that he only agrees with the older authorities where these

authors have copied them. Plutarch may, therefore, not have

used Xenophon directly, any more than he used Thucydides

directly in composing his Lives.*

In other respects the composition reminds one rather of

Herodotus than of Thucydides, not of course in dialect,

but in the dramatic way in which speakers are introduced,

short speeches and dialogues interspersed, and especially in

the constant transition from indirect to direct speaking from

a report of what was said into the actual words of the

orator. This practice is, indeed, so constant in the Hel-

1 See especially 7, 5, 12, which is manifestly a reply to sch a

panegyric.
2 Cf. Vollbrecht, De Xen. Hell. (Hannover, 1874), pp. 19, 20, who

states and refutes the arguments of Kyprianos and Grosser, the main ad-

vocates of the epitome theory.
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lenica, as to be apparently a favourite figure with the author.

There is an occasional moral or religious reflection of no

great depth, and always in agreement with the writer's bias.

In the scenes which he himself witnessed, such as the battle

of Coronea, and the announcement to Agesilaus of the destruc-

tion of his battalion by Iphicrates near Corinth, there is much

graphic power ;
and he does not seek to paint his hero a con-

ventional Spartan, but a man touched with the changes of for-

tune, starting up in wild excitement from his throne or weeping
with joy, at sudden announcements of evil or of good.

1

484. The formal panegyric of the Spartan king has come
down to us in the tract entitled Agesilaus, which gives a sketch

of his life and acts, in the form of a written encomium, like

Isocrates' Evagoras, which that orator afterwards declares to

have been the model for many imitators. Most of the facts in

this tract are copied from the Hellenica, some unsuitable points

being omitted, and a notice added of Agesilaus' expedition to

Egypt, and death, which occurred in 360 B.C. Hence the tract,

if genuine, must rank amongst Xenophon's latest works. But

concerning the genuineness there is, as usual, a mass of con-

fident and contradictory criticism, many first-rate critics assert-

ing that the book must be by Xenophon, because of its style

and its manifest borrowing from the Hellenica, while a large

number of learned men reject it for the very same reasons.

Under such circumstances, any new decision is not likely to be

accepted with much confidence. The rhetorical pomp, which

marks this composition beside its genuine fellows, may of course

be accounted for by its very object an epideictic display.

The historical suppressions are proper to such a performance,*

even were they not strictly Xenophontic. But what does seem

to me like the work of a stranger, and not of the Boswell of Age-
silaus, is the want of intimate personal knowledge of that king

beyond what the Hellenica afford. There are, indeed, a few

things added, but it seems strange that Xenophon, if he were

the author, should not have supplemented his Hellenica with

1 The best recent editions of the Hellenica are those of Breitenbach

(1876), Biich-enschiitz (1876), and E. Kurz (Munich, 1874).
* On this point, therefore, the censures of Mure (v. pp. 434, 435) are

completely beside the point.
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many private recollections, when he is illustrating the character

of his hero by special anecdotes. I am suspicious, moreover,

on account of the gross exaggeration (in chap, ii.) about the

Spartan loss at Leuctra, which, he says, amounted to half the

citizens, whereas in the Hellenica we are told that 400 out of the

700 present were slain. The style is uneven, and the structure

of the piece not according to the strict laws of rhetoric. Thus

the proem consists only of two short sentences, and there is a

full recapitulation at the end, which is unsuitable, and spoils

the effect (as Isocrates felt, when he forbade such repetitions

in encomia). The following sentence is perhaps the worst

possible specimen of Gorgian alliteration 1
: vopifav iv TV

TOiovry TO re drpe^EC, KOI avekirXriKToraroi', Kal aOopyft^Torarot^

cot dvafiaprriroTarov, trat $v<rTrif3ovXtvroTa.TOV Etvat. Several OI

these words occur nowhere else in Xenophon, as is the case

with many other terms in this tract. But the frequent recur-

rence of an-at Xtyoaera in each tract or work of Xenophon
makes it very difficult to establish their genuineness from inter-

nal evidence. In contrast to the former, here is an elegantly

finished period : 6 3t Kaprfpiy. /teV Trpwrevw, fvOa KOVf.lv /catpot,

d\Kt) 2e, onov avSpiar dytir, yrw^jj ?, OTTOU fiovXijs e'pyor, ouroc

tfiotye 2oCi 3t*cat'we ar/)p ayafloc TraireXwe ai' vopi^eo'Qat.^ Here

I leave the Agesilaus, recording my own opinion against its

genuineness, but referring the reader to the German critics for

arguments on whichever side he pleases to range himself.

There is a convenient English text and commentary lately

published by Mr. Hailstone.

485. We now proceed to consider the Socratic group of

works, consisting of the Memoirs, or general sketch of Socrates,

with the GEconomicus, which describes his views on the practi-

cal business of life, and the Symposium, on social relaxations.

This account of the great philosopher, by an affectionate pupil,

differs widely from the panegyric we have just discussed. In-

stead of rhetorical periods and figures, for which Xenophon
had little natural taste, and imperfect training, we have the

form of artless narrative and easy dialogue, in which he is a

great master, though overshadowed by the quaint Herodotus

1 c. vi. sub fin.
* Cf. also c. xi. 13.
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and the matchless Plato. Yet the real artlessness and the

frequent tameness of his conversations only impress us the

more strongly with their faithfulness, and it is now agreed that

to him we must look for the unvarnished picture of the great

master whom Plato transfigured and Aristophanes traduced.

This form of composition was indeed not new, or original to

Xenophon, having been already employed by Ion of Chios, in

his Recollections of his own Life, and of the remarkable men he

had met But Xenophon applied it to the special purpose of

illustrating the Life and Character of Socrates, and the other per-

sons introduced are intended as mere foils to the central figure.

It is remarkable that the author, though here speaking

throughout in the first person, introduces himself as a third

actor in one scene. ' The treatise as a whole is too disjointed

and too diffuse to be agreeable reading, but may be taken up
here and there with great profit. Near the commencement 2

there is a very interesting defence of Socrates against the

charge of having educated Alcibiades and Critias. It is

shown that these men went to Socrates to gain power from

intercourse with him, not to learn virtue, which they from the

beginning despised, though they were for a time kept in check

by him. I may indicate as specially interesting in the remainder

of the work the locus dassicus on the choice of Heracles,

borrowed from Prodicus' famous apologue,
3 the sketch of a

Panegyricus on Athens,
4 and the very elegant argument for the

existence and benevolence of the gods from final causes,
5 with

the exhortation to piety in gratitude for these favours.

The last chapter
6 has so much in common with the Apo-

logia Socratis handed down to us under the name ofXenophon,
that most critics have refused to believe in the genuineness of

both, but believe that one at least, perhaps both, must be spurious
and that the longer Apologia is either the source or the ex-

panded copy of the eighth chapter. If the Apologia is (as I be-

lieve) genuine, it was probably the original conclusion of the

Memoirs, with which it agrees strictly in form, being professedly
no complete account, but, like the fourth Gospel, a sort of sup-

plement to the incompleteness of other defences. Cobet 7

1
i. 3 H- 2

i- 2, 12, sq.
*

ii. i, 21, sq.
4

Hi. 5, 10, sq.
*

iv. 3. iv. 8. Nov. Lectt. 667, sq.
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thinks it specially intended as a reply to the accusation of the

sophist Polycrates a rhetorical exercise to which Isociates

alludes in his Busiris (above, p. 10). The shorter eighth

chapter would then be an excerpt, put together and added to

the Memoirs when the Apologia came to be read and copied
out separately. As a defence, though neatly and even ele-

gantly written in the unmistakable vein of Socratic question-

ing, it is very inferior to Plato's Apologia. For it implies a

greater assumption of wisdom and piety in Socrates (which

specially appears in the far stronger response of the oracle to

Chaerephon), and also preaches the eudaemonistic view of the

profits of death at the limit of a hale old age. with which Socrates

consoles himself. He thinks it a positive gain to die before his

faculties and friends forsake him. Old age, we must remember,
was not honoured at Athens as it is among us.

The marks of time in both Memoirs arid Apologia are few and

uncertain. In the former he says
* that all

' even still
'

continue

to feel Socrates' loss
(e'rt

cat vvv ^tarfXouo-t itnvTuv fjtaXierru

irtiQovvTtq avrov), which seems to imply the lapse of some years

after his execution. The Apology alludes not only to the death

of Anytus, but to the confirmed drunkenness and loss of cha-

racter of his son, and this again requires a considerable interval.

Still I do not believe, in the rapidly changing society of Athens,

that these Memoirs would have produced any effect, or the

Apologia have been read, many years after Socrates' death. If

so, this sketch of Socrates would date from the time when

Xenophon first attained literary leisure at Skillus, about 390 B.C.

The text is purer than most of our MSS. of Xenophon, nor

have the critics (except in the last chapter of the Memoirs)
found fault with the logical nexus of the various subjects, as

they are successively discussed. These tracts have not re-

ceived much attention from English scholars, who seem,

indeed, of late years, rather determined by school requirements
than by the intrinsic value or interest of the Greek classics.

The best special information (besides the histories of philo-

sophy on Socrates) will be found in Breitenbach's (ed. 5, Berlin

1878) and Kiihner's editions, and in the preface to Sauppe's text

1 Mem. iv. 8, II.
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486. The (Ecanomicus, which is in form a mere book of the

Memoirs, introduced with a connecting particle, is really an in-

dependent treatise, and is the only Socratic dialogue of Xeno-

phon which can be compared in value to the Platonic dia-

logues. For here Xenophon is no longer a mere pupil, but

an independent thinker, setting forth views even opposed to

those of his master. But, characteristically enough, while Plato

does this in speculation, Xenophon does it in practical matters,

and in relation to the art of husbandry. The dialogue,

which is very varied in its subjects, and, excepting the

technical part, exceedingly interesting, begins with Socrates'

affected desire to make the fashionable and ambitious Crito-

bulus a good economist, since, though his fortune is large, his

expenses, and the public demands upon him, are proportionate.

They then enter upon a very sophistical discussion as to the

proper meaning of the term economy, which is shown by Socra-

tes to apply to practical good sense in all the affairs of life, but

specially to the management of one's household
;
and first of all

of its mistress, then also of landed property with its stock, the

chief kind being horses. There follows a panegyric on farming,
1

showing it to be a suitable recreation even for the Persian king,

with the garden anecdote about Cyrus and Lysander, and an

allusion to Cyrus' death, which is an anachronism in Socrates'

mouth, as he could hardly have heard such details until the

return of the Cyreians, just before his trial. There is a fine pas-

sage
2 on the tyranny of the passions, which is eminently

Socratic, but the panegyric on agriculture, in cap. v., is pro-

bably quite foreign to him.

Accordingly, with great dramatic propriety, the leading part

is now transferred by Socrates to Ischomachus, a gentleman of

position as a landed proprietor, and owner of a large town

house, who instructs Socrates, first
3 on his method of training his

wife and servants, then 4 on his own rules of life and of recrea-

tion, and next 8 on the training of his steward. There follow *

chapters on the details of practical farming.

1 CEcon. cc. 4 and 5.
*

c. I, 16, sq.
1 cc. 6-10. * c. it.

cc. 12-14. cc. 14-19.
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The end of the treatise is an eloquent argument against

Socrates' leading doctrine, that knowledge is virtue, since all

men understand husbandry, but many fail from not carrying out

what they know, through sloth, or incapacity of governing their

dependants. The conclusion is a reflection upon the divine

gift of ruling men without constraint, which seems inborn in

a few men, and cannot be acquired. It is likely that Xeno-

phon is here thinking of Epaminondas, in whom he particularly

praises this quality at the close of the Hellenica, Thus the

principal speaker not only lectures Socrates on topics which the

latter does not understand, but tells him important truths which

he does not contradict, though they are foreign to his teaching.

We may, therefore, regard this tract as composed after the

Memoirs, and that the author began by adhering to the form of

dialogue and the character of Socrates, but soon wandered into

an independent line of thought The description given by
Ischomachus, a model Attic husband, of his young wife, brought

up in total ignorance except of cooking, and adorned with paint

and false hair, and high-heeled shoes, though never allowed to

leave the house his account of his gradual education of her, of

her ingenuous and noble cooperation, and of the honourable re-

lations of husband and wife, is one of the most striking passages
in all Greek literature. 1 The style is careful and pure, though
critics find some peculiarities unusual in Xenophon.

2 The
reader will find in the (Economicus many hints of the author's

1 Cf. my Social Life in Greece, pp. 275, sq. It is remarkable that the

use of factitious dress and ornament, so justly reprehended by Ischomachus

here, is defended in the case of the Persian kings in the Cyropcedia (viii.

I, 40-2) as a means of imposing on (Karayo^rfvtiv) their subjects.
2 Thus the careful variation of the verbs in this sentence (concerning the

risks of painting and other artificial aids to female beauty) is remarkable :

% y&p t tiivfit &.\tffKorrai taviffTa.fi.fvai irplv irapaffKfvdffaffOai, % inrb

iSpuros l\iyxovra.i t) fori SaKpvuv fta<ravi^ovrai tj VTT>) \ovrpov a\r)8ivus

Ka.T(inrrf68i)ffai>. Here is an elegant passage in praise of husbandry :

xix. 17-19
' OVK tffTi ravr', tyi], i) 2t/cpoT6j' d\\' iyii KCU iraAcu ffoi

t \tyov Sri ?') yttepyla, oinia $i\di>6pti>ir6s iffn Kal irpatio. Tf'xcTj Sicrrt Kal

dptavras Kal a(coworaj tiriffrfoovas tvOus tourer ttoitlv. iroAXek 5', Hipy, Kal

avr^) SiSdtTKfi 6>s &* Kd\\iffrd rts ourp xPVro - wrlKa, &jUirAos avafiaivuvcra

u.tv iitl TO Sf'vSpa, Srav %xy ri if^<f^ov SwSpov, SiSdencet Iffrdvai avr^n'

Trfpiirfravvvovaa fti rd olrapa, tirav Irt aurj) aira.\ol ol fiorpvts 2>ffi,

OL\ITI\V r^v 8>pa.v '6ra.v 5^ Kaipbs j?
inrii rov ij
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special knowledge of horses, which led to the tract on the Horse,

and also of the technical side of his mind, shown in the details

concerning farming. The allusion to Aspasia, as an authority

on the duties of husbands and wives, has excited much attention,

and has helped ingenious authors, such as M. Becq de Fouc-

quieres,
1 to rehabilitate her character. English readers will also

be much struck with the description of the big Phoenician ship,

which was visited and admired for its order and discipline, as an

English man-of-war is visited in foreign parts. These are but

a few of the many points suggested by this tract. The best

and most recent English edition is Dr. Holden's (Macmillan's

classical series). The latest English version has appeared in

vol. i. of Mr. Ruskin's Bibliotheca Pastorum. Schenkl's text is

the most recent German recension.

487. We turn to the Banquet, a dialogue intended to show

the conversation of educated gentlemen at Athens in society,

and especially of Socrates, as the king of all good talkers. The
scene is laid at a feast given by the rich Callias in honour of

his favourite, the boy Autolycus, who won a victory in the pan-
cratium at Athens in 421 B.C. But when critics infer that Xeno-

phon was present at a banquet in this year, they quite mistake

the freedom with which Attic authors composed their dialogues.

He was intimate, he tells us, with the speakers, and that is all.

After describing the extraordinary effect of the beauty of

Autolycus on the company, and their consequent silence and

awkwardness, a professional jester or parasite, perhaps the ear-

liest we know personally, intrudes himself, but is hospitably

admitted to the feast After his jokes have been tried, with little

effect, the conversation becomes general, and wanders through

many subjects, all of them, however, social or ethical. This is

diversified by the feats of a company of what we should call

circus performers, introduced by a professional Syracusan, who

i ras ffTCU(>v\ds, (pv\\oppoovffa StSdffKft fainyv vJ/iAoDv Kal ire-

oirwpav, Sia iro\v<popiav Sf robs /J.fv ftitovas SfiKVvovffa PSrpus,

rovs 51 In ufioTfpovs (pfpovffa, StSdffKd rpuyav iavrfiv, &<rrto TO ffvKa.

ffvitdovffi, rb opywv ad.
1

Aspasie <U Milet. (Paris, 1872). The special literature on the (Econo-

micus, both in editions and dissertations, will be found enumerated (up to

1864) in Sauppe's Preface. Schneider's edition (with several other Xeno-

phontic tracts, in 1805) is still the most complete.

VOL. II. a F
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is much annoyed at the lead which Socrates takes in the enter-

tainment, and only pacified by the latter recommending him to

exhibit something lovely and graceful, instead of feats of danger.

The banquet accordingly closes with a wanton scene of the loves

of Ariadne and Bacchus, acted by a boy and girl of his troupe.

The conversation, which seldom remains fixed upon one

subject, is chiefly intended (unlike the Memoirs] to bring out

the peculiarities of each of the company. Antisthenes, Crito-

bulus, Callias, and Hermogenes are sketched in this way, each

by dilating upon his own strong point Thus Hermogenes
describes his piety, and the practical results of it,

1 in a very

homely way, reminding us of Sydney Smith's description of

certain people's religion as otherworldliness. Poverty and riches

are discussed, and so are beauty and love. This latter is the

leading topic, and gives Socrates the opportunity for a remark-

able discourse on its two species the spiritual and the carnal a

which is not unworthy of Plato's best writing.

The similarity of subject has of course given rise to much
discussion on the relation of this to Plato's Symposium, some

holding that Plato meant to rival Xenophon, others that

Xenophon intended a critique on Plato, while there is really

no clear evidence that either intended to censure or sought

to excel the other. In splendour of thought and loftiness of

diction Plato is of course far pre-eminent, but we may be sure

that in excluding all the professional amusements, which he

does with marked contempt, and in making his guests speak

long orations on the same subject, he has not drawn so faithful

or natural a picture as Xenophon's, where the talk is discon-

nected, often trivial, sometimes coarse. To us it would appear
that the people talked too much about themselves, and that

questions of personal interest, as opposed to those of larger im-

portance, are too prominent. On the main subject discussed,

that of love, our modern ideas are so far removed from those

of Socrates and his companions, that it requires long study of

Greek life, and deep sympathy with its grace and beauty, to

enable us to tolerate even what is said by way of banter. To the

serious statements of Socrates no objection can be made. But

it is not to be wondered at that a respectable English Philistine,

1
iv. 47, sq.

*
cap. viii.
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like Mure,
1 should condemn Xenophon's Socrates and his com-

pany very severely, and see nothing but grossness of the lowest

kind in their mutual affection. We must not judge them so

harshly, for even the divine Plato stooped lower at the close

of his Symposium, and Epaminondas did not rise above the

received customs of his country, though both were men of

genius, and I believe also of piety.

The weight of opinion leans towards the priority of Xeno-

phon's Symposium, and to its being written early in his literary

life, as a supplement to his more elaborate picture of Socrates.

As a source of information on Attic morals and manners its

value is not easily over-estimated, nor is it by any means so

tedious as his longer works.

488. The political philosophy of Xenophon was not, as we

may imagine, of a very deep or speculative order. During middle

life he was brought in contact with the Spartans, whose consti-

tution was the most lasting and the most aristocratic in Greece.

Accordingly he undertook in a special tract, not unlike the

tract already described on the Athenian state, to show the

causes of the dignity and permanence of the Spartan power.
There is, indeed, little said about che constitution, so little that

the tract should rather be entitled on the discipline of the Lace-

damonians than on their polity. The Lycurgean training of

the youth, so like in some respects to that of our public

schools, the military training of the citizens, their high state

of discipline and their subjection to authority, are set forth

in a very striking picture. But we can see plainly that the

author gives us old traditions confused with actual facts, and
the fourteenth chapter, if genuine, distinctly admits that a great

decadence had set in, and that the ideal condition described in

the tract was a thing of the past. The concluding remark, that

the curious obsequies of the kings were meant to show they

1 Vol. r. pp. 453, sq. The reader who desires to consult an opposite

authority may turn to G. F. Rettig's long article in the Philologus for

1879 (vol. xxxviii. part ii.), where the whole dialogue is analysed with

great minuteness, and all manner of hidden delicacies and moral lessons

extracted from it. But the learned German is so simple as to imagine
that the Syracusan's ircus is his son, and to be completely in the dark as to

their relations (p. 296). He has since (1881) published a text and com-

mentary, with a translation.

r 2
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were regarded as heroes, appears to me made in reference to

Herodotus' remark,
1 that the customs of the Spartans on these

occasions were the same as those of the Asiatic barbarians.

There is the usual controversy about the form of the

work, and even Cobet is in this case induced to consider it a

mere abstract of a fuller treatise, seeing that Plutarch, who
uses it freely as an authority in his life of Lycurgus, seems to

quote things not now to be found in the text. Others have

pointed out its antagonism to the Panathenaicus of Isocrates,

who claims for the Attic culture, against a partisan of the

Spartans, the superiority which Xenophon claims for his patrons.

When the tract was written, the battle of Leuctra had evidently

not been fought, and the fourteenth chapter, which is perhaps
to be placed at the end, and may have been mutilated, seems

intended to meet the altered prestige of the Spartans in Greece.

I am disposed to hold it genuine, and nearly in its original

form, seeing that all Xenophon's works are found equally dis-

jointed in argument, and that the theory of compendiums by
later hands surely cannot apply to the whole of his writings.

The permanent interest of the tract is the sketch of a state

morality overriding the ordinary laws of chastity and of purity,

and yet, though maintaining rude habits and rude morals, pro-

moting the feelings of honour and personal dignity among men
and women, who must have been degraded in any ordinary
state. There is much in Plato's Republic plainly imitated from

this remarkable society, particularly his postponing the purity

and permanence of the marriage tie to the higher duty of pro-

ducing healthy children for the state. But Plato's arrangements,

whereby the sanctity of the tie was strictly maintained through
its temporary duration, seem far more civilised than the customs

of the Spartans.
1

They may, however, be only instances of an

Aryan custom akin to the Hebrew Levirat, and meant to obviate

the extinction of families,
3 for the Spartan women, whatever their

other faults, seem to us more like modern mothers of families

than any other Greek women.

On the polity of the Laced&monians we have also a good

monograph by E. Naumann (Berlin, 1876), who defends the

authenticity and completeness of the tract, and argues it to

1 vL 58. i. 7-10.
* Cf. C. Jannet, Imt. Soc. A Sparte, p. 101.
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have been written about 385, with the last chapter added in

378. He thinks it was followed by the ffiero, and then by

the ideal sketch of the Cyropadia.

489. But while Xenophon could not but be struck with the

marvellous permanence and power of the Spartan constitution

his inmost character must have led him to favour the monarchi-

cal form. He was all his life attached to some one superior mind,

which he took as his guide, and which he served with ready

obedience first, and best, Socrates, then the brilliant Cyrus,

then the inferior, but still able Agesilaus. Hence we find in

his remarkable dialogue entitled Hiero, between that tyrant and

the poet Simonides, that though the miseries and dangers of

tyranny are most eloquently set forth, the author finally turns to

the good side of absolute rule, and shows how a despot may live

a life of great usefulness to the people whom he sways. A
private career is, indeed, vastly happier, but a tyranny may be

made not only an endurable, but even an enviable position.

The whole form of the tract is peculiar, being a dialogue with-

out Socrates, and being, moreover, more ornately written than

is usual with Xenophon. Nevertheless, critics have been almost

unanimous in accepting it as genuine, and I do not feel my in-

stinctive dissent can be supported with convincing arguments.
The passage which describes the change from the contentment

ofprivate life to the anxieties of sovereignty, is perhaps the most

striking in all our remains of Xenophon.
l

1

Cap. vi. 1-8 : Bov\oftcu $f ffot, f(pri, Si 'Sifi.wtSri, KaKfivas TO.S ct>-

<t>pocrvva.s STjAwcrat ocrats 4yw xpteufvos 5V $v lSia>rijs, vvv iirtiS^ rvpavvos

(yfv6ft.Tir, aladavouai ffrfp6ftfvos avrStv. tyo> yap vjnjv ft.fv

i]S6fi,fVo$ r/Sofifvois e^oi, <IVVT\V 5t t^avrif, dirorf riawxias eV

Stiiyov 8' iv trvfjurofftois iroAAaKis fj.ev ft-fXP 1 ro " eViAafleVflai irdivfav ft TI

r tv a.v6fxairivif ftitf fii>, iro\\aKis Sf /uf'xp' ToC tfSais re /ca2 &a\iais Kal

yv ^t/x^" TvyKarafj.iytrvvai, woXAoKU 5^ /ut'xpi Koivris ImBvulas ^/t^i

T cal ruv -rap&irrw. vvv it iarftrrfprjfjuit ptv TUV ySofitvuv tfiol 8k r6

6ov\ovs avrt <pi\<av fxtiv TOUJ fralpovt, atrfffrfprifiat 5' airrbs rov i)$fas

fKfivots OfuAeiV 8ia rb /j.r]8(/j.iav evopav fdyoiav t/jiol Tap' auTuv fj.t07]v Sf

Kai virvov 6/j.oitas fvtSpx <J>uAaT-ro,uai. rb Sf QoptlffBai fifV u\^ov, <po/3etffdcu

8' tprifiiav, Qo&ftffBau Sf aupv\a^ia.v, ipofitla'dai Si Kal avrovs TOVS <pv\dr-

TOfray, Kal /UTJT' av6ir\ovs %X fl>r fSf\fiv irtpl airrbv UTjff anrXicr/utVoi/y rjSeais

OtaffOcu, -irtas oi>K apya\fov iffrl trpayua ; fri 8 (cVotf fi,ft> fw\\ov tf iro\irats

iruTTfVfiv, ftapfidpois Sf p.a\\oi> *j "EAArjcrii
1

,
lirtdvuftv Sf TOVS fjifv f \eu9fpovs
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490. In this tract, the disadvantages of despotism de-

cidedly preponderate, but we find that our author was not con-

tent to leave the question so, and many years after (for the Hiero

seems an early work) we find him developing his ideal state under

the form of a paternal and hereditary monarchy in his Education

of Cyrus ; a very diffuse political novel, in which he sets forth

his ideal picture as a biography of the older and greater Cyrus,

in opposition to the dreams of Plato and other theoretical politi-

cians of the day. This work, which is the longest and most

ambitious of all Xenophon's writings, but consequently the most

tedious and the least read, seems to be our earliest specimen of

a romance in Greek prose literature. The author frequently

professes to have written from observation, and from informa-

tion obtained in the East, and this has induced many critics to

seek in the Cyropczdia for historical materials, wherewith to sup-

ply a corrected account of the Eastern histories of Herodotus

and Ktesias. Xenophon differs from both as much as they
differ from one another on the history of Cyrus ;

and as there

were at least four versions of his origin and his rise into power,
it has often been supposed that Xenophon followed one of

these traditions, and did not invent his facts. When he agrees
with Ktesias against Herodotus, that the name of Cyrus' second

son was Tanaoxares, and not Smerdis, he no doubt had some
foundation for his assertion. But it is idle to attempt to sift

out the particles of history from the mass of fiction with which

the author has consciously surrounded his hero.

The work being strictly a panegyric of Cyrus in the form of

an historical narrative, the writer felt bound to exclude any
flaws or faults which he knew, and to exaggerate all his virtues,

and seeing that he pursued this rhetorical course in professed

history, he was not likely to depart from it in a treatise really

raura SoKtl tyw)(Tis virb fyaftiisv KOTairfirXrj-y/xf'vTjj rfKfJL'fjpia flvat
; % yt rot

<t>6&os ou /xoVoi/ OUTOS iviiiv rats tyvxcus Aumjpdj lariv, aAAa ital irdvTtav rir

rjSfuv (Tu/j.irapa.Ka\oudiav \v/j.e&> ylyvtrcu. (I 5 al <ru -iro\(fi.i

fl, 2> 'Zi/j.wviSri, Kal tf$7] irort iroAf,ui'o <pd\ayyt ir\ria(ov avrtr

ff6rjTt irolov fjifv nva alrov rjpov Iv fxtlvip Ttf xp&vtf, trolov St riva \ntvov

fKOifiia. ola. nivTOi crol roV ffV ri \vmjpd, roiavrd Iffn rii ruv rvpdvvom
teal tn Scicdrtpa* ou yap If tvavrias u.6vov, a\\a icdl irdvTuQtv

ol -TVIIO.VVOI.
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political, and describing an ideal monarch. Thus from this

long and elaborate work we can hardly be said to gain anything
new on the life of the greatest and the most interesting figure

in Asiatic history. Nevertheless, we wonder how a man bora

and educated in all the blessings of Hellenic law and liberty

can stoop to defend almost all the circumstances of Asiatic

despotism eunuch households, painted faces, pompous and

effeminate robes, and slavish ceremonies. 1 Such concessions

to the splendour of the Persian court, which had evidently

so dazzled Xenophon in his youth that he never recovered

his political vision, make his ideal picture anything but a monu-

ment of Hellenic superiority. As to style, the book is exces-

sively diffuse, and many conversations are introduced without

much point, merely to illustrate the conversational talent on

which Xenophon much prided himself, as a Socratic Athenian

of good birth, and accustomed to good society. But the

specimens he gives hardly justify his good opinion of himself.

It is remarkable that in this political romance we have also

(as an episode) our earliest sentimental romance, the loves of

Abradatas and Panthea, which are told at intervals through the

narrative,
2 and which end with the death of Abradatas in battle,

and the suicide of Panthea and her eunuchs. As was natural to

an Athenian of that epoch, such love could hardly be conceived

as existing till after marriage, and the story may have been intro-

duced in support of the Socratic theories of the dignity and im-

portance of the female sex and of the married state. To us, who
have been satiated with such stories, this early attempt seems

rather dull and feeble, but it deserves notice as a phase important
in literature, and one which was to bear fruit an hundredfold.

The great king is represented as dying quietly in his bed,

and not from his wounds in a battle, as Ktesias says. He ends

his life with a very striking address to his children, in which

the author inserts his hopes of the immortality of the soul 3 a

very interesting passage, of which Cicero has made large use.

The last chapter of the book must surely be spurious, as it

contradicts the whole purpose of the work. It explains how,

as soon as Cyrus was dead, his people degenerated into all

1 Cf. vii. 5, and viii. i.
* Books iv. to vii.

' viii. 7, 17, sq.
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manner of vice and disorder, and reversed all the good arrange-

ments inaugurated by him. This chapter is, indeed, curiously

analogous to the chapter on the Lacedaemonian decadence in

the tract just discussed, and could not but suggest the hand of

an editor, who added his own reflections on the historical results

to the theories of the author. In the present case some such

theory is necessary to sustain Xenophon's character for good
sense. The text is perhaps purer than that of any other portion

of our author ;
but though this is so, and though the style is

perhaps smoother and more finished than the rest, yet the sub-

ject is so needlessly spun out with dialogues and descriptions

of semi-imaginary campaigns, that it can never be popular,

though Spenser tells us (Pref. to Faery Queene) that it was

preferred to Plato's Republic \ Here, if anywhere, we should

have longed for the '

epitomator
'

of the German critics to come

forward, and treat this tedious novel as he is supposed to have

treated the rest of Xenophon's remains. The Cyropczdia seems

a late work, composed, probably about 361 B.C.,
1 in the decline

of his powers, and when the garrulity of age was increasing.

491. We pass from the most theoretical and fanciful of

Xenophon's works to the most thoroughly practical, the tract

entitled iropoi (not irepi irpoaotiwv, a later name), and intended

to exhibit the financial resources of Athens, and the policy
which should consequently be followed by that state. We hear

from Diogenes Laertius that Xenophon, having been exiled on

the proposal of Eubulus, was ultimately recalled by the influ-

ence of the same statesman, then at the head of the Athenian

finances, and it is consequently conjectured that Xenophon,
in extreme old age, wrote this tract by way of advice to

Eubulus a notion justly ridiculed by Cobet. Nevertheless, it

was certainly intended to support the same party, and, if not

written for Eubulus, was intended to dispose the public to put
confidence in a peace policy.

Commencing with an eulogistic statement of the climate

and central situation of Athens, as favourable for a develop-
ment of wealth, the author recommends four improvements in

1 Both Breitenbach and Hertlein have given us good commentaries (now
both in third editions, 1874).
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state policy : (i) the encouragement of alien settlers, by allow-

ing them to buy or build houses in the city, admitting them

to the cavalry (not the hoplite service only), and other such

compliments ; (2) the encouragement of merchants by mate-

rial conveniences, such as marts and hotels, and by better laws

for saving time and promptly settling disputes, but in general
without any further outlay than '

decrees, and civilities, and

attentions,' such as inviting important traders to public en-

tertainments he also recommends a state merchant service ;

(3) the development of the silver mines by state subsidy and

state control, providing capital in the way of slave workmen,
and by the formation of joint-stock companies ; (4) lastly, by

earnestly adopting a peace policy, and endeavouring by em-

bassies to establish a sort of international agreement to check

the wastefulness of war. He advises a mission to the Delphic
oracle and to Dodona to enquire whether such a policy be not

the right one, and if so, how it should be carried out in detail.

But the main object of all this care to increase the revenues

of the state is to secure a regular state support of three obols

per day, payable to all citizens alike, poor and rich, without

any corresponding obligations. Thus, says he, the prevailing

poverty will be relieved, and even the rich, who pay heavy

taxes, will receive back a very high interest on their outlay.

It is hard to conceive a more dangerous and mischievous the-

ory of finance. As Grote observes, the returns for the outlay,

especially in the mines and the merchant navy, are all un-

certain, while the expenditure is heavy and certain. But even

granting the possibility of an adequate return, can any con-

dition be conceived more utterly ruinous to all the true great-

ness and dignity of Athens than that of making all the citizens

pensioners of the state, so long as they could manage to remain

at peace with their neighbours ? Could any proposal pander
more effectually to the weaknesses and vices of the Athenian

character? Grote justly points in contrast to the oration of

Demosthenes on the Symmories, delivered about the same time,

where the views of a practical and sensible statesman may be

found, based on the same facts, and the same condition of

public affairs. There is nothing commendable in the policy of
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the tract, except the warm affection and zeal for Athens which

the author shows in his declining years.

492. Some critics have wondered why Xenophon makes no

mention of agriculture, for which in his other works he shows so

strong a predilection, and again, how so experienced and enthu-

siastic a soldier should advocate a peace policy. Of course the

agriculture of Attica was not, in his mind, capable of producing
state revenue, and no man was more likely to advocate a peace

policy than the aged veteran, who in his hospitable retreat had

so long learned to value the enjoyments of peace, while

narrating the excitements and dangers of war. The peculiar

value of the tract lies not in its recommendations, most of

which are obvious, and the rest not very practical, but in the

very interesting details it gives of the mines of Laurium, and

their working. Xenophon seems to express quite too sanguine
an opinion as to their inexhaustible value, and he says some

absurd things as to the unalterable value of silver, even as com-

pared with gold. But we know from the speeches of Lycurgus
and Hypereides, that great profits were being made twenty years

later from the mines, and great activity displayed in opening
new shafts. Sycophantic prosecutions, with promises of enor-

mous confiscations of wealth among the people, became quite

common, and even stopped private enterprise.
1

The date has been very well determined by Boeckh as Ol.

1 06, i
, just after the conclusion of the Social war, and before the

beginning of the Sacred war, though the Phocians had, it seems,

already seized the Delphic temple, but had retired from it a

preliminary occupation which Cobet was the first to infer, and

which has helped to clear away the difficulties of dating the

tract. All the critical questions as to its Xenophontic style, its

unity, and its purpose, have been discussed in a very careful

pamphlet by H. Zurborg (Berlin, 1874), and since in his edition

of the text (1876). The form adopted is no longer that of dia-

logue, but rather that of a deliberative speech,
2 so much so that

1 Cf. Ardaillon's most valuable Mines du Laurion (Paris 1897).
*
Accordingly, a comparison with Isocrates' speech on the Peace,

composed under the same circumstances, is very instructive on the differ-

ences of the two men : the one broad and vague and sentimental ; the
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the tract has been held to be compiled from two such dis-

courses. But all such subtleties are disposed of by the analogy
of the remaining tracts, which are wholly, what the Finances

are chiefly, technical treatises, and which, therefore, need only
be slightly handled in a work on literature.

493. These technical tracts are three in number : on the

care and training of horses
;
on the duties of a cavalry officer ;

and on hunting, including the care and training of dogs. They
are the earliest specimens we have of such books, excepting the

Hippocratic treatises, and as such have been much studied by
specialists. I confess the Hipparchicus, or tract on the duties

,of a cavalry general, confirms my notion that the Greeks

knew little of scientific warfare. The directions for creating

and keeping in discipline a cavalry force are what any prac-
tical man could suggest. The evolutions described are very

simple, and much of the tract is devoted to the political diffi-

culties of raising and maintaining such a force. But the most

curious feature of all is its dominant religiousness, so much
so that the opening is like that of a business meeting, where

the proceedings commence with prayer. All through the prac-
tical directions, the reader is constantly reminded that he must

act according to the will of the gods ;
and at the conclusion

Xenophon leaves his reader with a justification of this view :

' If any should wonder why the expression D. V. (avv 0tw)
has been so frequent in my treatise, let him know well that

a man who has gone through many dangers will be less sur-

prised, and that in war, though the adversaries are always

making plans, they seldom know how they will turn out.' I

may also notice J the non-Socratic doctrine that correct know-

ledge is of no use in any pursuit or art, if we do not insist on
the carrying out of the practical details.

494. The treatise on the Horse is a far more valuable

work, and really shows an insight into the care and training of

horses, which would do credit to a modern book. He refers in

his preface to the work of Sinon, which he praises, and of which

other narrow and precise in his thinking, but both one-sided, and wanting
in the qualities of real statesmanship.

1

Cap. 9, 2.
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a short fragment has survived. 1 He desires to supply what has

been omitted in that work, which its author commemorated by

setting up a bronze horse at the Eleusinion, and engraving his

works on the pedestal.

The technical character of this treatise does not tempt us

to delay upon it
;

I would only mention the persistent in-

culcation of kindness and gentleness in the treatment of the

horse, so far in advance of the methods of our vulgar and brutal

horse-trainers. But though Xenophon constantly alludes to the

dangers of being cheated in the buying of horses, Providence,
which he elsewhere so frequently invokes, is here never called

upon to interfere. The principal object of keeping horses

at Athens was for display in processions, and curious im-

portance is laid 2 on the proper prancing and caracolling of

horses at such ceremonies. In fact, we see the author de-

scribing such riding as is represented in the famous Parthenon

frieze, which may have been before his mind when writing,

We also learn that this was no ideal horsemanship, but the

fashionable practice at Athens. The absence of any remarks

on saddles, or on shoeing, will strike the modern reader; neither

of these was in use among the ancients. Hence the hard-

ening of the feet, and the difficulties of mounting without

stirrups, occupy much space. This tract has been specially

translated and commented on (together with the Hipparchicus,

by P. L. Courier, a French Artillery officer, 1807) in English by

Berenger, in his History of the Art of Horsemanship ; also by
Fr. Jacobs (Gotha, 1825). Neither tract has received much
attention among recent English scholars.

495. We now come to the last and most characteristic of

Xenophon's technical tracts, that on Hunting, which treats very

carefully of the points, the breeding, and training of dogs ;

then of nets, and, lastly, at great length, of hare hunting, in

which the author takes the most enthusiastic delight.
3 Nor is

1 Published by Darenberg in his Notices et Extraits des MSS. mtdi-

caux, p. 169.
1
Cap. ii. Cf. on the whole tract Grasberger's Erziehung, &c. iii.

p. 231, sq.
* O'VTU 8i Ittlxcipi iffnv rb Briptov, Sxrrf ouSeJr Sffns OVK to itioav l^vfvS-

utvov, (uptffK6ft.(voi>, u.fra.Qt6fi.fvov, a\icnc6u.evov eirtAadotr' to tt TOV tp'frj

(T. 32).
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the religious element wanting, for when the nets are ready, the

best trained of the dogs is not slipped without a prayer to

Apollo and Artemis Agrotera to give the hunter sport The
chase of fawns and stags, or of wild boars, is not detailed with

any such care. There is a foolish and mythological preface

about Cheiron and his pupils, generally and justly rejected by
critics

;
there is also a very inappropriate attack upon the

sophists at the conclusion, beginning with the last (thirteenth)

chapter, which is also rejected. I should be disposed to hold

the real conclusion to come earlier, ending with 1 2, 9. But the

question is hardly worth discussing. Cobet thinks it (above,

p. 50) probably the earliest of Xenophon's works. If we adopt

(as I do) Cobet's own arguments on Xenophon's age, he was

brought up at Athens during the Peloponnesian war, when

hunting in Attica would be seldom possible, and indeed we
know that in the following generation one of the comic poets

speaks of it as a land where not a hare remained. I am con-

vinced, therefore, that it was not composed till after the author

had settled in his
'

hunting box '

at Skillus. The very form of

the genuine proem,
1

kyu pev oZr vepaivw ro'ie vioig, &c.

implies a writer of mature years.

496. On the so-called fragments of Xenophon I need not

delay the reader. There are short epistles to Socratic friends,

first printed by Allatius, and some quoted by Stobseus, which

may be read in the appendix to Sauppe's edition, or in the

Epistolographi Grtra, but which are certainly spurious. There

are also a considerable number of words and phrases quoted by
old authors and grammarians as Xenophon's, which we do not

now find in his woiks. These are the stronghold of the '

Epito-

mators,' the chief of whom is the modern Greek Kvprianos. A
good many of them are doubtless blunders, where Xenophon is

cited instead of Xenophanes, or some similar name. Others

are free citations, and can be still identified. A few, especially

from the Anabasis, are really unexplained, and may possibly

come from the lost Anabasis of Themistogenes.

497. It remains for us to sum up the general conclusions

to be derived from our special survey of Xenophon's works.

i. 18.
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We have seen that there is much reasonable suspicion of

their having been edited by a later hand. The epilogues of

the Memorabilia, of the Polity of the Lacedcemontans, of the Cyro-

p&dia, of the tract on Hunting, all contain irrelevant matter, in

some cases stultifying all that goes before. If these be indeed

the author's additions, we must assume them to be the addi-

tions of an embittered and querulous old age, and appended
to the later copies of his works. Again, the combined pro-

lixities and brevities of his style have tempted scholars to

the theory that we possess but blundering epitomes, which

feebly convey to us the real grace of the ' Attic bee.' But the

fact that these objections have been separately brought against

so many of his works, show that the epitome theory is vastly

improbable, and that the fault lies in the author himself, whose

imperfect literary and rhetorical training Socrates was no

master of form contrasts with the very polished and strictly

professional authors of the same period.

It is, however, hardly true to speak of Xenophon as a mere

practical man, and his works as mere recreations. On the

contraiy, his later life seems to have been wholly devoted to

literature, and he attained a rank among Attic writers which

very few were ever able to reach. Among the Roman critics

especially he earned no small meed of praise. His subjects

were congenial to them
;
his books were easy ; his language

approached the later common dialect, which they all understood

perfectly. He was, moreover, always the gentleman amateur,

who cared less about a hiatus in his vowels than in his hunting

nets, and admitted stragglers in his vocabulary while he would

not tolerate them in his troop. This reputation for simple

grace and unaffected ease, which made him so popular among
Roman critics, he has maintained among the students of Attic

style, and among the educators of our youth in Attic Greek,

so that great scholars, like Cobet, Dindorf, Sauppe, Schneider,

and Schenkl, have spent endless labour upon the puiifying of

his text. It is the more remarkable, as he confessedly not only

admits Ionic, Doric, and poetical words into his ordinary style,

but uses so irregular a vocabulary that each work abounds in

Xtyoyutia, not only as regards himself, but as regards the
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good Attic authors of his age. As a writer, therefore, of good
clear Attic Greek, and upon very attractive subjects, there can

be no question that Xenophon ranks very high.

498. But when we come to judge him from a different stand-

point, and consider how he appreciated the divine philosophy
of Socrates, the momentous facts of the Theban supremacy,
the merits of the various polities with which his adventurous

life acquainted him then it is that we feel in him a great want,

and are obliged to degrade him to the second rank among the

writers of the Attic age. For among his many advantages of

ability and of experience he lacked the one which is worth all

the rest he lacked genius. We see this in his practical life,

for though a successful and experienced general, he never at-

tained any high reputation as such through Greece. Indeed,

he seems all his life dominated by any great man whom he

met Socrates, Cyrus, Agesilaus. Yet even here when he en-

deavours to draw the portraits of his idols, he is a mere Bos-

well, a mere photographer, who copies petty details, but, being
no true artist, is unable to catch the ideal side of the character,

and reproduce it for all time. Thus the portrait of Socrates in

Plato's dialogues is probably far less faithful in detail than

Xenophon's, and yet in its depths how infinitely truer and more

satisfying ! So likewise in his History, in his political philo-

sophy, he is consciously writing up a personal friend, and

writing down his foes ; he is consciously recommending the

virtues of a personal friend, or, in the Anabasis, his own, and

thus he omits the larger features of the world-problem as it un-

rolled before him. Above all, he completely wants that spon-

taneity, that absence of self-consciousness, which marks the

products of real genius. Hence his portrait of Socrates is vul-

garised, and that great man's philosophy represented as a mere

refined and calm Hedonism, such as Epicurus afterwards

taught His own religion is of the same kind, a cool calcula-

tion of the profits to be derived from honouring the gods, and

no real exercise of self-denial, purity, or nobleness of soul.

The stirring times in which he lived, and his diligt-nce as

an author, make him a valuable and important personage in

Attic literature, but he has probably imposed upon the learned
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with a great exaggeration of his military deeds in the Anabasis.

In his own day, this famous Retreat, while it made no little stir

through Greece, did not bring him any immediate renown. It

is owing to his own bright and well told narrative that he is not

only cited as an authority by all the historians of Greece, but that

he is a household name in the mouth of every schoolboy who

begins the study of classical Greek.

The writings of Xenophon were much read and admired by

succeeding generations ; but, imitated by Arrian,
1

quoted by
Cicero, criticised by the Latin rhetors, I cannot find that the

Alexandrian scholars paid him any critical attention. There

are said to be scholia in some of the Oxford texts, but as yet

unedited, nor do I know what may be their value.

499. Bibliographical. The number of extant MSS. is

very great, and scattered through libraries from Jerusalem to

Madrid, but few of them are old, and there seems much
difference of opinion as to their real date and respective value.

The earliest dated (A.D. 1166) is the No. 511 in the Marcian

library at Venice
; there is another of some such date in the

Escurial
; one at Wolfenbiittel seems the best. Very few of

them, if any, contain all the works, but rather selections and

excerpts. The earliest printed Xenophon is the Latin version

of 1476 (Francis. Philelfus, Milan), the first Greek edition the

Juntine of 1516. Of recent complete texts the best are

Schneider's (3rd edition, Leipzig 1838-40), that in the Didot

1 The works of Arrian, who called himself, and was called by others,

the younger Xenophon, are interesting and valuable from an historical and

ethical point of view, but cannot be included within the bounds of Greek

classical literature. There are in them so many grave violations of Attic

usage, that by common consent they are not studied in an ordinary clas-

sical education. The appellation of the younger Xenophon, it may be

observed, applies by no means so much to style as to simijarities of life

and choice of literary subjects. The Socrates of Arrian was Epictetus,

whose life and opinions he recorded. Besides this, he wrote history

chiefly from a military point of view, such as the anabasis of Alexander,

the Indica, and other lost works, a book on tactics, and a supplement to

Xenophon's tract on hunting. The Indica were not even composed in

Attic Greek, but in the Ionic dialect of Ktesias and Herodotus, the latter

of whom he has everywhere imitated in the structure of sentences, and in

many peculiar terms.
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series, and those of G. Sauppe (Tauchnitz, 8vo., 1864) and

L. Dindorf, with A. Hug's Anabasis (Teubner, 1873). There

are many excellent recent editions of the separate works, which

have been already mentioned. Let me add Dr. Holden's

ffiero, and part of the Cyrop&dia (Pitt Press series). Schenkl's

complete edition (Berlin, 1876), with his studies on the MSS.
in the Abhandlungen of the Vienna Academy for 1875-6, is

now far the most complete and valuable. He has also published
a very popular Chrestomathy with lexicon (6th edition, Vienna,

1877). The various recent monographs are noticed byNitsche
in Bursian's Jahresbericht for 1877 and 1899. Quite recently

Mr. H. G. Dakyns has published an English translation (of

all except the Cyropaedia), which will doubtless supersede all

the older versions.

VOL. ii. 2
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CHAPTER IV.

DEMOSTHENES.

500. WE come at last to a great Greek author, concerning
whom there are fortunately very ample materials preserved to

us. We have several copies, evidently authentic, of his statue, so

that his very appearance is familiar to us. We have in the next

place the details of his early struggles in life in his own speeches

against his guardians ;
of his political acts and career in his

great public harangues, especially in the speech for Ctesiphon

on the Crown, which is a splendid apologia pro vita sua. We
have, moreover, these public confessions in many cases com-

mented and animadverted on by his adversaries, ^Eschines

and Hypereides, so that they are not uncontrolled self-pane-

gyrics.

In the following generation, when literary history came into

fashion, his memory was yet fresh enough to afford good mate-

rials to historians and biographers. From these are derived

the various and independent Lives of the orator, which still

amount to ten in number. Fullest and most interesting is the

work of Plutarch, then the many details contained in Diony-
sius of Halicarnassus, though his official Life is not pre-

served. The various sketches in the Lives of tfie Orators, in

Suidas, and in the prefaces to his speeches, are less important.

The points which remain in doubt are rather obscured by con-

troversy than by oblivion.

501. We know that Demosthenes was born of respectable

and well-to-do, though not illustrious, parents Demosthenes (of

the deme Paeania) and Cleobule,
1 and that in childhood he was

1 ^Eschines (against Ctes. 171) gives an explicit account of the Scy-

thian origin of Cleobule, which may be true, but he can find nothing to say

igainst her character.
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brought up in comfort, and with the advantages of a good
station. But the exact year of his birth is uncertain, because

he has himself confused it He says he was thirty-two years

old when he prosecuted Meidias, and this speech is fixed at

such a date (349 B.C.) as would make his birth-year 381 B.C.
1

On the other hand, the speech against Onetor specifies that he

attained his majority (in his eighteenth year) in the archon-

ship of Polyzelus, 366 B.C, This gives us his birth-year as

384-3 (the date given in the Lives) ; and this date is now

assumed, with slight variations, by all the best authorities.

Thus at the very outset we have a specimen of the sort of diffi-

culty we constantly meet in treating of this orator. The passage
in the speech against Meidias being an isolated statement, must

be regarded as a deliberate misstatement, and it deceived most

of the ancients Dionysius, Aulus Gellius, and apparently
Plutarch. But there are not wanting indications of the truth

elsewhere.*

The elder Demosthenes had two establishments, one for

the manufacture of swords and knives, another for the wooden
frames of couches

;
in fact, we should call him both a cutler

and a cabinet-maker. But of course he carried on this busi -

ness rather as a capitalist, for his property in slaves and chattels

at his death is valued by his son, probably with some exaggern-

tion, at fouiteen talents (about 3,3oo/.) in those days a large

fortune. By his will he left his children Demosthenes, a boy
of seven years old, and an only daughter to the care of two

nephews and a family friend, on the understanding that one

nephew, Aphobus, should marry his widow (an ordinary Attic ar-

rangement); the second, Demophon, should marry the daughter,

with a good dowry, and to all three he gave the use of certain

moneys until his son should come of age. None of these ar-

rangements, except the securing of the money for themselves,

was carried out by the dishonest guardians. Thus Demo-
sthenes found himself, when he came of age, possessed of the

responsibilities and expenses of a fortune which ought by

1

This, viz. Ol. 99, 4, is Dionysius' opinion.
2 Cf. the intricate discussions of A. Schafer (Demasthene: vnd uine

Zttt, iii. B. p. 55), and of Blass, AB. vol. iii. pp. 7-10.
G 2
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interest, he says, to have increased to thirty talents but in

fact a pauper.

There is little doubt that in this emergency he had recourse

to Isseus, the most skilful practical pleader of the day in such

lawsuits, and with his help and advice l

brought an action

against Aphobus, the main delinquent, for ten talents, the

third part of the embezzled property. There is no proof that

Demosthenes learned from any other of his famous contem-

poraries, either philosophy from Plato, or rhetoric from Iso-

crates
;
but it is certain that, by a diligence so exceptional

as to be remarkable, he had attained a sounder general culture

than almost any young man of his day. Hence his own know-

ledge was sufficient to compose in the main the early speeches

concerning his property, which, though not brilliant, manifest

the force and directness which we admire in his most perfect

works. He won his case against Aphobus, but was put off

by various pretexts and devices, so that he was obliged to

prosecute Onetor, Aphobus' brother-in-law, to whom the pro-

perty had been professedly transferred.

I need not give the details of these disputes, which can be

read in the speeches. The young orator seems to have re-

covered but a small part of the ten talents claimed from Apho-
bus, and after many vexatious delays and disputes, while the

other two guardians were not prosecuted, so far as we know.

However, his legal victory over Aphobus must have brought him

into notice, so that he was soon able to improve his impaired
fortune by the lucrative profession of composing speeches for

litigants in the law courts.

Our authorities agree in representing him as a very hard-

1 The relations of Demosthenes' to Isseus' speeches have been carefully

examined in two programs (Hildesheim, 1872-3) by A. Laudahn, who
also adduces the forty-first speech (against Spudias) to show how the same

ideas were repeated in various forms by Demosthenes. Laudahn thinks

that though the borrowing from ISZEUS is clear, the modifications intro-

duced into the proem of the Or. xxvii., which to some extent mar Isaeus'

composition, cannot have been made with that orator's advice and con-

tent, and thus Demosthenes' independent use of Isseus' speeches may be

proved.
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working, water-drinking, unsocial person, who spent all the night
either in political studies, or in the preparation of speeches,
which smelt of the lamp, and were at first so laboured as to be

obscure and even dull a fact which we can partially verify in

his earliest public harangues. In after years there were not

wanting allegations of debauchery and extravagance against

him, but these seem so inconsistent with his nature that they
would require the most convincing evidence to sustain them.

h is more likely that he devoted every moment of his early

life to intellectual work. Later on he married, but his only

child, a daughter, died just before the news came of Philip's

death (336 B.C.), and he left no direct descendants to enjoy the

hereditary honours voted, though long after his death, by
his grateful fellow-citizens.

For ten years after his successful suit against his guardians
he worked as a speech writer, and from this period we have

remaining the speech (if genuine) for the trierarch's crown

(359 B.C.), then that in answer to Leptines (354 B.C.), and pos-

sibly others, but many are lost He is reported at the close of

the speech (of Demon) against Zenothemis to have said that he

abandoned private suits, when once he had undertaken the

duty of public politics. But there is no doubt that this rule

suffered many exceptions, or only applied to personal appear-

ances as an advocate or supporter of litigants in court. He
had the reputation of being a subtle advocate, ready to take

every advantage in the intricacies of the law, or in the state-

ment of doubtful facts
;
he was even openly accused during his

lifetime, and ever since, of selling his services to opposite sides

in the case of the disputes between Phormion and Apollodorus.

Something of the kind he must really have done perhaps (as

Blass thinks) in order to irduce Apollcdorus to propose the bill

for the application of the theoric fund to war purposes. The

proceeding now fashionable among the panegyrists of De-

mosthenes is to evade this serious moral charge by asserting the

spuriousness of all the speeches for Apollodorus, a desperate
resource in the face of the soundest ancient criticism.

But to return to the earlier speeches. It has heen well re-

marked that those personally delivered show a marked contrast
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to those composed for others. The latter are bold, incisive

and passionate ;
the former very modest and restrained, if we

except the pathetic and anxious appeals at the end of the

speeches against Aphobus, where he pleads for the succour of

the jury as an orphan on the brink of ruin and disgrace.

502. The public speeches of Demosthenes belong rather

to the political than the literary history of the period, and are

so fully discussed in every Greek history, that it is unneces-

sary to recapitulate here the circumstances familiar to every

student of the period, and to which we must again refer in

speaking of the several harangues. But without an intimate

knowledge of the history, it is impossible to appreciate their

greatness and their power. They are essentially occasional,

each called forth by the crisis of the time, and applying them-

selves to its solution. And yet for all that they are the expo-

nents of a great and consistent policy the policy of maintain-

ing the imperial position and dignity of Athens at the cost of

personal sacrifices and personal dangers.
1

His political career begins at the moment when by the

Social war Athens had a second time lost her naval greatness,

and by the death of Chabrias Timotheus and Iphicrates her

best generals. Passing by the speech in reply to Leptines,

which, though spoken before a jury, is devoted to an exposition
of public policy and the maintenance of public obligations, we
have the speeches on the Symmories (354 B.C.), on behalf of the

Megalopolitans (3=53 B.C.), and for the Liberty of the Rhodians

(351 B.C.), the first of which proposes an important financial

reform, so as to equalise the state burdens and render the

state forces efficient. The other two are very important and

statesmanlike announcements that the policy of Athens is to

be influenced not by special likes and dislikes, or by past quar-
rels and ingratitudes, but by present expediency, and above all

by the determination to maintain a proper balance of power

1 By far the best commentary on the political speeches is Grote's

History, as that author, being himself an experienced politician, as well as

an accurate and philosophic critic, has a power of appreciating political

situations which is quite foreign to Schaler, E. Curtius, and the other

mere philologists who study Greek politics.
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among the neighbouring states. He also advocates the cause of

democracy against despotism, of Hellenedom against barbarian

encroachment. The style is very Thucydidean, being grave,
at times even harsh, and restrained. But we see from the first

the deep earnestness and the large views of the speaker.

503. Then comes the period of Philip's aggression in the

north an aggression begun by small degrees, and not openly
attacked by Demosthenes till his first Philippic in 351 B.C. His

panegyrists, indeed, pretend to discover allusions to Philip in the

speech on the Symmories ; but there is no reason why the king
of Macedon, if then at war with Athens, should not have been

expressly named by so direct a speaker as Demosthenes, who
seems here to have been behindhand in turning his attention

towards the real dangers of his country. He claims, indeed,

and obtains even from Grote,
1 credit for having foreseen

political events from their beginnings, and having forewarned

his hearers. In the present case the danger must have been

already obvious enough; it was Demosthenes' real merit not

only to have brought it forcibly and clearly before the people,
but to have at the same time, as was his wont, pointed out

the practical remedies for it, and the proper policy to be

adopted by the Athenians.

Then followed the three orations for the Olynthians, which

make up what has been properly called the first series ofDemo-
sthenes' Philippics. The real adversary in all these famous

speeches is not so much the king of Macedon as the sloth and

supineness of the Athenians, and the influence ofthe peace party,

whether honest or bribed by Philip. Against these he is ever in-

sisting on financial reforms, personal service, and diminution of

mercenary auxiliaries. He advocates the seeking of alliances,

and the abandonment of petty disputes. Thus while practically

effective, and even minute in the details of their special recom-

mendations, these harangues have large and eternal features

about them, and are applicable to all luxurious and peace-

loving societies, when brought in their advanced age into

conflict with a young and energetic power. Still more do they

apply to the conflicts of a democracy, which conducts its

) xi. p. 442.
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affairs by public discussion, against a despot who keeps his

awn counsel It was Demosthenes' greatest difficulty that he

was opposed not only by able and unscrupulous orators like

^Eschines, but by men of integrity and personal weight of cha-

racter, Eubulus and Phocion, both of whom steadily advo-

cated the peace policy against his more splendid but dangerous
exhortations. For he would have the people assume higher

responsibilities than personal well-being, and greater risks than

those of a mere defensive armament.

On the fall of Olynthus, he was persuaded of the neces-

sity of peace, and for a moment joined his political adver-

saries (in his oration on the Peace, 346 B.C.). To this coalition

is attributed his somewhat mean settlement as regards a public

and personal insult by Meidias, who, apparently through the

influence of Eubulus, after some delays and subterfuges, was

enabled to stay the pending action by paying Demosthenes

thirty minse a result which has been mentioned to the orator's

discredit ever since.

Yet it was during these years the years of peace (346-40)
which were being employed by Philip for the consolidation of

his power and the extension of his influence that Demosthenes

seems to have gained an important place among the public ad-

visers of his country. He led, with Hypereides and Hegesippus,
a great party against the supporters of Philip. His second

Philippic (344 B.C.) raises the alarm, and declares a new war

with Macedon to be impending; and in the following year Philo-

crates, the main advocate of peace and confidence in Philip,

was banished by the prosecution which he promoted. In the

same year came on the long delayed prosecution of ^Eschines

(irepl irapairpeafiitac), the debate on which is still extant. But

here Eubulus and Phocion were able, though with difficulty, to

rescue the accused. In 340 there followed his third and most

powerful Philippic, which calls the Athenians from their indo-

lence and false security to arms against the increasing and now

proximate danger.

During the next three years (340-38 B.C.) the power of De-

mosthenes was at its zenith : his eloquence had really awakened
his countrymen ; vigorous measures were taken ; Euboea was
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regained to their alliance
; Byzantium saved from Philip's at-

tack. Even the theoric fund was resigned by the democracy,
and applied, as the orator had long since proposed, to the

public emergency. But by means of the new Sacred war Philip

succeeded in invading Greece, and fortified Elateia, the northern

key of Bceotia. Then it was that Demosthenes first persuaded
the Athenians to cast aside traditional hate, and bring prompt
succour to their old enemy, Thebes. Moreover, he himself

went forthwith on an embassy to Thebes, and induced the

Thebans, in spite of the opposition of the Macedonian party,

to receive the Athenian army with sincere good-will. Without

doubt this was the greatest triumph of his life, and it is ever to

be lamented that the hurry and urgency of the crisis have de-

prived us of the harangues by which he effected these wonder-

ful results.

504. The battle of Chseronea (August, 338 B.C.) crushed

his hopes, and his policy. He fought in the battle as a private

soldier, and fled with the rest when the day was decided. But

the Athenians marked their sense of respect for him, and chro-

nicled their refutation of the charge of cowardice, by appointing
him (in the following winter) to pronounce the Epitaphios over

the fallen. He was also appointed Commissioner of Public

Works, to repair the fortifications of the town, by which the

patriots maintained the dignity of Athens, though she was com-

pelled to abandon her aspirations to the leadership of Greece.

Owing to the orator's good conduct in this office, and his muni-

ficent donation of eighty minae towards the works, he was voted

the public compliment of a crown, to be presented in the theatre,

at the proposal of Ctesiphon (337 B.C.). But the proposal, being

impeached as illegal by ^Eschines, was not then carried out The

death of Philip (336) once more revived Demosthenes' hopes ;

he appeared in festive array, having cast aside the mourning just

assumed at his only child's death, for in him patriotism loosed

all domestic ties. While Alexander, content with a formal con-

firmation of his position as generalissimo of the Greeks, was for

a moment hidden among the barbarians of the north, Demo-

sthenes, with the aid of treasure sent from Persia which he

dispensed without control, gave the Thebans arms and supplies,
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and endeavoured to incite a general revolution against him.

But the Athenians were still delaying, and had not actually

declared themselves, when the Macedonian swooped down

upon Thebes, destroyed it, and demanded the heads of

the patriot party at Athens, whom he knew to be the real

rebels against his authority. By the mediation of Phocion and

Demades the lives of Demosthenes and his friends were saved

an act of remarkable generosity in Alexander, but rather, I

fancy, from a policy of contempt than of prudence.
The splendid conquests in the East, the Hellenization of

Persia, the foundation of a new and continental Greek empire
all this was lost upon the Greek patriots. They remained at

Athens, sorrowing over every fresh Greek victory, offering up
secret prayers for their ancient enemy, the Persian

; hoping

against hope that Alexander might be lost in the remote East,

from which the wonderful reports of his doings brought despair

to their narrow though noble hearts.

Yet while the East was the theatre of brilliant deeds, Athens

witnessed a contest of arguments which has almost produced as

much attention among posterity. This was the prosecution by
^Eschines of the vote of confidence in Demosthenes, which

Ctesiphon had carried, and the reply of Demosthenes in

reality a public trial of the life and acts ofthe orator before his

assembled countrymen, after his policy had failed, and his

country had been hopelessly subdued in the struggle. The
successful defence of Demosthenes (on the Crown, 330 B.C.) is

the greatest of the speeches handed down to us from antiquity.

505. After this great and worthy triumph, the voice of the

orator is to us all but silent, and the closing years of his life were

clouded with misery and disgrace. When the '

unjust steward
'

of Alexander, Harpalus, arrived off Sunium with an army of

mercenaries and an immense treasure, Demosthenes opposed
his admission to Athens

;
but Harpalus obtained an entry with-

out his troops, and scattered his gold among the politicians,

in the hope of raising Athens against Alexander. Demosthenes

now separated himself from the patriots, and advocated, with

Phocion, submission to Alexander, whose power he under-

stood
; and he accordingly proposed the detention of Harpalus
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and sequestration of his treasures till Alexander's officers should

come to claim them. But Harpalus escaped, and half the

money, though formally lodged in the acropolis under the

direction of Demosthenes and others, was found to have dis-

appeared. Demosthenes was forthwith charged with having
been bribed to connive at the flight of Harpalus. After an

enquiry by the Areopagus, he and others were sent for trial.

State prosecutors, of whom Hypereides was the most notable,

were nominated. Demosthenes, who was the first defendant,

was sentenced to a fine of fifty talents, and cast into prison,

as if payment were impossible, without allowing him even

the legal respite. Two of the speeches against him have sur-

vived in the remains of Deinarchus and Hypereides (the latter

mutilated). With the help of these documents, and the narra-

tive of the facts, most modern historians have reversed the

judgment of the Attic jury, in which the ancients acquiesced,

and consider him to have fallen a victim to the coalition of the

Macedonian with the ultra-patriotic leaders at Athens. 1 He

escaped from prison, and was leading a miserable life of exile

on the coast of Argolis
2 when the news of Alexander's death

startled all Greece. The patriot party at Athens rose in

rebellion. Demosthenes reconciled himself with them, and

joined their embassy to influence the Peloponnesus to war.

He was recalled by public decree to Athens, and his glorious

return was compared to that of the far different Alcibiades.

But after brief successes, the defeat at Crannon again ruined

the patriots, and Antipater, no Alexander in generosity, in-

sisted upon the extradition of the orators, who were a perpetual

danger to the dominion of Macedon in Greece. Demosthenes

was overtaken by his pursuers at the temple of Neptune on

1 So Grote, A. Schafer, E. Curtius, F. Blass, and others. I find that

the Messrs Simcox, in their introduction to the speeches of Demosthene

and ^Eschines on the Crown (Oxford, 1872), take a more sober and prosaic,

but to my mind a truer, estimate of the case. We shall revert to it hereafter

in connection with the accusation by Hypereides.
2
Perhaps writing plaintive letters to soften the anger of the demos ;

and if the extant letters, wh'c'n are on this topic, are genuine, they must

\K the latest compositions we have from his pen.
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Calaureia an ancient shrine commemorating the earliest con-

federacy in the nascent Hellenic people. Seeing escape im-

possible, the orator, under pretence of writing his last wishes

to his family, retired to the shrine, where he took poison which

he had kept in readiness. His strength did not serve him to

free the temple from the pollution of his death a pathetic

scene, which Plutarch has immortalised.

506. If the date of his birth is disputed, that of his death

was noted with peculiar and affectionate accuracy Ol. 114, 3,

the i6th of the month Pyanepsion (322 B.C.). He was then

sixty-two years old. Fifty years later, the Athenians, at the

proposal of his nephew Demochares, erected to him a bronze

statue (the original of our extant portraits) in the Agora, and

granted honours to his descendants. The following foolish

epigram was inscribed on the pedestal :

elirep tffijf yvdifi-y p<S>fj.tiv, Ai)/j.6ff6tvfs, fix**

v ^pev "A/JTJJ MaKftidv. 1

The statue in the Vatican represents a poor, thin figure, with

lean arms, and no muscular development ; the face is care-

worn and furrowed
;
there is no geniality, no trace of humour

or good nature, as in most Greek portraits ;
the lower lip is

contracted, and retreating a corroboration of the witnesses who
tell us of his naturally defective utterance. He looks a dis-

agreeable, painstaking, morose man; nor can we see in his face

any clear marks either of the moral greatness which raised him

to a foremost place among Greek patriots, or of the intellectual

force which made him an orator unsurpassed in the annals of

history.

507. The existing collection of the works of Demosthenes

seems to be very nearly complete, for we hear from the Life

1 The same point is brought out in the ironical fragment of Timocles,

which Athenseus quotes (cf. Meineke, Fragg. Com. iii. 598) :

B. KO.I irptaTO. fjifv ffoi iravfferai Ar)/j.off6fvris

opyi6fitvos. A. 6 iroios ; B & iro?oy ; 6

6 ro'vs KaraffAraj rds rt \6yxas frrdiiav,

ftitruv \6yovs &v6p<aitos, ovtie iruvore

iun-Wrroif il-xuv ouStv, a.\\'
'
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(among those of the ten orators) that the number of recognised

orations was sixty-five, and we still possess sixty speeches, ex-

clusive of the Letter of Philip, the six letters of Demosthenes,
and the collection of prefaces and speeches. We have many
different arrangements of these speeches in our MSS., nor is

that of the oldest and best apparently preferable to the rest.

They agree (I think) in one point only, in placing the eleven

Philippics, or speeches against the policy of Philip, first in order.

None of the MSS. observe a chronological, but rather a logical

order, and upon the following general lines. The widest divi-

sion is into %T]fji6tTioi and iSiuinKol, orations on public and private

subjects. The former are again divided into five general

avpfiovXtvriKoi, eleven $i\nnrtKoi, and eight Sucartco^ or court

speeches on public questions, like that on the Crown. The

l$iii>TiKoi, or orations in the causes of private individuals and on

private disputes, are subdivided according to their legal aspects,

such as those on the guardianship of his property, then argu-

ments on demurrer, on contracts, on assaults, &c. Beyond
these two classes come the tiriSeiKTiKoi (spurious) and the

Letters &&& proems.

The first collection, or irivat,, of.Callimachus (for the Alex-

andrian Library) seems not to have been very critical, and to

have contained all that went by the name of Demosthenes ;

but the rhetors of the Augustan age, Dionysius and Caecilius,

were already full of critical doubts, and the former (the

criticisms ofthe latter are not extant) rejects many speeches on

the ground of style, and also of historical inaccuracy. This

careful and sensible writer acknowledges only twenty-twc

public, and about twenty-four private, orations as genuine,

thus giving us a total of forty-six. But the path on which he

trod has suggested to modern critics similar investigations, and,

as is natural to destructive criticism, more and more speeches
have been declared spurious, till the list of the greatest of the

German critics A. Schafer only reaches twenty-nine in all

508. Before entering on any special analysis of Demo-
sthenes' works, it is necessary to say something generally on

this question, one analogous to that of Homeric and Platonic

criticism, but fortunately with some additional elements at hand
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to afford us a solution. The moderns observe, reasonably

enough, that the first rhetors who opened the way in rejecting

previously received works were likely to be timid in their pro-

cedure, and to allow much to stand which should logically

have been set aside. This is in most cases a sound and fair

argument. But when I find that Dionysius was not at all conser-

vative in his views, and that, owing to his extravagant estimate

of Demosthenes' perfections, he was disposed to reject anything

unworthy of him, I do not think that we are justified in ad-

vancing beyond his scepticism. I hold this especially in the

case of orations which he has quoted as genuine, but which

moderns have rejected on the score of inferior style. This is

the one point in which the old rhetor's judgment was doubtless

far keener and sounder than ours, and it seems to me accord-

ingly that when he, who had his attention closely fixed on style,

allows a work to pass unchallenged, and even quotes illustra-

tions from it, the strongest arguments are required to convince

us that moderns have proved it spurious on the score of

stylistic defects.

From another side, we may approach the same conclusion.

When we are told that, owing to the too frequent admission of

the hiatus, or the imperfect rounding of the periods, or the

monotonous use of connecting particles, a certain speech is un-

worthy of Demosthenes, and therefore spurious, there are two

assumptions involved, neither of which need be true. The first

is that the orator was at all times equal to himself, and that all his

efforts were equally grand; whereas we may be sure that not only

the subject, but any momentary crisis, the state of his health,

or of his popularity, was sure to affect strongly the productions of

his genius. But even admitting, as we may, that up to a cer-

tain point the assumption is warranted, and that a great orator

will not allow a poor and feeble composition to be circulated

under his name, we have no right to hold that all Demosthenes'

speeches received the same amount of revision, or in many
cases any revision at all. For we know that only some were

published by himself as political pamphlets these of course

were the most carefully and thoroughly polished. Others, and

especially the speeches on private suits, being perhaps not even
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the rhetor's property, but sold to the litigants, and in any case

of small importance to a man who did not live by speech-

writing, may have received very little after-revision ; and,

except in a few instances, when the author was interested in

his subject, or had accidental leisure for composition and cor-

rection, such speeches might fall far short, both in power and

in polish, of the greater public speeches. There is yet again a

third class, not intended for publication, or left aside for the

time being, and never taken up again, till other hands did so

after the orator's death, and then brought them out in a con-

dition very different from that of a perfect and revised work.

Such is the case with even so remarkable a speech as that

against Madias, which, not being spoken, was cast aside, and

never perfected by Demosthenes himself.

But it may be argued that all these counter-suppositions

assume a greater improbability than those above censured ;
foi

they assume that the first draught of a speech by a great orator

such as Demosthenes would not contain all the perfections of

his style. Why should not so practised a composer at the very

first burst produce a speech unmistakeable in the power of its

arguments and the splendour of its diction ? The answer is,

that in the case of Demosthenes we know that such extempo-

rising was foreign to him, that all his speeches, when completed,
were strictly studies, and that their beauty and variety were not

the result of a spontaneous gift, like that of Demades, but of

careful and conscious elaboration. The varieties, for example,
in his acknowledged speeches in the admission of the hiatus

point to the fact that he did not in ordinary writing or speaking
avoid it as naturally disagreeable, but rather that he revised

his compositions and got rid of it in the finished draught.
This is, in fact, the method of composition postulated by both

Schafer and Blass in their account of the speech against Timo-

crates, where there are evidences of two recensions, one of

which was not polished, and therefore contains offences against
the usual rythm and hiatus between vowels. 1

Perhaps the

same elaboration was applied to his periods, to the studied

1 Cf. Schafer, iii. 64, 65 ; Blass, iii. 248.
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variety of his connecting particles, nay, even the logical

strengthening of his arguments.
As regards form, therefore, I think moderns have been

hasty in rejecting much that is genuine, and we can point to

the conflicts of opinion in our support What Schafer thinks

manifestly spurious, Weil and Blass defend with sound argu-

ments, and these are only instances of a large and widely spread

controversy.

509. When we approach the matter of the speeches as a

criterion, it is confessed by all the sceptics that the majority of

the disputed speeches are so thoroughly at home in the details

of Athenian history, or Athenian law and social habits in De-

mosthenic days, that any theory of late forgery is out of the

question, and that these works, though spurious, must be the

compositions of obscurer contemporaries. A few, such as the

Epitaphios and Erotikos, are ascribed to later rhetors, though
even here (in the Epitaphios) Blass shows that the secrets of

Demosthenic style, soon obscured and lost in the decadence of

oratory, are known and observed. But admitting the matter

to be of the Demosthenic age, they think that
(
i
) feebleness

and vulgarity, (2) dishonesty in the speaker, are sure marks of

spuriousness. The former is so completely a matter of taste,

and one upon which the critics vary so widely, that I pass it by
as of no account The second is clearly what has urged A.

Schafer to seek for grounds of rejection in the case of those

speeches in Apollodorus' suits which argue against a client for

whom Demosthenes had already composed one of his best court

speeches. The ancients had noticed this grave charge against

Demosthenes. ^Eschines brings it against him, and he no-

where denies it. Subsequent biographers, like Plutarch, repeat

it It is surely safer, with Blass, to find strong political rea-

sons for some laxity in the morals of Demosthenes' advocacy,
than to start by assuming his moral perfection and make it the

ground for seeking critical objections against well-attested

speeches. This tone runs all through A. Schafer's great work,

and in my mind mars its critical value and its good sense in

more than one argument. But its thoroughness has made it

the standard book, which both historians and critics in this

country seem now to follow blindly.
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510. With these prefatory remarks I pass on to say some-

thing in detail of the principal orations of each class, and upon
each it will suffice to cite the opinions of the three best modern

critics A. Schafer, Blass, and H. Weil (as far as his edition

reaches). In general, we shall follow the chronological order,

making, however, exceptions where a good logical grouping
can be attained. Thus we begin with the juvenile speeches

against his guardians, as certainly the earliest, though belonging
to the ISiuTiKoi, or private orations, and therefore placed late in

the MSS.
The first and second speeches against Aphobus are very

interesting, as the first composed by the orator, and certainly

composed with the advice and help of Isaeus, upon whose

eighth extant oration (on the succession to Kiron's estate) they
are modelled, and from which some commonplaces are even

transferred to these speeches
'

especially in the proem and re-

capitulation. Some old critics for these reasons thought them

wholly composed by Isaeus, and are often refuted with the

bad argument, that we find everywhere advances in structure,

in fulness, and in pathos beyond the older orator. I call

this a bad argument, because I believe these speeches are not

now in their original form, but retouched by Demosthenes in

maturer years, when he published them as early specimens of

his art. Hence, though in many respects they are tame and

dry, there are many other parts in which we find the real

master. The tame parts are the long and minute proofs of the

amount of his property in the first speech ;
the finer portions

are the pathetic conclusions, especially in the second speech,

when, after describing the death-bed scene of his father, he

bursts into a passionate appeal to the judges, which must have

been quite startling to those accustomed to the older and more

staid eloquence.
2 Of the ethos or character-drawing so attrac-

tive in Lysias we find no trace. The whole composition is

serious and at times even harsh, showing a mind anxious and

1 Cf. a'. 2, 3, 7, 47, with Isseus, Or. 8, 5, 4, 28, and 20, in the

second speech; there are also borrowings from other Issean speeches in these

and the Onetor speech (Blass, p. 202).
* 20-2.
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engrossed with the subject, to the exclusion of all conscious

rhetoric. But, as I have said, we may be sure that many youth-
ful defects, perhaps many more Isaeisms, have disappeared in

our revised version of this early specimen of the great orator's

work.

The third speech (for Phanos), in reply to (irpoc) Aphobus, is

a good example of the controversies to which I have alluded.

According to Westermann, the speech is inconclusive and wordy,
full of Asian bombast, and therefore spurious. To this A.

Schafer adds a number of apparent inconsistencies with the

other speeches against Aphobus, and that against Onetor. He
thinks it not even like Demosthenes' work. H. Weil, an equally

competent judge, thinks all these arguments inconclusive, and

suspends his judgment. Dareste defends the speech, and so

does Blass decidedly, showing that no forger would have ar-

gued so independently or even inconsistently with the other

speeches, and declaring that to him there is nothing un-Demo-
sthenic in either style or argument In this state of the contro-

versy the early tradition of the work as Demosthenic must be

allowed to maintain its authority. The speech is in other re-

spects not very interesting, and does not call for analysis here.

We know that the prosecution of Aphobus was successful,

though the law's delays and subterfuges did not permit Demo-
sthenes to obtain his rights either at once or in full measure.

511. The two speeches against Onetor, Aphobus' brother,

in-law, were delivered in the sequel of the same suit (362-1 B.C.).

Aphobus, when defeated, or expecting to be defeated, had con-

veyed to Onetor his landed property under the guise of repay-

ment of the dowry of Onetor's sister, from whom he pretended
to be judicially separated. By this means Demosthenes was

prevented from seizing this property in satisfaction of the award

granted him against Aphobus. The present speeches are in a

trial fov\jc, which we should call 'contempt of court,' or

something like it, and argue that Onetor is defeating by false

pretences the previous sentence of the court. The orator's

main difficulty was doubtless the good character ofthe defendant,

who had lived hitherto a blameless life
;
hence ethos, or cha-

racter-drawing, was so far excluded, even had he been able and
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desirous to use this device. We are not informed of the result

of the case. Demosthenes here again
l uses a commonplace

from Isaeus' eighth speech,
2 which is, however, as is remarked,

already to be found in Isocrates,
3 but only in substance : it is

the stupid commonplace, that while sworn evidence has been

often found untrustworthy, evidence by torture has never been

proved false, a notion upon which I have remarked in another

work.4

Thus these speeches are rightly classed with those against

Aphobus, as showing some dependence on Isaeus, and marking
the first stage of the orator's style. The rythmical laws which

critics have discovered in his later works, and which we shall

note presently, are not yet observed with any strictness. On
the other hand, the influence of Isocratic prose is manifest in

a more strict avoidance of the hiatus than we find afterwards.

But the distinctly Demosthenic features of strong pathos, shown

by exclamations, and of the absence of ethos, are already

prominent So is also that peculiar subdivision of subjects, by
which he does not complete one consideration, and abandon

it, but interweaves argument and narrative, and returns to his

former ideas in recapitulations all this, which is the most

striking feature in his masterpieces, may here be found in germ.
To the same epoch are referred the speeches against Spu-

dias, Callicles, and the speech About the trierarcKs crown, which

latter is hardly a private oration, but one on the condition and

duties of the Athenian fleet This work is so methodically
divided into nwAn, or members, and so carefully composed as to

rythm, that it has been referred to the Isocratic school.

512. With the opening of the social war (B.C. 357) the

critics mark the second epoch in Demosthenes' development,
when he begins to speak not only in court cases of public in-

terest, but comes forward as a politician to advise the assembled

people. These two kinds of speeches now interchange so

constantly, and are so closely allied in subject, that it is

better to take them as they occur chronologically than to

separate them into their logical classes.

1
a'. 37. 12. 17,154.

4 Social Life in Greece, p. 240.
H 2
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First then come the Attack on Androtion (irapuvopwv) and on

Ltptines
1

law, which is substantially a pleading of the same kind

both, therefore, arguments against mischievous legislation.

The former is not delivered by the orator himself, but composed
(355 B-c- according to Dionysius) for a certain Diodorus, who

spoke in support of Euctemon in attacking for illegality the bill

of Androtion. This politician had proposed the customary vote

of thanks to the outgoing council, though they had not provided
in their year of office the additional ships, without which the

law forbade them '
to ask for any complimentary gift.' The

proposal of Androtion is therefore attacked by these speakers
as illegal and contrary to the public interest. The elaborate

second Greek preface, as well as that of Libanius, gives full in-

formation concerning the case. As the speech is a ctvrtpo-

Xoyt'a, or subsidiary to the main accusation, it begins, without

strict proem, by stating the causes of enmity which the speaker

had against Androtion a strange preface in our eyes, but at

Athens an apology for an accusation, which, if gratuitous, might
be called sycophantic, and hence a frequent preliminary justifi-

cation in such cases and goes on to anticipate the arguments

by which this clever and experienced debater will probably
defend himself. The speaker argues his own case, (i) from the

informality of the proposal, (2) from the incompetence of the

proposer to bring it before the people. The proposal had

not gone through the preliminary stage, and was opposed by
the law prohibiting any rewards to a council which had not

provided new ships. Androtion is supposed to urge that the

preliminary vote, though enjoined by law, was in practice

usually omitted, and, again, that though the law prohibited

the outgoing officers asking any favour, there was no law

against their receiving one proposed ab extra. Against these

he urges first the importance of the letter of the law, and

then the importance of its spirit, for those who were not to ask

must a fortiori (afyolpa yt) not receive favours. He further-

more insists, with a historical retrospect, on the great importance
of the navy to Athens, and shows how its efficiency was always
coincident with the power and prosperity of the state. As

regards the person of Androtion he argues (without any proper
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proof) fiist that his father was still a debtor to the state, which

disqualified the son from proposing measures
; again, that he

had lived such an immoral life as to be in any case disqualified.

To this the speaker adds many details of the violence and

injustice of Androtion in exacting certain debts from public

defaulters in taxes. These and other subsidiary topics are

urged with great force and acuteness, and with intense bitter-

ness, against Androtion. The whole speech shows us for the

first time the orator in his full strength, though it is not free

from a great deal of conscious sophistry, and much violent per-

sonal abuse, which is directly justified by the speaker's private

hostility to his opponent Thus the letter of the law is urged

against the loose precedents brought by Androtion, but the

spirit of the law against his argument that the letter has not been

violated. There are, moreover, evidently insincere evasions of

Androtion's reply that his personal character should have been

arraigned directly, and not for the purpose of annulling a

vote affecting others. Nevertheless, the speech is a master-

piece in its way, and the first of those we have discussed

which is likely to interest the general reader, though its intri-

cacy and close reasoning make it no easy study. We are

not, however, surprised to hear that it failed in procuring a

verdict. l

513. We pass to the more celebrated but not abler speech
In reply to (rpoc) Leptiiies, who had proposed that the list of

exempted persons should be abolished, and that all should

be liable to the same state burdens, except the represent-

atives of Harmodius and Aristogeiton, the ancient tyrannicides.

This was the first speech of the kind delivered (B.C. 354)

by Demosthenes in person. The time for direct prosecution

(iraparo/juiii') having passed, the orator assists a previous speaker

(Aphepsion) in attacking the law, not the person of the pro-

1 There is another much longer and more intricate speech of the same

kind written for Diodorus, the Attack on Timocrates for illegality; but it

would require a volume to analyse all the several speeches, and I therefore

pass it by, though it suggests interesting critical questions as to its second

recension, owing to a change in the adversary's attitude (cf. Blass, Demos-

tfienes, pp. 244, sq.).
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poser. I will not attempt an analysis of this intricate speech,

which deals in far too many repetitions and recapitulations foi

a reader, though all practised public speakers know that such

insistance is necessary when addressing an audience. But

from many points of view the work is peculiarly interesting.

In the first place, as the ancients remarked, the enumeration of

the acts of several of the benefactors threatened by the law

gives the orator an occasion of showing his panegyrical style,

of which hardly another specimen has survived. 1 He argues
that the number of persons affected is small, and therefore the

result insignificant in a monetary point of view, compared with

the tremendous effect produced by a repudiation of state obli-

gations. For here lies the main interest of the speech, as a

manifesto of the orator's character and of his policy. He de-

fends the sacredness of public promises, on the one hand,

against the seductions of a false expediency,
8 which really

would defeat itself; on the other,
3

against the pressure of

alleged religious scruples, which he shows to be inconsistent

with common honesty.

There is reason to believe that Demosthenes' efforts to

keep the people from committing an impolitic injustice failed,

and that Leptines' proposal became law.4 Demosthenes' speech,

however, remains a monument of the lofty views and the large

policy which he consistently pursued, and it gives us a high idea

of the Athenian assembly that such an argument should have

been delivered before them by one of their public advisers at

least in aspiration. A good edition is that of F A. Wolf.

5 14. Before we proceed to the professedly public harangues,
I will notice one more speech, which though in form a charge of

illegality, yet approaches nearly to a speech on foreign policy,

and is in many respects one of the orator's best efforts I mean
the speech composed (for Euthycles) against the proposal oj

Aristocrates (end of 352 B.C.), that the mercenary general Cha-

ridemus, then in the pay of the Thracian king Kersobleptes,

should be declared sacrosanct in person, and that any man

slaying him should be held guilty of a crime against the whole

1

30-86-
*

13. sq.
'

125-7.
4 But Dio Chrys. (i. 388) says distinctly that Leptines was defeated,

(d\cu
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confederacy, no city of which should be allowed to harbour him.

This astonishing and disgraceful proposal was eminently suited to

bring out the powers of an orator of large and dignified views.

Accordingly Demosthenes opens by deprecating any personal

hostility against Aristocrates, whose name hardly occurs in the

speech. After a general introduction he subdivides his argu-

ment into three formal heads rather an unusual practice with

him first, the formal illegality of the proposal, secondly, its in-

expediency as a matter of policy, thirdly, the unworthiness

of its object to receive this, or indeed of any honour from the

state. But while these heads are severally and fully discussed,

there is constant recapitulation and suggestion of them all, and

the speech ends by reminding the audience particularly of the

first head, which might be obscured during the later details.

This formal illegality is shown by an accurate analysis and

interpretation of the Draconian and still valid laws concerning

homicide, and is, indeed, the locus dassicus on the six methods

of procedure in the various forms of homicide. 1 With great

subtlety the orator shows that the proposal to make the slayer of

Charidemus directly punishable violates all these solemn enact-

ments, which former complimentary edicts had respected by
the clause

'
let the slayer be punished as if he slew an Athe-

nian' 2 He also cites the general decree that no law should be

made which did not affect all Athenian citizens equally a

provision which could, however, hardly be meant to exclude

special enactments or compliments. He then passes, after

some further technical arguments, to the reply of the opponent
that the bill is at all events for the public interest, and therefore

excusable, even if formally questionable.
3 This is by far the

most interesting part of the speech, and is based on the princi-

ple which we find the most dominating in Demosthenes'

foreign policy I mean that of maintaining a balance of power

among the rivals or enemies of Athens. He shows that by

giving so strong a support to Charidemus and his employer

Kersobleptes, the rival Thracian kings will be discouraged,
and the Thracian Chersonese, an important Athenian possession,

will be endangered by his ambition. He shows by the exam-

' 22-86. *
89. 100, sq.
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pie of the Olynthians and of Philip,
1 that the friendship of these

semi-barbarians is untrustworthy, and that no compliments to

Kersobleptes will prevent his seizing the Chersonese if he feels

strong enough to do so. This untrustworthiness makes all ex-

treme declarations of friendship, such as the present, dangerous ;

and likely, under altered circumstances, to become ridiculous.

Indeed, it lowers Athens to the position of a mercenary body-

guard, protecting the life of a despot or an adventurer. Nor
will there be wanting many others of equal claims, who will

feel offended at such a special selection. This leads him to

sketch briefly, as he pretends, the previous history of Chari-

demus a valuable sketch, and indeed the locus classicus for

the life of the condottieri 2 of the fourth century B.C., but in

the present connexion far too diffuse.3 He then meets with

a lame excuse 4 the retort why he had not mentioned all

this long ago, when other honours were being paid to Chari-

demus. He concludes with a splendid eulogy, often to be re-

peated in his political speeches, of the dignity of the policy and

the rewards of the older Athens compared with the decadence

and folly of his own day, especially as regards the leading poli-

ticians
(py/r-Ojoec) and their actions. 5 With a recapitulation of

his legal argument the speech concludes. We may well wonder

how any but the orator himself could possibly have delivered

so long and intricate a speech, for we do not know what

assistance from notes or otherwise the buyer of a speech was

allowed to use in court. All the main lines of Demosthenes'

policy are here plainly laid down. All the wonderful arts of

his oratory are already at work.

515- We are thus naturally led back to his political speeches,

the first of which was spoken two years before the present trial,

and is termed On the Symmories. It is really a recommenda-

tion of an important naval reform, but in direct relation to an

exposition of the foreign policy of Athens at a given crisis.

1

107.
7 The student may further compare Demosthenes' defence of Diopei-

thes, a similar general, in his speech On the Chersonese
( 24, sq.), delivered

come years later.

144-86.
*

187-90. 201.
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Hence it properly ranks under the Hellenic harangues of the

orator, and Dionysius proposes to entitle it
' on the relations to

the king of Persia' (irepl
rwr fiantXiKtiv).

1

But, after the manner
of Demosthenes, the two subjects are intertwined, and produced
as parts of the same policy. There seems to have been a

strange uneasiness, almost a panic, at Athens about the arma-

ments of Darius Ochus against Egypt, which were supposed
the prelude of a new invasion of Greece.

Demosthenes shows that these fears are in all probability

groundless, in any case premature, and that a declaration of

hostile policy against Persia might produce serious complica-
tions.

'

Military preparations against either Greek or barbarian

being the same, why, when we have acknowledged foes, should

we seek new ones, and not rather prepare against the former,

and so be able to repulse the latter should they arise ?
' 2 All

the commentators, from Dionysius and the scholiasts down to

Schafer and Blass, have asserted that the orator is here pointing
at Philip, and that he here first (354 B.C.) shows his long-sighted

prudence as to the real dangers of Athens. I think the con-

text proves this widely accepted view to be quite false, and

invented to panegyrise the wisdom and political insight of

Demosthenes. As he speaks in the previous sentence of Greek

as opposed to barbarian enemies, and then of acknowledged
as opposed to problematical enemies, it is quite certain that

he did not intend Philip, whom he always carefully separates

from proper Greeks, and ranks among barbarians. Moreover,
had he really intended or thought of Philip, it would have

added point and power to his argument to say 'especially

Philip, against whom we cannot contend without an efficient

fleet' It appears, on the contrary, from Philip's Letter* which

is now generally accepted even among the Germans as genuine,

that the Athenians at this time intended to invite Philip to join

them and the rest of the Greeks against Persia. Such evidence

1

Nevertheless, as Spengel observes (Dtmegorien des Dem., Abhandl.

Munich Acad. for 1863, p. 62), the lesser and merely introductory part of the

speech refers to the Persian king, whereas Demosthenes' main object is

the internal reform. He therefore justly rejects Dionysius' proposed title.

* 10-11. '
6.
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is absolutely conclusive against Demosthenes intending to indi-

cate Philip among the acknowledged Greek enemies of Athens. I

therefore call attention to this as one of those remarkable speci-

mens ofa false and forced interpretation, which, when it has once

gained a footing in philology, goes on infecting book after book

for centuries. Mr. Grote alone, with that genuine historical

sense and appreciation of proper evidence which distinguishes

him above all the narrators of the affairs of this epoch, ignores

the imaginary reference, and notes how obscure Philip's plans

remained, and how little even the wisest people thought of

them at this time. 1

I will not here discuss the scheme of naval reform proposed

by Demosthenes, which shows a thorough study of the re-

sources and wants of Athens, and proves his thorough compe-
tence as a financial statesman. It is the guarded and dignified

foreign policy, the insistance upon proper preparation and

diligent attention to public affairs, which forms the main

interest of this weighty speech. The style is sober and grave,

as befitted a young speaker then first coming forward as a

politician. The critics justly note in these higher qualities, as

well as in a certain harshness and obscurity of diction, the

strong influence of Thucydides upon the orator.

516. In connexion with this speech, we may take that on

Megalopolis (353 B.C.), and that on Rhodes (351 B.C.), both declar-

ations of foreign policy, and both distinctly written in Demos-

thenes' pre-Philippic attitude. In the former, he supports the

petition of the Arcadians, now united in Megalopolis, whom the

Spartans (as soon as Thebes was weakened by the Phocians)

wished to break up into their old sporadic villages and political

unimportance. To support these Arcadians was to reverse the

policy pursued at the battle of Mantinea, when Athens had

sided with Sparta against the then dangerous power of Thebes.

Hence Demosthenes has to refute the charge of inconsistency,

which he does by showing that with a change of circumstances

Athens must change sides, and that she is really consistent in

1
*i- 399- Cf. p. 406:

' In this (on Megalopolis), as in the oration Dt

Symmoriis, a year before, there is no allusion to Philip, a point to be

noticed,' &c.
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doing so, the balance of power being the object at stake. As
the Spartans were formerly supported with this object only, so

now they must expect that, when they attempt unjust aggrandise-

ment, Athens will oppose them with active force. Similar is the

speech for the exiled Rhodian democrats, who came to implore
the assistance of the Athenians to reinstate them, though they
had been active in the social war against Athens, and had

been leading agents in the overthrow of her naval and insular

dominioa Hence these exiles, far from being able to claim

sympathy, were the objects of hatred and aversion to Athens

a feeling which Demosthenes recognises, and which he ex-

presses in his speech in the strongest terms. But he shows

that a large policy should not be guided by such personal likes

and dislikes ; he thanks the gods that the Rhodians have been

taught by bitter lessons the errors of their ways ; he urges that

it is the essential duty of Athens everywhere to support demo-

cracies against oligarchies, and he therefore recommends that

they should be assisted in their present misfortunes. It is ob-

jected that this will bring Athens into collision not only with the

Carian queen (widow of Mausollus), but with the power of

Persia, whose vassal she is. To this Demosthenes replies, that

such hostility need not be feared, that when a proper cause is

supported, men should not shrink from danger, and moreover

that Persia is only strong with Hellenic aid. Thus the very

policy which when vague, and for no special purpose, he op-

posed in his speech on the Symmories, he here advocates when
a special purpose and distinct foreign policy require it. These

three speeches give a full and clear picture of the pan-Hellenic

policy of Demosthenes, ever desirous to make Athens felt as a

leading and an imperial state, ever ready and claiming the right

of interfering in external politics, nay even insisting upon it as a

duty, but always in relation to definite questions and for definite

purposes. These purposes were two : first to maintain the

balance of power among the rivals and opponents of Athens ;

secondly, to sustain liberty and democracy against tyranny and

oligarchy, whether Hellenic or barbarian.

517. But the rising power of Philip is not yet clear to the

orator .; he does not mention him as even of equal importance
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with Kotys or Kersobleptes. The single allusion in the latest

speech of the three l makes me believe it to be really his first

notice of Philip, and delivered before the first Philippic, though

Dionysius maintains the reverse. The passage is, moreover, in-

teresting as having suggested to the critics that in contrasting the

king of Persia with confessed enemies in the earliest harangue,
he intended the king of Macedon. Here are his words :

' I see

some of you often speaking with contempt of Philip as of no

consequence, but with fear of the King as a powerful enemy
when he takes up a quarrel. But if we do not actively resist

the one as too cheap, and yield in everything to the other

as formidable, against whom, O Athenians, shall we set our-

selves in array ?
'

This is not the tone of the first Philippic;

it is even contradictory to its proem. I hold it, therefore,

to have been delivered just before serious advices reached

Athens that the power of Macedon was no longer to be trifled

with, and that here lay the real danger. But instead of

agreeing with Dion and his panegyrists that his chief merit was

to foresee coming events and to raise the first note of warning, I

marvel that this series of harangues should show such ignorance
and carelessness about Philip, and think the orator may fairly

be charged, along with his obscurer countrymen, with great

want of providence and curious dimness of political vision.

The ancients justly separated the Hellenic harangues from

the Philippics, under which title they classed all the speeches

relating to the struggle between Athens and the rising power
of Macedon. Of these the undoubtedly genuine are (in their

chronological order) the first Philippic (351 B.C.), and the three

Olynthiac orations (349-8 B.C.) ;
these may be called the ear-

lier or first group before the Peace of 346 B.C. Then follow the

orations on the Peace (346 B.C.), the second Philippic (344 B.C.),

the oration on the Chersonese and the third Philippic (341

B.C.) in all eight orations. The remaining three, of doubtful

authenticity, I will postpone for the present.

518. Nothing can be more striking than the new and

altered tone of the first Philippic as compared with the nearly syn-

chronous Rhodian harangue. There Philip is mentioned as an

1 Or. xv., 24.
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object of contemptuous indifference to at least a section of the

people, here the orator assumes at the very outset that all are

dispirited at his successes, that many debates have already been

held about them, and that he does not hesitate to come for-

ward, because the advice of older speakers has been exhausted

and found useless. Such a sudden change of attitude seems

to me inexplicable by the natural course of events, and in a

politician of ordinary foresight, especially when we find Demo-
sthenes with his attention fixed on the foreign relations of

Athens, and already knowing the northern ^Egean from personal
"service as a trierarch. Dionysius, indeed, divides the speech
into two parts, of which he brings the latter part

l down to

347-6 B.C. a division not sanctioned by later critics, who insist

upon the unity of the speech, and its delivery at the earlier

date. I confess that but for a stray mention of Olynthus,
and of the prompt expedition to Thermopylae as recent,

2 I

should be disposed to bring the whole speech down to a

later date, and to demand a considerable lapse of time or a

serious crisis between this and the former public harangues ;

and this will yet, I believe, be possible with the aid of a few

emendations. 3

1 From 30, onward. 2 rh n\evrdia irpcf-nv, 1 7.
* There is the strongest possible internal evidence against the chrono-

logical order of the public speeches delivered 354-50, as laid down by
Dionysius, and adopted by A. Schafer and other moderns. If we compare
the allusions to Philip found (or not found) in these speeches, we get the

following natural sequence : (i) The speech on the Symmories, where he

strives to calm the fear of the Persian, and though it lay in his way to

mention Philip, he is silent concerning him, and only contrasts certain

Greek enemies to the uncertain Persian. (2) The speech on the Rhodians,
in which he casually mentions Philip as an enemy whom some at Athens

despise, while they dread the Persian. (3) The speech against Aristocrates,

where Philip's acts towards Olynthus and Athens are cited as affording

a clue to the probable policy of Kersobleptes, in being ambitious as well

as faithless, and preferring risks and dangers to peace and security. (4)

Then, after a momentous (though possibly short) interval, comes the firsj

Philippic, of which the proem states that many public discussions had

already taken place about Philip, and that the public mind is in discourage-

ment, nay, even in despair at his great successes, and his almost impreg-
nable position. I am hardly able to conceive in an earnest man, following
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The orator seeks to meet the profound discouragement of

the people, and their belief in the invincible and impregnable

position of Philip, by showing that this was not the temper by
which Philip waxed great, or by which Athens recovered her

independence from the dominion of Sparta, and that every

really vigorous action of Athens has been crowned with success.

He recommends the preparation of a large force at home, of a

small flying squadron near the scene of the war, but above all

he inveighs against the sloth and dilatoriness of the people, who
are ever talking and voting and resolving and doing nothing.

The whole tenor of the speech is that of Demosthenes' later

oratory, full and vehement, speaking with authority and yet

with respect for the people, attacking the national faults and

the corrupt politicians with bitterness, yet ever maintaining the

dignity and the greatness of the real Athens.

5 19. It is not necessary to analyse severally all the kindred

harangues, which are curiously similar in tone and style, and

turn perpetually round the same subjects. Indeed, so general

are the recommendations in the Olynthiac orations, that their

order cannot be determined from internal evidence, and the

greatest authorities from Dionysius to our own day have dif-

fered upon the question. Had even Thirlwall and Grote been at

one we might accept their consensus as historians to outweigh
all the mere critics, but even they cannot agree, and Grote,

while adopting the order which seems to me most probable, ex-

pressly refuses to give a positive opinion. I call special atten-

tion to this general character of these speeches, as perhaps the

reason why they had less effect upon the audience than might
be expected. It arose no doubt from the personal apprehen-
sions of the speaker, who could not make a definite proposal

without danger of prosecution for illegality (Trapcu-o/iwi'). In-

deed, we know that he put forward Apollodorus to run this

risk by voting the Theoric fund to military purposes; and

though his proposal was carried in a moment of panic, he was

accused when it had passed over, and was fined a talent, about

an honest and consistent policy, such declarations as these last preceding
the casual or contemptuous notices in the other speeches.
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which time the proposal he had made was declared by a new

law to be a capital offence.

What strikes us next to this generality of exhortation, which

is, however, always suitable to the particular facts of the case,

or illustrated by past history, is the great seriousness of style,

which admits of hardly any ornament in the way of metaphor
or simile. Nothing can be simpler and more direct than the

redhot earnestness of these speeches. There are only two of

them which have marked differences from the rest, the shorter

and poorer speech on the Peace, and the larger and more

varied speech on the affairs of the Chersonese. The latter is

professedly in defence of the mercenary general Diopeithes,

who had undertaken to act on his own responsibility against

Philip, and whom Demosthenes defends against the attacks of

Philip's party at Athens. This speech, moreover, contains a

very remarkable peroration, declaring the orator's own policy,

and his description of the duties and responsibilities of a good
citizen, in contrast to the venal and the corrupt There is no

finer passage in all Demosthenes, as has been recognised by

Brougham. I therefore quote it as a specimen of his think-

ing and his style.
1 The speech on the Peace is poor and tame,

1 Or. viii. 66--J2 : roiydprot rovrwv fi\v IK irrux^v Zvtoi TXU Ao(5-

fftot ytyovavi Kal e aaxavvfjuav Kal a.$6(av fv$ooi Kal yv(apifj.oi, v/xti? 5e ror-

vavrlov (K ft.(V 4v$6uv &Sooi, (K 6" tuwopwv tnropof TroAfwr ya.fi eyuyt
f\ovrov rtyovfj.tu ffvft./uixovs flafiv ttivoiav 5>v itiLmuv ?<rfl' vuelj airopoi.

fK St TOV TOVTWV o\iywpws vu.cis <lxfl" Kâ *"'' TaOra (pfpecrdai 6 fitf fvSai/j.wi'

Kal fj.(yas Kal Qofifpbs irafftv 'EAArjcr; Kal /3ap0dpois, vfifTs 5' lpr;/M! Kal

reaetivoi, rp fjikv tSiv uvluv iupdoyta \afiirpol, TTJ 5" Sv trpoa-fiKf irapaffKfvfi

Karayt\affTot. oil rbv avrbv 5 rpdtrov Kfpi ff vfj.av Kai -rcpl ttinaiv Iviovs

tiav \ty6vTfav 6pu 0ov\fvo/j.ivovs' v^-as fitv yilp ^ffvxiaai &ytiv <pacrl Sflv,

K&V TI vftas iSiKi), avTO\ 5' ou Svvavrai rap' vfitv i\ffvxicu> Hyttv ovStvbs

O.VTOVS i&tKOVVTOS.

Efro <pT/i<rly fcy &y rvx?7 irapt\8<av
' ov y&p M)f\is ypd<pfiv, ou5i KIV&V-

vtvftv, aAA' SroA/toj (I Kal fiaAaxdy.' ya> 8< dpaffvs per Kal /3$(\vpbs Kal

OLvaiSr,? odr' ftful ufaf ytvolnnv, ivSpftortpov fj.4vroi iroAAy ird.ru rSav IrafiifS

woktrtvofiimv Tap' fytV tpavrbv riyovfiat, Strns ntv ydp, A &v$pts
'

Afajvcuoi,

waptSuv a ffvvolfffi ry iroAsi, Kpivfi, Srifjitvei, SISoxri, KUTrjyopei, oi/5fuia ravr'

ivtiptia icntf?, aAA' %xtav fvfxvpov rrjs airrov ffwriipias rb trpbs xfyw
vfi.ii> \tytiv ital ToXiTtiJto-fla/ atr^aAdir Bpaffvs iffriv. Sffns 8' vwtp TOV

Pf\Ti7Tov ToXAa TOij vfufTfpo-j ivavrtovrat Bov\i\ua.ffi, Kul /iijSiv A,'-yti ifa
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for Demosthenes was advocating against his will the policy of

his opponents, and recommending a peace with Philip, from

apprehension of a general attack by the Amphiktyonic Con-

federacy. The orator afterwards denies that he advocated this

peace (in the Embassy speech), which Grote notices as a matter

of doubtful honesty, but which the German panegyrists explain

away by absurd subtleties of interpretation.

520. In the opinion of most critics, the third Philippic

is considered not only the finest of Demosthenes' public ha-

rangues, but probably the greatest speech ever delivered. I

confess that, not to speak of the oration on the Crown, which

they perhaps do not call a public harangue, the speech about

the Chersonese seems to me more varied, more pathetic, and not

less powerful. But critically, the third Philippic is peculiarly

interesting in being handed down to us in two recensions one

(the shorter one) represented by our oldest and best MS. (the

Parisian S) alone, the other by all the rest, in which clauses

are constantly added, so as to change the symmetry, and at

times even the argument Nevertheless, both recensions seem

purely Demosthenic, and point to separate editions. Blass, the

Xjipiv, AAAek rb ftt\Titrrov &, Kal rty TOia&rriv troXirdav irpoaipflrat ft> $
irh.fi6vwv % Ti>xn Kvpia yiyvtrai t) ol \oytffpot, rovrtav 8' afjuporeptav tovrbv

virfvOvvov vfiiv irap*x*<> ovr6s for' dvSpeToy, Kal \pi\ffiii.6s ye iro\irrts d

roiovr6t IffTiv, oi/x oi rrjs irop' ijfifpav x^ptros ra ueyiffra TJJS irrfAews airo-

AA*K(JTes, otis tyu TOffovrov $(ta fijAovi' ^ voplfctv alovs iroA/Tas Tr}f

ir6\((as flvai, &ffr' tl TIS fpoirS fit
'
elire fioi, (TV 6i 5^ rt rr^v ir6\iv rifiuiv

ayaBbv irtwo^xaj ;

'

?xa"'> ^ HvSpts 'M^vatoi, Kal rpirjpapxias flirfw Ktu

Xopijyias Kal xpwiTtav tiffQopas Kal \vfffis alxjJ-aKvrwv Kal rotavras &\\as

<pi\av8pwirias, ovSfv kv rovrcav ettroint, a\\' $n rtav rotoinwv iroXtrtv/itdrui'

ou5fv iro\iTtvo{j.ai, aAAa 5uvd/j.fvos &v tffcas, uffirtp Kal tVpo, KaTTjyopftv Kal

Xapl^fffOat Kal $ri/j.tvftv Kal T&A.A,' & troiovytv ovrut icoiflv, ovS'
ttf>'
M rov-

raiv iriairoT'' tfnavrbv ?TO{O oiiSi irpo^x^7?" ot>9' vtrb KtpSovs o6tf \nrb <pt\OTt-

/*iaj, a\\a Sta/xcVu \iytav ^{ S>v iyw futv iro\\G>v l\&TT<av tifil wop' vp?rt

v/jLtts 8', < trddoiffOt /J.oi, ptlfavs ta> ffrjr*' oCrai yap tffus a.vfiri<p6ovov fhrttv.

ovSf y tpol SoKtT SiKolov TOUT' flvai iroAfrou, roiavra iro\iTt6fi.aO' tvpiffKfir

t &v tyb fitv irpjaros Vfjiav tffofiai tvQ4<as, vfj.t'ts 8i rcav &\\wv Sffrarof

aAAa ffvvavdvfff6ai StT r^v ir6\iv rols -rSiv ayaQuv iro\irS>v iroAiTtw/iaffJ, /col

rb &i\ri(TTOv id, nb Tb paffrov airavras \fytiv. ^ir' iKtivo p.fv yap r) <pvffis

OUTTJ /3o5Tat, ^-l rovro St T$ \6ytp S? vpodysffBai 3i8a<ncoi/Ta rbv
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best of modern critics on such a subject, considers the shorter

to be the later version prepared by the orator himself if so,

another proof that he attained his perfect form not by previous

meditation and slow composition, but by repeated and con-

scious correction. 1

There are several other speeches in the series, only one of

which, the fourth Philippic, has any strong claims to authenti-

city. But it so abounds in passages borrowed from or used in

other Demosthenic orations, that it must be either a cento by
a later hand, or an incomplete sketch elsewhere utilised by
the orator himself, but afterwards found among his papers, and

published. Owing to the excellent composition of an original

passage in the oration the attack on Aristomedes 2 Blass

thinks the latter to be the case
;
he even thinks Aristomedes a

fictitious character, and that the speech was a mere exercise

prepared at home by the orator. This seems hardly so pro-

bable as that a pupil put together the speech, using perhaps
fuller materials to those now extant.

The speech irepi ai>vrdu>s, generally set down as a later

cento from the orator's speeches, is now shown to be probably
a document of the year 352 B.C. by an inscription from Eleusis

regarding a sacred opyas on the boundaries of Athens and

Megara.
3

Here, therefore, the suspicions of the critics may
again be at fault. The speech on Philip's Letter is more cer-

tainly spurious, being not even a reply to the now acknowledged
missive of Philip placed beside it in the MSS. The speeches
on Halonnesus and on the treaty with Alexander will be referred

to elsewhere. All these represent to us the average oratory at

Athens.

521. I pass to the three longest, and perhaps best known,

speeches of Demosthenes on his own affairs those against Mei-

dias, on the corrupt Embassy, and on the Crown. These, though
separated in date, are worthy of being considered together,
as they form, with the speeches against Aphobus, our materials

for an estimate of Demosthenes from autobiographical sources.

1 Cf. also Spengel in Abhandl. ofMunich Academy for 1863, at the end
of his first article on Demosthenes' public harangues.

2
70-4. Cf. Bull, de Corresf. hell. xiii. 447.

VOL. II. 2 I
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Meidias, who was connected with Demosthenes' guardians, and

hence an old personal enemy of the orator, had, after many
annoyances and insults, gone so far as to assault him publicly in

the theatre, when directing in festive dress the performance of

the chorus of his tribe. This expensive public duty Demo-
sthenes had volunteered, when others were unwilling, and his

tribe likely to be disgraced beside the rest. He had been

fortunate enough to secure by lot the choice of his flute-player,

and his chorus would have won (he says) but for the constant

and malicious interference of Meidias. But when the latter

went so far as to give him publicly a box on the ear, De-

mosthenes brought the matter at once (irpofioXij) before the

assembled people, who passed an immediate decree condemn-

ing Meidias. The extant speech was written for the subsequent
action in court, by which the penalty should be assessed after

due argument. But as the case was compromised for thirty

minse, this speech was never delivered, and bears many traces

of not having been even revised for publication.

It is, perhaps, one of the greatest triumphs of Demosthenes'

art, that he has raised so scurvy a quarrel to eternal fame, for

an action 'about a box on the ear' (jrepl TOV KovlvXov) was no

grateful subject, especially when the orator submitted to the in-

sult at the time, and reserved all his rage for a rhetorical dis-

play. Indeed, he is almost ridiculous when he congratulates

himself 1 'that he was not carried away at the moment to do

something irreparable ;

'

with his feeble body and in state dress,

any retaliation would doubtless have placed him in a more absurd

and contemptible position. The mighty pathos then, which the

scholiasts and Germans so admire, when he is describing his

own chastisement by Meidias, rather affects us with merriment

than with indignation. Even worse are the passages where he

boasts that he has rejected repeated attempts at a compromise,
which he regards as dishonourable in the case of so grave an

insult to a public officer. For we know that after all this was

written we will hope not before the matter was compromised
for a considerable fine (about i is/.). This fact is naturally laid

hold of by ^Eschines and by Plutarch as an ugly passage in the

'74-
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orator's career, nor can he be cleared of meanness except by

those who are determined to find in him a perfect hero.

The finer side ofthe speech is its remarkable insistance on the

public side of the offence how personal violence, as such, can-

not be tolerated as being opposed to the very essence of demo-

cracy ; still more, how violence done to a citizen acting in a public

capacity is a far graver offence, and an insult to the state
;
how in

the present case a religious ceremony, moreover, was disturbed,

and hence the crime amounted to public impiety (naeficta), at

Athens the most heinous of offences. He proves the public

feeling in these matters by citing many remarkable precedents.
l

From another point of view we may consider the oration as

a good specimen of what the ancients called a Xotlopia, or per-

sonal attack, the counterpart of the eulogies which were part of

their epideictical oratory. The life and acts of Meidias, his vio-

lences, his luxuries, his cowardices in fact, his violations of

every principle of a democracy are painted with great variety

and liveliness. He is shown to be a sort of feeble ape of Alci-

biades, but only to have succeeded in copying his private vices.

It is remarkable how the orator 2
speaks of his own solitary posi-

tion, in connexion with no other public man, whereas Meidias

has great political support I have already noticed his explicit

statement of his age as only thirty-two,
3 when he says that

Meidias, though now fifty, has not performed equal public ser-

vice. The reading is certain, but as the speaker wished to

urge his youth, he was probably guilty of an understatement of

his age, so that it is not too bold of modern critics to reject, as

they do very generally, this explicit statement as inconsistent

with the birth-year established on other grounds.
I will only call attention to one more passage as particu-

larly splendid in its pathos, the passage
4 in which he calls

up the unfortunate Straton, who had decided in an arbitration

against Meidias, and, having been disfranchised by his contriv-

ance, could no longer speak or give evidence in court. As the

speech was never thoroughly revised, there are many repeti-

tions and unevennesses in the argument, and many feeble or

diluted passages. Nevertheless, they are relieved by others of

'

175-82. 189-90. 154-
4

S 95 &
1 2
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such force that, in spite of the shabby subject, and the some-

what sorry figure presented by the speaker, it is generally con-

sidered one of the finest of his speeches. Dionysius says the

speech was composed 349-8, as it was then that the assault

took place. Possibly, however, it may not have been written

till 347, after which time Demosthenes, by going on the em-

bassy, shows that he was reconciled with the politicians whom
he there speaks of as opponents.

1 The best special editions

are those of Buttmann and of R. Shilleto.

522. The speech on the corrupt Embassy (B.C. 344), against

^Eschines, which is, I believe, the longest of all Demosthenes'

speeches, may be placed, for many reasons, midway between

the Meidiana and that on the Crown. It is, like the others, to

a large extent autobiographical, but devoted to a great public

cause, in which the orator vindicates himself, and attacks the

policy of ^Eschines for corrupt subservience to Philip. Strange
to say, though dealing with a far higher subject, it affects no

pathos as compared with the earlier speech. Indeed, the only

prominent passage of the kind that about the treatment of

the Olynthian captive woman at the feast 2
was, as we hear

from ^Eschines in his reply, an oratorical failure, for which

the actor was hissed by the audience. In ethos, as is con-

fessed, the orator is not remarkable, though he often attempts
it in the present work.

The form of the speech has excited great suspicion on
account of its irregularity of structure, its constant change of

subject, its sudden returns upon itself, in fact, "its want of

symmetry and its diffusiveness. Moreover, in ^Eschines' reply

there are several points controverted which do not appear in our

present text, and which imply that Demosthenes' spoken attack

must have differed from it. Ancient critics were accordingly of

opinion that it was never really delivered, and that we have (as

in the Meidiana) a mere preparatory sketch not finally worked

up. They even state that in their after disputes no pointed

1

Blass, op. at., p. 289.
9 There is some reason to think from jEschines' allusions that the story

was told with greater and more revolting detail in the actual delivery of

the speech than it is in our extant version.
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reference is made to the trial; which is true, for though Demos-

thenes l alludes to ^Eschines being on this occasion let off on the

ground of his insignificance, I do not think this passage proves

anything more than that Demosthenes laid his accusation, and

failed to carry it through, which he might have done by not pro-

secuting a case he found hopeless. But Plutarch quotes, without

being persuaded, the statement of Idomeneus that ^Eschines

escaped by only thirty votes. On the whole, I am disposed to

side with the ancients against the moderns, and to regard the

close general correspondence of ^schines' extant reply to the

undelivered attack as arising from the Athenian habit of discuss-

ing in the agora all the probable/ray and cons in every impend-

ing lawsuit, so much so, that it was a common formula to say,
' but I hear that the defendant is going to lay stress on the fol-

lowing argument.' Those who hold that the trial took place

think that we have the first sketch, which was altered for delivery

in some respects, and Schafer even defends all the transitions

and reversions, which bolder critics seek to mend by transposi-

tions and omissions.

After duly weighing these various views, I will state my own

opinion, without venturing to dogmatise. In the first place, as

regards the great length of the speech, I think it was forced

upon Demosthenes. The trial, if it ever came off, was cer-

tainly looked forward to as such an oratorical treat, that spe-

cial arrangements were made, and additional time assigned
to both plaintiff and defendant. If then the multitude of

citizens came together full of interest and curiosity, it was

absolutely necessary to satisfy them as to time, as well as in

other respects. But Demosthenes' method of treating a large

subject at full length was not that of an orderly succession of

heads. We see from his imperfect Mtidiana, from his perfect

speeches against Aristocrates and on the Croiun, that his aim

was to keep the whole subject all the time before his audience,

by means of rapid turns, ingenious retrogressions and anticipa-

tions, and constant recapitulations. Hence nothing required
more care and revision than the sequence of these interlacing

arguments, and the proper methods of transition from one to

1 De Corona, 142.
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another without sameness and without jerkiness. Thus, I con-

ceive him to have first chosen his arguments, then to have

turned to the question of diction, and lastly to that of compo-
sition, properly so called. I feel convinced that he transposed

paragraph after paragraph, omitted some and added others, and

only with great labour and perseverance attained that perfec-

tion where every point seems to come in naturally, and ye:
receives no more than its due weight in the whole effect. If

then the speeches against Meidias and on the Embassy were

laid aside before actual delivery, and by a political man full of

business and with no leisure hours, we can conceive them still

requiring that exceedingly minute filing and polishing, which

may be perceived in the oration on the Crtnvn. We have, in-

deed, not only the materials, but the worked-up materials of

such a speech. Probably, the actual paragraphs are all as he

would have spoken them. The joining particles, perhaps the

order in some cases, would have been different, so that fair

critics could not have stumbled, as they have done, at the

logical irregularity of the arguments.
As a historical source, this great speech, controlled by the

counter-allegations of ^schines, is one of the most precious

documents of the period, but it requires the good sense and

candour of Grote to balance the conflicting assertions, and

make out the residuum of truth between them. Hence as a

commentary on the matter of the speech, there is nothing com-

parable to Grote's discussion. 1 On the mere text, we must

study the critical revisions of Cobet (Misc. Crit.) and Weil

(Harangues), which have brought out all that can be obtained

from the study of the best Parisian MS. for the interpretation.

Shilleto's foolish hostility to Grote mars his otherwise valuable

commentary.

523. The circumstances introducing the oration on the

Crmvn are somewhat complex, but well recorded and tolerably

certain. When, in consequence of the defeat at Chaeronea, the

Athenians were compelled to look to their fortifications, they ap-

pointed Inspectors of Fortifications (Tctyaieoioi), one from each

tribe, to superintend the public expenditure in this respect.

1 xi. pp. 525, sq. See especially his valuable note on that page.
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Demosthenes, representing his tribe, not only displayed great

zeal, but spent a considerable sum of his own money in this ser-

vice. For this merit Ctesiphon proposed that he should be pub-

licly crowned in the theatre of Dionysus before the assembled

people with a golden crown. But the proposal was indicted

(Tra.pav6fjMv) by ^Eschines, on the legal grounds that Demo-

sthenes was as yet accountable for public money, and that there

were special enactments forbidding such public demonstrations

elsewhere than in the legal assembly in the Pnyx. This objec-

tion stopped the proposal in its first stage, though it had re-

ceived the approval of the Council (vpoftov\v/jia)f
and De-

mosthenes' friends did not feel strong enough to force on the

actual trial at the time. But in 330 B.C., when the revolt

of Agis had just been crushed, and the anti-Macedonian sympa-
thisers had no doubt nearly involved Athens in the danger,

^schines felt able to bring his case to a decision. He there-

fore indicted Ctesiphon formally for an illegal proposal, on the

ground that Demosthenes was a traitorous and cowardly poli-

tician, and that his public life had been fraught with disaster

and not with credit to the state.

This is the account given by Grote of the position of affairs

in August, 330 B.C., when the trial came on. It appears to

me. however, strange, if it was really done at the instigation of

the Macedonian party, that ^Eschines should have insisted on

Demosthenes' secret subservience to the Macedonians, and

his dishonesty in pretending to oppose them.

Apart from the formal question, on which ^Eschines seems

to have been right (though Demosthenes is able to quote

precedents violating the letter of the law in his favour), he

reviewed Demosthenes' life and acts in four periods : that before

346, that from 346 to 341, then the crisis ending with the battle

of Chaeronea (338), and lastly, the subsequent period. The

reply of Demosthenes does not follow him strictly in his track.

In the first place, the legal question is treated very briefly, and

thrust into the middle of the speech, where its importance dis-

appears, owing to the larger and weightier arguments before and

after it Secondly, as regards the four periods of his life, the

last was not only of little political importance, but very incon-
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venient lo be discussed in the face of Alexander's successes,

and the close observation of his agents at Athens. This then

the orator completely ignores. Thirdly, it is more remarkable

that he is also silent on the period before 346, in which his

first Philippic and Olynthiacs show him to have been an active

and able state adviser. I can see no reason why he has not

touched upon this period, except that (as I have already sug-

gested) he did not show any peculiar prescience in an early

discovery of Philip's plans, and, in any case, though already a

political man, his speeches at that time had little effect either

for good or evil. We may even suspect that our redactions of

these early speeches contain a good deal of ex post facto wis-

dom, which the orator may have added when revising them

later in his life for publication.

In addition to the proper matter of his defence, Demos-
thenes has all along added parallel pictures of ^Eschines'

character and policy, by way of contrast to his own, so that the

speech is no mere defence of himself, but also a, vehement and

even scurrilous attack on his opponent. A very slight sketch

of the general line of his argument must here suffice, as its

extreme variety and complexity can only be understood by a

special and careful study.

524. The proem,
1 which opens with a modest prayer that

the gods may grant him a requital from the judges of the same

goodwill which he entertains for the city and its citizens, re-

quests that the jury may not be induced to expect in his reply

a close adherence to his adversary's attack, for he is under a

grave disadvantage ; his whole reputation, and not a single

action, is at stake, and he will be bound to praise himself.

For they will see that the trial does not affect Ctesiphon more

than it does himself; he therefore repeats his prayer. He
then proposes

2 to take up the general attacks of yEschines

before approaching the case at trial. There follows the narrower

preface (TrpoKaraffKcvrj),
in which he passes from the private

attacks to those on his policy and public life, and shows 3

that this is no proper way to bring so grave a charge. Had
>schines been honest, he should have brought an open and

1 1-8. *
wp<J0<m, 9-

*
' 2-iJ-
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direct indictment long ago. This complaint of the form of

attack chosen by the adversary is a commonplace as old as

Antiphon, and recurs (say the old critics) seventy-two times

in various forms throughout this speech. Then follows 1 a

sketch (supported by documents) of the affairs of 346 B.C., of

the peace negociations with Philip, and the ruin of the Pho-

cians, in which he justifies his own policy, followed 2
by a

parallel exposing of the conduct of ^Eschines during the same

period, with sundry digressions into the present consequences
of this policy, and the pretended friendship of ^schines with

the Macedonian kings.

He now turns for the first time to the actual charge,
3 and

directs it to be read out, but fastens again upon the statement

that Ctesiphon's praise of his policy was false, and proceeds to

refute this charge from a sketch of the history of Greece sub-

sequent to the affairs of 346. This, with recapitulations, and

with an account of previous crowns awarded to him, occupies a

long argument
4 He then turns back to the legal side of the

charge, where his case is weakest, and seeks by charges of con-

fusion, and by quoting precedents in which the letter of the law

was violated, to dispose of this serious difficulty.
5 He passes

into a violent personal attack on ^Eschines' origin and personal

history, a regular Xot^opm, such as would hardly have been toler-

ated even in the Irish Parliament
;

6 and next to the political

acts which he accuses ^schines of having done for the enemies

of the city.
7 Then he repeats

8 the initial solemn prayer to the

gods, since on previous occasions the people were blind and

would not see either Philip's ability or the fatal effects of ^Es-

chines' guilt.
9 There follows the famous narrative of the seiz-

ure of Elateia by Philip, of the great crisis, and of his own

acts, justified against yEschines' attacks. 10 This narrative is

concluded by the noble outburst in which he maintains that,

even had the result been foreseen, no other policy was honour-

able or possible for imperial Athens and here follows the

1
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famous adjuration/ He then continues the narrative up to

the battle of Chaeronea, which he naturally does not touch, but

shows how that, even as it turned out, his bold policy was of

service in obtaining good terms for Athens. 8

The whole remainder, though very long, is epilogue. First

he replies to ^schines' attack that he was an unlucky politi-

cian, who brought evil upon those he advised ; he contrasts the

fortunes of his life with ^Eschines' low life and adventures a

bitter and abusive outburst. Then 3 he announces that he will

recapitulate before concluding ;
and in the remainder of the

speech he touches upon almost all the topics already treated,

throwing in new narrative, and digressions upon the duties of

an honest politician and the fatal effects of treachery. He ends

with an eulogy of the great men of old, whom he had fol-

lowed in spirit, so far as he was able, and with a prayer (as

he had begun) that the gods may destroy the traitors, and save

his city from impending dangers.

525. Even this scanty outline will show the curious and

variegated pattern in which Demosthenes has woven his great

masterpiece. He has despised all the ordinary subdivisions by
which inferior speakers preserve order and regularity in their

compositions. He passes to and fro, combining apology and

invective, argument and narrative, by natural transitions and

in marvellous relief. The feeling which results from reading it

straight through is (I think) not so much that of conviction,

as that of being dazzled by the multitude and variety of the

speaker's matter, and by the general effect which he produces.

There is no boasting, no vain-glory, and yet never was there

such sustained and artful recital of personal merit. So, like-

wise, the contrasted picture of ^schines, though coarsely

drawn, and not without obscene allusions, is so powerful that

he has never recovered it in the eyes of posterity. But in

marked relief to this lower side of the speech is the lofty moral

tone, the almost Stoic disregard of consequences, the assertion

that the highest honour, the most enduring success, is the per-

formance of right actions for their own sake. It was, indeed,

the only defence possible for a politician whose career had

'

188-98.
*

199-250. 270.
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been disastrous, and whose plans had turned out a failure.

But, nevertheless, it was the right defence, and as such has

stamped upon the speech a dignity rarely attained in political

oratory.

The extreme complexity and variety of its plan is obviously
the original idea of the orator, but is doubtless slightly increased

by the insertion of special replies to special points made by
^Eschines, these replies generally occupying (as Blass remarks)
the place of excrescences or appendices to the main argu-

ment This is in itself sufficient to show that Demosthenes

composed his defence on the general lines which he knew d

priori, and which the gossip of the town informed him would

be taken by ^Eschines, and afterwards added such special para-

graphs as seemed required. Whether this was done in the

actual delivery is more than doubtful. For Demosthenes cer-

tainly did not hold himself bound to publish the speech as it

was spoken. In fact, ^Eschines (as the critics have shown)
added replies in his speech to points made by Demosthenes,
which do not now appear in Demosthenes' harangue. But

how far Greek speakers were able to answer extempore we do

not know, and most assuredly in the carefully constructed

orations which we possess, not only the avoidance of hiatus,

but the alleged regularity of the cola or clauses in each period,

must have made all such sudden additions easily marked and

ungainly excrescences. Hence I believe them to have been

either omitted, or specially worked in, before the oration came
to be handed over to the copyists.

But will it he believed that this masterpiece of Greek prose
has found its Wolf, who insists on cutting it in two, and de-

claring it the later combination of two inconsistent plans, one

sketched at the first threatening of the trial, the other actually

delivered six years after? This is the theory of A. Kirchhoff,'

whose essay will no doubt be read with delight by those who

reject his critical dissection of the Odyssey. For if anything
could throw general doubt and suspicion on a man's critical

judgment, indeed on his critical sanity, it is this attempt to

1 Abhattdl. Berlin Aiad., 1875.
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demand from a great and perfect work of art the starved logic

of pedantic syllogisms.
!

The special editions of this oration, generally accompanied

by the companion speech of ^Eschines, are very numerous.

Weil (Les plaid, pol. de Demosthene, vol. i. Paris, 1877) gives

us the newest and most careful recension. The edition of the

Messrs. Simcox (Oxford, 1872), with ^Eschines' attack, is a

very good and satisfactory book.

We have now concluded our review of the harangues to

which Demosthenes owes his great and deserved reputation.

The speech on the Crown is (with the exception of a couple of

Letters] the last literary product he has left us, and, as Grote

has called it, the Epitaphios of Greek Republican liberty.

526. But we have as yet hardly noticed the large collec-

tion of court speeches, written in private suits, which are handed

down to us among his orations, and which have given rise to

volumes of comment and criticism. To review them in detail

would be beyond the scope of this work; nor are they, with one

or two exceptions, equal to the public speeches, or calculated

to give us a better and clearer view of the orator's art and of

his style. Indeed, court speeches upon obscure quarrels can

hardly in any age be called literature, nor is it from this point
of view that they will ever again be popular. They were in

their day important studies of how a legal plaint or defence

should be framed ; they afford many commonplaces and gene-
ral appeals useful in other cases, and may have been a sort of

handbook for speech writers. But nowadays they are chiefly

valuable as a deep fund of materials for reconstructing the

details of the Attic juridical system, which they discuss from

all sides. They are, moreover, incidentally, rich sources for

studying the private life and manners of Athenians in that

age ;
for in the narratives of facts, in the evidence adduced,

in the personal attacks on character, we have sketches of life

and of habits peculiarly fresh and genuine.
8

1 Cf. Cicero's judgment, Orator, c. 38, 133:
' Ea profecto oratio ut

major eloquentia non requiratur.' So Wm. Fox in his new com. (Wien, 1881).
* The later chapters of my Social Life in Greece, were drawn from this

unexhausted source; among other like studies, I may call attention to the
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For it is remarkable, that though many of these speeches
have been declared spurious as being unworthy of Demo-

sthenes, hardly any of them have been shown the product of

a later age, or the work of sophists imitating in rhetorical

exercises the real conflicts at the Attic bar. On the contrary,

their minute and accurate detail, both in legal and histori-

cal allusions, prove them to be genuine court speeches, com-

posed in the age and for the occasion when they profess to

have been delivered. Accordingly they have been rejected

merely from deficiencies of style, except, indeed, in the case of

critics like A. Schafer, whose objections are based on the moral

ground, that he does not believe Demosthenes capable of

sophistically advocating certain unsound claims. This latter

ground especially applies to the speeches for Apollodorus,
whom Demosthenes had vehemently attacked in one of the

ablest and bitterest of his court speeches, on behalf of Phor-

mion. The charge, however, of having corruptly changed sides

as an advocate openly brought by JEschines, was not formally
denied by Demosthenes, and was generally believed in ancient

times, so that any rejection of such speeches on moral pre-

sumptions must be regarded as uncritical, and opposed to com-

mon sense.

It is considered a remarkable coincidence of evidence, and

a perfect proof of spuriousness among the Germans, that Ben-

seler, starting from the merely external test of the avoidance of

hiatus, and A. Schafer, who quite independently examines the

speeches on sesthetical and moral grounds, should come to

proximate conclusions in their rejection of particular works.

But in the first place they do not always agree, and in the next

it seems to me that the same revision which removed the hia-

tus would also remove faults in rythm, clumsinesses of transi-

tion, and inconclusive arguments. Thus the researches of both

scholars would only result in proving that some of Demo-

second volume of Messrs. Paley and Sandys' private orations of Demo-

sthenes ; and, above all, to the striking and picturesque study of bankers and

banking, sketched from the history of the Bank of Fusion Phormion <5^

Co., in these orations, by M. G. Perrot (Revue des Deux Mondes for

Nov. 15, 1873).
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sthenes' speeches were more logical, powerful, and carefully

composed than others, and to the latter class belong most

of the works they have declared spurious. When Diony-
sius and the ancients felt a speech to be spurious, I cede to

their far keener appreciation ;

l when the moderns object, I do

not feel persuaded, unless they can show strong internal

grounds, such as the avoidance of all historical detail, and the

servile imitation of a known model, which we find (for example)
in the two speeches against Aristogeiton. But here Dionysius,

of course, was not at fault

527. The simplest and best of all the '

private orations
'

is

doubtless that against Conon, in an action for an aggravated
assault In this, as in very few of his works, the orator occupies
himself with simple narrative, and a sketch of the dissolute life of

Conon and his aristocratic set
;
the subject is one quite fit for

Lysias, but though all the critics praise Demosthenes' narra-

tive as superior in strength and even in ethos, I cannot see in

it the genuine and unaffected grace of the older master. 2 Per-

haps more celebrated is the speech for Phormion, to whom the

celebrated banker Pasion had bequeathed his wife (a common
Attic practice) and his banking business, with the guardianship

of his children. The eldest son, Apollodorus, an extravagant

man, quarrelled with Phormion about the inheritance, but pre-

sently compromised his differences. When he again, however,

attacked Phormion, the accused brought a demurrer (irapa-

yfja^fi), and so spoke first, showing that the former compromise
was a legal bar to any action, but for safety's sake going care-

fully into the rights of the case. The present speech is a

ffvrriyopia, or supporting speech by some friend of Phormion.

The narrative, the argument, and the replies to Apollodorus
are combined in Demosthenes' manner, and, indeed, here if

anywhere, he succeeds in the ethos, and draws his client as an

honest man of business, opposed to a worthless, vain, and noisy

spendthrift.

1 This appears to be Sir R. Jebb's judgment, in his excellent article on

Demosthenes in the Encydop. Britann., but he nevertheless defers to A.

Schafer's opinion on the speech against Macartatus.

2 Cf. the excellent analysis of this speech by M. Perrot, in the Revue

des Deux Mondes for June 15, 1873, pp. 946 sq.
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The first speech against Stephanus, which is certainly gen-

uine, is happily a sort of reply on the side of Apollodorus, who
sued Stephanus for having given false evidence in the trial con-

cerning the establishment of Pasion's will Thus though De-

mosthenes did an immoral act in pleading on different sides

in the same quarrel, we have learned by this means a great deal

about an interesting case. The struggles of Demosthenes'

panegyrists to get rid of this evidence against their hero are

summed up by Blass,
1 whose conclusion I have adopted.

528. Among the other speeches rejected, because there is

too much hiatus either between the vowels or the proofs, because

the dates are supposed later than the epoch during which De-

mosthenes wrote court speeches, or because the arguments are,

in the opinion of the Germans, not sound enough or acute

enough for the great orator, there are several which seemed

genuine, and good specimens of his eloquence, to Dionysius,

and which liberal critics will hesitate to condemn ; for we
should now have given up that gushing for destructive criticism

which is often rashly felt for a new acquaintance.
Thus the excellent speech against Callippus is rejected by

Schafer and Blass because no long interval can be proved to

have elapsed since the death of Pasion (370 B.C.) and the case

before us, which was therefore tried before Demosthenes wrote

any speeches. These chronological inferences are extremely
doubtful

;
in fact, delays in Attic law were rather the rule than

the exception, and to base upon them the spuriousness of a work

sustained by its own merits, and by consistent tradition, seems

to me regular Teutonism in reasoning. But no sooner is it

determined that Apollodorus' affairs were not argued by Demo-
sthenes than the critics at once discover all sorts of feeblenesses

and follies in a speech which would be shown full of beauty
and of force if they thought it genuine. The same remarks will

apply, I think, to two other sets of three speeches rejected

even by Blass : first, the speeches against Macartatus, Olym-

piodorus and Lacritus, two of which are cited by Dionysius as

good specimens of Demosthenes' ethos; next, those against

1

PP- 412 13.
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Apaturins, Phormion (quite a different person from the client

of the speech in behalf of Phormion], and Dionysodorus, In the

case of any of them there is, however, some possibility that a

clever pupil or imitator may have written under the advice and

with the revision of the master. Such a production would be

now quite undistinguishable from a lesser, or careless, or un-

revised, work of the orator himself.

There are not more than nine as to which the arguments of

the sceptics seem to me of real weight ;
but when we reach a

certain boundary line, or balance of probabilities, the decision

becomes very difficult, if not impossible. It is perhaps best

to refer, in conclusion, to the results reached by Blass,
1 to which

I do not subscribe, but which will show the reader the most

recent state of the controversy in Germany.

529. There remain two epideictic speeches, the Epitaphios,

or funeral speech, and the Erotikos, or tract in praise and

exhortation of the fair Epicrates. The latter is so essentially

Isocratic in form and composition, that we wonder how it

ever came to be attributed to Demosthenes. The Funeral

speech is supposed to be that delivered on the slain at

Chaeronea, and is really, in outward form, of the school of

Demosthenes
;
but is a poor perfonuance,

2 full of over-dressed

conceits, and has never been able to deceive critics as to its

spuriousness. The writer shows more acquaintance with Plato's

Menexenus than with any of the other extant models.

530. Far more interesting is the collection of proems, or

introductions to public harangues, fifty-six in number, which

have been raised, by separating some of them into parts, to

the number of sixty-two. These commonplaces are in several

1

p. 526. He acknowledges eleven public harangues, and eight court

speeches on public affairs ; then seven private orations of an early, and

seven from a later period. This gives a total of thirty-three genuine

speeches. He furthermore classifies the spurious speeches into those by

contemporary authors, by the school of Demosthenes, and by the writer

who composed for Apollodorus. Weil, a greater linguistic critic, acknow-

ledges the speech against Olympiodorus, and others which Blass rejects.
2 I observe that Spengel (

Trans. Munich Acad. for 1863) is not indis-

posed to accept it as genuine, though confessedly below the average of

Demosthenes' works.
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cases identical with the openings of the earlier speeches of

Demosthenes (up to 350 B.C.), but show no traces of any of

his later and more famous harangues. Had a rhetor or later

collector been here at work, such an avoidance would be in-

conceivable
;
and therefore the collection is to be referred (in

spite of Schafer and Dobree) to about the year 349 B.C., and

to the great orator himself. In form in the observance of

rythm and avoidance of hiatus all these proems agree with

those confessedly used by Demosthenes. About one half of

them refer to special occasions
;
the rest are perfectly general

introductions, intended to excite the interest of the audience

and to obtain a fair hearing for the speaker. But they are

.strictly commonplaces, and seek to gain attention not by put-

ting things in a new and startling way, or by striking some sud-

den and exciting chord of sympathy, but by the careful and

well-rounded expression of some sound common-sense consi-

deration. As such they are not very well suited for the use of

the modern orator, though showing clearly how strict and con-

servative was the taste of the so-called ochlocracy of Athens.

531. As regards the Letters of Demosthenes, which close

the long catalogue of his works, it has hitherto been the usual

fashion to reject them as spurious in composition, but to use

them as historical materials, on account of the important and

apparently accurate information they contain about the orator's

exile.
1

The genuineness has lately been defended (at least as re-

gards most of them) with great ingenuity by Blass. They had

1 The genuineness of the documents inserted in the speeches has also

of late years been generally impugned, and in many cases they have been

proved the ignorant compilations of a later age. Nevertheless, the whole-

sale scepticism regarding them which was growing up has been consider-

ably checked by the discovery of some of them on marble, especially those

cited in the speech against Macartatus, which so many critics think

spurious. Hence the conclusion of Weil (in the preface to his edition of

the speeches) is the just one that we can lay down no general law, but

must test each alleged document on its own merits. Some are certainly

false, some apparently genuine ; the majority are very doubtful. But

this is not a literary question. Cf. H. Sauppe in the 2y}\ Philolog. Vett'

sammlung, Leipzig, 1868.

VOL. H * K.
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been assumed spurious by Westermann, who was followed, with-

out argument, by Schafer,
1

and, what is far more important, by
Grote, who was no sceptic in such matters, but who will not

even * use them as historical sources, which Schafer does. Blass 3

accepts the second and third, holds the first and the sixth to be

doubtful (though the former may be in substance genuine), and

rejects the fourth. No. 5 is of no consequence. He shows that

the writer possessed accurate knowledge of obscure details, and

that, moreover, both his politics and his composition correspond
with those of Demosthenes. He concludes that the onus pro-
bandi lies on the sceptics, and makes out a very reasonable

case. Without venturing to decide the question, in which, how-

ever, I sympathise with Blass, I will only point out how signally

German critics have their sesthetical judgments controlled by
their critical conclusions, and in consequence how utterly un-

safe they are as to questions of style. Westermann, having
made up his mind that the letters were spurious, discovers that

he is guided by their
'

thoroughly un- Demosthenic composition,

their senile verbosity, their unworthy complaining of misfortune,

their obtrusive boastfulness, their want of argument,' &c,

Blass, who decides them to be genuine, finds their self-praise

moderate and in good taste, their logic thoroughly convincing,

their bitter complaints the natural voice of a sensitive and re-

fined nature, their patriotism noble and affecting !

532. After this long review of special works, we may
sum up our estimate by some general remarks. All critics are

agreed that, as in the writings of Isocrates, so in those of

Demosthenes, the greatest elaboration and conscious finish

were apparent ;
we know that the orators of that age regarded

themselves as artists, who competed with poets, painters, and

sculptors in the production of permanent masterpieces, of

models for the imitation of lesser men. Hence the form of a

Greek oration is a matter of widely different importance from

1 Schafer has since (Neue Jahrb. for 1877, pp. 161, sq.) given his argu-

ments, and strongly supported Westermann's view ; Blass has replied

[/IM. pp. 541, sq.), but I cannot see that the case has become clearer.

1 *till adhere, though without much confidence, to the side of Blass.

* xii. 406, note.
*
pp. 383f *qq-
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that of modern speeches. Even if the ideas were common-

place, or at least, not new, a Greek orator could attain the

highest praise by the arrangement of his argument, the choice

of words, and of the constructions in which he put them.

Hence the frequent use of commonplaces, such as the proems
of Demosthenes, in which some frequently occurring thought
was shaped into a proper expression, in which it might be

always produced, without offending the audience by its repe-

tition. Moreover, as speeches seem to have been mostly com-

mitted to memory, such commonplaces were of no small

assistance to the speaker, like the repetitions in the Homeric

poems. As all art, and more especially Greek art, so Greek

oratory was subject to rules, which were not lightly trans-

gressed ;
it was based on precedents, which were altered or

extended slowly, and protected with great jealousy. The per-

fection of such a speaker as Demosthenes consisted, there-

fore, partly in his adherence to the tradition of his predecessors;

partly in the wise and cautious innovations whereby he raised

his eloquence to a higher level.

533 First, then, as regards his choice ofwords, while adher-

ing generally to the traditions of Lysias and Isocrates, it was re-

marked that he increased his vocabulary in strength by the

admission of many common words and exclamations, which

they would have considered beneath their proper dignity, but

which give him both greater variety and greater force. Such are

his di'dputrtov, ta/i/Beto^ayoc, 6 folm, wrav, v>) Am, and many
other terms, especially of abuse, which prevent him from being'

cited as a master of Attic purity, but which must have added to

the force and homeliness of his language. We have reason to

believe that his actual speeches contained more of these expres-

sions than we now find in our texts
;
for some were expunged

during revision by the author
; others rejected by rhetoricians as

improper and undignified. These coarser expressions are to

be found rather in his court speeches (even in public cases)

than in his public harangues, which are remarkable for their

dignity and calmness of expression. Indeed, nothing can give
us a higher impression of the assembled Attic population than

the eloquence which best succeeded with them. But in his

K 2
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court speeches he is in every respect freer, using vulgarisms

and trite proverbs when he thinks them effective. Far rarer

are poetical expressions in any of his speeches. His close

study of Thucydides shows itself in his choice of certain ab-

stract forms, such as the crowding together of infinitives with

articles, which is very obtrusive in some speeches, and the use

f neuter adjectives substantively, such as TO T&V ttfu>
iifjilv

cv/ici<cc. These tournures de phrase make some of his early

speeches, for example, that on the Symmories, as obscure as the

speeches of Thucydides. On the other hand, the use of the

plural of abstract nouns, like Trfpuwariat, is on the model of

Isncrates. His metaphors are not frequent ; they are chosen

from familiar objects, and are thus not poetical in our sense,

but are very striking, and always tersely put, often in a

single word. His similes are accordingly very rare. In the

great third Philippic there are six to be found
;
in the equally

great speech on the Chersonese there are none. Everywhere we
wonder at the simplicity and brevity of his diction, no idea

ever being repeated which does not give balance to a period ;

and most of these exceptions are removed by rejecting, with

Cobet, the second and otiose expression. Indeed, we must

again repeat that Demosthenes in his first draughts, or original

compositions, did not approach the perfection and beauty of

form which his speeches ultimately atta !ned, and that it was

through conscious and painful revision that he introduced

their more subtle beauties. This is frequently alluded to by
the ancients, not excepting his contemporaries, who said his

compositions smelt of the lamp ;
it is also shown clearly by

modem critics, like Blass, who point to speeches of which

parts have been elaborated and the rest left in the original

form.

534. But this after-polishing applies less to his words than

to the rules as to hiatus and ryt/im, which have been analysed
with minute care by Benseler and by Blass. As to hiatus, it

appears that Demosthenes began by following pretty strictly the

practice of Isocrates, and not permitting final and initial vowels

to come together, even when separated by a pause, except in

such words as J/ and nai. This is the case up to about 357, or
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the period which embraces the first speech relating to public

affairs (that on the trierarcKs crown). But even during this

period, some of his speeches show less care than others, pro-

bably in the revision ; and afterwards we find that he refused

to be bound by these fetters, and allowed himself greater

liberty. At the close of a colon or clause, he no longer avoided

the hiatus, any more than the tragic poets did at the end of a

verse. How far elision and crasis prevailed in pronunciation,

and diminished the apparent cases which we find, cannot now

be determined. But after articles, relatives, and such frequent

words as eVt
/, /utn-ot, &c., initial vowels are freely admitted. The

exact law which he followed seems nowhere stated. Cicero

says he avoided the ' concourse of vowels
'

magnet ex parte.

Later rhetors seem to understand only the Isocratic law.

Passing to rythm, Blass has enounced the law that Demos-

thenes avoids the collocation of more than two short syllables,

just as is done by the poets in tragic trimeters a law of which

he asserts that no trace is to be found in any of the previous

prose writers. He thinks that the immediate followers of

Demosthenes observed it, but that presently it was lost In

Plato especially Blass finds frequent crowds of short syllables,

thus proving, as he thinks, that Demosthenes' law was a deli-

berate removal of his style from that of polished conversation.

The reader who desires to go into the minute details of this

theory, its apparent exceptions, and the evidence for it, should

consult Blass' statement. 1 He says it is used so concurrently

with the avoidance of hiatus, that spurious or unrevised pas-

sages show a parallel negligence of both, and he applies them

throughout to determine the question of genuineness.

555- There follows a long and intricate discussion on the

structure of Demosthenes' periods, which were known to be

divided into twXa, or members, and which were, according to

critics old and new, arranged symmetrically, so as to produce a

harmonious effect like that of the odes of Pindar. But while the

best old critics, who speak fully and constantly about Demo-

sthenes I mean especially Dionysius and Cicero often in-

deed praise his rythm and his periods for their harmony and their

1 AB. iii. pp. 100-4, and also iv. 359-68.
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structure, yet never give us any special rules, or any definite

analysis of his procedure, modern critics have striven to pene-
trate into the secrets of his composition, and tell us what laws

he adopted to produce his great effects. That these laws pro-

duced a certain avoidance of hiatus is certain, proving a rule of

oratory expressly discovered and used by Isocrates. That they
also resulted in the rythmical rule set up by Blass seems

true, after the evidence he has adduced
;
but I cannot see it so

clearly as to assert that this rule is not the accidental, or

at least unconscious result of some more subtle and purely
aesthetic canons, which the orator never taught, and probably
could not teach, his pupils. This I think is the fair inference

to draw from Blass' own admission, that all observance of such

rythm disappears as soon as he comes to speeches distinctly

posterior to Demosthenes in date. In other words, the revision

of the master pointed out offences against a very delicate sub-

jective taste to which his pupils deferred, but as there was no

canon laid down, or perhaps possible, the secret was lost with

the artist who alone could apply it

The case seems to me equally strong as regards the question

of larger composition, that of the arrangement of K-w\a, or

clauses, wherewith Demosthenes is said to have produced a

sense of harmony by a symmetrical disposition. For this the

reader should consult Blass's arrangement of the beginning of

the Crown oration, according to his hypothesis.
1

1
Of. dt. pp. 560-1, Proem, 1-8 :

3-4 5-6 7-8
KU\a Kw\a /ftt'Aa

44 I 35 I 53 24 I 4 I 4 I 42 2222
|
2222

<m'xo 24 OTI'XOI 24 ffrixoi 1 6

This looks wonderfully symmetrical; but if the reader will turn back to the

text printed by Blass on p. 529, he will see how arbitrary the determin-

ing of each colon is. In fact, the old rhetors, as Blass tells us, could not

agree about it. Some are long, some short, and hardly any are clearly

determined by either the sense or the construction. To print the passage
would occupy too much space. Cf. the article on Stichometry and Colo-

metry by Blass in the Rhtin. Mus. for 1869 (p. 524), followed up in

Ini account of Demosthenes, pp. 105, sq. The question at issue is this ;
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But when we come to enquire by what laws Blass determines

the beginning and end of each member, we find no satisfactory

test in his long and intricate discussion 1

except the occurrence

of a strong hiatus, which was seldom allowed within a KW\OV.

As to the rest his arrangements are capricious and often un-

natural, nor do I think that another scholar, acting indepen-

dently, and without a desire to produce a symmetrical result,

would bring out the same divisions. I do not even think that a

recovery of the analysis by the orator of Rhodes, who divided the

speech against Philip's Letter into KtiXa according to the number

given in (then) old MSS., and professedly derived from De-

mosthenes himself, would help us much. For in the first place

this speech, being spurious, would not give us the real practice

of Demosthenes, but a mere imitation by what Blass himself

determines to be 2 a poor successor, who did not follow the

rythmical rule. The analysis of the proem on the Crown

by Lachares, which is still extant, dates from the 5th century

A.D., and has, I suspect, no authority. Nor do I think with

Blass that these indications are at all sufficient to prove that the

<rrixi noted at the end of our oldest MS. mean metrical or

rythmical cwXa and not mere lines found in an older copy.
It is confessed that even the best of the older rhetors had no

certain traditions, or fixed rules about the matter, for Cicero

and Dionysius always confine themselves to generalities; Her-

mogenes and Aristeides even contradict one another. 3

In the face of these difficulties, I think we may abandon as

hopeless the attempt to measure out the symmetries of Demos-
thenes with plummet line, and must content ouselves to believe

that, like his great predecessors and successors in the art, he

worked out his speeches by constant reference either to the

taste of his audience in this case a very critical and competent
one or to that delicate taste which he had produced in

his own mind by constant and anxious meditation on older

whether the number of ffrl\oi given at the end of each speech in some old

MSS. is the number of mere lines in the speech, as written in even columns,
or whether the lines represented originally cola of various length, of which
the sum is given. Graux

(jf. de Phil, ii.) has now proved that <rr/x<> were

never sense lines.

1

pp. 105, sq.
*

p. 347. Blass, p. 105, note.
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models, on their perfections, and on their deficiencies in regard

to the advanced requirements of his age.

536. It is far more interesting and more practical to examine

the features wherein we can still securely judge the orator, and

explain how he attained his preeminence. Not that there does

not still remain considerable difficulty. For when we consider

what not only scholars, but statesmen and modern speakers have

noticed, that in Demosthenes we have a man who produced the

greatest results ever attained in his art, without great natural

gifts, or good voice, or a commanding presence, without being a

philosopher, without any broad generalisations which could af-

fect future ages, without ornament in the modern sense, with-

out any pathetic scenes, without any real wit in fact, without

attracting either the thinkers or the sensitive natures whom
Plato and Aristophanes can fascinate, we are still disposed to

be incredulous, and to require some clear and definite solution

of so mysterious a problem.
The old rhetors are very far indeed from giving us any

adequate account of these things. But what they tell us is

interesting and instructive as to the facts of the case. The

theory of Dionysius is that Demosthenes consciously combined

all the perfections of his predecessors, choosing the terseness

and pathos of Thucydides, the grace and ethos of Lysias, the

harmony and skilful disposition of Isocrates, and working them

up into a mixed style, which embraced all these perfections.

Of course no great genius was ever a mere eclectic, but what

is really to be here inferred is the extraordinary variety of Demo-

sthenes, in whose work could be found passages emulating all

these writers in their peculiar strong points. Nor does this

variety apply exclusively either to the form or to the matter of his

speeches ;
it interpenetrates both thoroughly. Thus his choice

of words was at one time grand and dignified, at another so

homely as to be almost coarse. His periods were at one time

splendid constructions of such complexity and intricacy as to

astonish the hearer, at another they were mere loosely con-

nected clauses, like the easy narratives of Herodotus. Nay
even the arguments are never, so to speak, sustained and

methodical, but he passes from point to point, anticipates for a
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moment, then recapitulates, recounts facts and then expounds

arguments ;
in fact, plays all round his subject so as to present

every aspect of it in curious and varied succession.

It is accordingly a constant remark of the old critics that

he not only used the figures of thought of older orators more

frequently, but added several of his own, which they never

dared to use He used anaphora, anastrophe, sysfrofi/ieihey

enumerate nearly twenty of them in the way of repeating
words at the opening of his clauses, of imagining questions put

by objectors, of questioning himself, and so forth. But what

seemed new in him was the frequent use of aposiopesis, and the

use of exclamations, especially at the end of an indignant sen-

tence. Two of these, which must have had a most stinging

effect, are very frequently quoted.
1

This vivacity of making his oration almost a familiar dia-

logue, and of bursting out into exclamation, was an unheard-

of liberty according to the old traditions of Greek eloquence.
His action in delivery corresponded to it, and shocked the

old school. For while even ^Eschines, with his fine voice and

prepossessing appearance, stood up (as his statue still repre-

sents him) keeping his hand hidden in the folds of his cloak,

and spoke with dignified calmness, we hear that Demosthenes

contorted his figure, laid his hand across his forehead so as to

affect the attitude of sudden reflection, often raised his voice

to a scream, and even turned round and round on the bema
in his excitement These things carried away the lower public,

but were always reprehended by artistic critics. In fact, De-

mosthenes' action was as new and startling on the bema as

Mr. Irving's Hamlet has been on our stage, and it was a long
time before critics could come to confess that the new and

vehement style of the young politician had great and enduring
merit.

537. If we examine what modern students have added

to the somewhat barren criticism of the classical theorists, we

may contrast with the liveliness and variety, which they have

1

{And. 78) : oAA' 'AySporiW fyuV wofi.Ttiui' fai

yfj Kal Qfoi. (Aristocr. 2IO): vvv TI irdA.ij 'j uirTjprr

A^Ai/06 KCU XcLpiSrifiov (I XP^I typovpflv /SouAtutreu, Xapi'STj/uov oluoi,
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described as '

figures of thought,' a certain remarkable persist-

ence in urging the main point, which makes him never forget

his object amid all the changes and momentary digressions of

his eloquence. He was far too subtle a student of human
nature to lecture in definite heads, like a Scotch preacher. If

he has a scheme with subdivisions, he almost always conceals

them by such natural and easy transitions that he leads on his

hearer insensibly from point to point. But never does he

digress from his real subject, and his affected episode is often

his most insidious and telling argument.
All this subtlety and even astuteness of advocacy, which does

not shrink at times from distorting facts and wilfully dealing in

fallacies, is combined with that peculiar dignity and reticence

in emotion which have secured him the sympathy of strange

generations of men. For he never strains his pathos ;
however

seductive or striking a picture may come before him, he never

turns aside to paint it in detail, like the orators of the present

day. He suggests it with a burning sentence, a brief clause,

nay, with a single word, and passes on his way. It is parti-

cularly remarked by the moderns how quiet and sedate are his

conclusions, as if the Attic audience objected to be released

in high excitement, and in a moment of strong emotion.

Hence the orator, like the tragic poet, was expected to calm

his hearers, and close with an appeal to reason and common
sense. 1 He never uses a simile for its beauty, but always for

its effect in illustration, and hence borrows it from the affairs

of ordinary life. Whatever license he may have allowed himself

in his actual delivery, he reduced all pathetic digressions,

when he came to revise his speeches, to a very minimum, and

so produces on us an impression of serious earnest, to which

I can quote no modern parallel. This is perhaps the strongest

feature in his
'

thoughts that breathe, and words that burn .'

And together with this redhot earnestness, there is, on the

whole, a moral splendour about him, which raises him above

all his contemporaries. It is of course ridiculous to assert that

he was a Stoic in his philosophy, that he was so Quixotic a po-
1 The extant speech of Lycurgus offers a remarkable exception to this

rule.
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liticiari as to advocate from the bema the doing of right for

its own sake, apart from consequences. He plainly enough,
in his Hellenic harangues, lays down self-preservation by the

weakening of neighbour states as the real basis of Athenian

politics. He was quite ready to call in the Persian king,

the hereditary enemy of all Hellenedom, to join with the

Greeks against the newer and more dangerous, though semi-

Hellenic oppressor. But, nevertheless, he had large views of

Athenian greatness and responsibilities; he grasped the idea of

great sacrifices for great national ends
;
he advocated the cause

of liberty and of culture against despotism ;
he soared above

the petty quarrels of individual states to an imperial policy.

These wider thoughts made him the exponent of more than

Attic policy, of other than Athenian conflicts.

His unattractive presence, his unsocial temper, and his early

difficulties, while they prevented a ready recognition of his

genius, were perhaps strong contributing elements to its growth
and peculiar complexion. For genius he developed, though
attained by labour, and decked with artifice. Nor will any
number of subsidiary causes explain to us his success.

But while he added more perhaps than any other great man
in history to his natural powers by labour and energy, there

was one gift he received from fortune, without which he could

not have risen to his true position. He lived in a great histori-

cal crisis; he grew up to take part in a momentous struggle,

which brought out all his eloquence in the vital cause of Hellenic

freedom. The force and the subtlety of his unarmed words

were pitted against the phalanx and the gold of one of the

ablest monarchs in history. To have been overcome after a

long and glorious struggle for such a cause, to have stood forth

to speak the mighty epitaph on the tomb of departed liberty,

was indeed a fortune worthy of no ordinary genius. The trials

of his later years forced from him the bitter reflection, that

were he again offered, with his acquired experience, the way to

the bema or to the tomb, he would not hesitate to choose the

latter. But had he been able to look beyond the present life,

and see that the one meant lasting dignity and renown, and

the other eternal oblivion, he might have justified his first
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choice by his own noble words, and cried out that he had not

erred no, not by the heroes that fought at Marathon and Sala-

mis, and all the brave men whom a grateful posterity has hon-

oured with a public tomb, the monument of their valour and

their worth !

1

538. The external history of his text is clearer than that of

most Greek authors. It is plain, from the condition in which we
find speeches like that against Meidias, that many of them were

not edited by Demosthenes himself, but by pupils and ad-

mirers, possibly by his nephew Demochares, on whose proposal
his name was honoured and his descendants distinguished, but

not till forty years after his death. The German critics find,

even in some of the speeches they reject, the delicate laws of

rythm and hiatus observed according to the model of the

master, and they infer from this that he was practically the head

of a school. But I think all we know of the man tells against

such a theory, and suggests (as has already been argued) that

most of these lesser works were probably unrevised composi-
tions of his own. The collection which we possess, though
some nine titles are mentioned which are now lost,

2
is in the

main that of the Alexandrian Callimachus, a learned man and a

scholar, who was not likely to class a notoriously inferior work

in the list. Yet he seems to have been easier o.f faith than his

successors.

Cicero constantly alludes to Demosthenes, placing him as

an orator above all other models. Indeed Cicero's rhetorical

writings are often the best commentary on his great prede-

cessor, though he evidently knew nothing definite concern-

ing the subtler laws of his composition. But Quintilian, and

Plutarch, and Origen,
3
though confessing his greatness as a

speaker, seem quite convinced by their historical materials

1 The reader will see how completely'this great ambition had departed

from Greece, by reading the critique of the excellent Polybius (xviii. 14)

on the definition of a traitor in connection with Demosthenes' speeches ;

nil magnificum, nil generosum sapit.
2

It is noticed that the geographer Agatharchides and Rutilius Lupus
have many quotations from Demosthenes not found in our texts, and ap-

parently not from any varying recension of extant speeches (Blass, p. 59).
' All quoted by Blass, p. 47.
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that he was not an honest or a worthy man. 1

Nevertheless,

Stoics like Pansetius justly recommended his speeches as a

good moral study on account of their lofty tone. It was

through the rhetoricians that he was ultimately rehabilitated.

Caacilius and Dionysius both wrote largely upon him, and the

first letter to Ammaeus of the latter is an elaborate eulogy of

the ' wonderful eloquence of Demosthenes.' From this tract,

and from Dionysius' incidental allusions in discussing other

Greek orators, we discover that the critics of the day had begun
to reject many works as spurious, and that the catalogue only
included about forty-four of the extant speeches. As to mere

copies of the text, we do not hear much from Dionysius. But

it appears that the 'Arm-iara, or copies written by a certain

Atticus, were thought of peculiar value, as Lucian tells us,

who speaks of him as a contemporary.
2 Among the Greek

rhetors of the Roman schools, comparisons of Demosthenes

and Cicero, of Demosthenes and ^Eschines, and other such

essays became common
;
and from the many monographs

or vwofjLvi]fjiara they composed, were brought together the body
of scholia, which have reached us under the name of Ulpian,

and in which (together with allusions in Suidas and Photius) we
find at least twenty-five authors of such works quoted. The
tract on the Sublime is perhaps the only one which gives us the

aesthetic criticisms of this age. The author's judgments on

Demosthenes are sound and clear. But though Ulpian is

said to have been a rhetor of the third century A.D., we
find fourth century authors quoted in his scholia, so that his

own work may not have extended beyond the public orations,

1 With this judgment very few moderns are agreed. I find an estimate

of the orator in consonance with it in Mr. Simcox's excellent preface to

the edition of the speeches on the Crown, with all of which I would agree,

except that he gives some credence to the attacks on Demosthenes charging
him with unchastity. These charges the man's face, and figure, and acts,

forbid us to believe. Among the Germans, I find that L. Spengel, in his

articles on Demosthenes' harangues, has taken an independent course, and

does not fall down and worship the orator's character as well as hiseloquence.
But Spengel has found many opponents, and only a stray follower in

A. Weiriner. The question of Demosthenes' incorruptibility will recur in

connection with the accusations of Hjpereides.
2 Adi', indoct. I.
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the rest being the collection of Zosimus, or some such person.

They are pretty full on the first twenty-four orations, very poor
on the rest, but are, unfortunately, almost all on rhetorical

points, and tell us little of the history or politics with which the

text is concerned. Our best arguments are ascribed to Liba-

nius, but there are often found more prolix arguments by other

rhetors.

539. Bibliographical. When we emerge from the Middle

Ages we find a rich store of MSS., several Italian ones being
as old as the eleventh century (the Marcian 'F perhaps even

from the tenth), and one of them written by the same hand

as the famous Ravennas of Aristophanes. But they are all

completely thrown into the shade by the Parisian S, of the

tenth century, which is now recognised as the proper basis of

the text, and probably taken from an Attican copy, whereas

the rest are all the vulgar (<^we), considerably interpolated.

But from these latter (especially the Marcian F, saec. x. or

xi.) Aldus printed his Demosthenes in 1504. He also printed

Ulpian's scholia in 1503. All the later editions up to the pre-

sent generation followed this recension, merely adding collations

of MSS. of the same class. Now at last the Zurich editors,

Dindorf, Bekker, and Cobet, have shown the enormous value

of the codex S, which has been most thoroughly and mi-

nutely collated for the edition of H. Weil (two volumes have

appeared), but also for the texts prepared by these scho-

lars. The work of commenting on Demosthenes is so varied

and extensive, that except Weil's volumes, which already em-

brace most of the important speeches, and Rehdantz on the

speeches regarding Philip, no general edition can be recom-

mended for exegesis. The best texts are Bekker's (second

edition, Leipzig, 1854-5), G. Dindorfs (with the scholia, nine

volumes Oxon, 1846-51), andVoemel's (second edition, Paris,

1868) ; special editions of separate speeches are innumerable,

and the best have been mentioned separately in the foregoing

chapter. The English translations of Demosthenic orations,

especially of that on the Crown, are very numerous, the latest

being that of Sir R. Collier. Leland's, of the last century, has

a deservedly high repute. The myriad newer literature on
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Demosthenes (up to 1877) will be found catalogued in the

thirty-seventh volume of the Philologus, pp. 676, sq., and since

that time there is a review by Hiittner, in Bmsia.n'sfa/iresl>ericAf

for 1887 (pp. 188, sq.), which embraces all the monographs up
to 1885. Little can ever be added, save in the way of criti-

cism, to the exhaustive histories of A. Schafer and F. Blass,

from which I have borrowed materials throughout.

Since the third edition of this History, a good many frag-

ments on papyrus have been recovered by the brilliant labours

of Messrs. Grenfell and Hunt in the Fayyum, and will be found

among the classical fragments in their Oxyrhynchus Papyri,
vols. i.-iii., as well as in their Greek Papyri, series I and II,

and their Fayyum towns, all published within the last ten years.

None of these texts is individually considerable, either in length
or in the purity of the text, though some specimens are as early

as the first century A.D. They are, however, very valuable in

showing us that, in spite of the dark ages, our best mediaeval

MSS. have very faithfully preserved to us the texts of the classical

masters, as they were read in Hellenistic and Roman days.

It is evident that Demosthenes was a favourite author in Greek

Egypt, and much read and copied far beyond the schools of

Alexandria.
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CHAPTER V.

THE ORATORS CONTEMPORARY WITH DEMOSTHENES.

540. DEMOSTHENES was only the greatest among a con-

stellation of great speakers, of whom we have sufficient remains

to justify the high praise accorded to them by the Greek his-

torians of rhetoric. If in fact they were not all judged by the

severe test of comparison with Demosthenes, we should pro-

nounce most of them as quite first-rate in their department
of literature

;
in some respects, indeed, their less studied com-

position is more congenial to modern taste than the thoroughly

professional eloquence of their great rival.

We naturally begin with ^SCHINES, marked out by his

life as the special antagonist to Demosthenes. Little would

be known of him but for this circumstance, and that little again

has been obscured and perverted by the unsparing and reckless

vituperation of Demosthenes. But it is almost ridiculous how
the extant Lives of ^Eschines gravely repeat the calumnies of

the de Corona, as if they were historical truth, while the equally

plausible countercharges of ^schines against Demosthenes

are generally set down at their proper value. However, this

vulgar habit of personal \m2opia compelled orators to make
counter-statements showing their own antecedents, and to

these, when unrefuted by their adversaries, we are bound to

assign most weight, as they probably err only by omission, not

by deliberate falsification.

The sketch of Apollonius (prefixed to the texts) is more
honest than the rest, in appending to Demosthenes' scurrilities

the facts stated by ^Eschines himself in his own defence. ' His

^vtp\ wpawp(rj3. 78, 147, 1 68.
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father, Atrometus, who was in court, at the age of ninety-four,

when this case was pleaded (344-3 B.C.), was a respectable but

poor citizen of the deme of the Kothokidse,
1

who, before he lest

his property owing to the Peloponnesian war, was a private

citizen and an athlete, then was exiled in the days of the Thirty,

and served as a mercenary soldier in Asia. He belonged, says

^Eschines, to a clan which had the same family worship and

altars as the Eteoboutadae, from whose family the priestess of

Athene Polias was chosen. Atrometus returned from Corinth

with the exiles under Thrasybulus, and being poor began to

make his livelihood as a schoolmaster. He had married Glau-

cothea, the daughter of Glaucus of the deme Acharnae, apparently
of respectable family. The orator tells us his mother shared

in the exile to Corinth, which seems strange, as her second son,

^Eschines, was not born till 389 B.C., according to his own
statement His elder brother, Philochares, and his younger,

Aphobetus,
2 were both well known and respectable men, and

were entrusted with the highest commands and offices.

Our orator is said in early youth to have assisted his father in

keeping the school, and also (by Demosthenes) to have helped
his mother in some disreputable private religious mysteries, such

as were common but in bad odour at Athens. '^Eschines never

denies that she was employed in some such living, but merely
accentuates the respectability of her family and connections.

Being duly enrolled on attaining the age of puberty, he served

his term in the Tre/otVoXot, or frontier guards of Athens, and in the

later campaigns at Nemea (368), at Mantinea (362) ;
and more

especially at Tamynae (349), he fought with such credit as to be

publicly distinguished by the general Phocion. At what time of

1 Some demes were local, and called by the name of their towns. But

others were not so, and were called after some legendary hero. This deme is

always mentioned in the patronymic form, but I can find no trace whatever

of the personage from whom it derived its name. Hesychius gives KOO&

and KopBw as rare forms in the sense of 0A.cfj87j. Hence Fick (Griech. Per-

ionennamen) suggests Koflw/crjs in the sense of healer of ill (Kotfw-cbn?;), as

the epithet of the eponymous hero of the deme.
1 The Life ascribed to Plutarch quotes these names as Aphobus and

Demochares, which shows either negligence or a text varying from ours.

The lormer is the more probable.

VOL. II. 2 L
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his life he could have employed himself as a tragic actor we
cannot tell. Demosthenes says he played tritagonist with bad

companies
' in the provinces,' and that he was hissed off the

stage as CEnomaus, but apparently only for the accident of fall-

ing when he was pursuing Pelops on the stage, and being as-

sisted up by the master of the chorus a very likely misfortune

to happen on the Greek stage, with the awkward and unnatural

padding and heightening of the human form. This incident

is quoted in the first Life on the authority of Demochares,

and even the name of the chorus-master, Sannio, is mentioned

But the actors with whom he played, Theodorus and others,

were the most eminent of their day, and they played the
'
classic drama/ which was the most respectable and honourable

branch of the profession, so that ^Eschines, though taking

inferior parts, played in the very best companies.
1 He may

have been prematurely aged by all these occupations, for he

speaks of himself
(i. 49) as grey at the age of forty-five. Being

of good appearance, though short in stature, and possessing a

fine voice, he was afterwards appointed public clerk under the

administrations of Aristophon and Eubulus, and gradually ob-

tained sufficient experience and training in public affairs to

come forward (aged 33) as a political man. He was entrusted

with several important public missions, especially an embassy
to Megalopolis to oppose Philip's policy. His celebrated

appeal to the Delphians, which brought on the Sacred War,
was doubtless his greatest political triumph. He married the

daughter of Philodemus, and had a daughter and two sons,

whom he produced in court during his defence, as children,

when he was himself about forty-eight years old. Having com-

pletely failed in his attack on Demosthenes in 330 B.C., and being
condemned to pay a thousand drachmae for unsuccessful prose-

cution, he went into exile to Rhodes, where he supported him-

self, not I fancy by rhetoric, which he never professed, but by

teaching letters, or declamation. He is said to have died at

Samos, at the age of seventy-five (therefore 314 B.C.), but on no
better authority than that of Apollonius. One of the spurious

1 Cf. the high praise of this Theodorus in Aristotle, Rfict. iii. 2, 4.
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Letters says his mother went with him into exile, aged seventy-

three,
1 which is impossible in the face of the statement that she

fled with her husband to Corinth in 403 B.c.2 One of the finest

extant portrait statues of the ancients is the full-length figure

of ^Eschines, now in the Museum of Naples, in the attitude he

assumed when speaking. The calm and dignified face seems

to me, however, wanting in expression, as compared, for ex-

ample, with the analogous portrait of Sophocles in the Lateran.

There is also a noble bust reproduced (from Colonel Leake's

collection) in Millingen's uned. Mon., plate ix., which cor-

roborates the genuineness of the statue.

His political acts are reviewed by Demosthenes and by
himself in extant speeches. There seems little doubt that

yEschines, serving under Eubulus at home and Phocion

in the field, naturally adopted their peace policy, and was

hence from the beginning opposed to Demosthenes. But

though he honestly began to advocate this policy, the

weight of evidence tends to show that he was afterwards

bribed by Philip to promote his ends, and that his later

political acts were tainted by this impure motive. Such

is at least the verdict of all the calmest modern historians.

Eubulus and Phocion must have thought differently, for they

supported him through the trial about his second embassy
to Philip, and obtained his acquittal ;

nor was he ever con-

victed and disgraced, like Philocrates, though his case was a

closely analogous one. Phocion and Eubulus may have been

persuaded that, though ^Eschines took money, he did so while

honestly advocating a peace policy, and not as a motive for

abandoning his principles. Hence they would protect him

against their political opponent, Demosthenes. These impor-
tant testimonies in his favour make me still doubt his treachery,

but there is no likelihood of any additional evidence ever

clearing up this difficult point.

541. As to yEschines' rhetorical training, the ancients,

who always insisted on the filiation of literary genius, asserted

that he had studied under Plato and Isocrates, probably con-

founding him with the Socratic /Eschines. Caecilius called him

1

12, 12. *
vapairpfffB, 147.

L 2
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a pupil of Leodamas, for no other reason, I suppose, than that

^Eschines speaks of him l as an orator not inferior to Demos-

thenes, nay, even in his opinion a pleasanter speaker. Suidas,

whose article on the orator is exceptionally bad, says he was

a pupil of Alkidamas. All the internal evidence shows clearly

that ^Eschines never studied rhetoric as a profession, but that

having great natural gifts, and being brought by his official

position of clerk into constant contact with the best speakers,

he formed himself as an amateur upon these models, adding
to their method the dignified and graceful delivery which he

had studied for his parts on the stage. He affected, more-

over, not to be a court speaker, versed in the wiles and sub-

tleties of nisi prius practice, but a state adviser on large

public interests, like the respectable politicians of the day,

who thought speech-writing in private causes a questionable

profession. Hence he asserts, at the opening of his speech

against Timarchus, that though now forty-five yeais old, he had

never yet appeared in court to prosecute anyone ;
nor do we

find it stated that he wrote speeches for others. The three

extant harangues, (i) against Timarchus, B.C. 344, (2) on the

Embassy, B.C. 343, (3) against Ctesiphon, B.C. 330, were his only

published works ;
a speech about the Delian temple was of

old rejected as spurious. ^Eschines, in fact, trusted more than

any of the professional orators to extempore inspiration ; he had

a ready flow of words, and probably seldom wrote down what

he had to say. We have hints that of the extant speeches two

were written after the real trials, and accordingly published as

pamphlets of vindication. Hence we can easily conceive him

reciting to the Rhodians Demosthenes' speeches, but not as

undertaking to teach formally the art of rhetoric.

542. The speech (i) against Timarchus is perhaps the

most interesting to modern readers, as it does not deal with

complicated and disputed political affairs, and can be under-

stood without a minute study of the history of the time. Ti-

marchus had joined Demosthenes in charging ^Eschines with

malversation during his embassy to Philip, when yEschines

bethought himself of disposing of his lesser adversary by a

1 Hi. 138-9.
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preliminary action. He proved Timarchus to be disqualified

from political status, or from accusing any citizen, on account

of his disgraceful private life. It is evident from the pains

taken by the orator in setting forth both the general expediency
of such a law, and its basis in the nature of a democracy, that

it had come to be usually regarded as a dead letter.

After a proem declaring his own modesty of life, and

total inexperience in public prosecutions, to which he is only

urged now by the sycophancy of Timarchus,
1 he proceeds to

show that, of the various kinds of constitutions, democracy is

that specially depending on law, and the upholding of its sanc-

tions.* Accordingly he proposes to examine the laws of Solon

and Draco for the moral restraint of children, of young men,
and lastly of the public generally,

3 and then to compare with

them the life of Timarchus in each period, which he does 4

in two parts, first showing his prostitution for pay,
5 and then

his squandering of his father's property. Having thus con-

cluded his prosecution, he turns by way of epilogue more

specially to two points first, a refutation of the reply which

he hears will be made, and, secondly, an exhortation of the

citizens to virtue. But these two are not kept asunder clearly,

and the latter especially seems introduced mainly to give a

good opportunity for recitations from the poets.
6

This very Timarchus (says our argument) was the author

of more than a hundred decrees. We know, too, other more

celebrated Athenians, such as Alcibiades, who could hardly

have escaped from a similar prosecution. The particular

charge is, however, not so much against youthful excesses, a

charge which ^schines does not repudiate even as regards

himself, but rather against the practising of immorality for hire

a distinction all-important in this case, and on which great

stress is laid. ^Eschines expounds the plan of his speech
7

more like a modern preacher than with the art of Demosthenes,

though he afterwards 8 abandons that part of his parallel which

affects the boyhood of Timarchus, professedly from generosity,

but more probably from want of evidence. Indeed, all through

'

1-3.
'

4-8.
'

9-36-
'

37-115-
*

37-94-
"

141-54-
' 8- '

39 -nd 160.
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his proofs are so purely circumstantial, that he is obliged to

reply
l to the natural demand of his adversaries to produce

direct testimony of any particular act of immorality on the part

of Timarchus
;
but such an objection, fatal to a prosecution in

our courts, was easily disposed of at Athens by an appeal to the

general character of the defendant, on which Athenians, who
were great busybodies, laid no small stress. The whole speech
is very valuable in showing us the moral life of Athens, but the

subject is not easy to discuss in a modern book. On its style

I will speak when we have briefly reviewed the other orations.

543. The second oration, Trepl Trapairpiafitiae, as I have

already noticed, was possibly never delivered,
2 but was doubt-

less published by ^Eschines with more care than attended the

publication of Demosthenes' attack, seeing that it was a vindi-

cation of his life and policy. The speech is, indeed, much more

agreeable to read than its rival, being simpler, full of lively nar-

rative and not less lively vituperation, and not divided, like

that against "JTimarchus, into heads, but rather a narrative of

the circumstances of the two embassies to Philip, varied by

sundry excursions in personal matters accounts of his own

family and antecedents, and attacks on Demosthenes. It

is quite exceptional for its lively ethos, and its most dra-

matic painting of the sourness and grand airs of Demosthenes

on the embassy, as well as of the courtliness and sagacity of

Philip.
3

Indeed, the narrative of Demosthenes' break-down before

Philip, when he had raised the highest expectations by his

boasting, is too graphic to be omitted. 4 The sketches of

1

71, sq. See the severe censure of Blass (iv. 145) who throughout
confuses Greek and modern morality.

2
Against this theory Thirlwall, Schafer, and others protest strongly,

and think the trial must have been held.

* Both Blass and Schafer think it the best of the extant speeches.
4

34~5
'

'fi\94vruv 5 rovrcav Kal trtpuv \6ya>v ijSrj xaOiixtv ris Ar;juo<r-

Ofvnv rb TTJS irptfffiflas pfpos, Kal irdvrfs trpoff(ixov &s virtp&o\ds rivat

Sui'dufcos aKovffAutvoi \Ayuv Kal yap irpbs aiirbv rbv $l\iirirov, us fy vffTfp<v

a.Kovfit', Ka\ irpbs rovs fralpovs avrov ^{Tj-yyeAOrj fi ruv iirayyt\io>v !nrfpf}o\-rf.

aura Si airdiruv KiaKiifiivuv irpbf TTJV aKpAairiv tpOtyyerat rb Oripiov rovro

wpooiui&v oiroTtivbv Kal T(0vrinbs $d\la, ical fJMtpbv trpoo.ya.yuv &V& rear
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past history and the account of the Amphictyonic Council

are very interesting, and the whole narrative of yEschines'

extempore burst at Delphi, when looking down upon the

sacred plain, is worthy of the highest place in Greek elo-

quence. But the vehement and ribald countercharges of cor-

ruption and of immorality made in open court by men ,of the

eminence of Demosthenes and ^Eschines produce a most dis-

agreeable impression, and show us how different was the tone of

political debate at Athens from that of our House of Commons.
It was evident that bribery was frequent, and so little heeded

that every politician charged his opponent with it as a matter

of course. Let me add what appears stranger, but is not the

less true, that the occasional accepting of bribes seems not

to have been inconsistent with genuine patriotism and even

general honesty. We feel it almost impossible to conceive

this. A man once detected taking money in such a way would

among us be absolutely ruined. But this is far from being
the case in less solid nations than the English as, for ex-

ample, among the Russians, and perhaps nearer home. There

it is so universal a rule to take bribes, that to accept them from

supporters is not the least censured, and even more flagrant

violations of honesty are condoned by the exigencies of poli-

tical expediency. Unless we hold fast this notion, we are sure

to go wrong in estimating both ^Eschines and Demosthenes.

The peroration of the present speech
l

gives a true and striking

sketch of the history of Athens, especially since the Restoration.

He appeals to Eubulus and Phocion to support him, and it was

certainly the influence of these respectable men which saved

him from the attack of Demosthenes.

544. The same general remarks apply to the third speech,

the indictment of Ctesiphon for illegality, as having proposed a

trpayndrtev 4al<pvijs IffiyTjfff Kal Sirjirop^Brj, Tt\e\rrS>v 8e litiriirrei fit rov

\6yov. iStav 8< aiirbv & *i'A.jinros &s SifKfiro, Bappf'iv rf rapfKf\tvfro Kal

ft.^1 vo/*.ifiv, &<rrtp Iv Tails Btdrpois, Sib. TOVTO ottffQal n irrrovdivai, a\\'

*lffuXV Kâ Kara fiiKpbv ava^i^i'riffKfcrdai ical \eyfiv us rpoei\fro. 6 3' <1>J

OTa eVapax^T; icai riav ytypa.u.u.tvuv 5(e<r<>aAT), ovS' di aAa/3f IV av-rtiv

KO! rd\t \iytiv liri\tip{\ffa* rainbv fvaBtv, a>i 8' ffV fftwirf),

JVat 7)^US 6 K7)/>

1

s 172-84-
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gold crown to be presented to Demosthenes. The circumstances

have been detailed in connection with the reply de Corona. It

is to be observed that the proem repeats in substance the com-

monplace about the three forms of polity used in the speech

against Timarchus^ The orator then proceeds to his three

general heads of accusation : first, Demosthenes was still under

audit when the honour was proposed, which was very properly

forbidden by a distinct law under such circumstances. This

proof, together with the refutation of the counter-pleas, occupies
from 6 to 31. Then comes his second point, that in any case

crowning in the theatre before the plays began, was specially

forbidden by law, and was ordered to take place, if at all, in the

Pnyx. This argument, which seems very sound, is met by
Demosthenes with the quotation of certain exceptions, which

he accuses ^Eschines to have suppressed in quoting the law.

As we see great authorities, such as Spengel and Halm,
2 at

variance about the real justice of the case, it is not likely that

the problem will ever be settled. It is quite certain that both

orators were capable of both suppression and exaggeration, nay,

even of stating deliberate falsehoods.

But ancient critics were so much impressed by the clear-

ness and force of this technical part of ^Eschines' speech, that

they say he would have convicted Ctesiphon more easily than

Timarchus had he confined himself to it. He enters next 3

upon a different task a general review of Demosthenes' life in

four periods (above, p. 119), in each of which he was either a

traitor or proved a misfortune to the state. The account of the

earlier periods differs considerably in both orators from their

former account, in the speeches about the embassy. As Spengel

observes,
4 sixteen years having elapsed since the facts, the

orators knew that they could distort or accommodate them

with less fear of detection. Hence Grote has found it impos-
sible to make out the real truth amid their contradictions and

inconsistencies. But as a piece of rhetoric, the close of this

portion of ^Eschines' speech, not of course so splendid as the

1

4, sq.
* Munich Sitzber. for 1875, p. I.

1
49.

* Abhandl. Munich Acad. for 1863, p. 99.
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reply, is very impressive.
1 So indeed is the rest of the speech,

spent in what were called TrpoicaroX^ttc, or anticipations of

the adversary's replies. It is of course hard to conceive that

such pleading could come from a mere vulgar traitor. I can-

not but think him rather a real advocate of the peace policy,

and systematic opponent of Demosthenes' imperial views, not

perhaps above taking presents from Philip, and doing him a ser-

vice, when it accorded with the views of Eubulus and Phocion,

but not a more serious or systematic delinquent.

545. As regards the general style of the orator, it is first

of all to be remarked that he was regarded the father of ex-

temporising among the Greeks. To them careful and even

written preparation was so essential to eloquence, that to speak
on the spur of the moment, though often necessary in political

debate, was not accounted an art till ^Eschines showed what

could be done in this way. For the boast of Gorgias that he

could reply fluently and elegantly to any proposed question was

of course understood to depend on a carefully prepared and

1 Here is a fine passage, 132-134 : Totydprot v( rS>v ave\vio'Tui>

Kal inrpofftioicfiTcev </>' i]fio>v oil ytyovev ;
ov yap fiiov ye ri^ls avOptaTnvor

ftf&iuKavfv, dXA' (Is irapa$ol-o\oyiav rots tffoutvois /ie0' fj/juis fyvpfv. ov\
6 pikv ruv Tlfpfftav f3afft\evs, 6 rbv *A6co Siopv^as, 6 rbv 'EAAVjoTiwroj/ eu{as,

6 yijv Kal SSap robs "E\\r)vas olrSiv, 6 ro\fj.&v tv ra7s ^7no"roAa?s ypd<ptiv,

&rt 9(tnr6rrif forty airdvrcav avdpiiiruv a<t>' i]\tov avi6vros M e/XP' Hvoptrov,

ov irtpl TOV Kvpios tTfptav lvai Stayuyi^fTat, a\\' I)$T) irepl rfis rov

iTos fftaTTiplas ;
Kal rovs avrovs dptafifv TTJS T Srffrjs TOI/TTJS *col TT)J tirl

TltpffTjv r)yt/j.ovlas j)iwu,fi'ovs t
oi Kal rb tv AfXctoFs Itpbv ii\ev6fpiaffav.

S(, 0f;^3oi, f6\is currvydrcav, (ifff fifttpav filav IK /uf'arjy T^S 'EAAo5o

aff-rai, Kal Sixaiws, iffpi TWV o\o>i> OVK op9a>s &ov\evffdf*.(vot, aAAa TTJX

ye dfo0\d/3etav Kal rijf a.<bpo(rvvriv OVK avdpwTrivws ,
aAAa Saiuovlws ttrijird-

Hevot. AaK(Saifi,6vioi 5' ol ra\a'nrdipoi, Trpoffa^dpfvoi fj.6vov TOVTUV rcav irpay-

fudrwy ^{ *fX^s vfpl T^jf TOV Itpov Kard\rt\^iv, ol Tiav ''E.\\
i

}]vuv irori a^iovvrf i

rjyffiJyfS flvai, vvv onJiptvffovres Kal TTJS ffv/j.(popa.s twiSfit;iv iroir]ff6u.fi>oi

Hf\\ovffiv us
>

AA'|aj'8poi' ava.irffj.irfffda.1, rovro irfiff6u(voi Kal avrol Kal i;

trarpis, 5 TI ov ^Kfivtf 8<j|tj, Kal iv TTJ rov Kparovvros Kal TrpoTjSiKrjueVou

Hfrptorriri Kptfrfiffovrai. ij 5* T]/j.(Tfpa irdAs, f) KOII^I Kara<t>vy^i rwv '~E\\-fivay,

irpbs t)c atyixvovvTO TtpOTtpov fK TT)S 'EAAoSos ai irpta&tlcu, Kara ir6\tit

tKaffroi trap' f)/j.(av r^jv fftarrjplav fup^ff6fj.fvoi, vvv ovKtri irepl T^J r<av
'

vttv rtyffj.ovia,s ayoivi^trai, aAA' ^5?; ffpl rov rrjs trarpiSos 48d<povf.

v ffvpfitfjTjKfv t STOW A^oaffe'vTjy irpbs rijv ToAirtiav iro
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well-adapted stock of commonplace?. ^Eschines' three written

speeches, therefore, give us a poor idea of the power of the

man, for which we must rather recur to the great scene outside

Delphi, where his wonderful address electrified or rather mad-
dened an assembly

'

inexperienced in oratory,' as Demosthenes
calls them. The ancient critics judge him, however, exactly as

we should expect a great extempore speaker to be judged, even

allowing for the influence of Demosthenes' ribald abuse upon
them. Dionysius calls him delightful at first reading, and, when
more closely examined, powerful too, but rather from natural

gifts than from art. Cicero, Caecilius, and Quintilian praise his

natural force and clearness
; Hermogenes only, of ancient critics,

judges him severely. Cicero translated the third speech, and

imitated the first
l in his pro Rose. Amer. and in Pis. Schafer

and Blass are sadly warped by their adoration of Demosthenes.

When we look more closely into the technical structure of

yEschines' speeches, we find him in choice of words tolerably

pure, and showing traces cf the culture which he often con-

sciously displays. But he is less careful in his composition
than Demosthenes. He is not always strict about hiatus,

2 and

the rythmical law of avoiding a crowd of short syllables seems

qui e strange to him, as may be seen at the very opening of the

first speech. He repeats set phrases. His periods are often

long and clumsily constructed,
3 but the sense is usually clear.

Though he constantly enlivens his argument by the usual

figures, apostrophe, self-question, &c., and with very telling

irony and sarcasm, his most brilliant side is certainly his nar-

rative. I may quote, in illustration, another curious passage.
4

The ancients specially praise the splendour of his vocabulary,
which often admits poetical metaphors. ./Eschines' ethos seems

brighter and more natural than his pathos, though he affects the

1
i 9O-9i> a splendid passage.

2
As, f< r example, in i. 2-3, ii. 135 (which I select at random).

1
e.g. i. 173-5 ; 211-2; iii.

149^50.
4 In Timarch., 8l, sq. : rys yap )8ouA.TJy TT)J iv '\pfi<f Ttdyip irp&<ro$ov

rroiovfifvrjs xpbs rbv 5^/iov /caret rb ^(ftifffjia rb rovrov, ft ouros flp-fiKfi wepl

ruy oiK'fifftuv ruv fv TTJ Tlvxvl, %v fifv 6 rbv \6yov \iyuv ^Kr<av'A.pfoiraytriav

(coAi-r v^ rbv Ato rbv 'OXu/xiriov cal rbv "AirrfAAw Kal ffffwus al

Qu rov ffvvt&plou /3t/8ia>Ka>j' tVtiS?; fie rou trpo'idvros rov \6yov
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latter zealously, and occasionally, I think, offends chastity of

style. Here Andocides, though far inferior, resembles him. The
twelve Letters attributed to him are both spurious and late

compositions.

546. As regards the history of the text, it may be ob-

served that while complete editions, and editions of the Timar-

chtis, are rare, many scholars have printed the other two to-

gether with the corresponding orations of Demosthenes, espe-

cially those for and against Ctesiphon. The older and better

scholia were published from Paris MSS. by Bekker and Reiske,

and then (with those on Isocrates) by W. Dindorf (Oxford,

1842). The age and value of the various MSS. are not yet well

ascertained. 1 These orations seem not to be contained either

in the best MSS. of the lesser orators, such as the Crippsianus^

or in the best MSS. of Demosthenes, such as the Parisian 2.

But nevertheless the oldest of the Parisian copies (Coislin. 249)
is described by Montfaucon as a quarto of the tenth century,

containing many other rhetorical works
;
and Bekker seems

to lay even more stress on the Parisinus J. There are new re-

censions by A. Weidner (1877) and F. Franke (1863). Scheibe,

Hamaker, and above all Cobet, in his Nova Lectiones, has

contributed to the purifying of the text. There are translations

by Francis (1757) and Leland, also French by Auger (1777).

tlirtv, Sri rb eiff-fiyTina rb Tipdpxov airoSoKtud^fi fi 0ot/\^,
' Kal irepl rrjs

fpyuias TOUTTJJ Kal rov r6irov rov tv rrj TIvKvl fj.)) 6avfj.dffijrt, 3} 'A.(h]vaioi, tl

Tifaapxos t/Jiirtiportpcas ?x 6 ' T^s fiovXrjs TTJJ { 'Apeioti irdyov,' avfOopvPijcrarf

v/j.f'is tvravBa Kal ftyare rlv Avr6\vKOt> a\r]dri \eyfiv flvat yap ainbv

(ULirfipov rovrtav. ayvo-fjcras 5' V/JLWV rbv 66pv&oi> 6 A.vr6\VKOs, yuoAa awOpv-
iro<ray Kal StoAiiraii' Tir*f '

ii/j.i'iS roi, 2> 'A.0Tjvatoi, ol
'

A.pfoiray'iTai odrt

Karrjyopov/jifv Tijj.dpx<>v ofrrf airoXo'youjueOo, ov yap fifrii' irirpiov iffTiv, x^t *'

Sf rotavrrfv riva ffvyyvcapriir Tifj.dpxy ovros laws' e<prj
'

cpfidi) iv TJJ rjffvxfy

ravrri (wcpbv vpiav (Kdffrtf a.vd\uua ytyvtffdaf
'

Kal ird\iv tirl TTJ T)<rvx'ta Kal

rtf u-LKpcf araAwjuan juc/^iwi/ air^vra trap' v/j.iav fifra yf\<aros 8dpv@os. us 8'

$irtHtfi]ff&T) T>I> oiKOirt5(at> Kal TQJV \dxKtav, oi>5' avaKa&flv aurovt ttivvaffOf.

?i>0a $)j Kal Trapfpxtrai UvppavSpos 4virifjcf\ff(av vfjiiv, Kal ffptro r}>v Srifior,

fl OVK alffx^voivro ytXiavrts irapovffrjs rrjs )8oi/X^r T^I ^| 'Aptlcv fdyov.

vft.(is 5' ^e/SoAere avrliv inro\a06vrff 'tfffifv, 2> UvppavSpt, Sri ov 5e? 7Aa
rovruv tvavriov o\\' OVTWS Iffxvp6v iynv TJ aA^deta, Surf TravTiav

rwv auQooivivdiv \oytfffiuv.'

1 Cf. now Adam, tie codd. sEsch., Berlin, 1882.
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549. LYCURGUS, son of Lycophron, was a man of a very
different type, and sprang from the family of the Eteobou-

tadae, who filled an ancient and venerable priesthood of Posei-

don, connected with the famous Erechtheion on the Acropolis.

He was born about the beginning of the fourth century, and

died in 324 B.C., before the affair of Harpalus. When he

felt he was dying, he had himself carried into the Council

Chamber, to answer any accusations against his administra-

tion. For twelve years probably 338-26 B.C. he remained

what we might call Chancellor of the Exchequer (6
eirl rvc

(Siotd/a-ewc) to the Athenian state. During this period he

signalised himself by the highest probity, as well as by the

highest ability in administering and increasing the revenues.

He was, next to Pericles, the greatest adorner of the city of

Athens, and to these two, together with Herodes Atticus, and

Hadrian, may be ascribed almost all the extant monuments of

that celebrated city. He completed the theatre of Dionysus,
and adorned it with statues of the great tragic masters. More-

over, he studied their memory more effectually by establishing

state texts of their plays, to which actors were compelled to

adhere. His other sumptuary and religious laws do not here

concern us.
1

Though decidedly anti-Macedonian in policy,

he cannot have been anxious to reserve all spare funds for war

purposes, as he spent so much upon the adorning of the city,

and the splendours of religious celebrations. Many addi-

tional details concerning him are preserved to us in the

valuable and explicit Life (among the Ten orators). Its author

(or his source) seems well acquainted with Lycurgus' family

history, for he traces twelve generations of his descendants,

who held the hereditary priesthood, apparently down to his

1 Grote is singularly curt about Lycurgus, so that the reader must con-

sult either the Plutarchian Life, or Thirlwall's sympathetic account, vol. vii.

cap. 56. Blass' chapter (iv. 72, sq.) is now the best. If the 3rd letter of

Demosthenes be genuine, his children were imprisoned after his death, we

know not why; and Demosthenes (above, pp. 129, sq.) wrote from exile

to plead their cause. Some twenty years after his death (in 307 B.C.),

public honours and a bronze statue were decreed to his memory. An

abridged text of this decree is preserved in the Life, and fragments of the

full text on marble have also been found at Athens. The relation of these

te.\ts is discussed by C. Curtius, PhiloloUs
)
xxiv. pp. 83, sq.
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own time. This would point to the second century A.D. as

the date of the biography, probably to the reign of Hadrian,
when the antiquities of Athens, and especially the works of

Lycurgus, must have excited special interest. 1 He is said to

have been of frugal habits, and of ascetic life, and to have

composed with great difficulty and very slowly. His long but

well-rounded periods produce this impression on the reader,

and betray natural gifts inferior to those of ^Eschines or

Hypereides.
If we abstract from his artistic tastes, Lycurgus must have

been a sort of Attic Cato, exceedingly unsparing, and even

fierce in the prosecution of crime. Hypereides, however,'
declares him to be not inferior as a speaker to anyone in the

city, and considered besides to be a moderate and fair man
a curious judgment in the face of his violent prosecutions.

These are noted by most of his biographers, and of the fourteen

speeches enumerated by Suidas (the Life says there were

fifteen, perhaps including the Letters, as a single additional

title) a considerable number were public accusations, in most

of which the Life says in all he was successful. Concern-

ing four only we are more closely informed. The first is

that against Diphilus, whom he accused of having made a for-

tune by cutting away the supports of the shafts in the Lau-

rian silver mines, which were specially guarded by law. 3 In

Hyperides' speech for Euxenippus, which mentions Olympias
as the sole ruler of Dodona (and, therefore, not earlier than

330 B.C.), several recent sycophantic actions about the mines

are mentioned as having been decided justly by the di-

casts, and the panic about working them as having been thus

allayed. This panic may have been the consequence of Ly-

1 This Life, and the decree of Stratocles In honour of Lycurgus, ap-

pended to it, have been carefully and aptly commented on by Meier, in an

appendix to Kiessling's Lycurgus. He shows many corruptions in the text,

and some inaccuracies on the part of the author.
2 Pro Euxen. col. xxvi.

1 This Diphilus' property produced when distributed a bonus to each

citizen of 50 drachmae, and, as it amounted to 160 talents, gives us under

20,000 as the number of recognised citizens at the time. The subsidence,

probably sudden and disastrous, of a deep shaft is now ascertained.
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curgus' prosecution, which would be fixed at about 330 B.C.

Next there is the attack, followed by a condemnation to death

of Lysikles, who with Chares had been the Athenian general at

Chaeronea, and had escaped to Athens after the battle. Dio-

dorus has preserved us a sentence of this speech, as a specimen
of the rriKpin of the orator in accusation. 1 We hear that the

Theban general at the battle was also prosecuted ;
but we are

not aware with what reason. His two speeches against

Lycophron (for adultery) were answered in Hypereides' parti-

ally preserved defence.

548. The fourth and now only extant speech, that against

Leocrates, is connected with the same crisis, and is an attack

made eight years after on this person, who in the panic after

Chaeronea had escaped into a ship through a little gate in the

sea-wall at Munychia, and fled to Rhodes, where he brought so

exaggerated an account of the disaster that the merchant ships

were afraid to sail for the Peiraeus. Leocrates, when he found

out that his panic had been premature, was afraid to return in

the face of the stern edict denouncing all deserters from the city

during the crisis, but settled at Megara, from which he managed
to dispose of his Athenian property. Six years later, imagining,

no doubt, that the affair was forgotten, he returned, and seems

to have been unmolested for some time, for Lycurgus speaks
of eight years having elapsed since the defeat when his accusa-

tion was made (330 B.C.). It is likely that ^Eschines is allud-

ing to this trial
2 when he mentions that a man who escaped

to Rhodes after Chseronea had just been tried for cowardice,

and had only escaped by the votes of the jury being equally

divided. The speech is one of great dignity, but also of great

bitterness, and treats with extreme severity the mere cowardice

of the defendant, for no graver crime is alleged against him.

s, 2i AvffiK\ts, Kal x 1^-'10"" M*^ woXiTwv

/taXctfTtti' ytyovoTtev, rpoiraiov 5i Kara TTJS tr6\f(as <TTTJ-

K6ros,rrjs 8' 'EAXaSos airdffijs Sov\(vovff7is, Kal rovrwv airavruv ytytvimtvuv

ffov riyov/jitvou Kal ffrpar-nyovvrot, roX/uas rji> not rl> rov ri\iov <p>s 6p&v,

Kal fls rV ayopiu> l/xddAAfiy, uwd/xv^o ytyovws aiVxwnjJ Kal bvtiSovs r$

rarpiSi ; (Diod. xvi. 18).
* In Cfes. 252.
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The passionate conclusion is exceptional, and foreign to the

traditions of Attic eloquence. Lycurgus follows the usual

scheme of first establishing his case, and then refuting the ex-

pected replies of the defendant. But he varies it by sundry

digressions upon older history, and by many long and in-

teresting quotations from the poets, such as Tyrtaeus and Euri-

pides (Erechtheus), which are not so effective in their place

as valuable to modern students. Apart from these quota-

tions, the finest and most impressive passage is the narra-

tive of the panic at Athens after Chaeronea, a moment so splen-

didly painted by Demosthenes, and which Hypereides, we are

told, also attempted, with less success. 1

Though the speech
admits occasional hiatus, and too many poetical words and

figures, a careful comparison of the composition with that of

Isocrates has proved the direct obligations of Lycurgus. His

political career was not, however, commenced till after the

death of that master, or at least he was not distinguished at the

time that Isocrates boasts of his pupils. That he was in his

youth a pupil of Plato is also asserted, but for the very foolish

reason that this only would account for his greatness (cf. Blass

AB, iv. 75 note).

549. We have only Hermogenes* and fragments of

1

39-41 : icalrot Kar' ^Kelvovs rovs xP^vovs>
& fodpcs, rts OVK av r^w

w6\u> fafyfftv, ov ft&vov iroAinjy aAAek Kal {eVos iv rols ffjurpoaQev %p6vou
rt38?jUTjKe$s ; rls 8' fy oSrtas 1) fi,tff6$ri/MS r6rt tf purad-fivatos, Sffrts tSvrfi&n

ta> araierov avrbv inrofietvat iSe'tv, rfViKa TJ fiev r\rro. iced rb yeyovbs irdQos rf
po(nry7AAtTo, opd^i 8e 1\v TJ *6\is M rots ffvft,0fpT>]K6fftv, at 8*

TJJJ ffurnplas ry 8^/ty iv rots vwtp TTfrrfiKOvret (m yeyoi>6ffi xadci-

ca', 6pqv 8' $v M fiev rtav Ovpaiv yvvcuitas c\tvdfpas trfpup60ovs Kare-

af Kâ irvvOavoufvcu fl fofft, ray ptv inrip avSpos, raj 8' inrtp irarpds,

rir 8' virtp a5e\(p(4>v, ava^iias ainwv Kal rrjs TroAeais 6p<i>/jitvas, reav 8' avSpar
rovs TOIJ ffuncurtv a.irfipiiK&ra.s Kal rals r)\iiclais -rpfff^vrtpovt Kal inrb ruv

v6/juv rov ffrparfvfffdai cupfipfvovs ISfiv $v ttaff $\i)v rijv ir6\tv r6r M
ffjpas oSy irtpupSfipofifvovs, SiirAa ra ludna ^irfiropinjfifvovs ; 7roAA.an' Se

al Sfivwv Kara rijv ir6\iv yivop-tvuv, Kal iravruv ruv iro\iruv ra

itrv\i\K6r<av, ji&\j<rT* av rts ^Ay*j<r Kal tSoKpvfftv M rats rys

ffvfttpopats, rjrlx' 6pav r\v rbv STJ/JLOV if/Tj<t>iffd/j.fyov roiis fi.tv $ov\ovs e\

rovs St {tVoui 'Athjvaiovs, rous 8' ari/jtovs ivtrlfMvs' its -xpdrfpor
>v tivai Kal t\ivdcpos
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Dionysius' treatment of this orator, nor have any scholia sur-

vived. Our MSS. of his extant speech are the same as those

of the other lesser orators, or nearly so, and what has been

said on the MSS. of Antiphon will apply here. The same

holds good of collected editions of this and the other orators,

except that F. Blass has recently re-edited him in the Teubner

series, the older text being that of C. Scheibe (1859). The

single speech was given (with a Latin version) by Melanchthon

(1545), and by many others, including Coraes (1826), Blume

(1828), Maetzner (1836), Jenicke, with translation (1856), and

Rehdantz. A. Nicolai has published a good school edition

(Berlin, 1875), and there are a few special essays, such as G.

Kiessling's Fragmenta Lycurgea (Halle, 1847), Jenicke's Symb.
crit. in Lycurg. Leocratem (Leipzig, 1848), Hager's Quastiones

Lycurgece (Leipzig, 1870), Halm, in Munich Abhandl. iii. p. 123,

&c. There are many German translations. The Fragments
collected by Kiessling do not give us much in addition to the

extant speech. They are generally quotations of curious words

used at Athens, especially in sacred rites, and in enumerating
the expenses of the state. A few interesting sentences are

cited in Latin paraphrase as illustrating rhetorical figures in

the work of Rutilius Lupus.
1

550. Perhaps the most brilliant of all Demosthenes' con-

temporaries was HYPEREIDES, son of Glaukippus, of the deme

Kollytus, who was all his life a politician and a consistent

leader in the anti-Macedonian party. He is generally assumed

in former histories to have been a contemporary of Lycurgus,
and thus older than Demosthenes, chiefly because in the Lift

he is said to have come forward and contributed a trireme for

himself and one for his son,
' when Philip was preparing to sail

against Euboea.' If this refer to the events of 358 B.C., it will

throw back the date of his birth at least as far as that of

Demosthenes. But everything else we know of the orator

points to his being a much younger contemporary of Demo-

sthenes, especially the passage in his accusation in which he

reproaches Demosthenes, at his advanced age, of requiring
1 Cf. Kiessling, pp. 118, sq.
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censure and correction from younger politicians.
1 If the state-

ment of the Life be at all trustworthy, I suppose we must

apply it to the crisis of the campaign of Tamynae (349 B.C.),

when we may conceive that Hypereides came forward as a

young man, and somewhat boastfully offered a trireme for

himself and for his infant son (TOU TrcuSos). When Demo-
sthenes in the Meidiana enumerates the generous offers of sup-

plying triremes by various citizens, it is strange that this

occasion of paying a compliment to a young and brilliant

adherent should be lost. Hence I believe that more probably

Hypereides' first political act, when a very young man, was the

prosecution of Philocrates, and that he may not have been

born till about 366 B.C. He would thus be but little over forty

when accusing the veteran Demosthenes, as the passage above

cited clearly implies. His prosecutions of Arisrophon and of

Diopeithes need not have been before 345 B.C., though he men-
tions them before Philocrates' case, apparently because he here

only was successful, and he wishes to dwell on it
;

2
Diopeithes

especially was not prominent till after that date. The prosecu-
tion of Autocles, if occurring just after that person's known <npa-

ri/yt'a, would bring us up to 360-59, but there is no definite

evidence that this was the occasion, and I cannot accept it in

the face of the general probabilities for the later age of Hyper-
eides. 3 It was through his prosecution that Philocrates was
condemned (343 B.C.). During the Byzantine campaign (340

B.C.) he also performed an expensive Choregta at home, though
himselt absent as trierarch. He was moreover employed on

an embassy to Rhodes, but at what date is unknown. He ap-

pears to have proposed the public crowning of Demosthenes

after the Athenian successes in the Hellespont, and to have

'

Col. xviii. : OVK ala\vvti vvv\ TT]\IKWTOS &v inrb fitipaxttav Kpivdfifvos

irfpl SupoSoxtas ;
KOJ.TOI ?5fi rovvavr'tov v<f>' vn&v irai5iW0eu rovs vnr(povs

rSiv pijr6peav K. T.A. vvv Sf rovva.vri(tv ol vfoi rovs virfp {^Korra ITT/ traiippovi-

fyvffw. This passage is not noted by Blass, who supports the current view

(AB, iv. p. 3).

2 In Euxen. col. xxxviii-ix.

* In a fragment (58, Ed. Blass) he speaks of Socrates being con-

demned by our ancestors (ol irpAyovoi Tinuy). Would he say this in 359 B.C.,

when all the elderly people remembered Socrates' trial ?

VOL. II. 2 M
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aided him in his celebrated embassy to Thebes before the

battle of Chseronea. When the news came in, he was very

active in his proposals to enfranchise slaves, restore the dis-

franchised, and put the city in a state of defence by sending

down everything unnecessary to the Peirseus. For these pro-

posals he was prosecuted under the ypa^>) irapavupw, but trium-

phantly acquitted. His extradition was demanded by Alex-

ander after the conquest of Thebes, but then successfully

resisted. He is said, nevertheless, to have proposed honours

for the supposed poisoner of the king. As is well known, he

was the public accuser of his old colleague, Demosthenes, in

the affair of Harpalus, from the ultra-patriotic side. Naturally,

then, he was again united with him in the war against Antipater.

and was chosen to deliver the funeral harangue over Leosthenes

and his brave soldiers (322 B.C.). When Antipater won the day
at Krannon, Hypereides' extradition was again demanded, with

that of Demosthenes. He fled to ^Egina, from whence, per-

haps from the very temple of Poseidon, he was dragged by

Archias, and was put to death, after having his tongue cut out,

by Antipater, either at Cleoriae or at Corinth. 1 There was a

monument to him at Athens, whither, it was said, his body, at

first cast out in dishonour, was secretly conveyed by his friends,

but no statue was ever erected. His son Glaukippus was

afterwards known as a rhetor and speech-writer.

In character Hypereides is said to have been much under

the influence of women, and fond of luxuries, especially of

fish,
8 but otherwise both respectable and very talented. He

is called, like Lycurgus, a pupil of Isocrates, but the style of

his extant speeches enables us decidedly to contradict it. In-

1
gth of Pyanepsion, Ol. 114, 3 = 5th Oct., 322 B.C., according to the

most recent computation.
1 Cf. the fragment of Timocles' comedy, called A^AIOJ (Athen. viii. p.

341 ; or Meineke, Frag. Com. iii. 591), in which, after charging
Demosthenes and others with taking money from Harpalus :

A. 6 T tv \6yourt 5<-icor 'TirtpefSiji l^" >

B. rovf ixOvoiru>\as ovros rin'iv irAoi/rif ,

o\l/o<pdyos &<rrf ruin \dpovs tlvat Svpovs.

sc. such a fish-eater that cormorants (compared with him) are Syrians

(who never ate fish). Cf. also the same poet's Icarians (Meineke, iii.

p. 592).
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deed, Dionysius remarks that his simplicity and grace remind

us rather of Lysias. As to Plato having taught him, nothing
is more improbable. Later writers seem to think, because all

ambitious and rising young men, of whatever politics, attended

the suggestive conversations of Socrates in the previous cen-

tury, that Plato's school occupied a similar position. Such

an inference is obviously false, and against all our evidence,

both internal and external. It is remarkable that, though a

rich man, Hypereides was a speech-writer, as we may see from

his Defence of Lycophron^ which is composed in this man's per-

son. But, instead of assuming, as is generally done, that his

speech-writing was his earliest work, I imagine him to have

come forward quite suddenly as a brilliant and rich young
man, and to have taken a leading part in politics from the

year 343 onward, when his arraignment of Philocrates brought
him into notice. His extravagant habits and dissolute life

having probably impaired his fortune, he turned his great

talents to making money by speech-writing. Thus all his

private speeches would date after Chaeronea. But the other

extant works chance to be personal harangues, two of them,

doubtless, the most well known he ever delivered, though,

probably not the happiest I mean the indictment of Demo-
sthenes and the funeral oration over Leosthenes. This last

must, however, be severed distinctly from the rest as an epideictic

performance, while the rest are court speeches.

551. The accusation of Demosthenes naturally holds the

chief place, though it is not the earliest. When first discovered,

it was thought that new light would be thrown on the rela-

tion of Demosthenes to Harpalus, but, so far as we can judge,

in spite of the mutilations and losses at both ends of the

speech, no new evidence was adduced, but the report of the

Areopagus taken as sufficient guarantee for the facts. Grote

has examined the case, with this evidence, partly at least,

before him, and considers that Hypereides' speech tends

strongly to prove that the real charge against Demosthenes

was not personal corruptness but political unpopularity. The

opening speech in the prosecution was made by Stratocles,

upon whom the speaker of Deinarchus' extant speech seems to
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have followed, and Hypereides did not therefore occupy the

leading place, as we should have expected from all our notices.

Hence he refuses to re-open the question of evidence, which

he considers decided by the Report sent down from the

Areopagus. I repeat that Hypereides distinctly classes him-

self with the younger generation, and upbraids Demosthenes,
that when past sixty he should require correction from far

younger rnen. He also notes l how universally and publicly
the political men of the day made indirect profits by their

political power. This, he says, is conceded. The only offence

resented was the taking of bribes against the interests of the

state. Taking bribes was per se no crime whatever, and the

orator speaks of Demosthenes having amassed great wealth in

this way. Such was the political morality of the day.
2

The defence of Lycophron for immoral conduct, and for

publicly tampering with the loyalty of a bride to her husband,

when in command at Lemnos, argues a case which we cannot

fully understand. The chief accuser was not Lycurgus, but

Ariston, whom Lycurgus supported. Schafer dates the speech
about Ol. 107, 4. In my opinion it cannot be so early. This

oration is clear and vigorous, and full of very clever, though

evidently stock arguments, against the attacks of the prose-

cutor. 3 It is chiefly based upon fk-ora, such as the defendant's

good character and the absurdity of his addressing in such a

way a bride at a marriage procession. The style is easy
and clear, and reminds one (as Hypereides constantly does) of

Lysias.

552. The defence of Euxenippus is more interesting, being

spoken by the orator himself in support of this person, who
was attacked by Polyeuctus for fraud. The accused had been

' Col. xxi. : iroAAet fyutjy, 2> livSpts SiKaffral SISort l/coWes Tory trrparrj-

79?! *co2 Toiy ffiropffiv o><pt\f'tff9ai ov riav v&fjuav avro?s SeSuKdrtav TOVTO

iroifiv, a\Xi TTJS v/utrtpai TpadrTjTos Kal <pi\av9pa>ir(as tv fj.6vov irapa<pv\dr-

rovTfs, SJTCDJ 8 1* v/iaj Kal ft.^ naff v/jiiav tffrai rb \a.nPa.i>u/j.ti><n>. This is a

most important passage.
1 The text of both this and the next oration is so mutilated that we

cannot tell whether a vital part of the argument is not lost, and Cobet has

even abandoned the task of editing them as idle.

Cf. col. ix., which meets such an argument as that of /Eschines in

C/es., 292-3.
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directed by the Assembly to sleep in the temple of Amphiaraus,

in order that by his dreams he might discover whether certain

distributed territory near Oropus was the god's property or not

In this later case it was to remain the property of two tribes,

who claimed compensation if they were deprived of it. The

accuser, who here again was supported by Lycurgus, charged

Euxenippus with making a false report of his dream. The form

of action chosen was an tlffayytXia, to which Hypereides

objects in limine, as applicable only to politicians or prominent

public men, whereas Euxenippus was an elderly and unobtru-

sive private person. The proper test, he urges, of the dream

was to enquire at Delphi. The orator gives us a few details of

his public accusations up to the date of the speech, when

Olympias was sovereign of Dodona (circ. 330 B.C.), and only

mentions three. This points to the late rise of Hypereides
as an orator. He gives some interesting details ! of the great

profits made in the mines, and of the disgraceful attempts of

sycophants to plunder the wealth made by individuals and

distribute it among the people, as Lycurgus had once done. In

this speech also there is great simplicity and directness of argu-

ment, with very little ornament and no pathos, but much lively

ethos and cool sarcasm in analysing the motives of the accuser.

553. The Funeral oration^ actually delivered in 322 B.C.,

over Leosthenes and the soldiers who fell in the earlier part of

the Lamian war, is a very different kind of work, and was

highly admired by the ancients. Hypereides here abandons his

short, plain, direct style, and undertakes an epideictic display

upon the model long established for such purposes. A Greek

orator would no more have ventured to innovate on such

an occasion than our preachers would in the general form of

their sermons I mean in attaching them to a text, with open-

ing and concluding prayers, and in many other traditional

ways of arguing and exhorting which will occur to any reader.

This epitaphios, then, is on the model fixed by Gorgias, and

followed by Thucydides and Plato, though not without

deviations, such as the contempt of mythical histories and

long past wars. We have in the remains of Lysias and

Demosthenes rhetorical exercises of the same description.

Hypereides so affects the old style here that he even balances

1 Cf. Ardaillon'g monograph, Les Mines du Latirion, pp. 200, sqq.
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his periods, and alliterates quite in the manner of Gorgias or

Agathon (in Plato's Symposium). The picture of Leosthenes' re-

ception by the famous dead is strangely un-Periclean, but is very

interesting as a specimen of the style.
1 Stobseus has preserved

us a fine fragment from the epilogue missing in the papyrus.

Considerable portions of another speech, against Atheno-

genes and Philippides, have recently been found among the

Louvre papyri, and first published with facsimile by Revillout

(Paris, 1893), then more accurately, with translation by F. G.

Kenyon (1893).

554. We have more than two hundred fragments (collected

by Kiessling, and also commented on in Blass' text) and sixty-

five titles of his speeches remaining, but little of literary value.

His free use of colloquial words was censured by the purists.

A good deal of the argument of the A^Xiaicde is preserved, which

evidently treated of the mythical history of the island, and the

adventures of Leto before the birth of Apollo, at considerable

length. It seems to me that it was probably on this model that

Callimachus constructed his hymn to the Delian Apollo (above,
Vol.1, p. 137). The speech was delivered about 340 B.C., when
the orator was appointed instead of ^schines, but we wonder

that the argument does not show more traces of political rea-

soning. His defence of Phryne, and the anecdotes of his tear-

1 Col. xiii. lO-xiv. 28 : iv aSov Si \oytffatr8ai &iov rlvfs ol ro

Sf^i<uff6fjifvoi TOP TOVTWV. 5p' OVK av oio/j.(6a (potrav AftaffOtvi) Sttov[*fvovs

Kal 6au/j.dovTas riav i\p.i9f<av Ka\ovu.fviov rovs lirl Tpoiav ffrparevffavras, Siv

ovros afif A<<zs irpdtts tvffrrjffi.fi.tvos roffovrov Si^veyittv, &ffrt ol /tip jtertk

irdffijs rqs 'E\\dSos ftiav ir6\iv tl\ov, 6 8e /X*TO rrjs lavrov irarpiSos fuSvni

iraffav rfyv T^S EupuSirrjj KO! TTJS 'A<r(as &pxovffav 5vvap.iv traireivcafftv. KO.-

Kfivot ftfv fi/fKa fjuas ywaiicks i'i/3piffdfior]s fj/J.vvav, 6 Si irairSiv rSiv *EAA?)-

i/iSctfC rcky tTri(pfpt>[jLfvas S&pfis lK<!>\vfffv utrh. riav ffwOairTOfifvav vvv ai>T$

a.vtpwv, riai- fitr' Ixtivovs /xir ytytin]p.(V(av, &|ta 5e rr/s litfivitiv apery s Sia-

TTfirpayfifvcav. \tyot 8^) robs Tttpl Mi\rid$rii> Kal ff*.tffroK\fa ical rovi

&AAous, ol rty 'E\\a5a i\tvBfp<S>ffa.vrts tvrt^ov futv r^v irarpiSa Kartffrrt-

ffav, evl>oov 8e rbv airruv 8iov tiroitiffav, 3>v ovros roffovrov inreptffxtv avSptia

Kal <ppointffti, Sffov ol fitv lire\6ovffav rrjv riav fiapBdpiav Svvafj.iv Jifivvavro

- o 8< (t^y iirtKOtlv iiroirjfftv. KaKtlvoi fnev Iv rjj olnfla. rovs ^xOpous

tirtlSov aytavifa/Afvous, ovros Si Iv rp riav t-)(.6piav trtpieytvero riav avri-

jraAuii-. oTjuat Si Kal rovs rfyv itpbs a\\-f)\ovs <pi\iav rip Sry/xy f)tf}ai6rara

<V5f ia^if'i'ot;s, My<a 8i 'ApfidSiov col 'Aptffroytirova, ovStvas oiirus altrois

olittL*js ovSt imrrortpovs vfj.\v tlvat vofii^ttv us f^etaffdtvf) Kal rovs iitelvrp

anivi/vs, i>8' Iripois kv uaAAoj/ J) TOVTOIS ir\ijfftd<T(iav tv AiSou.
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ing open her dress to show her beauty to the judges, are well

known. The speech was genuine, but the embellishments

apocryphal, and probably falsely inferred from some appeal or

suggestion. It was so admired at Rome as to be translated by
Messala Corvinus.

The style of Hypereides is that of a newer school than

Demosthenes' of the school of Menander and the new co-

medy, to whom long periods and elaborate structure seemed

tedious, and who affected short and terse statement, clear and

epigrammatic points, smart raillery, and an easy and careless

tone even in serious debate Hence the critics, such as

Quintilian, think him more suited to slight subjects ;
and we

feel hew artificial to him are the periods of his state sermon

on the dead a mere rhetorical tour de force. But of his im-

mediate successors some thought him better than Demosthenes

no doubt he was pleasanter reading a second Lysias, but

with all the accumulated art and experience of the completed
Attic eloquence. With all this aristocratic gaiety and lightness

of style, the man was no trifler. His life and acts prove him

an energetic, earnest, patriotic citizen, and he escaped the dark

shadows which hang about the later years of Demosthenes.

The judgments of Dionysius, Longinus, Hermogenes, and

others can now be read in Blass' fourth volume. The writer

on the Sublime is particularly full and appreciative in bringing
out the contrast between the sour, sombre, mighty Demosthenes

and the brilliant, easy, but seldom impressive Hypereides in

fact, the Sheridan of Greek eloquence.

555. Bibliographical. The history of his MSS. is peculiarly

interesting. A splendid codex, covered with scholia, existed

in the library of Matthias Corvinus, king of Hungary, after the

invention of printing, but was unfortunately destroyed or lost

in the capture of Buda-Pesth by the Turks. Since then the

orator was but a name in the scholia or lexica, such as Harpo-

cration's,
1

till the discovery of the four orations piecemeal in

papyri bought by Mr. Harris Warden and Mr. Stobart at

Thebes, in Egypt, about the year 1850. The papyrus con-

taining the epitaphios is later and inferior to that which con-

1 It is very curious to read Kiessling's careful monograph (appended
to hi Lycvrgus, Halle, 1847), before the recovery of our text.
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tains the rest, and all were much mutilated by the Arabs, who
cut them in pieces to sell them by separate bargains for

almost all we now possess of this orator was recovered from

papyri bought and edited by Babington (1852). The discovery
of course excited great interest, and we now have many good
texts by Cobet, Blass (Teubner), &c., as well as Babington's.
The papyri seem to date somewhere between the first century B.C.

and the second century A.D., and were then the oldest classical

MSS. we possessed. Unfortunately the writing is careless, and
the phonetic spelling of an Egyptian with a provincial and

debased pronunciation has introduced many absurd forms.

The new papyrus (against Athenogenes) of the second century
B.C. is both older and better.

556. DEINARCHUS, the last of the ten orators, not in point

of age, but rather in the date of his activity, was a Corinthian,

the son of Sostratus, who settled at Athens, and was intimate with

Theophrastus and Demetrius Phalereus. Dionysius computes
him to have been born in 361 B.C., for the vague reason that he

must have been seventy when he calls himself ' an old man '

in

292 B.C. He does not seem to have produced political speeches
earlier than the date of the affair of Harpalus, but in this trial,

and for a series of years later, he composed orations, chiefly

political, for citizens, being himself merely a resident alien,

and therefore excluded from public debates. Dionysius thinks

he may have begun speech-writing in the law courts as early as

336 B.C., when he was twenty-six years old. After the death

and exile of the greater orators, he occupied the first place for

about fifteen years, when he was implicated in the disturb-

ances between Antigonus, Demetrius, and Cassander, and re-

tired to Chalcis (307 B.C.), where he remained till the year

292 B.C., in which his friends obtained his return. He then, in

old age, pleaded a personal action for the first time against his

Athenian host Proxenus perhaps merely his irpofcvoe, or patron

among the citizens for refusing, with treacherous intent, to help
him in recovering his property. From this speech even the

ancients had learned all they knew of his personal history.

Suidas says he was killed at the instigation of Polyperchon.
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There is fortunately a special tract extant by Dionysius, which

examines the speeches attributed to him by the test of chro-

nology, and rejects many, enumerating sixty as genuine, most of

them by their opening words. This is the case with the three

extant orations, that against Demosthenes, against Aristogeiton,

and against Philokles, all written for accusers in the prosecu-

tions about the affair of Harpalus.
'

557. The long and elaborate attack on Demosthenes gives

us pretty fully the case made against the orator. It agrees

perfectly with the fragments of Hypereides' indictment in

avoiding all statement of details. But this is here fully justi-

fied by appealing to the challenge of the accused to refer the

matter to the Areopagus, by whose decision as to the facts

1 This tract of Dionysius is an excellent specimen of his literary crki-

cism, and makes me very slow to question his judgments in such matters.

He begins by saying how little accurate information could be had about

this orati r, whom he had passed over when treating of the pioneers and

perfecters of eloquence. Neither Callimachus nor the Pergamene gram-
marians knew anything clearly about him, or his genuine work. He

quotes Demetrius Magnes in illustration of this inaccuracy. He then

sketches the orator's life, chiefly from his own words in the speech

against Proxenus, compared with the Histories of Philochorus on the con-

temporary events, and quotes the title of this personal speech, with ex-

tracts from Philochorus. From these materials he determines his age

approximately, and thus establishes a canon for rejecting all speeches bear-

ing internal evidence cf being composed before the orator was twenty-five

(viz. 336 B.C.
1

), or during his exile (307-292 B.C.). There follow (caps.

5-6) excellent remarks on his style, which is shown to have been eclectic

and imitative, without uniformity. But the imitations, which were evidently

very good, must (he says) be tested by close comparison with his models,

just as copies were compared with the originals of Pheidias, Apelles, or

Polycleitus. They would then be found laboured and artificial in compari-
son with the older masters. Similar were the attempts to imitate Plain,

Thucydides, Hypereides (by the Rhodian school), and Demosthenes. He

proceeds to give (c. 9) an invaluable list of all thearchons from the orator's

birth to his last speech, and then classifies the extant speeches into genuine

public, spurious public, genuine private, and spurious private. The spurious

are separated into three classes : those too early for the orator, those evi-

dently composed during his exile, and lastly those too watery and frigid

in style. Then he vindicates for Demosthenes, and abjudicates from Dein-

archus, the speech in reply to Boeotos inrfp rov d* Jua-ros. Dionysius' tract

is unfortunately mutilated towards the close.
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he was willing to abide. The Areopagus had spent months

in the investigation, and ultimately sent down not only the

names of the culprits, but the exact amounts they had received.

According to the ordinary procedure of that court, the details

of the evidence were not given. I suppose a re-statement

of them was forbidden in the final trial before a dicastery of

five hundred, which had really only to assess the punishment.
This assessment was made according to the amount of public

injury supposed to be done by the accused, and according to

his general character. Hence both Hypereides and Deinarchus

enter upon this only, especially as Demosthenes had declared

that he would acquiesce in the finding of the Areopagus.
Deinarchus insists, like Hypereides, on the enormous wealth

(150 talents) gained from politics by Demosthenes; and all

this was kept out of the reach of direct taxation. For the

curious patchwork of passages from older orators in this oration,

see Blass' account (iv. 295).

The imperfect oration against Aristogeiton is about an aban-

doned and worthless citizen, who had only obtained twenty
minge of the plunder, but the evidence against him is the same

as that against Demosthenes ; and if there were any proof that

Demosthenes was associated with such a person in politics, it

would be a grave corroboration of the charges now disbelieved

on the ground of his general respectability.

558. The third speech is against Philokles, a man of posi-

tion and importance, who was in charge of the Peiraeus, and,

though he had undertaken not to admit Harpalus, had done so,

but only in a single ship. This attack is accordingly different in

tone from that on Aristogeiton, and does not seek to prove the

case from the general bad character of the accused, but rather to

throw suspicion on all his former respectability, owing to the pre-

sent transaction. None of the three speeches are very interest-

ing, though not wanting in power or finish. As Dionysius

says in his careful critique, he was neither the discoverer of

a new style, like Lysias or Isocrates, nor the perfecter of one

already known, like Demosthenes and Hypereides.' In fact,

1 The received reading that he had no feature either common to the rest

(itoiv&v), or peculiar to himself (tiiov), appears to me nonsense, and should

be rejected for KMV&V there was nothing in him either new or peculiar (cf.
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his style was really made up in the way vulgarly supposed to be

Demosthenes' the eclectic method of bringing together the

features of all the previous orators. He specially imitated

Demosthenes, so that he was called the rustic as well as the

oatmeal (itpiOivos) Demosthenes. Blass understands it to

mean distilled from barley (like beer) as contrasted with wine.

The Latins translated it hordearius
; nevertheless, when they

compared him with still later Greek orators, found him full of

merits which these lacked. He was, in fact, brought up among
the great traditions of the Attic courts and free assembly, and

the reflection of this greatness threw its glory over the orator

who outlived its decadence. The extant speeches are not

faulty, but not striking ; they are wanting in fire, in originality,

m vivacity, in power, though the writer knows all the figures of

thought and diction used by the great masters, and even over-

does the application of them. The MSS. are the same as

those of Antiphon, the best editions Maetzner's and Blass'.
2

559. A few words must be said in conclusion on the

contemporary orators of repute, whose works have only reached

us through uncertain or fragmentary tradition. Thus the

defence attributed to Demades, which formed one of a col-

lection of fourteen orations under his name, is certainly spu-

rious, as this very remarkable speaker, whose striking ex-

temporaneous aphorisms were long remembered and quoted,

did not compose written speeches. The same was the case

with Phokion, whose sententious addresses to the people were

thought so effective by Demosthenes. Both Demades and

Phokion were more thoroughly even than yEschines representa-

tives of the extempore school, which can only exist when sup-

ported by extraordinary natural gifts or great weight of cha-

racter. But of Hegesippus, a contemporary and supporter of

Dionys. in Deinarch. c. 5). I do not think it permissible to translate,
' for

he has no general complexion, or uniformity of style,' though Dionysius says

this in the immediate sequel that he is often like Lysias, again like Hy-

pereides, and again like Demosthenes, and he then refers to special speeches

to illustrate this. But to uniformity of style Dionysius applies the term

ujiot i5Tjr or 0/j.oios.

2 There is a collation of Vienna MSS. by H. Diels, in Rhein. Mus.

xxix. 107, sq.
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Demosthenes, we seem to have an oration that on Halon-

nesus, which Dionysius notices as Lysian in style, and unlike

the other works of Demosthenes. It was shown by Vomel,

following the hints of Libanius, to be the work of Hegesippus,

a partisan of Demosthenes, who had been sent to Macedonia

to demand back, with other territory, the island of Halonnesus.

On his return (342 B.C.) he gave, in reply to a proposal sent

by Philip, an account of his negociations, and of the plans

of Philip, which he had carefully studied. The speech fol-

lows Philip's Letter point by point in a manner quite foreign

to Demosthenes, but with great completeness as a reply.

The style of the speech is clear and careful, aichaic in its

simplicity, but rude and without polish, even disregarding

hiatus ; yet strong enough to persuade Dionysius of its

genuineness.
There are no doubt, among the collection in our MSS. of

Lysias and Demosthenes, a good many court speeches by
obscurer contemporaries, which give us a valuable insight

into the average standard of Attic eloquence as compared with

that of the acknowledged masters.

The extant fragment of Polyeuctus (of Sphettus) even

points to the loss of brilliant speeches by men who failed to

obtain lasting renown.

This cannot, however, be said of the author of a speech

recommending war with Alexander, which has survived under

Demosthenes' name. Even the Greek scholia on the speech
are very outspoken as to its defects. It is far too clumsy to be

the work of Hypereides, or even of Hegesippus, and its only

value is the evidence it affords of the feeling throughout Greece

in 335-3 B.C.,
1 which critics determine to be its date.

Stratocles and Charisius are mere names, represented by a

few citations in Latin version. Demochares, Demosthenes'

sister's son, a respectable public man, was both a historian and

an orator, and we regret the loss of his history of his own times,

and of his famous speech against the philosophers, whose

residence at Athens a certain Sophocles wished to limit and

control. He argued that none of them, not even Socrates,

1 Blass advocates 335 ; Droysen (Gtseh. Hell. i. 242) 333.
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had made respectable citizens. But hardly a sentence of him

remains. 1

560. DEMETRIUS of Phaleron hardly belongs to the

classical period, being both in life and doctrine the repre-

sentative of the passage of letters from Athens to Alex-

andria. He advocated the use of short detached sentences

against the periods of Isocrates. The favourable judgments
on his writings arose chiefly, I fancy, from the personal

popularity of the man. 2 He was a leading figure in the

history of decaying Athens, brought up in contact with De-

mosthenes, Hypereides and Aristotle
;

the pupil of Theo-

phrastus, and friend of Menander. He was practically ruler

of Athens for ten years (317-307 B.C.), and he gave an

account of his stewardship in a special memoir. But he

seems to have written memoirs about everything. After being
honoured with 360 statues by the grateful Athenians, they con-

demned him to death when a stronger Demetrius (Poliorketes)

invaded Athens. But he found a pleasant refuge with the first

Ptolemy, whom he helped and advised in the founding of the

university system (if I may so call it) of Alexandria. The
second Ptolemy banished him to Upper Egypt, where he died

of the bite of a serpent (283 B.C.). The immense and various

catalogue of his works shows that polymath tendency which the

Alexandrian grammarians seem to have adopted from the Peri-

patetic school. Having suilered in his life the change from

honour to contempt with commonalties and with kings, he has

met the same destiny that usual with second-rate respectability

at the hands of changing centuries. Admired and praised

in his day for fruitfulness, for subtlety, and for elegance, he

was presently and permanently forgotten.

1 For other obscurer names the reader may consult Blass' exhaustive

work, iv. 247, sq. The more recent literature on all the successors of

Demosthenes is reviewed by Hiittner in the article cited above, p. 143.
2 The curious and somewhat inconsistent judgmen's of Cicero,

tilian, and Diog. Laert. on him, quoted by Blass, iv. 313.
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CHAPTER VI.

ARISTOTLE.

561. THE last great name, with which the classical litera-

ture of Greece may be said to close, is that of Aristotle, and

he great in so many directions is least of all a literary

man. To us he is such only as a critic, but even to the

ancients, who possessed his poems and dialogues, and who praise

the elegance of their form, Aristotle's literary performances were

as nothing in comparison to his scientific works. And with

him, too, we find, perhaps first among the Greeks, perhaps
second to Heracleitus only, the feeling that literature and science

are distinct, and that the seeker after accurate knowledge need

not adorn his researches with the graces of eloquence or of

poetry. Nay he even regarded literature, as such, from a purely
scientific point of view, and the works which take their place in

this history are his investigation of the nature and conditions of

epic and tragic poetry, and of the psychological groundwork of

eloquence. Even his Politics, though he does not enter upon
a criticism of historiography, seem (together with his lost

n-oXirtlai) a distinct protest against the Isocratic principle of

confusing the narrative of events with rhetorical display, and a

reassertion of the style of the bald chronicle with a philoso-

phical rearrangement of facts under logical classes. Thus the

numerous and monumental scientific treatises of Aristotle have

not the same claim which the dialogues of Plato have to be

treated in this book, and we will refer the student who desires

to know the deeper side of the man to the library of works

on his philosophy, of which Zeller's volume,
1

being the newest

1

Philosophic der Griechen, II Th. 2te Abth., 3rd edition, Leipzig.

1879. Most of this great woik is now accessible in English.
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as well as the ablest, may be regarded as giving an excellent

summary.
The various lives still extant of Aristotle are very disap-

pointing, when we consider the number of details they record.

The fullest is that of Diogenes Laertius, who gives us also the

text of his will, and the catalogue of his works
;
then there

is the epistle to Ammaeus of Dionysius of Halicarnassus,

which is mainly devoted to proving that the rhetoric of De-

mosthenes was developed anterior to Aristotle's teaching, and

is therefore independent of it There are also several versions

of a life attributed to Philoponus, first printed in the Aristotle

of Aldus. These materials were well worked up for English

readers by Sir A. Grant and by Grote. Now Wilamowitz-Moel-

lendorffs brilliant chapter (Arist. u. Athen, i. 10) supersedes

all earlier work.

The life of the philosopher coincides very curiously with

that of his great contemporary, Demosthenes : they were born

in the same year, and died in the same year. But in all else the

circumstances of their career were widely different. Aristotle

was born in 384 B.C. at Stageira in the Chalkidike a region

then thickly settled with flourishing Hellenic towns. His

father, Nikomachus, was personal physician and friend of the

Macedonian king Amyntas. His mother, Phsestis, may have

been of Eubcean origin, for we hear of the family owning a house

at Chalkis, to which the philosopher retired towards the close of

his life. It is probable that Nikomachus lived with his royal

friend, and that Aristotle was brought up about the Macedonian

court ;
but we know nothing of his education beyond the fact

that his parents died early, and that a family friend, Proxenus

of Atarneus, took charge of him
;
a kindness which Aristotle

repaid by adopting Nikanor, Proxenus' son, and afterwards also

giving him his daughter in marriage. We hear that Aristotle

had brothers and sisters, but they are as obscure as the brothers

and sisters of Kant or Des Cartes.

In his eighteenth year, being apparently a young man of

good fortune, and, as some said, even of luxurious and dissolute

habits, he came to Athens. and joined the school of Plato (367-6

B.C.). Of this early period at Athens we hear nothing but

occasional bits of scandal circulated by Epicurus, Timaeus, and
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other of his opponents in the school of Isocrates. ! These stories

have found little credence in the face of the enormous extent

and seriousness of his scientific labours. It is not even likely

that he ever increased his means by practising as a physician.

There can be no doubt that his independent mind gradually
led him to question his master's theories, and thus to estrange
him from the Platonic school ;

but the anecdotes of his self-

assertion and rudeness to the aged Plato are contradicted by
the unfeigned respect with which he speaks of him in the first

book of the Nicnm. Ethics? and in the extant fragment of

his elegy on Eudemus. He is said also to have edited and

imitated several Platonic dialogues. Indeed, for twenty years,

up to Plato's death, he seems never to have abandoned the

Platonic school, though he openly questioned the doctrine of

Ideas. Of course the influence of Plato, during these twenty

years, on the best part of his life can hardly be overrated, and

yet in two essential features he made little impress on his pupil

first in the matter of style ; secondly, in the deductive cha-

racter of his reasoning. Perhaps the influence of Plato on the

former appears less than it really was, because we have lost

all the early works written by Aristotle during his Platonic

years
* the dialogues which were praised for their style,

and certain lectures on rhetoric, chiefly directed against Iso-

crates, whose shallowness seems to have been very distasteful

to Aristotle. Indeed, both Cicero and Quintilian quote his

adaptation of a line ale^por iriwTrar, 'IffOKpartjv 2' iyv \lytiv.

Nevertheless, in his later and more philosophical rhetoric he

quotes no one oftener, as affording good examples, than Iso-

crates.

562. On the death of Plato, he went (in his thirty-seventh

year) with Xenocrates to Hermeias, tyrant of Atarneus and

1 Cf. Muller's FHC. i. pp. 209-11 (Timi Fragg. 70-6).
1 iv. I.

* I cannot agree with Susemihl (note 533 to his translation of the

Politics, vol. ii. p. 140) that these dialogues were not composed till ufter

335 B.C., when Aristotle returned to Athens. In the face of the enormous

catalogue of his works, such a theory seems to me untenable, not to speak

of the marked contrast of style between the early and the later compositions.
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Assos, who was himself a pupil of Plato. When, after three years,

this Hermeias was treacherously put to death by the Persians,

Aristotle settled at Mytilene, and took Pythias, a sister or niece

of Hermias, to wife. To this Hermias he dedicated a statue

at Delphi, and also addressed him in a still extant lyric poem.
In 343-2 B.C. he undertook, at Philip's request, the education

of Alexander the Great, now a boy thirteen years old. But

unfortunately we know nothing of this interesting relation, ex-

cept that two tracts of the philosopher, irepi fiaanXiiae and vntp
OTTUIKUV (or &*our/tty), were addressed to Alexander

; but I do

not fancy that Alexander's large ideas were based upon them.

Indeed, we know certainly that Aristotle's Hellenedom, which

is so manifest in the Politics, was distinctly opposed to the Hel-

lenism of the great king. During this period Aristotle and his

pupil resided at Mieza, south-west of Pella. He is said to have

obtained from Philip (or Alexander) the restoration of his native

town, destroyed along with Olynthus in 347 B.C. ; but his good
offices were thwarted by the jealousies and counterplots of the

exiles themselves. 1 Numerous authorities assert that he went

with Alexander to Asia, and there collected the materials of

his 158 polities. But this is certainly false.

In 335 B.C. he again settled at Athens, and formally opened
a school of his own, called Peripatetic, from his habit of walk-

ing up and down while teaching in the gymnasium of the Ly-
ceum. In the succeeding twelve years, he produced the majority
of those works, and trained the followers, that have brought
him undying fame. We hear of private lectures in the morning,
of public receptions in the afternoon, also of common meals,

and a sort of discipline in his school.

The follies of Callisthenes, whom Aristotle had recom-

mended to Alexander, and who was suspected of being disloyal
to him, owing to his outspoken censure, may have estranged
the great king from his old tutor, but no overt act can be cited

to prove it
; nay rather the materials for his natural history may

in part have been supplied by the interest of Alexander in his

researches. 2
Nevertheless, a few years after the king's death,

1 Cf. frag. 610, from Dio Chrysostom.
2 Thus the moot question about the cause of the Nile's rising in suni*

vol. II. *J N
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people began to talk scandal about Aristotle having been privy
to his assassination by poison. This idle and libellous rumour

is sufficiently contradicted by the public feeling which broke

out at Athens, at the opening of the Lamian war, against Aris-

totle as a steady partisan of the Macedonian party. He was

attacked under the allegation of impiety by Demophilus (pro-

bably the son of the historian Ephorus) for having honoured

Hermeias as a hero
; people had also charged him with offering

devotions to one of his wives, Herpyllis (after the manner of

Auguste Comte); and he retired before the storm to his country
house in Chalcis, where he presently died (322 B.C., summer)
of a chronic disease, which was no doubt aggravated by his

intense application to study. His will, preserved like those of

his successors in the school of Ariston, is still extant, at least

in substance, in Diogenes' Life, and shows us his loving and

thoughtful care for the welfare of his daughter, his immediate

friends, and even the slaves attached to his house.

We know little ofhis personality. He was evidently thought

ugly in his day thin-legged and with small features. Many
smart things are repeated from his conversation by Diogenes,

and he was evidently no very agreeable person, or deficient

in the power of making enemies. 1 There are several portraits

extant of him, especially the splendid sitting statue in the

Palazzo Spada at Rome
; they represent a refined and careworn,

but somewhat hard face, in which thought and perhaps bodily

suffering have drawn deep furrows. His policy was Mace-

donian and anti-Demosthenic, and for this reason he was

assailed by many sham patriots. Of course he saw, with

Phocion, the impracticability of any other policy in the decay-

met was said to have been settled by the observations of the great sum-

mer rains near its source, which Alexander obtained for Aristotle (fragg.

1 Cf. Themistius, Orat. 23, p. 235 (quoted as frag. 57 of Timaeus by

C. Miiller) : Kri<pitro$iipovs Sc xal Ev&ov\i$as Kal Ti^oi'ouy, Aixaicipxouj KO)

ffrparbv S\ov riav iiriOffitveiv 'A.purrort\ti ry Zrayttplry IT<$T' tut KaraX^aifit

>inrfTa>s, S>v Kal \6yoi i^iKVOvvrcu tij T6v$e rby \p6vov, 8aT7jpoCiTj r^k

arfx.6fiav Kal <pi\ot>tiKiav. Many of these were posthumous enemies. We
know that the school of Isocrates and other sophists afforded him plenty

of contemporary opponents besides.
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ing state of Greece, and he was not bound by the spirit of

patriotism, like Demosthenes, to fight to the last for a dying

cause, being only a metic, or resident alien at Athens.

563. The catalogue of Aristotle's works, which were said

to amount to more than 400, and which embraced every kind

of science and every sort of literary criticism, need not occupy
us here. The list given by Diogenes in his Life was probably

prepared by Andronicus, or perhaps Hermippus, from the

works found under his name in the Alexandrian library, and

does not contain some of those now extant. There is also

a list drawn up by Arabic writers of the thirteenth century.

The critical questions about these long and complicated lists

are discussed by many German writers, who are referred to in

Zeller's account. A careful catalogue is to be found in the

opening of the fifth volume of the Berlin Aristotle, prepared

by VaL Rose, and to this splendid volume I also refer in con-

sidering the fragments of lost works.

These fragments have, in the case of Aristotle, so peculiar

an interest for us, that I propose here to consider them before

I enter upon an account of the extant works which belong to

the plan of the present book. For it is to the fragments of

Aristotle that we must look for all our knowledge of his youthful

work, and still more of the work which placed him among the

ancients in the rank of a literary man. When we read the scien-

tific treatises he has left us, we wonder at the complete neglect
of form, the utter abnegation of style in the pupil of Plato, and

ask ourselves how it was that so great a critic of poetry and elo-

quence should not have given some evidence of his theories in

his own writing. But the fact is that we only inherit from him

those treatises which he wrote as head of a school, and possibly

as mere jottings to be filled up by oral explanations. The
enormous number and variety of his writings most of them

composed within a few years seem to preclude anything like

careful composition, and in more than one of them modern
critics have suspected that we possess the mere hasty notebook

of a pupil, taken down from the master's conversation during
his morning walks. 1 To this I shall return in the Appendix.

1 Zeller shows (pp. 135 8) with much acutcncss that this view goes too

N 2
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564. Another account of the bad condition of our texts

is given in the famous story for which Strabo is our authority.

He says
l that after the death of Aristotle and Theophrastus,

their books were inherited by Neleus of Skepsis, nephew of

the latter. Owing to the danger of their being seized by royal

book collectors, they were hidden by his heirs in a cellar,

where they lay for nearly two centuries, till discovered at the

beginning of the first century B.C. by Apellikon of Teos, and by
him brought to Athens. Then they were carried by Sylla as

booty to Rome, and first edited by Tyrannic and Andronicus

(circ. 60-50 B.C.). Hence, Strabo tells us, the early pupils of

the Peripatetic school knew little of the real doctrine of Aris-

totle, and mostly talked barren subtleties (0t'<7Etc \T)Kvdieiv).

This theory is adopted by Heitz, Grote, Grant, and others, but

has been of late combated with success by Stahr and Zeller.

There is plainly great exaggeration in it, for we find Aristotle's

works distinctly quoted
2 in the interval, and a catalogue of

them as preserved in the Alexandrian library; and as he pub-
lished most of them during his life, it is not credible that

among his pupils and critics, especially the Stoics, no other copy
but that in the cellar at Skepsis should exist. There is, how-

ever, truth in the story as to these particular copies, and it is

more than probable that there may have been some unfinished

MS., like the Politics, which really lay concealed till this date,

and which is therefore unknown to ancient critics before the

time of Cicero. But the damp of the cellar could only produce
lacunae in the text, it could not mildew the texture of the style.

The ancients had a very different picture of Aristotle from

his works. Their best critics speak of him as a master of style.

Cicero tells us that he comes pouring forth a golden flood of

eloquence to prove the Divine Providence which has ordered

far, and that in these treatises, written in a rough and slovenly, but

peculiar and very scientific style, we have the very words of the master,

in most cases written down by himself, though often two collateral forms of

an argument have crept in either from a new treatment, or an inaccurate

copy at the moment. It is at least very likely that his pupils helped him

largely both in transcription and in collections of facts.

1
xiii. I, 54.

* Cf. the evidence collected in Zeller, pp. 145, sq.
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the world, and translates a splendid passage to prove it.
1

Dionysius (Halic.) and Quintilian speak in similar words of

praise. Simplicius and Photius declare that his letters (col-

lected by Artemon in eight books) were unsurpassed as models

of that kind of composition, and though Demetrius quotes a

sentence from these letters as far too pompous in style, he cites

another 2 to show how thoroughly the author confined himself

to proper subjects, in which he says :
' This I do not write to

you, for it is not epistolary
'

(es-ioroXticoV). Unfortunately the an-

cients have seldom supported their praise of the philosopher's

eloquence by adequate citations, and we must therefore search

the scanty fragments carefully to find any clear proofs of their

assertions. In the case of Cicero and later critics, we suspect,

moreover, that Aristotle's great and established reputation as

a thinker may have led them to exaggerate the perfection of

his style.

It is, however, to be remarked that Aristotle's Roman critics

cite none of our extant scientific treatises except the Topic

and Rhetoric. Either, therefore, they did not know the scien-

tific Aristotle, or, what is more likely, they were repelled by
his acroatic (esoteric) books, and confined themselves to those

e^wrtptura, which were written for the public, and were within

their comprehension. Thus the Aristotle praised by the Roman

philosophers and rhetors is not our Aristotle, he is the author

of dialogues and exhortations to philosophy and virtue. But

among the Greeks the loss of his dialogues and elaborated

essays rather comes from the contempt in which these early

semi-Platonic writings were held by his school. In his later

and scientific works, they tell us, he put down his real opinions,

in the dialogues only what was false or held by others. Hence
it is to Stobaeus, to Plutarch, and to Cicero that we owe the

preservation of a few passages from these dialogues, in which

we find not only a Platonic vein of thought, but even a far-off

ray of Platonic sunlight in diction. 3 In fact, the influence of

1 De Nat. Deorum, ii. 37.
3
Fragg. 615, 620.

* We hear that he did not attempt dramatic prologues, like Plato, and

that he sustained the principal part himself, unlrke his master, but in the

manner adopted by Cicero, whose dialogues are probably not unlike those

of Aristotle in form.
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Plato had been as great on Aristctle as the influence of So-

crates on Plato
;
but we can trace the gradual weaning of Plato

from the Apologia to the Laws ; with Aristotle the early stages

have left but faint vestiges.

565. There were certainly three dialogues modelled closely

upon Plato. 1 From the first Sextus Empiricus and Cicero

quote arguments for the existence of the gods and their govern-
ment of a popular and rhetorical kind,

2 also for the eternity

of the universe, from its beauty and order. 3 From the third, a

close imitation of the Phczdon, we have so many interesting and

suggestive notes about the nature of the soul, its unlikeness to a

harmony, its future happiness, together with strange narratives

ofa spiritualistic character, that we can feel how thoroughly it

was a literary work. 4 From the TrporptTrrtcwc, or Exhortation to

Philosophy, we have also an interesting 'anticipation of Des

Cartes' refutation of the doubter, for Aristotle tells us that men
must either accept or reject philosophy. But if the latter, it

must be done by argument, and hence by philosophy. Whether,

therefore, men choose it or not, they must philosophise. From
the treatises on Nobility and on Wealth we have also some

good extracts by Stobacus. 5

Among his critical works of this period I may mention an

account of the older poets and rhetoricians a favourite amuse-

ment in those days when original literary genius had become ex-

hausted. Cicero tells us that his summary and exposition of the

older rhetors (in his avrayuyii rcxt-wf) was so clear and good that

people gave up reading these authorities themselves. And,
no doubt, if the rhetoric now ascribed to Anaximenes were

genuine, it must date from this period, and long before the far

1 That vfpl $Ao(TO(f>/aj, that vepl riyaOov, and the EC8ij/uoj.

*
Frags. 12-15.

*
Frags. 17-18.

4
Frags. 32-43.

*
Frags. 82-5, sq. Bernays (Dialoge

fes Arist. p. 69) thinks that the

opening chapters of the fourth book (new arder) of the Politics are in sub-

stance an extract from an ethical dialogue, on account of the greater ease

and flow of the style as compared with the rest of the book. The hypo-

thesis, though rejected by Vahlen and others, is probable enough, but the

resulting specimen of Aristotle's easier style is not a favourable one, there

being little peculiar in it, except some overdrawn expressions.
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different psychological study which we find in the real rhetoric

of Aristotle. His views about the poets we cannot estimate

except from the excerpts in the scholia on Homer, which con-

stantly refer to his problems and solutions. I confess that both

the difficulties and the answers seem to me so prosaic and

often silly, that they do not raise the author in my mind above

the critic of the Poetic, a work of little aesthetic taste. He raised

such questions as these : How could Helen, in her view from

the walls, express uncertainty about her brothers, the Dioscuri,

seeing that the war had lasted ten years, and many prisoners

had been made and ransomed ? Of course the obvious solution

to us is that this scene was taken from a poem describing the

first landing or marshalling of the Greeks at the opening of the

war. 1 Aristotle says : 'Perhaps Paris prevented her from meeting

the captives.'
2

Many similar pieces of criticism will be found

in the adjoining fragments, mingled with occasional common
sense. The most interesting is doubtless the curious anticipa-

tion of the Comparative Mythologers, in which he tells us that

the 360 oxen of the sun were the days of the year. Thus Aris-

totle's uTTop^ara on Homer seem not very much better than

his edition,
3 if indeed it be true that he prepared an edition for

Alexander, which that monarch carried in a precious casket.

566. This criticism of the poets suggests to us the philo-

sopher's own poetry, of which three very noteworthy fragments
have survived. They are a skolion to Hermias, an epigram for

a statue of the same, and part of an elegy on Eudemus. I will

cite them below.4 The epigram on the statue is like those of

' Cf. Vol. I. p. 73.
2
Frag. 142.

* Cf. Vol. I. p. 31.

(I) On Plato (fr. 623):
t\8iiiv 5' Is K\ttvbv K(KpoTr(i)s ScbreSop

tiifff&fiiis areuvfis <pi\li]s ISpiiffaro fiiafjibv

avSp6s, ttv ovS' advdv rotffi KdKoiffi 6(/j.is'

ftj fj.6vos t) irpwros 9vi\T<av itartSet^ev tvapyws

oiKftif re &i<f Kal fj.(66Sotffi \6yuv,

us ayados re Kal fvSaiuccv Hfia yIffrat av4\p'

ov v\iv 5' fort A.a0etV ovStvl ravra Tore.

(2) On Hermeias (fr. 624) :

TOT" ov\ &<ruas irapaBas

epffiav
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the best period, very simple and condensed. We do not pos-

sess enough of the elegy to understand its plan, but we can judge
from the fragments of the dialogue on Eudemus, and the story

there told of the curious vision of his subsequent fortunes and

death, that the poem was not wanting in imagination. One
famous phrase on Plato has made the fragment celebrated.

The hymn, which Athenaeus says is not a paean, as was alleged

in the accusation of impiety brought against him, but rather .1

skolion, is a very elegant little poem, and deserves far higher

praise than is accorded to it by most of the Germans. It is, I

suppose, silently assumed that the author of the dry Ethics, and

Politics, and Categories cannot have been a true poet ; but I

venture to say, had the poem been handed down under the

name of Pindar, some of those who now look upon it coldly

would have been loud in their admiration. Apart from the

felicity of its expression, there is a moral fervour about it which

breathed through the dialogues, and which must have made

Aristotle, in his earlier years, more a preacher of righteousness

than a votary of abstract science. Of his remaining elegies and

his 7n; we know nothing.

oil ipavtpSis \6yxV <poviois iv ayuff

a\\' avSpos jriffrti \piiffa^i.fvo5 So\iov,

(3) The Hymn to Virtue :

'ApT(, iroAiijUox^f ytvfi

6-rjpau.a Ka\\iffTov /3icp,

ffas re'pi, irapStve, fj,op<pas

Kal Oavflv ffjAwrbj Iv 'EA\(5t irrfrjioj

Kal irdvovs T\T]vai /j.a\fpovs aKd.fj.avTas'

rolov M (pptva j8a\Aeis

ttapirov r' k64.va.TOV xpvtrov ft Kpfifftrta

Kal yovfiav /uaAoKOU7^TOJ 9 virvov

fffv 5' tvfx' "K ^'^ s 'HpaKAf'rjs Ai')5a5 rt

ir<$AA' iiv(T\affav tpyots

<rb.v bypvuovTfs 8vvafj.iv.

rras 5' tvtKtv <pt\lov poppas Kal 'A.Tapvfos

'Af\iov x'fiPe*<rf>
' a-vyds.

Totyap aoiSifnos ipyois, aOavaruv Tf /lie

Movcrai

Vlvauoarvvaa OvyaTpts, Ai?)* fvlov trr&as a<juvff<u

<j)iA.iat TC ytpas )3(
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567. From the time that Aristotle went to Macedon, and

during the leisure of his retirement with Alexander, we may
suppose him to have gradually abandoned popular writing, and

to have turned to that purely scientific form 1 which he adopted
as a scholarch at Athens. From this latter date come all those

dry and abstruse works which belong to the history, not of

Greek literature, but of Greek philosophy. Aristotle's view

embraced all departments of human knowledge. Like Solo-

mon, he discoursed on plants, from the cedar that is in Leba-

non to the hyssop which groweth on the wall ; upon animals
;

on the heavenly bodies and their eternal author
; on the mind

of man and its faculties in fact, on all things human and

divine.

In this wide survey he also embraced the philosophy of

history and the philosophy of art, and here comes in contact

with literature in discussing the nature of rhetoric and poetry.

Thus we may confine ourselves to a fuller consideration of the

Rhetoric and the Poetic, though we may say something generally
about the Ethics and Politics ; not that these are literary works,

but because most readers know Aristotle through them, and

would therefore note their absence in this book. Indeed, they
' seem to have been the transition stage between the early

dialogues and the later pure philosophy, and to have come in

this order : first, the Ethics, and next, in close connection, the

Politics ; then the Poetic, and last of the exoteric treatises, the

Rhetoric, which may have been composed about 330 B.C. The
latter works are in style and method intermediate between his

two classes of writings, so that many have asserted them to

belong to the latter. Indeed, the boundary line can hardly
have been very clearly marked All these treatises have been

! This distinction is not imported by critics, but recognised by Aristotle

himself, who constantly refers to the fuller treatment on well-known

statements Iv rots tK$i$o/j.fvots, or Iv TOIS 4<arepiKois \6yots. This seems

plainly to refer to the popular treatises which were written and circulated

among the public, while his deeper works, though by no means secret or

withheld, were only known to his pupils. The German critics have

written a library of controversy on this matter, without advancing our

knowledge or understanding of it. The reader will find a summary in

Zeller, of. cit. pp. 1 1 2, sq., with the voluminous notes.
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so amply discussed and illustrated, that a student of Aristotle

is not likely to delay over a general sketch, but will turn to the

full and minute commentaries to aid him in the understanding
of them. For none of them are attractive from their style, and

all of them are difficult, both from ellipse and compression of

thought, as well as from dislocations or gaps in our texts.

568. It is remarkable that Aristotle, in this mature Rhe-

toric, regards the science not as a branch of the fine arts, or

analogous to poetry, but as a sister science to Dialectic, and

closely allied to Politics. As Dialectic, or logical disputation,

seeks to establish the truth by argument, so Rhetoric seeks to

persuade, or to establish the probable by such arguments as will

convince an audience. Hence the whole science is a popular
or exoteric science, but nevertheless depends, or ought to

depend, mainly on proofs, not on indirect means of influencing
men's minds. In fact, he lays down the irrefragable position,

that rhetoric is a natural gift of civilised men, all of whom in

some way defend their own opinions, or attack those of others,

by argument. It is the systematic treatment of this natural

faculty of persuasion which forms the subject of the art of

rhetoric. Thus Aristotle opposes on the one hand Plato, who
is perpetually arguing that, because rhetoric cannot prove itself

good to teach any one thing, it is good for nothing ;
on the

other, he opposes the Sophists, who pretended that it was the

mysterious key to all sorts of knowledge. There is something

very severe and noble in the restriction of the true province of

rhetoric to that of reasoning with an audience. But there can

be no doubt that this has been the true secret of all really great

speaking. Demosthenes, and the Greeks generally, seldom

depart from argument But even with Cicero, Chrysostom,

Bossuet, Burke, and with all our greatest legal and political

orators, it is primarily because they were brilliant and per-

suasive reasoners that they were great orators. Hence the

strict justice of Aristotle's simple definition: 'the power of

discovering in each case the possible means of persuading.'
'

8' 7; pijropiK^i Svva.fj.it irtpl (KCUTTOV rov Ofuprjffat rb

Cf. the comments of other rhetors upon it quoted in Cope'i
Introd. p. 149.
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The main body of the first book is devoted to the analysis

of rhetorical materials in relation to the three kinds (ctdi?) of

oratory, which Aristotle was perhaps the first formally to distin-

guish the deliberative, the judicial, and the epideictic.
1 He

says nothing of the exhortations of generals to their soldiers,

which figure so largely in earlier historians. No doubt the

fashion went out with the rise of mercenary and professional

armies, but in any case such speeches must fall into the first

class. This division he regards as by far the most important,

though he says it was neglected by the rhetoricians for the

sake of the court speeches, as in them sophistical arts were

of more value. The fact is that political speaking was always

thoroughly honoured among the Greeks, but for this very reason

was considered a higher art than could be taught by mere

sophistical professors. Aristotle's further distinction, that of

these three branches the first is about the future, and its main

topic the expedient ;
the second about the past, and its main

topic the just ;
and the third (praise and blame) chiefly about

the present, and its main topic the honourable (*ra\oi') this

seems to me a piece of idle or false subtlety.

The first nine chapters are on the requisites for proofs

in deliberative speeches political education, and a general

knowledge of ethical principles. Then he turns to judicial or

dicastic speeches ;
and on these, again, he enumerates the

general subjects justice and injustice, written law and un-

written precedent, and the like, from which the orator should

draw his logical proofs. He adds in an appendix the proofs

from fact, such as testimony, oaths, documents, torture, by
which the speaker may fortify the proofs constructed by argu-

ment. So far, then, Rhetoric is little more than applied Logic,

in which certain special forms of proof, such as the enthy-
meme and the example, are substituted for the full syllogism

and induction which the philosopher or dialectician uses. But

each tlcor, or special branch, affords special propositions

(wpoTctffeii) from which the orator must argue. Except, there-

fore, in indicating to him the proper materials, which are de-

1 The passage which asserts the same division in the Rhet. ad Alt*.

seems to be spurious, as other passages cite only two.
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terrnined by moral and physical philosophy, there is nothing
whatever which would give a speaker any practical help in con-

structing a speech.

569. The second book approaches the psychological con-

ditions which the speaker should either affect in himself, or sti-

mulate in his hearers, so as to produce persuasion. Here there

is much that is suggestive and interesting, though the whole sub-

ject is treated in a very confused way. The reader must not

imagine that Aristotle has deserted his first principle, of laying

the whole stress of oratory on proofs. For all the psychological
aids which he here discusses ethos in the speaker, pathos ex-

cited in the audience are all direct helps to persuasion, and, as

such, direct means of carrying the orator's point. To excite the

hearer, without any further object, by a mere splendour of dis-

play, would have been thought by Aristotle meretricious even

in an epedeictical speech. Thus Ethos is at first represented as

the character which the speaker should assume, and manifest

by his speaking : it is composed of three elements, viz. <t>p6-

I'ljirie, sound common sense; aptrr], moral weight of character
;

and evrota, a strong interest in his audience. Aristotle might
have gone so far as to say that these, if established by the

previous life of the speaker, and not merely assumed for the

occasion, will outbalance the strongest logical arguments against

him. But presently (as Cope and others have pointed out)

we find ethos in a new meaning, that of studying the general

character of the audience, and addressing them differently if

they be old men, or middle-aged, or young. The general fea-

tures of these ages are then described. 1 As almost all audi-

ences are mixed, such advices seem of little use.

They are, however, preceded by a treatment ofpathos in

rhetoric, which is wider in application than our meaning of it,

and signifies the exciting of suitable affections anger, pity,

sorrow in the minds of the hearers
;
and there are minute

descriptions of the causes of these affections in mankind.

Ethos, in the first sense, when it is actually produced by the

speech, is merely arousing the Trados of confidence and good-
will towards the speaker in the audience, and thus falls under

1

caps. 13-15.
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the class fron; which Aristotle has distinguished it. But I need

not specify these logical defects. The book closes l with general

directions, or rdn-oi, for using examples, for using apophthegms

(yvwfjiai, which are merely single propositions implying an

argument), and enthymemes, or arguments in that short form

suited for rhetoric. He even gives a chapter on simulated

enthymemes, or sophisms of this kind, which troubles such

critics as Cope, who think they must defend the morality of

all that Aristotle has said. In these chapters
2
many examples

are given from retorts of Iphicrates, from tragedies, especially

those of Theodectes, as well as from his speeches, but, strangely

enough (though Demades against Demosthenes is quoted), none

are quoted from Demosthenes, his greatest contemporary.

570. The third book, which at last comes to what we
should call the proper treatment of oratory or rhetoric, is di-

vided into two parts : the first twelve chapters being on expres-

sion (Xe'fre), the remainder on the arrangement (rafrc) to be

observed in speaking. The latter division seems to me sin-

gularly bald and incomplete, and can hardly have come in its

present form from Aristotle's own hand. The remarks on the

proem, or prologue, are the fullest, but the examples are as

frequently taken from poetry as from oratory. On the narrative

he omits all mention of the TrpoKaraffKtvr], or first sketch of the

story, a point frequent in our extant speeches, and of great
effect in tuning the minds of the audience. He criticises Iso-

crates' direction that the narrative should be compressed (ra-

\~ia ),
and cites several examples of good and bad narratives

from tragedies now lost. Perhaps his best remark is that the

narrative should be ethical, and not intellectual. It should

not strike the audience as clever, but honest, as is eminently
the case with Lysias. On the '

figures of thought
'

he says

nothing, except about the sudden questioning (ipwrriffis) and

1 As Spengel observes, this subject was announced to come before the

psychological part, and is certainly out of its natural order. Hence some
dislocation of the text is to be inferred, even though there are at present
references from the discussion on the rSirot to the chapters on TtdOos and

fjflos, which show that the work early assumed its present form.
-
caps, 22-4.
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witty repartees, which are indeed hardly figures of thought.

As to the epilogue
' he puts the reminding of the hearer on the

same level as the exciting him a peculiarly Greek view,

already noticed when considering Demosthenes' speeches, which

generally end with a very calm summary, and a quiet de-

mand for justice.

The chapters on expression are more suggestive, though

nothing is more disappointing than that on correctness of

diction (on xpi? 'EXXip/eii'), in which the reader expects valu-

able hints on style, and is merely told to mind his particles,*

his concords, and the clearness of his sentences. Similarly on

the difficult and subtle question of rythm, he only says a few

words about iambic and trochaic rythms, and then recom-

mends (after Thrasymachus) the first paeon for opening, and

the last for closing, a sentence. On the deeper laws of the

harmony of periods he is silent, or hopelessly general.

But on the qualities of style apart from grammatical

accuracy, there are several good chapters against over-orna-

ment and pomp, against stale phrases (i//u^ac At'&wc), such as

those often used by Gorgias and Alkidamas, on metaphors
and similes, and other kindred topics. His remarks on the

differences of poetical and prose style, and also on the differ-

ence of style suited to oral delivery and to written matter, are

very sensible and sound, but not, I think, very suggestive.
3

To the real beauties of noble poetry he seems comparatively
a stranger. After discussing separate words and clauses in

eight chapters, he goes on to their connection, either natural

or artificial the well-known \f'ic ilpopevt) of Herodotus as op-

posed to the Xe'&e Kartirrpa^^ifn of Thucydides, and still more

of Isocrates. He adds a chapter on saying
'

good things,' and

1 c. 19.
2

It is to be wished that Aristotle had followed his own advice. For his

nse of &ffrt, oltv, 5, and of prepositions, has caused special difficulty to

commentators, and called forth special enquiries, such as Bonitz' ( Wwn.
Sitzber. 1863) and Eucken's books.

1 Voltaire profited by them, as may be seen from his frequent criticisms

of the poetical prose of his rivals, and his praise of the principle laid down

by Aristotle. On this Havet (Etude, pp. 95, sq.) has some excellent re-

marks.
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on vividness of style. But in neither of these is he happy or

original.

571. The impression produced by the Rhetoric is not

very favourable to Aristotle's genius.
1 We feel, indeed, that the

whole book is on a large and sound basis, but is mainly an ex-

pansion of the hints thrown out with such brilliancy by Plato

in his Fhadrus; and that, in following them up, Aristotle has

stated a good many isolated truths of value, and shown great

acuteness, but has added little to the re'x^at of his predecessors

except the psychological basis, which must have been prac-

tically felt by all previous orators. The real secrets of his great

contemporary Demosthenes, which he, if anyone, could have

discovered, or at least discussed, are either deliberately ignored,

or neglected all through his book
;
and this capital blot in a

Greek rhetoric of that age is not to be overlooked or excused

We may add that the style of this work, which expressly treats

of style, contains frequent examples of vices which it repre-

hends. It is constantly too compressed ; it is obscure ;
it is

confused
;
and though some of these blots are undoubtedly to

be ascribed to the condition of the text, many are due to the

author.

The Latin rhetoricians, Cicero and Quintilian, as well as

Dionysius, derive many valuable hints from it, and often follow

it closely, but they seem to me to improve upon it very much
in the clearness and elegance of their expression. Cicero a

1 If the reader desires to see the opposite case ably argued, I can recom-

mend to him E. Havet's excellent Etude sur la Rhetorique (TAristote (Paris,

1846), from which I have borrowed many points all through my sketch,

though I think the author has often transfused his own ideas into Aris-

totle. I must, however, note the curious blunder (p. 71) of attributing to

R. Estienne the passage on torture, which that intelligent translator found in

the best MS. (A
e
), but which he printed in italics, as of doubtful authen-

ticity. This is not the only error in Havet's suggestive and charming essay.
* His judgment on the book is worth quoting (de Or. ii. 38) ; Sed,

ut eo revocetur, unde hue declinavit oratio, ex tribus istis clarissimis philo-

sophis, quos Romam venisse dixisti, videsne Diogenem fuisse, qui diceret,

artem se tradere bene disserendi et vera ac falsa diiudicandi, quam verbo

Graeco SiaXatriic^v appellaret ? In hac arte, si modo est hrec ars, nullum
et praeceptum, quo modo verum inveniatur, sed tantum cst, quo modo
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especially, as Cope's notes will amply show, has put almost all

Aristotle's points with great force, and in admirable and terse

language. The Epistle of Dionysius to Ammseus, in which he

refutes elaborately by dates the notion that Demosthenes bor-

rowed his rhetorical principles from Aristotle, is valuable in

quoting six passages verbatim (as he says) from the Rhetoric.

Though there are some differences from our text, they are not

such as to warrant the belief that the work was originally fuller

and more explicit. It is more probable that later rhetors

added commentaries or expansions, of which a few fragments

appear in Spengel's Collection. But, unfortunately, all these

iudicetur. Nam [et] omne, quod eloquimur sic, ut id aut esse dicamus

aut non esse, et si simpliciter dictum sit, suscipiunt Dialectici, ut iudi-

cent, verumne sit an falsum
;

et si coniuncte sit elatutn et adiuncta sint

alia, iudicent, rectene adiuncta sint et verane summa sit unius cuiusque
rationis et ad extremum ipsi se compungunt suis acuminibus et multa

quaerendo reperiunt non modo ea, quae iam non possint ipsi dissolvere,

sed etiam, quibus ante exorsa et potius detexta prope retexantur. Hie

nos igitur Stoicus isle nihil adiuvat, quoniam, quemadmodum inveniam

quid dicam, non docet ; atque idem etiam impedit, quod et multa reperit,

quae negat ullo modo posse dissolvi, et genus sermonis affert non liquidum,

non fusum ac profluens, sed exile, aridum, concisum ac minutum. Quod si

qui probabit, ita probabit, ut oratori tamen aptum non esse fateatur. Haec

enim nostra oratio multitudinis est auribus accommodanda ad oblectandos

animos, ad impellendos, ad ea probanda, quae non aurificis statera, sed qua-
dam populari trutina examinantur. Quare istam artem totam dimittamus,

quae in excogitandis argumentis muta nimium est, in iudicandis nimium

loquax. Critolaum istum, quern sinuil cum Diogene venisse commemoras,

puto plus huic studio nostro prodesse potuisse. Erat enim ab isto Aristo-

tele, a cuius inventis tibi ego videor non longe aberrare. Atque inter

hunc Aristotelem, cuius et ilium legi librum, in quo exposuit dicendi artes

omnium superiorum, et illos, in quibus ipse sua quaedam de eadem arte

dixit, et hos germanos huius artis magistros hoc mihi visum est interesse,

quod ille eadem acie mentis, qua rerum omnium vim naturamque viderat,

haec quoque aspexit. quae ad dicendi artem, quam ille despiciebat, pertine-

bant : illi autem, qui hoc solum colendum ducebant, habitarunt in hac una

ratione tractanda, non eadem prudentia, qua ille, sed usu, in hoc uno

genere, studioque maiore. Carneadi vero vis incredibilis ilia dicendi et

varietas perquam esset optanda nobis ; qui nullam umquam in illis sxis

disputationibus rem dofendit, quern non probarit ;
nullam oppugnavit,

quam non everterit. Sed hoc maius est quiddam, quam ab us, qui bsec

iradunt et docent, postulandum sit.
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works are lost, and the remaining scholia are declared quite

worthless by those who have studied them.

572. Bibliographical. Our best MS. is one of the eleventh

century, now in Paris (A
c
),
which was known to Petrus Victo-

rius, and collated in his valuable edition, but more carefully by
Gaisford (1820), and still better by Bekker for his edition. The
next best authority is the old Latin translation, undoubtedly by
William de Moerbeke, in 1281, which followed word for word a

text similar to the Ac
text, but with marginal interpolations or

Commentaries which the translator generally adopts. All the

later and more interpolated MSS. seem derived from the same

archetype as these older and better copies, and all of them

bear traces of the amalgamation of two recensions, in which

two renderings of the same idea are given one after the other.

Separate editions of the Rhetoric are scarce. First printed by

Aldus, not in his Aristotle, but in the Rhetores Gract
(
1 508),

it since holds a place in all the editions of the collected

works. However, Gaisford's special edition (Oxford, 1833) is

the tenth since the editio princeps. The essays of Brandis

(Philologus, vol. iv.), Vahlen, and of Spengel, who has given

special attention to it, in his collection of rhetorical tracts, in

his series of papers on Aristotle in the Munich Academy's

Abhandlungen, and lastly in a separate edition (Leipzig, 1867),
also the hints of Thurot in his Essays on Aristotle, may be

read with advantage. Bekker's text is reprinted in a separate

form, and we have an elaborate Introduction (1867) and a

Commentary in three volumes by E. M. Cope of Cambridge

(edited by J. E. Sandys, 1874).

573. The Rhetoric points back in more than one place to

the Poetic, which seems to have been composed before it, pro-

bably next before it, and to which, as a kindred subject, we may
naturally turn. To us oratory is a sister art to poetry, and we

may admire the rhetoric of Shakespere and Byron, as we
admire the poetry of Jeremy Taylor or Ruskin. We should

have accordingly expected to find them treated by Aristotle as

sister arts, teaching the most perfect expression in words, under

divers conditions of human thought and of human passion.
But we find, to our surprise, that he brings them into contact

VOL. ii. 2 o
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only in the detail of expression, or Xt'fre, whereas their sources

are to him perfectly distinct. Rhetoric, as we have seen, he

regards as merely the art of persuasion, and hence an offshoot

of the science of reasoning, applied to a popular audience. It

is the science of probable arguments, methodically expressed.

Poetry he bases on the instinct of imitation, especially of the

imitation of human action, and classes it with the arts of

dancing and of music, which have the same object, and which

were commonly used in combination with it ; also with the art

of painting, which uses colours, as poetry uses rythm and metre,

or as music uses melody.
This view is evidently the result of the predominance of

the drama in Attic life. All other forms of poetry are re-

garded in relation to it In Homer it is far more the dra-

matic side than the merely descriptive or picturesque, which

occupies Aristotle. The old descriptive Margites is regarded
as a kind of comedy, and, what is still more singular, lyric

poetry is hardly mentioned at all, except on its dramatic side,

and in those later developments when the music and the

dancing were plainly mimetic, and represented a sort of lyrical

drama. This may possibly be the result of a great gap in the

text, but I rather agree with those who hold that while a dis-

cussion on comedy has been lost, there was no place for a

separate treatment of lyric poetry in our sense, and this for

the special reason I have assigned. The complete ignoring of

the whole JEclic school, of Sappho, Alcseus, Anacreon nay, of

Pindar and most of the great masters of Greek melic, is a blot

in the Poetic, like the ignoring of Demosthenes in the Rhetoric.

But, as has been well observed, dramatic poetry and legal

rhetoric, being surrounded by fixed conditions, lend them-

selves to scientific analysis far more than the other branches of

oratory and poetry. Hence the tendency to write special

ri^yui for these departments of each of the arts.

574. Aristotle's analyses in the first three chapters of the

various kinds of imitation in dramatic and epic, and in tragic

and comic poetry, are not very suggestive or fruitful, though un-

doubtedly correct ;
but in the fourth he gives an ingenious psy-

chological analysis of the instinct of imitation in man, and its
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results. It is owing to this that accurate imitations even of re-

pulsive objects give pleasure by our recognition of their faithful-

ness. Thus the Margites, which he ascribes to Homer, and the

Attic comedy are branches of poetry, though they profess to

paint men
' worse than they usually are.' But the fuller expo-

sition of the nature of comedy is lost ; we still have in the

fourth and fifth chapters valuable isolated facts about the history

of both tragedy and comedy, which have been utilised in their

proper place above. 1 It is, however, plain from several allusions

(especially 9, 3) that the brilliant exuberance of Aristophanes
did not fit into Aristotle's system, and that he even excluded it

from his very definition of comic drama, which was essentially

general, and employed in sketches of character applicable to

classes of men. He also objected to the producing of laughter

by obscenity, and notes that the new comedy replaced this by
indirect hints (i/Trovoia). In fact, the parabases of Aristo-

phanes are to Aristotle the work of an ta^/3o7nidc, not of a dra-

matic poet. Thus we have lost by the corruption of our text a

theory of Greek comedy excluding Aristophanes !
2 In the

opening of chap. vi. Aristotle explicitly promises to discuss

epic poetry and comedy after he has explained the nature and

perfections of tragedy. This latter he does very thoroughly
from his point of view. We have but scanty notes on epic

poetry near the end, in direct comparison with tragedy, and a

curious chapter of criticism, or of commonplaces for replying
to criticisms on tragedy.

3 There is also an analysis of diction 4

which is to a great extent on the first elements of grammar, and

is totally out of place in this work,
8 as well as some remarks on

ornamental diction, which are analogous to, but not so good as,

the parallel chapter of the Rhetoric.

Apart from all the contusion of the text, apart from the

pedantic subdivisions of the school, apart from the flagrantly

1 Vol. I. chaps, xiv., xix.

* Wilamowitz (Arist. u. Athen, 5. 324) gives ingenious reasons for the

omission, which he thinks deliberate.
1

c. 25. cc. 19-22.
5
Egger qualifies this censure by pointing to the imancy ofgrammar at

this time, and the consequent novelty and importance of what is now trivial

and elementary (Hiit. de la Critique, pp. 227, 456).

O 2
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inconsistent judgments which are contained in the Poetic? and
which make it thoroughly unsafe as an authority, without

the constant test of plain common sense, there are two per-

manent merits in the work which will ever interest educated

men. The first is the scientific attempt to explain the nature

and vindicate the uses of tragedy ; the other consists in the

preservation throughout the work of many stray fragments of

Aristotle's acute insight and his various and profound learning.

For however corrupted and interpolated our text may be, there

can be no doubt that the main outlines are those of the master's

mind. This scattered wisdom, whether on the history of Greek

poetry, or on the nature of man, has been gathered ami ap-

plauded by admiring critics from the days of Corneille's enemies2

to those of Lessing, who declared the mutilated and tentative

essay in criticism to be as infallible as the elements of Euclid;
and thus it is now commonplace in histories of Greek litera-

ture, or of art criticism.

575. The theory of tragedy, on the other hand, has within

the last twenty years been discussed in Germany, as if it had

never been known before, and with this result, that what was

once tolerably clear has become so confused as to be almost

unintelligible. In proof of this I will appeal to the discussion

1 Some of these are explained away by the ingenious reservations and

qualifications of critics, as the reader may see by consulting Susemihl'a

notes to his edition. Other points may be the result of our misconception.
Thus Welcker first saw the meaning of the sentence quoted from Sophocles
in comparing himself with Euripides. What he really said was not that

he himself had painted characters as they ought to be, but as they ought to

be painted by a tragic poet, whereas Euripides had painted them from real

or ordinary life. Again, when Aristotle is made to say that the chorus

should be an actor and constituent part of the play, *ol rwayuvlfcffOcu 1^

&<rirfp [rap'] EvpnrtST! #AA' Sxrirtp [irapct] 2o<poKA.ei, and to add that the rest

of the tragic poets made their choral odes quite irrelevant, he does not

mean, as he is often translated, that the chorus was not an actor in Euripides,

hut that it was not an actor of the right kind, being often an accomplice.

I should suggest M 7?'' &o"if*p EvpnrtSyana'yet not like Euripides, as pro-

bably what Aristotle wrote. But there are other judgments which cannot

be defended with any common sense, or independence, in criticism.

9 Cf. the Preface to his Dan Sanche, or M. Paul Albert's la littbaturt

franca1st an .\viime Sttefe, pp. 84, sq.
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of the tragical purification in the introduction to Susemihl's

second edition (1874). It is not too much to say that a more

obscure and confused piece of writing could hardly be found

even in German literature. This, the most recent result of

speculation on the question, is only to be compared to the

wonderful hodge-podge made of the same matter in the old

Latin version retranslated from the Arabic, and cited by Eggei
as a curiosity.

1

Here is the famous definition, in its complete form :

ouf rpaywSt'a pifitjaic 7rpaW ffirov^atag jcai reXttag

e^ou(7>>f, ifivffiiivtf) \oyu \uplc (.KCLOTTOV TU>V etSwv iv rolg

tfiutrrwv KOI ov$t' an-ayyeXtac, Si iXlov /cat
<j>6fiov irepatvovffa rr]v

TUV TOIOOTWV xaQriiia.Tn>v ica0ap<riv.
2 The first clause is meant

to contrast it with comedy, the third with epic poetry, and

these require no further explanation.
' Adorned speech

' he

himself explains as having rythm and music in it. By the next

words the readings are all through uncertain he tells us he

means that different kinds of adorned speech are to be used in

different parts, as iambic metre, and lyric measures with music.

But it is about the last clause that the storm of controversy is

still raging. I will only note a few of the most interesting

points.

In the first place it seems likely that this theory of Aris-

totle's is intended as a vindication of tragedy against the

attacks of Plato, who (in his Phtzdrus, 268 c, Philebus, 48 A,

and Republic, x. 604) touches on the subject, and censures

tragedy as a mimic representation of passion, and therefore

as morally injurious to well regulated minds. For the luxury

of pity is in his view relaxing and effeminating. The same

objection, for the same reasons, he applies to epic poetry in

its dramatic aspect. To this criticism Aristotle replies, not

by directly asserting a moral use in tragedy, as has been

argued by Lessing and others, not by considering the trials of

the actors and their purification as intended for a moral train-

ing of the spectators, but by asserting (as Goethe insisted; an

1 Hist, de la critique, p. 427, in his commentary on the passage in his

edition appended to that wo>k.

* C. 6, 2.
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ntsthetical purpose. He considers that human pleasures and

human griefs, apart from their moral side, though not in con-

flict with it, require to be raised and purified ;
and just as we

train the taste of the eye by ideal pictures, and by the study
of exceptionally beautiful scenery, so the compassion and the

fear of the ordinary citizen may be purified by showing him

higher and nobler objects for its exercise. That this aestheti-

cal training will have good moral results is certain, but these

are not included in Aristotle's theory. Hence he speaks of

the purification rdiv TOIOVTWV 7ra0jj^arw>', that is to say, not the

same affections precisely, nor yet different, but of the lower

forms of terror and pity, and perhaps other such affections,

by the higher.
1

But the wearisome question, what may have been the exact

amount of meaning in the term purifying present to Aristotle's

mind, whether he intended it as a medical term, implying that

tragedy was a purging medicine, and thus homoeopathic in

principle, or whether he used it in a religious sense, as sug-

gesting the analogy of those treatments of madness and over-

excitement by calm and rythmical music then practised in

Greece, or whether he meant it in both, or in neither all this

I will leave to the Germans, and to those who have time and

patience to wade through their eighty works on the subject.

It is the merit of E. Miiller and of Bernays first to have brought
to bear on the theory a parallel passage from the Politics? in

which the sesthetical use of Kndaptrif is clear, and in which we
find it compared to the musical cures attempted by playing

very exciting flute music as a palliative for morbid excitement

of the mind. It is also certain from the researches of Bonitz

that Trafloc and TfaQrtn are not distinct in sense. 3

1 The comic poet Timocles, in a remarkable fragment of his Diony-
siazusce (Meineke, iii. p. 592), seems rather to adopt the moral uses of

tragedy as the chief good produced. The passage contains an excellent

statement of the ordinary theory, to which Aristotle's more subtle view is

not opposed, but from which it should be carefully distinguished.

viii. p. 1341.
1 Index Aristotel. sub vocc. The genitive plural of the former is rare

in Aristotle, nor is apparently the singular of the latter used at all by him,
K> that the variation is merely one of usage.
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The whole question must be regarded in relation to

Aristotle's theory of intellectual and refined leisure (dtaywy?'/)

as the chief end of man. This is the happiness cf the gods,

whose contemplations are no labour, but the enjoyment of per-

fect knowledge and perfect leisure. This is the happiness, too,

of the cultivated man, whose leisure hours should not be em-

ployed in the contemplation of vulgar cares, or wasted in vulgar

sympathies, but engaged in that of ideal human actions not

always ideally good, but ideal in their greatness, their dignity,

and their far-reaching importance, as illustrations of the laws

which govern the world.

576. After thus defining tragedy, Aristotle proceeds to

analyse the various features or elements which make it up, and

determines six, the plot, the character drawing, the Ziavoia
;

*

then the diction, the musical composition, and, lastly, the mise

en scene, or theatrical production. Of these various elements he

justly considers the plot as by far the most important, observing

that recent tragedians had succeeded, by attending to this

element, without any character drawing. He gives a full and

exceedingly valuable analysis of plots, both simple and com-

plex, of their various devices, such as catastrophe and recogni-

tion, and of their proper limits as compared with epic plots.

He even gives
2
practical advices to a tragic poet as to the

construction of a plot Of these I need hardly say that the

first and most important is to imagine his characters clearly

and vividly, so that they may live before him
;

thus alone,

says the acute critic, can inconsistencies and blunders be

avoided. The character-drawing is discussed in chapter xv.,

and is not so suggestive. The fuller treatment of the liavoia.

seems to be lost, for his reference 3 to the rhetoric is far too

general to be satisfactory. The section on expression is in its

earlier part an elementary chapter in grammar. The 2ist,

1 By which he seems to mean the thoughts or intellectual aspects of the

piece. Thus the later school, and even at times Euripides, were not

careful to draw ^0rj, but were very particular about brilliancy of dialogue

and rhetorical point, which I take to be the Sietvoia of the piece, according
to the concise statement in chap. xix. 1-4.

* cc. 17-8.
*

19, I.
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on elevated diction, is indeed properly within the scope of the

work, but whether from corruptions of the text, or spurious-

ness, or possibly, though one is almost afraid to whisper it,

from the coldness and pedantry of the great author, does

not touch the real beauties, or unlock the real secrets, of

poetical language. This is throughout the crying fault of both

Rhetoric and Poetic, and is not atoned for by any number of

acute and reasonable observations. One almost suspects that

the author was beginning to disbelieve in genius, and attribute

artistic success to mere soundness and accuracy of method.

How far truer and more appreciative is the tract of Longinus
on the Sublime !

The remainder of the work, with the exception of the

curious, and perhaps spurious, 2$th chapter, on the refutation of

dramatic criticisms by authors, is devoted to epic poetry, and

chiefly to its dramatic side. This part of the work is vitiated

by an excessive reverence for the Homer of the Iliad and

Odyssey, and a tendency to consider him as a perfect model in

every respect, so much so that the problem, in case of any ap-

parent defect (as with our Bible), was merely to vindicate and

explain the reasons why the inspired master had chosen to put

it thus. This over-reverence for Homer, together with a com-

plete neglect of the tragedy of ^Eschylus, and of the great

lyric poets, are indeed grave defects. 1 We saw, moreover,

reason to suspect, from the general tenor of the book, and

from the few fragments on comedy still extant, that Aristo-

phanes, and the splendid outburst of political comedy in the

Periclean age, were set aside by him in favour of the character

comedy of Crates and the newer school. If indeed his

definition of comedy corresponded with that of tragedy, and if

poetry, especially dramatic, was in his view more philosophical

than history in drawing general pictures of human nature, such

must have been his proceeding.

His ideal poet seems to have been Sophocles, and his ideal

play the (Edipus Rex ; and yet he strangely omits all discussion

of the agency of Fate in the Greek tragedies, of which this play

1 Other defects and omissions, in addition to these, have been noticed

in Egger's sensible review of the book (Hist, de la Critique, pp. 200, sq.).
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affords so obtrusive an example. In fact, the point of interest

to us in Greek tragedy, especially as we have it in ^Eschylus

the conflict of human liberty and conscience with the curse of a

hereditary fate is a feature in tragedy apparently unknown to

Aristotle. He often cites Euripides with praise, but also with

blame, that is to say if we can trust the text. Of this author's

plays the Tauric Iphigenia is that most frequently commended;
but when he reproaches the Aulid Iphigenia for inconsistency,

we are bound, with all good judges since Schiller, either to

accuse him of critical incompetence, or to reject the sentence as

foisted in by a later hand. Thus he tells us in one place that

Empedocles is only a poet as to metre, and yet in another cites

him specially for poetical diction. But every chapter of this

tract offers so many points for expansion or for criticism, that I

must not venture to enter upon this field.

577. The student who desires to apply the theory of Aris-

totle to modern poetic art will find it necessary to make allow-

ance for several important changes in the drama, which I will

here indicate in a few words. Greek tragedy, being essentially

religious, became in the hands of its greatest masters so serious

a thing, that the relief of humorous or low scenes was hardly

permitted. Aristotle indeed gives us to understand in his sketch

of its history that this was not so originally, that it arose from a

satyric representation, of which the grotesque side was preserved
in the satyric afterpiece, when banished from seiious tragedy.

This severance was exaggerated by the French school of the

seventeenth century, who are far more particular than the less

artificial Greek masters in avoiding the lower side of human
nature. And such, too, was the opinion of Milton, but happily

for us Shakespere gave the law for a wider conception, and since

his day, even in theory, the comic or humorous element is

admitted and even admired as a merit of contrast in our

tragedies. With this exception, the elementary rules and di-

rections of Aristotle are such as should guide every dramatist

of every time.

Nay more, in our own reading age, when the drama has

given way to the novel, or prose tragedy and comedy of

ordinary life, without scenery or illusion, it were well if authors
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would study the laws which the Greek critic has laid down on

the construction ofa dramatic story. Now, as then, the plot is

vastly the most important element, and no amount of charac-

ter painting or clever writing will atone for its deficiency. The

consistency of the actors, now as then, can only be preserved

by a vivid imagination which transports the writer into the

situation of his characters. There are as yet few more de-

vices than those described by him as dvayvuptats and wtpnri-

rettt an unexpected recognition and a catastrophe, together

with pathetic misfortunes. All these and other of his laws

may perhaps be better verified in George Eliot's great novels

than in modern tragedies. But of course, as I before said, our

novel replaces not only tragedy, but the newer comedy of the

Greeks ;
and thus, in addition to the humour allowed in mo-

dern tragedy, we have sketches of ordinary life, home scenes,

and other such matter, suited rather to Menander than to

Sophocles. There are many cases too, as Aristotle tells us,

when the mere accuracy of drawing, even of unworthy objects,

pleases us by its very faithfulness.

The history of the varying influence of the Poetic on litera-

ture is itself a wide and interesting subject, which would easily

fill a volume larger than the present. I will refer the reader to

Susemihl's Introduction to his edition, which gives the necessary

references, excepting the important French adoption of the

work in the seventeenth century, with its momentous conse-

quences ;
for this the reader must consult the histories of the

French classic drama, or M. Patin's Tragiques grecs. I will

here append a mere sketch.

578. Bibliographical. There are few early allusions to

this work, for some supposed ones are doubtless to the separate

treatise on poets, which seems to have been in three books. But

there are also clear indications that the extant work is referred

to, and in the plural number, though we have no divisions

marked. Some critics are disposed to think that here too

there were three books, our corrupt and disordered text con-

taining the substance of the first two, while the stray fragments

of the author irtpi cw/i^5/oc and elsewhere point to the third

book as occupied with comedy. But if our catalogues of Aris-
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totle's works really come from the Lives of Hermippus, pupil

of Callimachus, the work was then complete and in two books,

and there seems good reason to believe that the authors of the

best scholia on the tragedies (probably Aristophanes Byz.)

knew and applied the canons of the Poetic.

In later days we hear little of the work, and after the sixth

century it seems forgotten. The Arabs indeed preserved some

tradition of it, and made some attempts to understand it,

the only knowledge of the book before it was printed being
derived from Latin translations of Arabic or Hebrew versions.

It seems that there was a translation from the Greek into

Syriac, and from this with much care by Abou-Maschar Mat-

thias, a Nestorian Christian, into Arabic, about 935 A.D. This

MS. is still preserved in Paris, and shows that the text was then

as imperfect as we now have it. Two centuries later Averroes

wrote an abridgment of the work, which we possess in the

Latin version of Hermann the German at the beginning of the

thirteenth century, printed at Venice in 1481. This Her-

mann tells us he had a complete Arab version before him,
but preferred the abridgment of Averroes a somewhat gro-

tesque work, seeing that this celebrated man had not the least

idea what a tragedy meant, and accordingly confounded it with

the Arabic panegyrics in honour of princes. He also replaces

Aristotle's illustrations from Greek literature by examples from

Arabic poetry. There was a translation of Averroes' work into

rabbinical Hebrew, and from this into Latin in the fourteenth

century.

The Latin version of L. Valla (Venice, 1498) was made

directly from a Greek MS., but the text itselfwas not included

in the great Aldine Aristotle. It first appeared among the

Rhetores Graa'with the Rhetoric, in 1508 ;
then come Pacci

(1535), P. Victorius (Junta, 1560), and a host of others. The
MS. followed in these prints was one of the many fifteenth cen-

tury copies, and this was the case with all later editions till the

present century, when editors since Bekker (Burgess is a quali-

fied exception) have reverted to the only older MS., an eleventh

century copy in Paris, known as Ac
. Passing by other early

Latin versions, there are Italian translations by Castelvetro and
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Piccolomini in 1570-2, the latter of which is highly praised.

In the next century Corneille's enemies brought it out in a

French version (by the Abbd Hedelin) and framed upon it

their theory of the three unities, which they foisted on Aristotle,

and which they drove to such a pitch as ultimately to discredit

the Greeks by the light of their false Aristotle. 1 This '

conflict

of the ancients and moderns '

is an important chapter in French

dramatic literature, and reached down to the days of Voltaire.

It is, however, now agreed even by the Germans that Twin-

ing's English translation (1789), and Tyrwhitt's text and com-

mentary, a magnificent specimen of the Clarendon Press (Oxon.

1794), are the real foundation of a scientific knowledge of the

work. Excellent German editions now abound : Bekker's text

(reprinted 1873) ;
Kilter's and Vahlen's (1867) ;

the translations

of Stahr, Ueberweg (1870), Susemihl
;
the dissertations of

Bernays, Vahlen, Bonitz, Susemihl, and a host of others. There

are also excellent recent French versions : Egger*s (Hist, de la

Critique, &c., 1849), and several others since that date. I am
not aware that there is any work of importance on the subject

in English, in our own day, except some notes of Mr. Bywater
in the Journal ofPhilology, No. v. ;

for this reason I have given
these details with disproportionate fullness. The reader will

find a summary of works, not nearly complete, but very large,

in Susemihl's Preface. Mr. Bywater's monumental edition

(1909) now eclipses all the rest.

579- We turn to a far greater work, somewhat earlier in

date, but not so clearly belonging to a history of literature.

The Politics are confessed on all hands to be the ripest and

fullest outcome of Greek political experience. They were based

on the researches in Aristotle's Constitutions, or Descriptions of

some 158 polities, of which many precious frags, and the newly
recovered Athenian polity (cf. Appendix) show their relation as

materials to the extant book on the theory of politics. For as such

the present work is essentially conceived in Aristotle's peculiar

method, being based on actual experience, and the criticism of

1 Of course Aristotle insists everywhere on unity of action ; he once

casually mentions unity of time (v. 4) in contrast to the freedom of

epic poetry ; on unity of place be is absolutely sileaU
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previous theorists. To the historian, to the student of Greek

politics and Greek society, this book, though imperfect and

corrupt, is nevertheless inestimable. It can hardly be called a

literary performance. All the defects of careless composition,

or perhaps dictation, of double explanations, of hopeless con-

ciseness, which we find elsewhere in his works, are here also

the exercising ground of endless criticism. I will indicate the

chief points of interest to the general reader.

The first book, after an introduction showing how the state

is the natural and necessary outcome of man's social nature,

and a more complex union than that within the household,

goes on to discuss slavery, and the acquisition of wealth, as

parts of the household, and therefore as entering into the

state. The other bonds of union are those of husband and

wife, of father and son (daughters are ignored) and of brothers,

of which the second only is treated in the subsequent book on

education. These various bonds find their respective analogies
in despotic, aristocratical, monarchical, and timocratic govern-

ments, as appears from comparing other passages
1 with what is

here said. Aristotle conceives the relation of sex differently

from Plato, for he thinks that women differ intellectually not in

degree but in kind from men, and he does not contemplate
their ever attaining more than the place of free but inferior and

subject personages in the household. The locus classicus is

not here but at the opening of the ninth book of the Natural

History, a graphic passage, containing a curious mixture of true

and false generalisation. I quote it as a favourable specimen
of his style.

3

1

Especially Nic. Ethics, viii. IO, II.

* Book ix. ch. i. p. 608. After describing the distinction of male and

female as the cause of differences of temper in all animals, he goes on to

illustrate it by the case of hounds, and adds that in the case of the bear

and panther only is the female more courageous than the male, rovriuf

8' Ix 1̂ Hfv T&V i)6vv 4rrlv Iv faatv its iVV, juaAAop 8e tpai/tpwrepa tv rots

fXovfft /j.a\\ov ffQos KO! ftctAorra tv ivOodnrtf' rovro yh.p ?x*' TV tybaiv

oiiroTfrf\(ff/ji(fTtv, &ffTf ical raiWaJ T&J {u tlvcu <f>avfpu>T(pas 4v aifroTj.

Si6itfp yvi^i avSpbs ^\trtnovtffTtpov (tal bpiSaKpv pu\\ovt
iri 8f <p8ovfptaTff,6v

rt ical ntfj.tyiuoif>6Tpov,. Kal <pt\o\oi5opov fj.a\\nv KO! *\riKTiK(oTfpov. IffTi 5i

ai SvffBvitov ua\\ov rb 6?)\u roO Uppei-os KCU 5v<re\iri, xal avaiStcrripov al
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His reflections on slavery are much more interesting, as

showing that there were already Abolitionists in the world, who
declared that slavery was against nature a doctrine which

Aristotle earnestly combats, though making several important
concessions very damaging to his cause. He rightly denies the

absurd doctrine (so fashionable in the eighteenth century) of

the equality of men, and asserts the radical inferiority of certain

races. But it is surprising that he does not recognise among
some barbarians, as he calls them, the same right to rule as that

of the Greeks. The Aryan barons who fought against the

Greeks from the days of Cyrus to those of the last Darius were

a nobility of splendid traditions, and educated, as Herodotus

tells us,
' to ride on horseback, to use their bows, and to speak

the truth.' The Carthaginians had framed so excellent a con-

stitution that Aristotle presently selects it among the best of

those known, for careful description and comment. Yet he

admits only individual exceptions, and is blinded by the national

vanity of the Hellenes. His case would have been much

stronger had he known such races as the Negroes ;
but if we

admit his premises, that the refined leisure of a small minority
of the inhabitants of a Greek city is the highest possible state,

he is perfectly justified in his argument.
The remainder of the book is about trade, about the nature

of wealth, and how the acquisition of money has come to re-

place that of the goods which are represented by it Here

again Aristotle shows the old Greek gentleman's prejudice

against retail trade, and brands the taking of interest on money
as an unnatural crime. This blunder lasted far into the Middle

Ages, while the right of plundering wrecks was recognised,

just as Aristotle maintains that war or piracy for the acquisi-

tion of slaves among people who ought to be slaves (though

they do not recognise it) is perfectly just

580. The second book is a review of famous polities, both

v, tvaira.ri\r6rtpov 8i ical fJnnj/JLOviKi&rfpoi>t
fri 8e aypinrv6rtpoi> Kal

i 8\ws aKivnr6rfpov rb 07JAu rov appfvos, KO! rpo<pfis 4\drrov6s

iffriv. fiotiOiiriKtartpov $t, &<rvep ^A'x07j, Kal avSpft6rfpoi> rb appev rov

64)\t6s forty, fafl Kal tv rots f/uAaxtoit, Srav r$ rpt6Sovri ir\i\yri ^ <r?jir{a, i

/3oT)0 TJJ ftjXcfo, i] Sf flijAeia fyfvya rov apptvos irA7J7Woi.
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actually existing and devised by theorists, and does not, I

think, increase our respect for the great critic. The theoretical

sketches are put on a level with actually existing and successful

polities, which is absurd, and, moreover, the faults and failures

of these latter, which occurred in the lapse of centuries, are

charged to want of foresight in their authors, as if any legislator

could foresee such far distant consequences. The ideal states

of Plato (or of Socrates, as Aristotle calls them throughout), of

Hippodamos, and of Phaleas are criticised, the first at great

length, but with much sophistry, and little attempt to under-

stand or appreciate the immortal Republic. It is, indeed, main-

tained by Susemihl,
1 that while the refutation of the extreme

socialism in family relations in the Republic is very complete
and successful, the critique of the Laws, which sets forth a

state not unlike in kind to Aristotle's own ideal, is petty and

sophistical. He complains that critics have not attended

sufficiently to this contrast. But I cannot concede that an

account of Plato's Republic, which asserts his marriage laws to

be a community (Koiruvia) of women, destroying self-command

and chastity, is anything short of a gross libel, and unworthy to

be called a refutation.

Then follow very valuable sketches of the Lacedaemonian,

Cretan, and Carthaginian constitutions. The last chapter seems

a spurious addition, reviewing Solon and other legislators by
way of supplement There may have been a real review of

Solon given by Aristotle, but surely not the brief and bald

statement now in the text. Possibly the gap was early felt in

this place, and the lost account of Solon replaced by the pre-

sent chapter.

The third book enters upon the dogmatic or positive part
of the scheme, and seeks to analyse what a state or polity

means, before discussing its perfect conditions. A state is de-

termined by its citizens, those who vote and judge in it. Aris-

totle proceeds to determine more closely the idea of a citizen,

and whether his a'per/j is the same as that of the man. Are the

crood man and the good citizen identical ? This he shows to

1 Introd. p. 27.
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be not always the case, but so much so in the best or ideal con-

stitution that his good citizen must be a Greek gentleman of

leisure, and secure from all menial trade or employment. He
then determines l the various species of constitution according
to the sovereign power in each monarchy, aristocracy, and

democracy with their various subdivisions and debased forms.

With the ninth chapter he enters upon the discussion of indi-

vidual forms, and, in the remainder of this book, of the forms of

monarchy and its justification in nature. It is probably with

his eye upon the astounding personality of Alexander 2 that he

declares there are exceptional cases, where the merit of one man
in the state is so indisputably pre-eminent that all are willing,

and bound, to obey him. But ordinarily there is more wisdom

in a selected plurality, or constitutional aristocracy, which is

accordingly the best or ideal form.

581. This he discusses at great length, and with special

detail, in the following two books, which stand at the close in

our MSS., but which have long since been recognised as out of

place there, and are now printed as fourth and fifth in all good
1 cc. 4-5-
2 The reference has been vehemently denied by Susemihl (Introd. pp.

42-3) and others, on the ground that Aristotle never considers such an

empire as the Macedonian, but exclusively the small Hellenic polity, with

its narrow limits and purely Hellenic citizens. This criticism forgets that

Aristotle might be so struck by Alexander as a commanding nature,

as to infer the justice of making such an one a king even in a Hellenic

and ideal state, though he actually lived in a foreign system. I cannot

doubt that this amount of reference is intended, but I do not go so far as

Oncken in finding philo-Macedonian allusions throughout the work. But

if this point be doubtful, what shall we say to the strange statement he

makes (p. 1296, 38) in connection with the moderate democracy managed

by the middle classes, that ' of those who had formerly attained power,

one man only was persuaded to restore this form of government (els ykp

ivfyp ffvvfifflffOri ft&vos TV Kp6rtpov ty fiyf/jiovlq ytvofitvov ravrriv inroSovvcu

rV rd^iv), while all the rest had made oligarchies or democracies for

their own interest ?
' Who was this remarkable person ? The text seems

unassailable. Pericles, Epaminondas, Solon, and Pittacus have been sug-

gested. I will add Mardonius, suspecting that M^jScw has dropped out

(after ytvofitvuv), and that Aristotle may possibly refer to the statement of

Herodotus (vi. A3) that he established popular rule in the Asiatic cities, a

thing incredible in his own day. But Pittacus is the most probable.
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editions. The first three chapters are no doubt an Aristotelian,

but hardly relevant, inquiry into the most desirable existence

for a state, which is determined on the questionable analogy of

the individual. Whether the philosopher, who stood aloof from

public affairs, or the politician, who controlled them, be the

more perfect man, leading the more perfect life, was a dispute
common since Plato's day. Aristotle elsewhere declares ex-

pressly for the SewpriTiKOG ftlog, the life of intellectual activity,

which approaches nearest to that of the gods. He here con-

tents himself with showing that, as happiness which consists

of three parts, the goods of mind, body, and estate depends

chiefly on the first, most men who praise the politician's life

from ambition and grasping motives miss the mark altogether.

The true and righteous politician's life is not one of unjust

aggrandisement, and, on the other hand, not devoid of specu-
lation. So also the philosophic life is not without the noblest

kind of action. The two kinds are therefore not mutually

exclusive, and a state need not exist for foreign conquest, or

for imperial purposes, but may devote itself with equal dignity
and perfection to the well-being of its own citizens.

It would carry us too far to pursue even this very brief

analysis. The external and internal conditions of Aristotle's state

are unfortunately not completely preserved. Nevertheless,
the fragmentary fifth book, on the education of the citizens,

is so interesting, that I have considered it elsewhere fully in

connection with the subject of Greek education. The philo-

sopher then turns to the actual forms of polity, and discusses

their relation to his ideal state, the conditions of their welfare,

and lastly the causes of their decay, with the various means of

avoiding it. This analysis of the pathology of polities, which

occupies the last book (v. in the old order), is that of most

practical value, and has accordingly been most studied by
statesmen and political writers. Had Machiavelli completed
his Republic, designed on the plan of his Principe, we should

have had a close modern analogy to these books.

582. Most editors, not content with changing the place
of the last books in the MSS., as I have mentioned, also trans-

pose the immediately foregoing ones, so that the MS. order is

VOL. II. 2 P
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thus reformed L ii. iil vii. viil iv. vi. v. The placing of vii.

and viil immediately after iii. was first suggested by Nicolas

d'Oresme (1370), then by several of the earliest commentators,
such as P. Victorius, Segni, and Scaino da Salo, in the six-

teenth century ; by Conring in the seventeenth
; but was

not again urged till the problem was taken up in the last

generation by St Hilaire and Spengel.
1 It is Hildenbrand's

suggestion that the closer description of the ideal state was

postponed by Aristotle till after he had composed his historical

survey, was accordingly left unfinished, and found at the end of

the MS. when his books were rediscovered at Skepsis. Hence
the place and condition of these books in our MSS. would be

explained. The transposition of v. and vl was not proposed
till this century by St. Hilaire, who is supported by Spengel.
But this last change is not so imperatively demanded as the

former. It is, however, now so generally adopted that the

old numbering of the books should be abandoned, as pro-

ducing needless perplexity.

583. A sober review of the whole work impresses us with

sincere admiration on the one hand, and on the other with

disappointment. To take the latter first. I will not insist upon
the various confusions introduced by Aristotle's over-fondness

for logical divisions, especially the vague position assigned to

the moderate democracy (TroXirein) and aristocracy in relation to

one another, and to his ideal state. Neither will I repeat

myself on the quality of his style, or on the many difficulties

introduced by corruptions or dislocations of the text. What we

rather wonder at is the narrow Hellenedom of Aristotle, who has

learned nothing from contemporary history, nothing from his

own studies in foreign politics, nothing from his varied foreign

residences, nothing from the Macedonian court, and hence

nothing of course from the vague but splendid talk of Isocrates

and his school about the spreading of Hellenic culture beyond
the limits of the race. With Aristotle Greeks alone are worthy
to be free and dominant, and all foreigners are more or less

adapted for slavery. The researches made for his 158 polities

1 Cf. the interesting account of Oncken, Stoatslehre des A. i. 85 ; and

Wilamowitz (A. undA. i. 355), who regards the solution unsatisfactory.
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must have brought him within sight of the rising power of

Rome, and yet we can have little doubt that the Romans

were, or would have been, included by him under the head of

outer barbarians. The Carthaginians occupy him very fully

with their constitution, and yet he will not allow that even here

there was another dominant race adapted for empire.

With this assumption of slavery as natural and necessary

to most of the world, comes a contempt for labour, a glorifi-

cation of leisure, and a dislike for money making, which was

the main defect of all Greek political thinkers. And yet there

were in Aristotle's day not only logical thinkers who asserted

the unnatural and immoral character of slavery in its essence,

but democratic theorists, like Hippodamus and the sophist

Lycophron, who had approached the modern conception of a

state as a mere power of protecting its citizens by law from

mutual oppression and injury, while it left them to follow their

individual pursuits, without persecuting them with a lifelong

education, or an inquisitive intermeddling in their private affairs.

But here Plato's influence was too strong. His pupil differs

indeed in many details. He will not approach the splendid

conception that all the earthly life even of the highest rulers in

the ideal state is but a preparation for a purer and higher
existence beyond; he regards the state here as the end in

itself. But still he is forced to admit that the life of abstract

contemplation, apart from all practical affairs, is the best and

nearest to the gods. He objects to Plato's extreme super-

vision of marriage, as set forth in the Republic ; yet his own
notions differ little from those in the Laws, and he admits by
far the most offensive point in Plato the sanction of producing
abortion in his own state. And thus in many other cases.

He really opposes Plato on a very few details, and those rather

matters of degree than of principle.

On the other hand, the influence of the Athenian democracy
on this aristocratic theorist is far clearer than on Plato, owing,
I suppose, to a more unbiassed historical study. He fully

appreciates, in all actual constitutions, the paramount value of

a strong middle class
; and he upholds with great force the

superiority of a fixed code of established law over the chang-
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ing decrees and decisions of courts and assemblies. The

strongest, and doubtless the most immortal part of his book,
is his review not only of the varying forms of existing polities,

but of the causes of their conservation and decay an account

corroborated throughout with historical examples unfortunately
too minute to be now verified. But there can be no doubt

that here he has built upon so sound a philosophic basis, and

upon the evidence of so large and varied a political experi-

ence, that his lessons on the rise and fall of governments will

never grow old, and will be perpetually receiving fresh cor-

roboration, so long as human nature remains the same.

584. The Politics of Aristotle seem to have excited no at-

tention in antiquity. The silence of our authorities gives new
countenance to the story of the philosopher's works being hid-

den in a cellar in Skepsis, and only found and published by

Apellikon of Teos in the days of Sylla. Of course this story can

be disproved as regards the purely philosophical books, but it is

not improbable that this unfinished, and therefore unpublished,

fragment of a colossal work may have been hidden by an ap-

propriate fate from the generation who had lost the power of pro-

fiting by it It is distinctly cited by Cicero,
1 but all the other

ancients who occupy themselves with Plato's Republic are silent

concerning Aristotle's criticism, and his alternative state. Thus

this work did not pass through the Nestorian Christians to the

Arabs.

Bibliographical. Our earliest authority for the text is the

barbarous but exceedingly literal translation of William de

Moerbeke (a Dominican monk of Brabant), made about 1270
A.D. from an older MS. than any we possess. On this Thomas

Aquinas and Albertus Magnus wrote commentaries, but with

the political darkness of their age. We have no Greek MSS.

older than the fourteenth century, and most of them are only of

the fifteenth. They are all corrupt, nor can any one of them be

regarded as of pre-eminent value. Perhaps the Milan codex (in

the Ambrosian Library) is the best. It was done into French

with far more critical insight by Nicolas d'Oresme, about

1373 (printed in Paris 1489). After another Latin version by

1 De Fin. v. 4, u, and elsewhere.
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Lionardo Aretino (1398), it appeared in print in the great

Aldine ^fm/<?//<? of 1495-8. In the following century, the days
of republics and tyrannies, and revolutions, and factions in

Italy, a large number of editions and translations Oncken

says twenty-five appeared. We see in Machiavelli's Principe
a close study, and often an imitation of the last two books

;

and no doubt the Italians of that age were the nearest approach
the world has yet seen in politics as well as in art to the old

Greeks. In the nineteenth century the principal older edition

was Schneider's
;
the more recent and best was Bekker's (in the

great Berlin edition), till the appearance of Susemihl's elabo-

rate text and apparatus, which has sorted and discussed fully

all the MSS. and other helps. Susemihl has since published
a text with German translation and very valuable notes (Leip-

zig, 1879), quite the most serviceable edition at present (though
the translation is very inferior to that of three books by Ber-

nays, and the constant transpositions of short passages (though

carefully noted) are disturbing for references. In England we

have, besides Eaton and Congreve, R. D. Hicks' translation of

Susemihl's revised work (vol. i. 1894); and Mr. Sandys' Intro-

duction to his Constitution of Athens (1893). We have also

the edition long promised by Mr. W. L. Newman of Oxford,

of which two volumes long since appeared (Oxford, 1887), now

completed, with essays, in four volumes (1902).

Unfortunately, Grote's posthumous Aristotle does not touch

the Politics. Susemihl's notes (in the English edition) refer

the reader to a great mass of special studies in the German

periodicals, of which I may recommend those of Vahlen and

Bernays. The best general discussion of the Politics is

Wilamowitz' Aristoteles und Athen (Berlin, 1893), a verv

eloquent and attractive book, and well worth translating,

though here and there too enthusiastic and over-ingenious ;

Thurot's and Havet's Etudes are also suggestive. But the

modern literature on the subject is almost endless, and may be

appreciated from Susemihl's elaborate preface,
1 or from his

account in Bursian's Jahresbericht for 1887 and 1894-6. We
have now Mr. Jowett's and Mr. Welldon's translations, but

the essays promised by each of them have not been published.
1

pp. xviii.-xxii.
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585. We come, lastly, to the Nicomachean Ethic, which

was earlier in composition than the Politics, but is here treated

in reverse order, because it is more strictly a philosophical trea-

tise, with which we are not here concerned. I will pass by
all critical questions, and all ethical discussion, and will merely
call attention to the literary aspects of some portions of the

work, which are, indeed, excrescences to the argument, and

beyond its proper scope. I refer to the sketching of particular

characters in the fourth book (the lofty picture of the ideal

life in the tenth is pure philosophy), and to his discussion

of friendship in the eighth and ninth books. The most peculiar

of his characters is that of the /iEyaXo^vx ?, which, with all its

grandeur and dignity, is not an agreeable picture of Aristotle's

ideal in practical life. The Germans are full of theories as to

who is intended to be thus drawn. Zeller says he may have

been thinking of Alexander. Oncken believes the philosopher
was describing himself! As the portrait is exceedingly unlike

what we know either of Alexander or of Aristotle, we may pass

by these conjectures with a mere notice. We do not know

enough of Pericles personally to assert that he was intended,

nor perhaps did Aristotle think of him
;
but he seems less un-

likely than the other two.

The latter dissertation is not without the usual defects of

style in our Aristotelian writings repetitions, parentheses, and

omissions of points in the argument, but nevertheless it may
lay some claim to style, and has been greatly eulogised by
most of the philosophic critics. To us the most interesting

question about these books is to determine whether Greek

friendship was, indeed, no more than is here described, or

whether the fault is Aristotle's, who, through his love of defi-

nition and explanation, has overlooked the real nature of the

thing. He distinguishes three kinds : that from the love of

goodness, that for the sake of mutual pleasure, and that for

the sake of profit. On all these he makes many acute and

many true remarks. But when he tells us that the good man
loves himself and his own worth, and therefore the same quali-

ties in another ; when he denies the possibility of true friend-

ship, except in the case of such mature and self-conscious
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persons who are equal or nearly equal in position, he seems to

me to have altogether missed the mark, and to have been misled

by a spirit of narrow formalism. This is not the place for ethi-

cal discussion, but I suppose there are no observers of human
nature who will not admit that friendship, though suggested
and stimulated by mutual goodness, and frequent intercourse,

does not essentially depend upon either. For within the same

house and the same society there are often people of excel-

lence, who respect one another, and yet who are not friends.

Again, there are very inferior natures, nay actually bad natures,

which are capable of forming loyal attachments that stand firm

and unsullied even in the midst of crime, of injustice and of

contempt for the rights of society. The fact is that what we

call friendship in the strictest sense, apart from any conscious

mutual advantage, depends upon a subtle and inexplicable

sympathy, which draws people together in spite of all manner

of obstacles, and often forms bonds among the unequal, while

it refuses to join those whom every other promoting cause

would almost force into the relation. Though Aristotle is per-

fectly silent on this intangible cause, which is far the most

important, he gives us all manner of useful hints on those

lesser and spurious forms of friendship, among which I am
almost tempted to rank mutual esteem for the sake of good-
ness. But there runs all through his remarks an unpleasant

prominence of selfish considerations, the reflex of the nation

and the age in which he lived.

The discussion of editions and commentaries on the ethics

must be sought in the histories of philosophy.

586. Before leaving Aristotle, it may be well to consider

generally the oft-repeated charges of dryness and of disorder in

that philosopher's writing. As to the apparent disorder, it may
arise from confusion of thought, as well as from imperfect trans-

mission of our texts ;
in the former case it is a grave defect.

But we should remind ourselves carefully, in justice to Aris-

totle, that no discoverer is likely to put his first draught into

anything like logical shape, and that if we desire to watch

the profoundly interesting phenomenon of the thinking out of

new truths, or of a new system, we must be content to take it
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with those digressions, those repetitions, those perpetual ex-

cursions beyond the strict matter in hand, which characterise

the speculations of every fruitful thinker. 1
Moreover, with

such a thinker as Aristotle, we may even rejoice that he did

not condescend to waste his few years of mature work in

polishing his style, instead of quarrying out great mines of

unexplored knowledge. These considerations are an ample

apology for all those negligences which arise from carelessness

of form, or the over-crowding of thoughts in the teeming mind

of the great thinker. The case is somewhat different when
we approach those barren subtleties, those minute subdivisions

and distinctions, which waste our time and exhaust our pa-

tience, while they do not advance our knowledge. We must

confess that here Aristotle was the child of his race and

age, and did not escape that defect of over-subtlety, which is

the leading fault in the Hellenic mind. Not only their phi-

losophers, but their poets and orators give way to this weak-

ness
;
no sooner do they come in sight of any logical distinc-

tion, than they forthwith abandon themselves to the luxury of

divisions and subdivisions, of definitions and qualifications.

Which of us has not been wearied with them throughout the

divine dialogues of Plato ? Which of us has not been in turn

offended and amused with them in Aristotle? ' Ce sont des

articles de dictionnaire que le philosophe s'amuse a re'diger

chemin faisant.' One almost imagines that the Greeks of his

day still found the newly discovered mechanism of reasoning
so delightful, that they could not help exhibiting it, as a child

keeps working a new mechanical toy. We see the same turn

in Thucydides ;
we see it in Euripides, who affects his audience

as much by conflicts of argument as by pictures of passion or

of woe. But in the great classical writers this dominant pas-

sion for logical subtlety alternates with those higher literary

qualities, which command the sympathy of all civilised men,
and thus we condone the Parmenides and the Sophistes for

1 I cannot recal any great discoverer who has put his thinking into a

scrupulously neat and perfect form except Champollion, whose inductive

reasoning in the Precis du systtme hitroglyphique has this extraordinaiy
merit.
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the pathos of the Phadon, for the imagination and humour of

the Symposium, though here too there are not wanting tedious

analyses. In Aristotle, as we have him, there is not this relief ;

we have nothing but depth of thought, and suggestiveness of

expression, to atone for the arid scholasticism of his discourse.

Our new evidence (cf. Appendix) hardly modifies this judgment.

587. Thus the classical literature of Greece may be said

to close with Aristotle. He himself, as a literary man, stands

between the living and the dead ; and if in early life he at-

tended to style, in mature age we find him neglecting it for

the sake of the matter of knowledge. With him and his gener-
ation the brilliant generation which produced the greatest

eloquence in Demosthenes and Hypereides, the most perfect
social comedy in Menander and Philemon the power of ori-

ginal production seems suddenly to collapse, and the age of

criticism to commence. Grammar, rhetoric, eclectic philo-

sophy are the branches of literature which flourish, and which,

together with second-rate poetry and oratory, fill up the silver

or Alexandrine epoch in Greek literature. We have as yet to

say something of the historians contemporary with Aristotle,

who, though they were inferior to the great masters whom
they imitated, transmitted the taste for historical enquiry to

those later men, who have left us what is best and most enduring
in the decadence of the nation. Poetry, as we have seen in

the former volume, had its flashes of revival in Apollonius and

Theocritus, but we may thank the kind Fate which has saved

us the study of more productions like the Hymns of Calli-

machus, the Alexandra of Lycophron, and the Persce of

Timotheus.

In the Renaissance among the Romans, and afterwards in

mediaeval Italy, the contrast of classical and post-classical was

not strongly felt Men imitated and admired Philetas and

Callimachus along with Alcaeus and Sappho, and loved Poly-

bius and Plutarch as much as Herodotus and Xenophon. No
doubt we have gone into an opposite extreme, and neglect too

completely the real worth of the later literature, such as it

remains to us in Theocritus and Plutarch. But still, in this

hurried and weary age, when it is impossible to study the whole

of Greek literature in its vast extent, the proper principle of
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selection is certainly to confine ourselves to the age and to the

men who, in the judgment of all sound critics, have been pre-

eminent as well in form as in matter. Plutarch is a pure and

elevating writer, full of precious information, and breathing a

lofty moral tone. But we lose little by reading Plutarch in

English or in French, for as a stylist he is no Herodotus or

Thucydides; he is read for his matter, and his matter only.

This too is strictly the case with Aristotle as we know him, and

he therefore, as a stylist, is beyond the limit of classical Greek

literature. As a critic, however, especially as a critic of clas-

sical literature, he has occupied us, I trust, in no undue

detail. On the recently discovered polity of the Athenians,

see the Appendix to this chapter.
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THE remains of Aristotle have been enriched, since the third edition of

this book, by the important discovery of a papyrus in a tomb at Akhmtn
in Egypt, which contained most of the Constitution of Athens quoted

by the ancients from the collection of such systems by Aristotle, which

amounted, according to the lowest calculation, to 158. The editio princeps

by Mr. Kenyon, of the British Museum (January 30, 1891), showed

conclusively that almost all the citations from the work by late classical

authors especially by Plutarch were to be found in the new MS. There

was, therefore, not the smallest doubt that the newly-discovered text

was the alleged Constitution of Athens which the ancients ascribed to

Aristotle. English critics were very prompt in depreciating Mr. Kenyon's

work, till they found, upon the publication of the autotype facsimile

(March 1891), that they were unable to read more than a stray word

in the MS. which he had deciphered. They then joined with the

Germans in lauding his work. As might be expected, it contained some

doubtful readings and renderings ; but most of these were set right by
his own revision and by subsequent scholars, so that now, so far as the MS.

goes, we have a very clear account of what the ancients accepted as

Aristotle's work. Internal evidence seems to show that it was written

between 329 and 322 B.C. With over-subtlety it has even been limited

to 328-5 B.C. At all events, the work comes from the closing years of

Aristotle's life, and gives an account of what we know occupied him very

seriously the historical development of the Constitution of Athens.

Unfortunately, this most satisfactory result is marred by two difficulties.

In the first place, the style differs considerably from that of the known
works of Aristotle ; in the second, both the historical facts and the

judgments upon them are sometimes at variance with what other good
authorities have hitherto told us.

As regards the first point, a crowd of critics has analysed the text and

shown, especially in the particles, a considerable divergence from Aristo-

telic use. The reply to this is that we have now for the first time obtained

one of the exoteric or popular works of Aristotle, which were alleged ta
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be very different from his purely philosophic writing. Cicero is quoted for

evidence of the golden richness of his Dialogues, and there have been

critics bold enough to ascribe these qualities to the tract before us. A
calmer estimate will decide that, though this account of the Constitution

of Athens is straightforward and simple, it can lay no claim to eloquence.

It is tame and poor in diction, though it exhibits rhetorical care in the

avoidance of hiatus, and even (according to Blass) in the balanced rythm
of its clauses. If Aristotle's lost Dialogues were no better in style than

this treatise, we may safely say that Cicero was boasting about Greek books

which his readers could not understand, and which he himself desired

them to believe that he did. These obvious defects, and the total want

of stiggestiveness in the writing, which is so marked a feature of other

works of Aristotle, has tempted many critics to set it down as the work

of an inferior pupil, revised or not revised by the master. More trenchant

spirits (Ruhl, Richards, Cauer) have rejected it as wholly unworthy of the

great man.

Similarly, when we come to the facts more particularly as regards

chronology many discrepancies with the well-established sequence of

events startle us. The account of Solon and his constitution is very full,

and enlivened by fine poetical quotations from his works. Peisistratus is

viewed with considerable favour, on account of his personal qualities.

The overthrow of his sons is given with evident corrections of the narrative

of Thucydides, though that author is not named. Both the chronologies of

Peisistratus and of Themistocles are however different from those hitherto

accepted from Herodotus and Thucydides, and there is still a considerable

controversy as to the version we should accept. Ephialtes is made very

important, and the role of Pericles much diminished. Indeed the

aristocratic proclivities of Aristotle are constantly betrayed in his historical

judgments. The evils of excessive democracy and the mischiefs wrought

by the demagogues, are vividly before him. When he comes to the

Revolution of 411 and its consequences, he is very full and quotes several

public documents of great importance. He treats Theramenes with such

special favour, and views the politics of the day so much from his point
of view, that Wilamowitz even conjectures that a treatise or speech of this

politician was his main source for the history of the Revolution. Thera-

menes, he says, was not a man desirous to destroy constitutions, as has

been represented, but rather as an honest citizen ready to live under any
constitution, so long as it was justly administered. In addition to public
documents and inscriptions, the author seems to have consulted the Atthides

or chronicles of Athenian antiquities, of which that of Androtion is men-

tioned as the best. He had besides some memoirs of aristocratic com.

plexion, which coloured facts and characters in a manner congenial to

his own political views. In exegesis we now have an admirable and

exhaustive work that of U. von Wilamowitz- Moellendorff, Aristotdes

wid Athen (Berlin 1893), which gives us not a text and running commentary
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but a series of brilliant essays, analysing all the problems of the book, and

the attitude of the philosopher towards the city of his adoption. This is a

very subjective presentment, and so contrasted with Mr. Sandys' edition.

But the brilliancy and vast learning, as well as the eloquence, of the author

make his book a most fascinating and suggestive study on the whole con-

stitutional history of Athens. Never did a poor and dull text fall into a

more brilliant and attractive frame. 1 For what shall we say of the critical

iudgment shown in the following ridiculous passage ? (c. 26) :
' In these

days it happened that the better classes had no leader, Kimon, son of

Miltiades, being their best man, who was too young, and had taken to

politics too late ; and, besides, most of them were lost in the wars. For,

the army in those days being recruited from the roll of citizens and led by

__ generals unskilled in war, but promoted on account of their ancestral glories,

it regularly happened that 2,000 or 3,000 of those that served in each

campaign were lost, so that the better class both of the wealthy and of the

demos was consumed.'

The outcome of the library of discussion on these points is therefore

briefly this : If we depended upon internal evidence alone, few scholars

would dare to ascribe the new text to Aristotle. But the external

evidence contained in numerous citations from ancient authors, especially

from Plutarch, is so strong as to outweigh with most foreign scholars these

internal improbabilities. Nor is there any good reason to doubt that

Aristotle did publish such a work among his 158 tro\irtiai.

The plan of the book is very simple. It is divided into two parts :

(l) A sketch of the constitutional history of Athens from mythical times

down to 403 B.C., when the democracy may be regarded as complete.

This has been called a Primer of Constitutional History. Unfortunately,

the first chapters were not written upon our papyrus perhaps because the

earlier MS. was here illegible but a blank space is left before the first

column, as if the copyist had intended to supply it afterwards. Our text

opens with the Revolution of Kylon, and runs without break to the term

the author had prescribed to himself. He then turns (2) to a detailed

analysis of the existing Constitution a sort of citizen's handbook. This

was the part most frequently quoted by grammarians for the meaning
of technical terms. The authority of this portion of the text is first

rate ; but the conclusion is mutilated, and thus a portion of it practically

lost.

The literature on this treatise is enormous. To omit praise of the very

acute and brilliant essays on some fragments of a papyrus at Berlin, which

were identified as belonging to this work, and discussed by Blass, Bergk,

Landwehr, and Diels, would be an injustice, though all these investigations

are now superseded.

1 The recent literature on Aristotle up to 1886 has been reviewed in

Bursia.n'sJaArst>ertcAt for 1887, and again in 1896.
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The editions (in addition to the princeps and facsimile already specified)

are by Kenyon (third edition 1892), Kaibel and Wilamowitz-Moellendorff

(Berlin 1892), Herwerdenand Van Leeuwen (Leiden 1892), Blass (Teubner,

third edition 1896), and, lastly, the very exhaustive and complete work of

J. E. Sandys (Macmillan 1893), which is likely to remain for many years

the standard book on the subject. All the stray essays, suggestions, emenda-

tions, &c., are chronicled in his most diligent commentary. There are

English translations by Kenyon, Poste ; French, by T. Reinach, Haus-

soullier ; German, by Kaibel, Poland, Erdmann. The Italian, Russian,

and Polish versions do not concern us here. The last large work on the

whole subject is that of Wilatnowitz, Aristotelcs und Athcn (Berlin 1894).
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CHAPTER VII.

THE LOST HISTORIANS OF THE FOURTH CENTURY, B.C.

588. WE must not conclude this account of classical

Greek prose without saying something of those numerous his-

torians, especially of the school of Isocrates, who were much

praised and quoted, and formed the principal materials from

which Plutarch, Diodorus, and other writers of the Roman

period drew their facts. The enquiry into what were the sources

of Plutarch's biographies, or of the later histories, forms a

favourite exercising ground for the Germans, and tracts de fon-

tibus Plutarchi, or Diodori, or of the rest, inundate the learned

periodicals. Unfortunately, though we have many criticisms

upon these authors, especially by Polybius, and by Dionysius of

Halicarnassus, who reviews the most important of them, from

Theopompus only have we a specimen of their style sufficient to

afford us an independent judgment. They are cited for facts
;

they are criticised by one another, at times savagely ; they are

praised and blamed, but never quoted verbatim at any length.

Hence the splendid collection of Carl Miiller * in the early

volumes gives us hundreds of their fragments, and yet conveys
no definite idea of their style. Nevertheless, we may be quite

certain that none of these writers were in anyone's judgment

(except their own) equal to the three great masters, Herodotus,

Thucydides, and Xenophon, who have fortunately survived.

All sound ancient critics note this inferiority, not only in judg-
ment and critical knowledge of political and military affairs, but,

what would have pained the authors far more, in style. For they
were trained rhetoricians, who cultivated manner with conscious

care and sought to outdo the great models placed before them.

1

Fragg. Hist. Grot. 5 vols., Didot, 1853-70.
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One imitated Herodotus, another Thucydides, another Xeno-

phon, but, like almost all copies, they were wanting in the vivid-

ness, the grace, and the power of the originals. There was

apparently a self-conscious and controversial tone about them
;

they were exercised not only in the jealousies of rival schools,

but in the party politics of the day ; they wrote history as

rhetoricians, and as partisans, if not of men, at least of poli.

tical theories. Hence later days neglected them, and amid the

wreck of the dark ages no one exerted himself to save them.

One alone, from a later age, survives. Polybius was doubtless

the soberest and most valuable of these Epigoni. His work is

of the highest value to the historian, as a long series of ap-

proving critics has amply shown
;

l but as a stylist he never

has been, and never will be, read. He is a valuable moment in

the historical development of the Greeks ; he forms no part of

their classical literature.

From this preamble it will appear that these writers may
here be disposed of very briefly, but a list of their names and

works should not be wanting even in this handbook. It is,

however, not easy to separate those of a later period from those

who flourished before the death of Alexander
;
for we have a

continuous stream of names reaching down to the Roman

times, as the student of Miiller's Fragmenta will see at a glance.

I am only here concerned with the earliest of them, and of these

some reach higher than the opening of the fourth century B.C.

589. I have already mentioned Ion and Stesimbrotus 2 as

authors of historical memoirs from which Plutarch borrowed.

Another early historian, who treated of no events subsequent
to 420 B.C., was ANTIOCHUS OF SYRACUSE, son of Xenophanes.
He wrote on the early history of Italy, in which he, first among
Greek writers, mentioned Rome. He also composed the his-

tory of Sicily from the earliest times to the first year of Darius

1 For the English reader the best sources to estimate the value of Poly-

b ;us are Thirlwall's Hist, of Greece (last volume) and Freeman's very remark-

able Hist, of Federal Government, vol. i. Unfortunately, neither Grote

nor E. Curtius have carried down their Histories to the period of which

Polybius treats. His work has been translated by Mr. E. S. Shuck-

burgh (2 vols., Macmillan, 1889). His life and character are fully treated

in my Greek Life and Thought.
* Above, Part i. p. 42.
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Nothus, OL 89, i. Being the oldest authority on Sicily and

Italy, it is certain that he was much used by Aristotle, Diony-
sius and Diodorus, as well as by the many succeeding writers

on the same subject But what is to us most interesting is

that the account of Sicily at the opening of Thucydides' sixth

book is probably borrowed from him, perhaps even verbally,

to judge from some peculiar forms not elsewhere found in

Thucydides. Thus the whole of this early chronology would

depend upon a single writer from an uncritical age. It is not

improbable that, as all the early dates are reckoned from

the founding of Syracuse, and that this is determined by
Archias, the founder, being the eleventh in direct line from

Heracles, our Sicilian chronology, which is implicitly received

because it is sanctioned by Thucydides, is a mere theoretical

scheme. Antiochus, in an extant fragment,
1

speaks of the

Achaeans who were founding Croton being helped by Archias

when on his way to found Syracuse a much more likely

account than that which makes Syracuse an older settlement.

In fact, the natural course of things points to the settlement of

Corcyra first, then the south * coast of Italy, then Sicily. But I

cannot here enter upon this obscure question.

590. The history of Sicily was again taken up by a re-

markable man, who lived somewhat later than Antiochus. and

was himself a prominent actor in the events of the day, PHI-

LISTUS of Syracuse, son of Archimenidas. Our main informa-

tion concerning him comes from Plutarch's life of Dion, and
from Diodorus, when relating the fortunes of Dionysius and his

son as tyrants of Syracuse. For in Suidas' article the historian

is evidently confounded with a rhetor Philiscus of Miletus, who
was the pupil of Isocrates and master of Timaeus, as well as

with Philinus of Agrigentum, who wrote on the first Punic war.

Philistus was born about Ol. 86-7, and therefore witnessed the

great siege of Syracuse by the Athenians. He supported

Dionysius with his private means and encouraged him with his

advice, and was doubtless one of the staunchest adherents and
best friends of the tyrant. Nevertheless they quarrelled, and

1

Frag, ii, from Strabo.
2 As the east coast up to Brundusium is very barren and poor in soil.

VOL. II. 2 Q
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Philistus was exiled (386-5 B.C.) to the Adriatic, where he

composed most of his histories. After many bitter complaints
of his exile, and owing to much flattering persuasion, he was

recalled by the younger Dionysius, when he set himself in op-

position, apparently with success, to Dion and Plato, who were

attempting the philosophical conversion of the tyrant. When
Dion invaded Sicily, Philistus was appointed by Dionysius to

command his fleet, but being defeated by the Syracusans near

Leontini after a brave defence, he either killed himself or was

put to death by his enemies, when an old man, in OL 106, i

(356 B.C.).

He wrote the history of Sicily from the earliest date down
to the capture of Agrigentum (407 B.C.), in seven books

; then,

in connection with it, the immediately succeeding reign of

Dionysius the elder, in four books, down to his death (Ol.

103, 2). He also wrote two books on the reign of the younger

Dionysius, down to Ol. 104, 2, and this work was completed

by Athanas of Syracuse.
l Two points are frequently insisted

upon by his critics : first, his strong adulation of the tyrants,

which made him very unpopular; secondly, his imitation of

Thucydides. Cicero 2 calls him ' Siculus ille capitalis, vafer,

acutus, brevis, paene pusillus Thucydides.' Quintilian thinks

him weaker but clearer. Dionysius, in a fuller criticism, gives

him praise and blame combined, and exhibits him, on the whole,

as a very second-rate copy of the great master. From Cicero's

Brutus (cap. 17) we may infer that he despised rhetorical finish

in his writing, and was hence degraded in the estimation of an

over-cultivated age as being deficient in these minor qualities ot

a historian. But this would, no doubt, have made his works

not less valuable to us. The later historian Timaeus, called

'EiriTtfiatoc from his censorious temper, attacked Philistus, as

well as other early historians of Sicily, in his great work, but

was himself attacked in turn by Strabo and Polybius. It seems

that subsequent historians, who used general histories as their

main authority, turned to Philistus as a specialist when they

1 The title Sot*Aw is sometimes given to the whole series, though the

author so named only the first part, the second being vf

*
Ep. ad Q./ratr. ii. 13.
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came to treat of Sicilian affairs. This is believed to be the

case with Diodorus in particular. Hence comes most of our

knowledge of Philistus
1

works.

591. Far more regrettable is the loss of the histories of

Ephorus and Theopompus, the two greatest pupils of Isocrates,

whom he trained carefully in what he considered historical

style, and whose tempers were so diverse that he said the

former required a whip and the other a curb. Hence EPHORUS

(of Kyme, son of Demophilus, born Ol. 98-100) with his

calmer temperament turned to earlier history, and composed
a celebrated work, reaching from the Return of the Hera-

cleidae,
1 which he seems first to have made his starting-point,

to the siege of Perinthus by Philip (340 B.C.). It was after-

wards brought down by Dyillus to the death of Philip. This

history was in thirty books (the last completed by his son

Demophilus), each with a separate introduction and forming a

separate whole. It is praised by Polybius as the first and only

attempt at an universal history. The other works, on Inventions

and on Geography, seem rather to be excerpts from the digres-

sions in this history.
2 The general contents of most of the

books have been inferred from the fragments by Miiller.3

He was considered an honest and painstaking writer, as

indeed we may infer from his own statement,
4 but we do not

know what sources he used, or how he used them, for we find

through Diodorus and Strabo, who constantly follow him as an

authority, that he differed frequently from Herodotus, Thucy-
dides, and Xenophon in relating the periods treated by them.

In the case of the last, indeed, it is fortunate that he was so

independent, for it is to him (through Diodorus) that we owe
the possibility of correcting Xenophon's scandalously unfair

account of Epaminondas and the Theban supremacy. His

fourth and fifth books, called Evpuirrj and 'Aata *at A(/3vq, on

1 This was fixed at 1104 B.C. by Eratosthenes.
* This is, however, more than doubtful, though suggested by Miiller,

in the case of an essay pl Ae'es, on expression, mentioned by Theon
and by Cicero, in which he recommended dactylic and paeonic, in prefei-

cnce to spondaic and trochaic rythms, in prose composition.
*

Miiller, i. pp. Ix-i. *
Frag. 2.

Q2
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the geography of the then known world, were largely used by
Strabo and by the scholiasts. Ephorus' account of the causes

of the Peloponnesian war is restated at length by Diodorus,
1

and is not calculated to increase our respect for him. On the

other hand, his geographical researches afforded valuable

material to Strabo, as appears all through the Geography. He
quoted old poets and inscriptions, but not very critically.

Polybius says he is quite ignorant of the operations of war,

except those on sea, and that his details of land battles, when

they are at all complicated, as at Mantinea, are absurd
;
but

this vice is not peculiar to him. In his account of the Athenian

hegemony, we can infer from Diodorus' second-hand history

that he was partial to the Athenians, and differed from Thucy-
dides' account of many transactions in giving a more favour-

able interpretation of Athenian conduct. Nevertheless, he

seems to have been as sparing as Thucydides in mentioning the

inner, or the constitutional, history of Athens. As to style he

is alternately praised and blamed (the former by Polybius,

the latter by Dionysius), and he no doubt had the faults and

perfections of Isocratic teaching. He was elegant and flowing,

but not spontaneous, and decidedly wanting in power.
2

592. It is remarkable that while Suidas calls Ephorus

iffropiKOG, he calls his brother historian, THEOPOMPUS, a p/jrwp,

and very justly. For not only did this man compose epideictical

displays, as for example at the funeral of Mausollus, but all his

1
xii. 38-41, frag. 119.

2 The value of Ephorus as a source of history, and the extent to which

he was used by later writers, such as Plutarch, Diodorus, Trogus, and

Nepos, form the subject of constant monographs in German philological

journals monographs which show more erudition and acuteness in their

conjectures than solid results. I cite a few, in which the remainder will

be found discussed : Volquardsen, Untenuch. iiber die Quellen des Diodor,

xi-xvi (Kiel, 1868) ; Collmann, de Diodori Sic. fontibus (Marburg, 1869) ;

Albracht, deThem. Plut. fontibus (Gottingen, 1873) ; Sauppe, die Quellen

Plut. fur das Leben Perikles (Abhandl. Gott. Akad. vol. xiii. 1867) ; Wolff-

garten, de Ephori hist., drv. a Trogo expressis (Bonn, 1 868); Holzapfel,

Untersuch. iiber Griech. Gesch., &c. (Leipzig, 1879). The Sicilian part of

Ephorus' history is specially discussed by Holm, Geschuhte Siciluns, ii.

340, sqq ; cf. also A. Bauer's very depreciative Themislokles (Merseburg,

X88i).
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writing was considered rhetorical, and breathed the vehement

and angry spirit ofthe author. He was the son of Damasistratus,
and brother of the rhetor Caucalus, born about the looth Olym-

piad at Chios. 1 He was exiled when an infant with his father

from Chios for Laconism, perhaps, as Miiller suggests, by the

Theban party when Epaminondas attempted the hegemony of

the sea. He became the pupil of Isocrates, and returned to

his home in his forty-fifth year, owing to the interference of

Alexander in favour of exiles during the early part of his expe-
ditioa Being a man of private means he never composed court

speeches, but wandered through all the Greek cities making

epideictic displays of his rhetoric, of which the most successful

seems to have been his panegyric on Mausollus, prince of

Caria, at the famous literary contest instituted in his honour

by his widow Artemisia (Ol. 107, i).

After his return, his free tongue and quarrelsome manner

appear to have made him fresh enemies, for after the death of

Alexander he was again exiled, and sought a refuge in Egypt,

where, however, Ptolemy I. was as unwilling as the Greek

cities to receive him, so that he escaped from this country

also, through the warning of his friends. This is the last fact

recorded of his life. As to his work, we find cited by Suidas

an Epitome of Herodotus in two books, then a continuation

of Thucydides' history of the Peloponnesian war (like Xeno-

phon's Hellenica), and subsequent events in twelve books

reaching done to the battle of Knidus. But his greatest work

was a history of Philip, embracing in digressions all the con-

temporary history down to the king's death, in fifty-eight

books. This very voluminous work was abridged into seventeen

books, retaining nothing but the Macedonian history, by the

orders, perhaps even by the hand, of Philip V., the opponent
of the Romans. In this form at least the work was extant in

the days of Photius. The reader will find an epitome of what

1 This is the date preferred by Miiller (i. Ixv-vii). Others prefer the

date given by Suidas, the 93rd Olympiad, and think he was trained by Iso-

crates in his first school at Chios. But this does not agree with the state-

ment that he was only forty-five years old after Alexander came to the

throne.
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is known of the several books in Miiller's fragg., i. pp. Ixx-lxxii.

His many panegyrical and deliberative speeches, as well as his

letters, doubtless in the style of his master Isocrates, are

rarely cited. Athenseus refers four times to his letters to

Alexander for attacks on the Chians, and on Harpalus con-

cerning his immoral life.
1 There are also mentioned a Dia-

tribe against Plato, and a tract on Piety.

593- We have many and explicit judgments on his merits

as a historian and as a stylist, which are sufficiently supported

by his fragments to give us a clearer idea of him than of any of

his rivals. We have an abstract of his vain and self asserting

personal preface to the Philippica? He here boasted of his

independence from writing for pay, of the number of his works,

and their celebrity through the world, as well as of his travels,

quite after the manner of one of the older sophists. He pro-

ceeded to assert the superiority of the literary men of his own

day over their predecessors, owing to the advances and im-

provements made in the study of letters. This offensive self-

praise was no doubt common in the school of Isocrates, and

marks a turning point in the history of Greek literature. It is

plain from the exceedingly voluminous character of Theopom-

pus' compositions, from the extraordinary variety of the sub-

jects quoted in our fragments, and from other indications, that

he aimed at excelling Herodotus rather than Thucydides. But

not only were his digressions excessive and tedious, but the

stories of marvels and miracles, and of barbarian manners and

customs, which sound appropriate in Herodotus, were out ot

place and even offensive in this more conscious and sceptical

age, and were justly ridiculed by his critics. We may also be

certain that he treated his subject in an intensely rhetorical

spirit, seeking everywhere for effect rather than strict truth.

He was, moreover, a strong political partisan, and allowed

himself constantly to attack violently Greek democracies and

their failings. Indeed, in every case he sought out hidden

motives, and stated them with force, but often with libellous

rancour. His taste for repeating private scandal, and for

drawing pictures of luxury and of immorality among both

1

Frogs. 276-8.
*
Frag. 26.
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Greeks and barbarians,
1 shows a very different order of mind

from that of Herodotus. He is in fact a self-conscious, rhe-

torical, Isocratic ape of the great historian. Nor do his in-

vectives against the increasing luxury of the age sound like the

outcome of sincere indignation, but rather of a sour and fault-

finding temper.
But withal, he must have been a man of considerable force,

and far the greatest of Isocrates' pupils. The very persecutions
he endured show that his furious invectives, and his angry ad-

vices on public affairs, had far more effect than the despised

pamphlets of his master. He is quoted particularly often by
Athenaeus on various manners and customs, which he had

minutely described, and these are unfortunately not the most

edifying or instructive portions of his works. In spite of his

strong self-assertion, and his unwearied diligence, no subse-

quent critic admitted him to the pinnacle he claimed above

his great predecessors in historiography.
2

594. I do not think that any of the numerous suc-

ceeding historians,
3 or the group of antiquarian writers who

1 Cf. in Mullet frags. 33, 54, 65, 95, 129, 149, 178, 222, 243, 249,
260 ; on the new fragment ascribed to him cf. p. 233.

2 The utilisation of Theopom'pus by later historians Nepos, Plutarch,

Diodorus, &c. forms a parallel enquiry to those above cited as re-

gards Ephorus. The episode irtpl Sitnayeayuv seems to have been often

thus transcribed. In addition to the tracts above given, which touch on

Theopompus as well as Ephorus, we have Biinger, Theopompea (Wurzburg,

1874) ; Natorp, quos auctores secuti sint Diodorus, &'c. (Wiirzburg,

1876) ; Riihl, die Quellen Plut. in Leben des Kimon (Marburg, 1867); and

Schmidt's Perikleisches Zeitalter. These critics set up and overthrow all

manner of hypotheses on the indirect use of sources by late authors. But

as they are chiefly based on the unproved assumption that later transcribers

adhered with uniformity to the authority they had once selected, none of

them is likely to add much to our knowledge of lost authors.
* Thus Timeeus of Tauromenium, who was born in classical days

(about 350 B.C.), did not begin his literary work till late in life, after his

exile by Agathocles, and his settlement at Athens. The whole style of

his Sicilian history, his perpetual censure of his forerunners, his want of

that chastity and reticence which marked good Greek prose, unite in de-

grading him in our estimation to a writer of the silver age. Our chief

knowledge of him is from Polybius, who '
hoists him on his own petard

'

by frequent censuring of his angry criticisms.
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composed Atthides on the legendary and historical lore of

Athens, can be included in classical Greek literature. In no

case have we sufficient knowledge of them to judge of their

style, and there is no reason to think that any one of them

reached such excellence as to entitle him to any attention be-

yond that claimed by the matter of his book.

It is hard to say what the sands of Egypt still hide for us.

As a new speech of Hypereides has been lately recovered, so

even upon inscriptions we may find specimens of style which

will find their place in the History of Greek Literature. M.

Holleaux recovered for us in 1887 the whole text of Nero's

speech, when he ' liberated the Greeks,' so that we can now

judge of that Emperor's prose style.
1 The excavations at Epi-

daurus have revealed to us an epigram in Doric dialect upon
the statue erected to Philip of Pergamum, son of Aristides, a

historian hitherto unknown even by name, and still of uncertain

date. What is more curious, there is added what seems to have

been the Introduction to his work, in Ionic dialect, showing
that this literary fashion lasted into Hellenistic days. For I take

this to be the general description of this Philip's age. The
reader will be glad to see this curious scrap of Greek prose.

*Eyo> Travroidiv traOewv Kal ^we^eo? dAA^Acx^ovoys ova. re TTJV

Acriav Kal njv EvpwTnyv /cat ra Ai/?uu>v l$vea Kal NT^CTIWTCWV TTO

Aias Ko.6* rjfJLfas yeyen/fuVcov oarirj X LP^ Tnv Kepi TWV KCUVWV Trpij-

f<av 'uTTOpLrjv e&rjveyKa cs TOVS "EAA^vas* OKO>S *ai Si'
rj/j.f(uv

p.av9a.vovra<; OKOCTO, SrjfjLOKOTriT) Kal KepSewv dyu.[Tpt7^J
Kai crrao'ies

ffj.<f>v\toi Kal TTIOTCWV KaraAvcms yfvvSxri /cafca, TrapaTTjp-^frei ira.-

6eo>v dXXorpidiv aTrev6rjrov<i Troie'tovrai ras rov fitov 8iop$oo<rias.
2

Neither this nor any other of these fragments, however, has

yet falsified the assertion, that the age of originating in literature

was passing away. People who studied form had unapproach-
able models in the older masters. People who desired new

knowledge sought it in a great and wide-spreading literature

which was scientific in its aim, and sought merely to impart

1 Bull, de Corresp. hell. xii. 510, sq.
* Ibid. ii. 273.
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knowledge in the plainest way. These critical and scientific

tendencies found a suitable atmosphere for their growth beyond
the limits of Greece, and in the new kingdom which first

mediated between purely Hellenic and non-Hellenic culture.

To discuss the history of this period, and in this foreign soil,

I have devoted two special volumes : Greek Life and Thought

from Alexander to the Roman Conquest, and, The Silver Age
of the Greek World.

595. There is yet another lost historian, whose very
name was not worth mentioning in the last edition of this

work, as there was nothing known of him, save that Dionysius
of Halicarnassus and Plutarch mention him as a continuator

of Thucydides, almost contemporary, and giving the narrative

of Greek history at least down to the battle of Cnidus, 394 B.C.

But Messrs. Grenfell and Hunt have found and published
1

large fragments from some such history, and the question im-

mediately arose, whether we had not now before us a chapter
of this lost author. That was the conclusion adopted by Blass,

and to me it still appears by far the most reasonable. The

only other early historians known to have covered the period are

Ephorus and Theopompus. The learned are agreed, for

reasons which I need not here detail, that Ephorus is out of

the question. Not so Theopompus, for from the outset very

vigorous attempts have been made both by Professors Wilamo-

witz and Ed. Meyer to establish him as the author of these

fragments. There is already a whole literature on the subject,

but very little has been added to the careful discussion of

Messrs. Grenfell and Hunt (op. dt.\ though Mr. E. M. Walker

has stoutly and I think successfully (in the Klio for Aug. 1908)

upset the claims of Theopompus, and Ed. Meyer has published

a whole book on the fragments he calls those of Theopompus.
This is not the place to enter into such controversies

; suffice

it to say that to English scholars what we know and hear of

the style of Theopompus is wholly inconsistent with these

fragments, which are tame and commonplace, without any
rhetorical ornament, and rather like Polybius than like the

1

Oxyrhynchus Pap. vol. V.
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better stylists in Greek Prose. It is not a case like that of

the new tract ascribed to Aristotle, for here there is strong
external evidence that Aristotle was the author, whereas there

is none that Theopompus wrote the new fragments, except
such trifles as this, that the author happens to use the form

Ka/37raers, which Theopompus is cited as having used. But

he is by no means cited as peculiar in this his use. The

positive evidence for Cratippus is likewise exceedingly small,

but there is nothing in it inconsistent with the assumption
of his authorship.

Rejecting therefore the popular German Theopompus
theory which offers chronological as well as stylistic objections,

we may assume Cratippus as the probable author, as it is not

likely that some other voluminous but wholly unheard-of

Greek historian is here before us. The narrative, unfortunately
much marred by mutilations of the papyrus, gives a very
detailed history of the events of 396-5 B.C., in which the

leading actors were Agesilaus in Asia, and Conon in his

progress through the S.E. ^Egean. The latter is clearly the

author's hero, and in this, as in many other points, he differs

from the contemporary Xenophon so much that it seems likely

he was the source used by Diodorus, where he too differs

from the Hellenica. The author seems well and carefully

informed ; he is aristocratic in flavour without showing any
violent bias; he apparently inserted no harangues, and this

we are told was a feature of Cratippus' history. He seems

fond of instructive digressions, and that which has fortu-

nately been best preserved, on the constitution of Breotia

(col. xi.) at this time, is one of the most important new

lights on Greek politics gained in recent days. Then follows

(xii.) an excellent summary of the causes which had pro-

duced the growth of Thebes and of Bceotia in wealth during
the last years of the Peloponnesian (the Dekelean) War.

There is a good chapter on the outbreak of the war between

Bceotia and Phocis, promoted by those in Thebes who
wished to bring about a breach with Sparta : there is a passage
on the mutiny of Conon's sailors, and another on Agesilaus'

operations in Asia, each set of events being taken up in turn
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so as to give a chronological character to the whole work.

But the style is poor. Though he may indeed be more

accurate than Xenophon, later ages were right to prefer the

account of the ' Attic bee '

which, in spite of its philo-Spartan

flavour, gives us a sufficiently adequate account of these

complicated years of war for all literary puposes.
Valuable then as is this recovery of an elaborate historian,

so far as to tell us what we have lost, it is nevertheless but

another example of what most of our recent discoveries have

taught us that what was lost or laid aside by the later Greek

critics and educators was indeed inferior to what they pre-

served. To Menander and Timotheus we may now add

Cratippus. None of them was in the first rank of authors.
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